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Abstract
Avhandlingen omhandler grunnlagsteoretiske problemer i arkeologi eksemplifisert
ved en studie omkring det middelalderske kjøpstedet på Veøy i Romsdal. Drøfting
av problemstillinger omkring arkeologiens poetikk og kildekritikk, samt inkommen-
surabiliteten mellom de folkloristiske fortellinger og de arkeologiske fortellinger
utgått fra Veøy, står sentralt. Drøftingen munner ut i arkeologiske fortellinger om
Veøy. Resultatene fra arkeologiske utgravninger i  1990-92 tolkes dithen at Veøy
hadde  en  sentral  posisjon  i  Romsdal  allerede  i  den  tidligste  kristningsfasen.
Utgravningene avdekket at de første kristne begravelser på Veøy stammer fra siste
halvdel av  900-tallet.  Navnet Veøy  betyr den hellige øya,  og navnet knyttes  til
Veøy som et sentrum i den kristne religionsutøvelse, og ikke som tidligere antatt,
den hedenske kult. Den nye religionen og Veøy ble brukt aktivt i den territoriale
maktkampen på Nordvestlandet. I løpet av høymiddelalderen utviklet Veøy seg til
å bli et viktig sentrum for innkrevning av ulike typer skatter og avgifter til Kongen,
Kirken  og  verdslige  storgodseiere.  Dette  var  trolig  Veøys  viktigste  funksjon  i
høymiddelalderen.  Den mer markedsøkonomiske handelsvirksomheten utgjorde
et marginalt fenomen. Da skatteinngangen til jordeieme går ned med opp til 75 %
etter  Svartedauen,  forsvinner Veøy  som  et  viktig  knutepunkt  i  det høymiddel-
alderske  samfunnssystemet.  Ekspansjonen av  de kommersielle  fiskeriene  i  sen-
middelalderen bidro ytterligere til en svekkelse av Veøys sentrumsfunksjoner for
Romsdal.
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-Kysten sig åpner! Vi følger en fjord,

gråsort og stor;
fosser her dundrer fra begge sider;
tung som en svamp
skydotten langsefter fj ællet glider.
I solvejr og damp
serjeg igjæn den evige kamp.

Dette er Romsdalens stride land!
Nu erjeg hjæmme.

Alt som jeg ser, har øje og stemme.
0g folket! Jeg kjænner hvær eneste mann,
om aldrig jeg så ham. fJer er han tolket:
kjænner du fjorden, kjænner du folket.

E# er fjorden midt i et slag,
en cznn€# er han en solskinsdag
i højeste sommer,
når stille i strålende fryd han kommer,
og alt som har navn,
bare han ser det, han tar det i favn,
spejler det, vugger det -
var det så fattigt som gråstens-mosen,
var det så flygtigt som bække-osen.

From the poem Romsdalen
by Bjømstjeme Bjømson
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PREFACE

This dissertation is not only about archaeology and Veøy; it is also about the writer
of these narratives of Veøy. Some may consider the latter to be academically unin-
teresting, but as 1 always experience that the writer is inevitably present in any
archaeological text, I saw no reason to attempt to neutralize myself in an objectified
discourse of Science.

During three summers from  1990 to  1992, from April to August, I re-experi-
enced with great intensity the outdoor life of my childhood summers in the fjords
and landscapes of my native Romsdal. I am therefore doubly indebted to the Uni-
versity of Oslo, not only for granting me a stipend to write a doctoral dissertation,
but also for affording me the opportunity to revisit a paradise lost of yesteryears.

The finds from the excavations are stored at the Museum of Natural History and
Archaeology in Trondheim and the investigation repoit is available in the topo-
graphical archives of the Museum. With the exception of photos of artefacts, all the
photos were taken by the author who is also responsible for the drafting of the field
drawings.

The Veøy  summers  will always remain a fond memory:  I shall never forget
them, nor will 1 forget the many friends 1 made there.

Oslo, November 23,1993                                                                                       Brit solli

The present work is a doctoral dissertation, to which only minor alterations have
been added.

Trondheim, April 23, 1996 Brit Solli
dr. art.
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PART I

THE SETTINGS





1 . INTRODUCTION - TIIE THEORETICAL
SETTING

Archaeology is reflection upon, and mediation between, the present self and the
material other, or it is nothing. This «reflection» and «mediation» must neither be
confused with self-adoration, nor amchair excursions into theoretical landscapes
labelled with various «isms».

Archaeological fieldwork is both a very personal experience and an experience
which is inextricably theoretical. This is not to say that there are no non-subjective
interpersonal rules to be followed. There are definitly differences between good
and bad archaeology; differences which the archaeological community at certain
points in time or space finds more or less obvious. As far as theory, method and
source-criticism are concemed, the rules of the game are subject to change. When
not including «source-criticism» in the average methodologcal toolkit, I intend to
underline the inherent source-criticalness of all archaeology. In addition to being
both  a  «reflection»  and  a  «mediation»,  good  archaeology  is  source-critically
sound, or it is not archaeology. But the degree of source-criticalness is historically
and  culturally  constituted  and  can neither be  compared  with physical  laws  nor
the rules of chess. The way problems and investigations  are  source-criticised is
embedded in the over-all theoretical vocabulary selected and applied. Source-criti-
cism cannot be separated from theories of past societies and cultures. It is not a
question of formation processes in a neutral «Schifferian» sense.

However,  source-criticism  is  traditionally  considered  to  represent  the  most
obligatory part of archaeology, i.e. the scientifics of historic and prehistoric materi-
al culture studies. Throughout the research history of archaeology the scientifics
have constituted the most inter-personal and community controlled part of the dis-
cipline. While the poetics of archaeology, which 1 consider to be involved in the
over-all  theoretical  composition  of  an  investigation  including  both  fieldwork,
source-criticism, and the writing of the material past into the present, have been
considered to be marginal and unscientific. I shall maintain that the scientifics and
poetics of archaeology are of equal importance in the writing of archaeologies.

These promulgations will be elaborated below.
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1.1. Is there a postiprocessual archaeology?

The ideas and results, which will be presented below, owe a lot to the so-called
post-processual debate from the early  1980s and onwards. The intertextuality of
the present work is post-processual at heart. However, the text is meant to be a con-
structive critique of post-processuality through practice.

What is post-processual archaeology in the early  1990s? I find it easier to say
what post-processual archaeology (PPA) is not, rather than what it is. PPA does not
favour: nomothetic law-building in the humanistic and social sciences, positivism,
empiricism, or deductivism through rigid hypothesis-testing. A post-processualist
is no longer shaken when accused of not doing Science with a capital S . On the con-
trary.  Maybe this accusation had some vibrational effects in the early history of
PPA, but not any longer.

Fullfilling  Leach's  prophecies  from  1973  (Leach  1973),  archaeologists  from
Cambridge started to flirt with structuralism in the late 1970s. Ian Hodder's name
came to the fore. His switch from spatial analysis, inspired from New Geography
(Hodder & Orton 1976) to stmcturalist analysis of East-African ethnic groups, had
an  unprecedented  impact  on  the  archaeological  debate  (Hodder  1977,  1982a,
1982b, 1982c). When saying «unprecedented», I have not forgotten Binford's arti-
cle from 1962 (Binford 1962). Binford opened up the wonderful world of Science
to  archaeology,  while  Hodder's  innocent flirt with  structuralism  soon  launched
archaeology out into a harsh world of competing discourses and paradigms. The
world of Binford seems, in comparison, like a paradise lost. The sensible thing to
do, in such a moment in history, is to steer away from those «botanists» who pro-
claim that the tree of knowledge is the root of all evil.

Once the dominant variables of the  1970s, i.e. ecology, demography, extemal
inputs exemplified with long-distance trade, were broken up, anything could and
did happen. Ian Hodder could not possibly have foreseen what was going to happen
in his part of the world, Cambridge. Young turks were over him, and the theories
and practice of archaeology presented in Hodder's publications of 1982 were soon
history. In 1984, the deconstruction work of Cambridge-seminars was swept into
Antiquity (Hodder 1984). The Orwellian connotations induced from the title of the
paper, ArcÆczeo/ogy !.n J984, tells of total and pessimistic relativism.

«Theory and data are not opposed and they are never confronted. Rather, data
are observed within interpretation and theory» (ibid:27).

«We have seen that there is no extemal, objective basis for saying that any one
theory, well argued and coherent intemally and `fitting' to the data, is any better
than  another  theory,  equally  well  argued  but  based  on  different  assumptions»
(ibid:30).

Archaeology could never be anything but a subjective art. True conespondence
between archaeological material and reconstructions of the past were sheer chance
and wishful thinking. Structuralism could be said to be part of the discourse of Sci-
ence,  but  Hodder's  discovery  in  1984  was  that  an  intrinsic  relativism  situated
archaeology outside of this discourse; the real past could never be captured in our
painfully elaborated analyses.

The story could have ended here, but did not. The young turks of the Cambridge
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academia had no intentions  of quitting  archaeology.  On  the  contrary.  A  steady
stream of publications kept the extra-mural world of Cambridge well infomed
(Miller & Tilley 1984, Hodder 1985). Structuralism was not banned totally, but the
critical scope included discussions around the inherent deteminism in structural-
ism, the relationship between structure and event and the individual and society.
This discourse was clearly inspired by the works of Giddens, Bourdieu, and partly
Ricoeur (Giddens 1979, Bourdieu 1977, Ricoeur 1981).

In  1986 Hodder's gloomy pessimism of the apocalyptic J984 was eclipsed by
the publication  of the  more  optimistic jicczdj.#g  fÆe Pcz§f (Hodder  1986).  Mean-
while, some of his old students began to be more and more preoccupied with poli-
tics and the question of «writing the past».

jicczdz.ng fÆc Pcz§J is an interesting book because, at that particular point in time,
it sums up the state of the art in an unsolvable equation with many unknowns. The
book can only be grouped with the «black» and the «red»- books (Shanks & Tilley
1987a,1987b). At the time, these inspiring publications opened up my mind to a
French world of thinking. But now, in the aftemath, the inconsistency of the theo-
retical landscapes these three books present, seems striking. Foucault and Gadamer
co-exist quite peacefully in the company of Habemas etc. A four-fould hemeneu-
tic and critical theory of the Frankfurt school resides calmly together with dialecti-
cal Marxism (Shanks & Tilley 1987a and b). A politically correct praising of femi-
nism  and  gender  studies  is  of  course  among  the  topics  discussed  (Hodder
1986:159).  A  maybe  not  so  politically  correct  embracement  of  Collingwood
occurs  a few pages  earlier (ibid.:90).  Never have  so many  French and German
thinkers quite unproblematically co-habited on fewer pages.  I refuse to call this
eclectic, it was just a time of euphoria:

- Finally, archaeology is going to play along with disciplines  such as philoso-

phy, the history of ideas, and anthropology! Finally, we shall be part of the general
ongoing cultural critique! And look! We have read them all, from Bakhtin to Derrida,
and from Kristeva via Gadamer to L6vi-Strauss. Not to forget Roland Barthes and
Michel Foucault. And we are now competent enough to comment on these great
thinkers; we can use them in archaeology!

But then, what happened? Well, Prøc/!.cø//y nothing?

My affection for books and articles from these euphoric years ( 1982-1987) of new
theories and ideas is still great. Why were these Cambridge-publications to have
such an important impact on the theoretical debate in archaeology? I do not consid-
er archaeology to be a paradigmatic science in any «Kuhnian» sense (Kuhn 1970).
A humanistic discipline dominated by periods of nomal science and «puzzle-solv-
ing», would be an utterly banen activity. Anomalies, revolutions, and competing
discourses are the nomal situation of any social or humanistic science which is in
sound health.

The New Archaeology (NA) or processual archaeology might have dominated
the theoretical debate in the USA, Britain and to a certain extent in Scandinavia. In
Gemany the NA was more or less ignored (Hårke 1989) or shortly analysed and
dismissed as inadequate (Eggert 1978). In Scandinavia the most scientistic parts of
NA were matched by discussions inspired from Marxism on the impossibility of a
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totally neutral science (Solli 1992a). Besides, the ecological perspectives and func-
tional  mode  of explanation  represented  bczsz.ccz//y  nothing  new  in  Scandinavian
archaeology. In Denmark the environmental perspectives in archaeology go as far
back as  1848 (Klindt-Jensen  1975). The multi-disciplinary approach with archae-
ologists working with geologists, botanists and zoologists are deeply rooted in the
Scandinavian archaeological tradition (Solli 1989a).

InTheprefaiceo£h:isbookTheMesolithicsettlementofNorthernEurope(1936),
Graham Clark acknowledges a number of Scandinavian archaeologists and natural
scientists. Clark's book can be seen as a kind of theoretical predecessor of the Star
Can investigations (Clark 1954). The very systemic ecological perspectives in the
Star  Can  publications  has  had  a  profound  impact  on  archaeological  research-
designs not only in northem Europe, but all over the world.  However, the basic
environmental approach has Scandinavian origins.

Maybe  this  is  why  the  Scandinavian  community  of archaeologists  was  not
overtly impressed by the systemic approaches of the NA inspired from American
functionalist anthropology (White, L.A.1949,1959, Steward 1955) and sociology
(Parsons 1949). Scandinavian archaeologists were to a certain extent influenced by
the NA,  with the exception of the most extreme (Watson,  LeBlanc  & Redman
1971, Plog 1974). The Swedish archaeologist Stig Welinder has produced the most
stringent NA in Scandinavia (Welinder 1975,1977,1979).

The NA was also severely attacked on the US home front (Schuyler 1978). The
British NA was more socially and geographically orientated than the North Ameri-
can version (Clarke 1968, Renfrew 1984). The NA was indeed influential but, for-
tunately,  it  never  achieved  a  paradigmatic  dominance.  After  15  years  of PPA
debates, the situation is even more fortunate, with the archaeological discourse rep-
resented  by  many  different  ideas  and  taking  different  directions.  The  idea  of
archaeology as a paradigmatic science is long dead.

The ideas put forward by young Cambridge archaeologists in the early  1980s
were not new to archaeology. In France Leroi-Gourhan had been doing structuralist
studies of cave-art since the  1960s (Leroi-Gourhan  1967). In Sweden Jarl Nord-
bladh was doing structuralist analysis on rock-carvings (Nordbladh 1980). In Nor-
way Ame 8. Johansen spoke as early as in  1969 of subjectivity and the inherent
theory-dependence of data (Johansen  1969,  1974). In the USA James Deetz and
Mark Leone discussed structures and the meaning of material culture (Deetz 1977,
Leone 1982). These studies did not create the same tumoil as the ones originating
in Cambridge seminars.

In many ways the NA had a touch of scientific arrogance and jargon to it. Its
practitioners did not seem to take anyone seriously who did not master the dis-
course and concepts of the NA. Ian Hodder had been «inside»; he mastered the dis-
course; his statements could not be ignored; he had to be silenced through a coun-
ter-attack. Hodder spoke from Cambridge and this did not speak against him. He
said something that was not spoken of, but as an archaeologist established in the
NA-discourse he had the possibility of making statements and being read seriously.
Without this established position in the discourse, I doubt very much if he would
have been as widely read and listened to, as the 1980s course of theoretical debate
in fact show that he was.
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But aside from these obvious advantages conceming relations of power in the
academic  world,  why  did  so  many,  especially  young,  archaeologists  read  this
«new» PPA with such enthusiasm? The most interesting thing about the PPA is that
the Cambridge archaeologists did not invent the basic ideas of their project them-
selves. After the first structuralist phase, some of the younger Cambridge archaeol-
ogists introduced the theoretically inclined practitioners of the discipline to a Euro-
pean general discourse of ideas, and they wrote quite convincingly about the theo-
retical implications for archaeology. Without being a student of - or worker in -
philosophy or history of ideas it is impossible to be totally updated. But the PPA
discourse introduced ideas that were widely discussed in disciplines like anthro-
pology,  sociology,  and in  any  intellectual debate  involving general  cultural cri-
tique. I think there was a dominating feeling of having «caught up with» the gener-
al humanistic,  social and cultural discourse of the  1980s.  Rejecting the PPA by
declaring oneself a Popperian (Renfrew  1989) seemed like an easy way out. If it
was as simple as that, why was the «post-modem condition» discussed by intellec-
tuals all over the world? The problems discussed were epistemologically far too
dramatic to be dismissed by referring to the  1950s discourse in analytical Anglo-
American philosophy. Certainly, by the late  1980s, the time had come to explore
the practical and methodological consequences of PPA.

«...all archaeology is a theoretical practice» (Shanks & Tilley 1989:2). A statement
upon which 1 agree. However, I would like to add that «not all theoretical practice
is archaeology» (Solli 1992d:72). Furthemore, «Post-processual recourse to theo-
ry is just as uninteresting as processual recourse to method» (ibid.). During the 15
years of PPA debate there has been a certain tension between theory and practice.
Adversaries of the PPA claim that convincing case-studies are lacking,  and that
there is no PPA practice (Earle & Preucel  1987, Watson 1990). This is both right
and wrong.  Case-studies have followed the theoretical debate all along (Hodder
1982b,  Olsen  1987,  Hood  1988,  Shanks  & Tilley  1987a,  Tilley  1991).  But it is
depressing to notice that as late as in 1990, volumes are published, which do noth-
ing other than present theoretical comments on French thinkers (Tilley 1990, Bap-
ty & Yates 1990).

PPA represents, as mentioned above, manifold directions and ideas: e.g. structu-
ralism  (Hood  1988,  01sen  1987),  critical  hemeneutics  (Hesjedal  1990,  1992),

post-structuralism (Tilley  1991 ), gender-studies (Gero & Conkey  1991). Renfrew
maintains that post-processualism is nothing other than anti-processualism (Ren-
frew 1989:34). On this point he is probably right. It does not make sense any long-
er to put the same label on various types of non-processual archaeology, because
pure processualism in die-hard NA fom is hard to find these days. You have to
travel a long way, maybe all the way to Albuquerque, New Mexico, or to Tucson,
Arizona. The time of polemics between supporters of one or the other direction is
over. Actually there is no such thing as a post-processual archaeology; there are
many archaeologies.

The  mysterious  success  of  some  directions  to  the  disadvantage  of  other
directions, has to do with the relations of power within the archaeological world
community:  Some voices are allowed to speak from peaks in the terrain and are
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seen  and heard.  What you  say  is  of course  important,  but the position you  say
it from, and the language you say it in, are of utmost importance. You cannot say
czny/Æz.ng  at  all  times  and  places,  some  things  are  just  unspeakable.  Not  just
anything goes. Relations of power aside, when does archaeology stop being part
of the discipline of archaeology? Eric von Dåniken is not doing archaeology in
the academic sense of the tem. Thor Heyerdahl's activities have been labelled as
non-archaeology since at least the early  1960's. In spite of its origins in the late
1920s, the British ley-line archaeology appears like ordinary New Age hurly-burly.
The   Califomian   Goddess-movement's   use   of  Gimbutas'   (1991)   engendered
archaeology  seems rather un-archaeological,  and for some it may be tempting to
throw Gimbutas'  archaeology out with the bathwater as well. What is it that such
practitioners  lack  if  we,  as  non-processualists  agree  upon,  and  maintain,  that
archaeology can never be written in total independence of the moment it is written
up? It can never be a nomative or nomothetic Science; by that 1 mean a Science
inside of the,  since the En]ightenment, dominating discourse of Academia in the
West.  What  is  the  difference  between  good  and  bad  archaeology,  and  between
archaeology and non-archaeology?

1.2. Archaeology, ethnography and other histories.

The problems of theory discussed in archaeology during the last 15 years are not
archaeological problems per se. They are embedded in the general cultural critique
of the Modem Project or Condition. By directing attention to relevant debates in
neighbouring  disciplines  of  archaeology,  I  hope  to  convince  the  sceptics  of
(meta)theorization that these problems are not a matter of esoteric glassbead games
of no practical interest, but fundamental problems subverting the seemingly solid
epistemological pillars of humanistic and social disciplines as we have kown them
since the Enlightenment.

1.2.1. Archaeology

After the euphoric years between 1982 and 1987 one should have expected a period
of practical experimentation and reflection. The volumes edited by Tilley (1990)
and Bapty & Yates ( 1990) show that someone obviously felt the need to dig deeper
down into the theoretical layers and apparently inteipreted Foucault's title of the
book ArcÆøeo/ogy o/know/cdge quite literally. Ian Hodder had since J984 started
to  develop,  at  least,  second  thoughts.  Hodder's  project  is  difficult to  decipher,
because he is continously on the road to somewhere else.  A movement which I
choose to interpret in tems of open dynamism rather than as insecure eclectism.
However, Hodder's position in 1992 appears to be quite mature and self-reflective:
«The critique of my work within post-processual archaeology led me to see that 1
did not want to go all the way down the road of value-commitment and political
motivation. . . I might be listened to and have power which enables me to speak cz§
czn  crrcÆczco/ogz.§/,  not  as  a  politician  or  critical  theorist  or  feminist»  (Hodder
1992:167).
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When reflecting upon the practical consequences of Shanks & Tilley's more or
less  post-structural  position,  I  could not help  having  a feeling  of unease:  «We
attempted to  emphasize theory øs  a practice,  as  a process  indelibly  linking  the
archaeologist and that which he or she constructs and re-constructs. ( . . .). What we
were working towards was a theory o/and i.n practice, the notion that all archaeolo-
gy  is theoretical practice»   (Shanks  & Tilley  1989:2).  These  statements  did not
worry me at all; they are a sound counter-attack both against much of the naive
empiricism  dominating  pre-processual  archaeology,  and  against  the  processual
belief that theories are separated from the data upon which independent testing can
be carried out; one just has to elaborate and sophisticate new methods. I agree with
Shanks & Tilley that an archaeology which does not constitute a theoretical prac-
tice is uninteresting; such an archaeology bores me.

«The meaning of the past does not belong to the past but to the present. A corol-
lary is that the primary event of archaeology is not the event of the past but the
event of archaeology  itself:  discourse,  writing,  excavation.  Archaeology  is  not,
then, so much a reading of the signs of the past, but a process in which these signs
are wr!t/en into the present. And writing, of course, transfoms. There is a funda-
mental gap between words and things. We move from material culture `text' to an
archaeological text backing up our arguments  and statements by  `quoting'  with
artefacts. This is a process involving both resistance (the material record does con-
strain what we can write in various ways) and transfomation (the movement from
things to words)» (ibid.:4).

No doubt the writing of archaeology transfoms and creates. Why this is so I
shall develop below. Shanks & Tilley's stress on the present as pr!.mczry leaves me
with unease. If this is so, why bother? They do, however, assure us that the material
record does constrain our archaeological nanatives (fig.1 ).

But how? What is this resistance, what does it look like in practice? At this point
Shanks & Tilley's project is in an awkward predicament. An unease, I think the
authors  themselves  have  felt.  Apologetic  prefaces,  conclusions,  appendices  or
footnotes, where the authors ridicule or tear down what they have meticulously
written  down,  have  occuned  in  archaeology,  building  upon  Shanks  &  Tilley

MATERIAL  CULTURE  (a  multidimensional

1

`text' with a plurality

of meaning)

<          re si stance

_ transformation

ARCHAEOLOGICAL  TEXT  (argumentative
structure with material `quotations')

Fig.1. Relations between artefact and text.

ideas  (Tilley  1991,  Tilley  1993,
Shanks 1990, 01sen 1991). Even
Hodder  makes  apologetic  ges-
tures, not in an appendix but inte-
grated in the text (Hodder 1990).
The apologia reveals the czpor!.cz
of  the  post-structuralistic  posi-
tion:

1 . Relations between artefact and text
according to Shanks & Tilley ( 1989:5).
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-We want to do archaeology but we know that our stories of the past are primar-
ily dependent on the present. Artefacts are reduced to mere quotes. Of course we
are, as white and middle aged men from the Middle Classes of the West, left with a
feeling of unease when finishing a practical analysis of archaeological problems
and materials. So, we decide to write a conclusion which sums up the whole thing
in one line: Sorry, we did not really mean it.

The time has come to explore the «constraints», the «resistance». If we cannot
justify the position that the archaeological material really represents a «resistance
movement», then archaeology no longer has a rczj.§on cJ' Gfrc'. If 1 want to be a politi-
cian,1'11 do politics, not archaeology.

However, the questions taken up in the work of Shanks & Tilley, are fundamental
and important, and the authors deserve credit for not simplifying complex and dif-
ficult problems, conceming how do we know what we think we know. In ethnogra-
phy the same questions have been discussed during the 1980s. The archaeological
discourse  and the  ethnograpic  discourse  have  been  running  on  parallell  tracks.
Some  references  to  the  ethnographic  debate  have  been  done  from  the  side  of
archaeology, but as far as 1 can see, the references the other way around have been
few, if none.

1.2.2. Ethnography

Archaeologists are not alone in pushing their discipline in a kind of (post)modem
direction (e.g. Clifford 1988, Clifford & Marcus 1986, Marcus & Cushman 1982,
Marcus & Fischer 1986, Manganaro 1990, Rosaldo 1989, Stoller 1989, Van Maa-
nen 1988, Hastrup 1992c, Okely & Callaway 1992). Ethnography has been experi-
encing an at least equally painful and self-reflecting debate: What differentiates an
ethnographic account from other kinds of accounts? What happens when fieldwork
is done? How can we Ænow  other cultures? What happens when fieldwork experi-
ences are written down? Is ethnography a westem imperialistic exercise? W%y are
ethnographies  written;  wÆo  writes them;  and /or wÆom are they  written? These
questions are not unfamiliar to those of us, who have followed the post-processual
theoretical debate in archaeology.

James  Clifford  maintains  that  the  «present  predicament  (in  ethnography)  is
linked to the break-up and redistribution of colonial power in the decades  after
1950 and to the echoes of that process in the radical cultural theories of the 1960s
and  1970s...  With expanding communication and intercultural influence, people
inteipret others, and themselves, in a bewildering diversity of idioms. . . » (Clifford
1988:22).

Clifford  describes  the  ethnographic  condition  not  as  a  crisis  of ethnographic
authority, but as  a dispersion. The present ethnographic discourse is important to
archaeology for several reasons: ( 1 ) Archaeology has always been a consumer of eth-
nographic studies through the application of analogies. (2) Archaeology is descrip-
tion of the past cultural «other». (3) Archaeology is a fieldworking discipline.

As far as the first point is concemed 1 am not going to immerse the present narra-
tive into the problems of analogical modes of explanations. But when classical eth-
nographies like Malonowski's are criticized on the grounds that the «fieldwork-
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practice recorded in the diary did not fit the methodologcal exortations outlined in
rÆc Argo#cz#f§» (Okely 1992:7), you know they mean serious business.

The Malinowski diary created such disciplinary tumoil that Leach declared in
his postgraduate Malinowski course in 1970 «that it should never have been pub-
lished» (ibid.). As in archaeology, this painfully self-critical discourse, with its ori-

gins  in  American  departments  of  Anthropology  has  arduous  opponents  (Roth
1989). Clifford Geertz book WorÆs cz#d L!.vcs ( 1988), which discusses the autobio-

graphical and self-reflective aspects of «the least personal fom» (Okely  1992:2)
was met with lucid statements such as the following by a Cambridge professor in
social anthropology: «My own advice to anthropology departments is that this vol-
ume be kept in a locked cupboard, with the key in the possession of the head of
department, and that students be lent it only when a strong case is made out by their
tutors» (Gellner  1988:26, quoted in Okely  1992:2). A case just too delicate to be
made public! Apparently any application of ethnographic analogy in archaeology,
should be preceded by source-critical scrutiny, not only on the over-all fitness of
just this analogical situation, but also of the quality of the ethnographic fieldwork
on which the ethnograpic text is based.

What is at stake is none the less «an ongoing critique of the West's most confi-
dent, characteristic discourses» (Clifford 1986: 10). He maintains that after the Sec-
ond World War the critique of colonialism has undemined the West's ability to
represent other  societies  and that this  undemining  has  been  reinforced by  «an
important process of theorizing about the limits of representation itself» (ibid.).

«It has become clear that every version of an `other', where ever found, is also
the construction of a  `self',  and the making of ethnographic texts. . .  has always
involved a process of `self-fashioning'  (Greenblatt  1980).  Cultural poe§!.§ -and

politics - is the constant reconstitution of selves and others through specific exclu-
sions, conventions, and discursive practices» (Clifford 1986:23-24).

In the book C#/fz/rc øncz Tr#JÆ Renato Rosaldo (1989) combines his very per-
sonal field-experiences with his experience and knowledge of the on-going theo-
retical debate. His theorietical ethnography appears to be a truly lived and embod-
ied experience. The question of ethics pervades his discourse: «Ethnographic his-
tory, the translation of cultures, and social criticism now seem inter-twined as fields
of study laden with ethical imperatives» (Rosaldo 1989:36).

The question of ethics both when doing fieldwork and writing up the academic
narratives, may appear to be a more obvious imperative in ethnography, than in
archaeology. Those narrated upon through ethnography are still living individuals
and communities, in archaeology they are long dead. However, the question of eth-
ics is of utmost importance when doing and writing archaeology, cf. 1.3.

The ethnographic scrutiny on the complexity of writing about the «others» and
doing fieldwork among the «others», is of relevance to any humanistic and social
dicipline.  «As  a fom of cross-cultural understanding, ethnography now plays a
significant role for an  array  of academics,  artists,  and media people»  (Rosaldo
1989:39). At present the social, cultural, and humanistic discourses are in a state of
being «ethnographisized» through diversification.

Amongst archaeologists working consciously to write non-processual archae-
ologies there  seems to be  a general  agreement on the point that the practice of
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archaeology is historically, culturally and socially constituted. The closest we get
to defining an Archemedian point in archaeology, is that there is no such point out-
side the archaeological discourse itself. This is not to say that there are no remains
from a past world out there to be described; a description of the world can be good
or bad, but the world itself does not decide the  «goodness»  or «badness»   of a
description. We do, and we do it through the discourses available to us at a specific
point in time and space.

1.2.3. Other histories

Archaeology is in many ways the off-spring of an evolutionary perception of the
world.  The  archaeological discourse deals with the long-temi history  and great
time-spans wider than that of any other humanistic or social science. Thinking in
tems of evolution and progress may seem unavoidable. The dominant concept of
time in the Westem world after the Enlightenment is basically evolutionary and lin-
ear; periods are seen as successive elements in a linear progression (Hastrup 1988,
Welinder  1992). Aside from a periodic neo-evolutionary revival (e.g.  Sahlins &
Service 1960), ethnography has in it post-evolutionary phase from Malinowski and
Radcliffe-Brown and onwards been primarily preoccupied with synchronic cultu-
ral studies. This in spite of Evans-Pritchard's statement «from 1950 that fundamen-
tally `social anthropology is a kind of historiography' (Evans-Pritchard 1964: 152)»
(Hastmp 1992a:6). According to Kirsten Hastrup this switch from a concentration
of function to meaning did not have «any serious impact on the anthropological
concem with history» (ibid.). Maybe as a consequence of the theoretical diversifi-
cation, the question of the historicity of ethnography is again taken up as a serious
consideration (Sahlins 1985, Hastrup 1985, Hastrup 1992). However, this implies
not only the historization of ethnographies but also the ethnographization of histo-
ries (Hastrup 1985).

Both  the  description  of the  «historicity»  of archaeology  and  the  claim  that
archaeology is a historical discipline were fiercely combated by the NA (Binford
1982).  History  was  by  Binford  associated  with  ideographic  and  particularistic
description,  idealism,  the nomative concept of culture;  in  short: Ar/./   In shaip
opposition to Binford's views, both the re-introduction of the nomative concept of
culture and the claim that archaeology is a historical discipline, were embedded in
Hodder's 1982 discourse ( 1982a). These lines of thought stand in contradiction to
the structuralist strand also presented in the same publication.

Some of the ideas presented by the French  A#nø/c§ school may prove interest-
ing, but the complexity of the ideas does not invite superficial treatment (e.g. Hod-
der 1987). Braudel, who is categorized as belonging to the second generation of
cz7tncz/z.§fc'§ (Knapp 1992b:5), shows a definite interest in long-tem perspectives in
history (Braudel 1980). Braudel's tripartite perspective of long-temi geographic or
environmental structures (/cz /ong#e cJ#re'c), medium-term socio-economic cycles
(co#/.onc/#rc) , and short-temi socio-political events (/' Æi.s/or!.c? c've'nmen/!.e//c) , has
been criticized for the inherent ecological deteminism embedded in the concept of
/cz /ong#c cJwrc'e (Knapp 1992b:6). Furthermore, the annalists' fundamentally anti-
narrative  position  in  the  writing  of history  is  another point  which  seems  to be
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inconsistent with the later theoretical developments of non-processual archaeolo-
gy. The annalists have not focused upon the problems of re-presenting the past in
texts. Practitioners of the cz##cz/cs school have written both monumental history,
spanning large areas, e.g. 7lÆe A4cd!.fc"czncczn (Braudel 1972), and detailed micro-
analytical studies of small communities, e.g. A4on/czz.//ozd (le Roy Ladurie 1980). In
spite of doing both macro-  and micro-historical  studies, the annalistes have not
broken with the idea of the Enlightenment, that it is possible to write a history of
Europe, a master narrative, either by showing the unique in the general, like Brau-
del, or by showing the general in the unique, like le Roy Ladurie. Be it a history of
short-tem events, socio-economic structures, of long-tem ecological constraints ,
of mentalties etc„ they can be defined as parts of the history of Europe. I find that
the annalist histories resemble more the processual archaeology, than the non-pro-
cessual archaeologies. A non-processual practice may indeed find some inspiration
in annalistic ideas of e.g. different scales of time, but the perception of how the past
can be written into the present belongs to a different discourse of knowledge.

This different discourse of knowledge promulgates a diversification of the past;
not only the histories of great civilizations of Europe and its nation-states are of
interest but also of the silent «other», the peoples of Europe without histories. The
other histories are not only a question of exotic minority cultures. Any fieldwork-
ing archaeologist, or ethnographer, continously meets «the other histories».

«. . .the uniqueness and the unity of European history must be dismantled. The
unified sense of history seems to be a discursive rather than a social fact and the
product of a highly literate Enlightenment heritage. In Europe as elsewhere there is
a multiplicity of histories» (Hastrup 1992a:2).

Bjømar Olsen and Audhild Schanche have shown how the Norwegian archaeo-
logical  establishment  as  late  as  in  1981  denied the  Saamis  a prehistory  (01sen
1986, Schanche & Olsen 1983). The construction of a huge dam, for the benefit of
the  hydro-power  industry    (drowning  large  expanses  of Saami  core-areas)  had
created a tense political athmosphere between Saamis and the Norwegian author-
ities. A resolution was proposed at the Meeting of Norwegian Archaeologists in
1981, that the Saami minority fulfilled the historical criteria for being defined as an
indigenous population according to the ILO-convention. The proposal was based
on historical and archaeological data. Promptly this ethnic interpretation of archae-
ological material was by an influential professor labelled: «Kossina-archaeology».
The very same professor had co-authored a book called Dc/Ør§fe norczme#n, (The
first Norwegians) (Hennum & Hagen 1975). This book starts with the earliest mes-
olithic finds from Norway, z.nc/#cZz.ng finds from the present Saami settlement area
(Olsen 1986:38).

(Just a few minutes after these sentences were written on January 5th,1993 , ca.11
pm, I turned the TV on. A panel-debate was going on concluding a series of pro-
granmes produced by Danish public broadcasting called European voices. The
French cultural theorist and writer Alain Finkielkraut was in the middle of a dis-
pute with the president of the newly established saami parliament in Norway (Sam-
etinget) Ole Henrik Magga. Magga disputed Finkielkraut' s claim that a European
identity could only be  established, and kept alive, through the  knowledge  of the
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European Classical Culture, manifested in e.g.  great works  of art. Finkielkraut
exemplified his  point by  refering to  the  oeveres  of Proust, Balsac, Flaubert  etc.
Magga maintained that a Saami culture, or any other culture, not incorporating
the Classical European Culture in its own living culture, was just as valuable as
those cultural segments of European societies which did incorporate the Classical
Heritage  of Europe.  Finkielkraut promptly  accused Magga for favouring  anal-
phabetism.

By further coincidence , the same evening , I watched parts of a movie called The
conflict in valladolid , which had won the prix ltalia of l992 . The film told the story
of a process in court which took place in valladolid in l 5 30 . The issue at stake was :
Are  the  American  lndians  human  beings?  Do  they  have  souls?  The  Solomonic

judgement was that they were humans and had souls, but interestingly on the con-
trary the African blacks were not and had not. The judgement furnished Europe
with the theoretical , or better, the theological pre-requisite for centuries of transat-
lantic slave trade .

In remembrance of the statements of a prominent French intellectual on a neigh-
bouringchannel,IbeguntowonderifthetotalizinghistoryofEuropewouldevertoler-
ate the other histories of Europe : Were not the others mere analphabets? Maybe they
evenlackedthetrueEuropeanspiritofourcommonHeritage,thesoulofEurope!)

The existence of «other histories» is not only a minority occurrence, and it is not
something reserved for the peoples of the Third or Fourth world only.

Inside  the  mainstream  of  Norwegian  majority-history  a  myriad  of  histories
exists. With the exception of the obligatory school-curricula, few people in industri-
alized westem societies actually read archaeology or history. This does not mean
that they are people without (pre)histories. There is a polyphony of stories out there;
for the academically trained storyteller it may be tempting, and easier philosophical-
1y, to classify the multiplurality as cacophonic fringe stories and leave it at that.

As  experts  of the  past  through  material  culture,  we  are  quite  unconciously
trained to control non-experts' stories of the past. The intellectual discourse of the
1980s in various  academic disciplines  should make us feel uneasy.  Our right to
expert authority and control are put into serious question. Questions emerge which
can easily be theoretically played with, as long as you are not confronted with peo-
ple out there in the landscape, in schools, or where ever outside of Academia. As
mentioned above the many apologetic appendices etc., cf 1.2.1., show that in spite
of the  sophistication  of theoretical  frameworks,  a  lot  of fundamental  questions
remain unexplored.

Kirsten  Hastrup  and  Preben  Meulengracht  Sørensen  dispute  the  (for  most
archaeologists  and historians)  obvious fact that some past authentic material or
source is necessary in the writing of history  (Hastrup & Meulengracht  1987:9).
They claim that it is the tradition, through the written and narrated, which induce
life into the sources of the past, not e.g. the skeletons themselves.  Furthemore,
from the point of view of tradition the skeleton does not have primary significance.
In fact detailed analyses of bones which contradict a tradition; e.g. a king was bur-
ied somewhere, deconstructs the history. Without the stories we lose the history
(ibid.: 10).  Hastrup  &  Meulengracht criticize myopic  specialization and detailed
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studies of a source-critical character; this does not enrich  history, on the contrary,
history is deprived of meaning. Their somewhat polemic wish to reintroduce, more
or less, folkloristic tradition and the Norse sagas into academic history and archae-
ology  is  thought-provoking.  But they  definitely  miss  an important point in this
reintroduction; namely /rom w%ere do the traditional stories come? Where do the
stories and traditions originate which give life to e.g. archaeological monuments
and sites? Maybe the stories of today originate from the written discourse of yester-
day,  e.g.  19th century historical research  (Solli  1996).  Why  should we  interpret
these stories as more «lifegiving» than our own? These are questions 1 shall take up
later at a very concrete and practical 1evel.

Out there, in the landscape, the archaeologists are confronted by other histories
and storytellers. An archaeological investigation will intrude, and maybe erase these
other stories. Archaeology has undoubtedly played a role as a teminator of folklor-
istic narratives and local 1egends and myths. Non-processual archaeologies recog-
nize the temporality and historicity of archaeological narratives. A self evident con-
sequence of this recognition should be that the folkloristic nanatives are respected
and made «visible» in archaeological texts. The differentiality and, most often, the
incommensurability between the archaeological and folkloristic nanatives should
be stressed and nof their value in relation to a non-discursive «Truth» about the past.

In Australia and the USA there have in the last decade been confrontations with
the aboriginal and indigenous populations, discussions of reburials etc. Archaeolo-
gists, physical anthropologists and ethnographers have begun to take the legen-
dary/mythical «other» past into  serious consideration,  thereby questioning their
own rationale for behaving as outside experts. As mentioned above 1 do not see this
as a non-westem issue only. The problems in westem industrialized societies will
be different but the nuclei of the problems are similar:

«The complacent attitude of archaeologists and their apparent disregard of the
opinions of the rest of the population is a near suicidal stance» (Stone 1989:203).

This is a statement conceming archaeology not in the Australian outback, but in
Britain.

The theoretical discourse of the 1980s has raised an array of practical and method-
ological problems in archaeology. The time has come to stop fc//z.ng czbozdf and to start
§%ow!.ng Æow, and explore the possibilities of wrz./!.ng diverse archaeologies.

Fieldwork and analysis of large quantities of material takes time. When the time
has come for you to present the results, the trendier parts of the archaeological
community will be interested in other problems and other theories. You are outdat-
ed. In Scandinavia, being a theoretician only, is equal to professional «suicide». I
prefer being outdated.

But before 1 get on with it, I still have do some background theorizing.

1.3. Towards an archaeology of the body and experience

We have to «find a way between science and nanative» (Shanks  1990:309). This
thought-provoking  statement  was  uttered  by  Shanks  in  an  apologetic  «Conclu-
sion» in a book with the promising subtitle Po§f-§fr#cf#rcz/i.§m czncz fÆe Prøcfj.ce o/
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ArcÆczeo/ogy (Bapty & Yates  1990). I could not disagree (Solli  1992d:71-72) with
Shanks when he found the actual archaeological practice missing « . . .much of the
book is about reading post-structuralist writers» (Shanks  1990:298).  And that it
«-fails to deliver what it promises» (ibid.:296). Because of Shanks apparent wish
to start a new and better practical life, I read the first page of his book Ej¥pej'j.cnci.ng
/Æc Pcz§f with great expectations: «1 want to consider all dimensions of archaeolog-
ical experience, not just the intellectual and cognitive. I see this as part of a project
of embodiment,  of locating the practices  and pleasures  of archaeology  not just
within the mind but within the body; embodied experience» (Shanks 1992: 1).

I do not see «visiting» (Shanks' teminology, p 1) spectacular ruins or photos of
Greek vases as an experience of embodiment. Shanks' book is an excercise in the
fine  art  of  surfacing;  there  is  more  to  the  «physical  encounter  with  the  past»
(ibid. :99) than a «striptease», a slow peeling off of layers (ibid.:68).

Judith Okely maintains that the practice of intensive fieldwork as a method in
the  humanities  and  social  sciences  is  unique  to  ethnography  (Okely  1992:8).
«Long-tem immersion through fieldwork is generally a total experience, demand-
ing all of the anthropolgist's resources; intellectual, physical, emotional, political
and intuitive» (ibid.). This goes for research-oriented archaeologcal fieldwork as
well. That is, for a true archaeology of «the body and experience» (Solli 1992a: 107).

The most totalizing account of a fieldwork experience 1 have ever read, be it in
anthropology or archaeology, is Renato Rosaldo's experience of his wife, Michelle
Rosaldo's, sudden death falling off a cliffbound trail when doing fieldwork in the
Philippines. This deeply tragic and emotional experience seemed to change Renato
Rosaldo's attitude towards his surroundings and life as a whole, both professional-
ly and privately (Rosaldo 1989). The separation between the professionally trained
ethnographer and the private self had no meaning. Autobiography and anthropolo-
gy, life and work, became intertwined in an indivisible experience of the body and
soul. Bourdieu points to the body as a field of unconscious remembrance of events
both past and present (Bourdieu 1977:72-95).

The concrete similarities between ethnographic and archaeological fieldwork
may  vary,  depending  on  whether the  archaeological  fieldwork  is  carried out in
familiar circumstances or not. I certainly recognize the feeling of a foJcz/ experience
in association with personally initiating and perfoiming an archaeological project
which includes fieldwork. Being onc fieldworker, however, among mczny on a large
site, e.g a rescue-dig, may seem rather proletarian and estranged in comparison.
These industrialized fieldworks are not an issue to be discussed in this dissertation.

The physical labour of fieldwork transfoms the intellectual quest for knowl-
edge of the past through material culture into a very personal, embodied experi-
ence. The physical toil is stored in your body, maybe for the rest of your life, inher-
ent in defunct knees and elbows, and an aching back. On a long-tem fieldwork
project very «unscientific» ideas come to your mind. The very aspect of «being
there», leaming to know the physical environment and people living in the land-
scape, and constantly trying to imagine Æow it could have been living there JÆe7!, all
these mentally and bodily experiences embrace you totally and drive you into a
state of empathy. By living in the same place as the past «others» did, I feel that I
can better understand how it was like /Æc#. This emotional and physical experience
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of empathy is maybe non-science, but it sure does not feel like non-sense. This
experienced and embodied knowledge is used to møÆc §c#se literally of the archae-
ological record. After a time of physical out-door work, the rythm of day and night,
sun, rain and showers, light and mist, and landscapes become part of you.

You, the reader, might want to classify this line of thought less as a state of
empathy and more like a overwrought state of nature-mysticism. But working on
Veøy really felt like a total and emotional experience of body and soul. The theoret-
ical was instrinsically personal and vice versa.

In the field, archaeologists deal not only with the material other, but also, often
have to deal with «living others»,  as ethnographers do all the time.  I shall now
resume two threads, one from 1.2.2. on the need of an ethics of fieldwork in archae-
ology,  and one from  1.2.3.  on the need to make the other stories  visible in the
archaeological text.

I do not think anyone actually likes to be directly «field-worked» upon. At times
archaeological excavations are met with mistrust from people in the local commu-
nity where the dig is carried out. Some people mightjust not like their landscape to
be  «field-worked»  upon,  because  the  excavation  activities  feel  like  an  indirect
encroachment upon themselves. Archaeologists in Norway frequently meet such
sceptical attitudes with an improvised infomation-programme either through the
local newspapers or posters, or for example an open visitor day on the sites. The
infomation runs from the archaeologists to the public.

According to Shanks & Tilley this is not enough:  «We aim at a pluralist and
democratic exploration of the past, fragmented, provisional, negotiated» (Shanks
& Tilley 1989:8). This is an extremely important part of Shanks & Tilley's theoret-
ical score:  «Archaeology as a disciplinary ghetto must be destroyed» (ibid.:10).
The frontpage of one of Paul Feyerabend's books comes to my mind, a window
with  «Staff only»  written on it is  being  smashed to pieces  (Feyerabend  1982).
«Archaeology cannot escape the present and is responsible to it. So what might
archaeology reflect upon; what are the things in our experience considered impor-
tant and which have a relationship to the work of archaeology? They should be
decided in dialogue with the people archaeology is serving: local village commu-
nity, city council, Native American nation» (Shanks  1992: 173). He continues to
say  that  «Archaeologists  are  not  simply to  accept the tems  and interest of the
client» (ibid.). The tem «client» dennotes that this is a kind of commodity-or mar-
ket transaction. Unfortunately the previous 173 pages of Shanks' book did not take
up this point on a practical and methodical level, neither did the rest of the book.
The reader is never involved in a practical discourse of mediation between expert
and non-expert. This cardinal point has not been explored practically, we do not
know if such an archaeology is possible, and we do not even know if the public
wants a negotiating archaeology! Will anyone bother at all? What we do know, is
that people loathe arrogant archaeologists starting to boss around in their commu-
nity, but then no investigations are necessary to prove this. Again, the problems
discussed by Shanks & Tilley on a theoretical level are extremely intriguing.

Is it possible to carry out this kind of «democratic» archaeology in practice? Is it
not pure self-deception to believe that there can be a dialogue #o/ heavily biased by
relations of power between the expert community and the general public, when
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dealing with topics which the one party is employed fulltime to be expert on? To
this question, any ten year old in a comprehensive school, be it in southeast London
or westem Norway, would not fail to answer, ye§. But as a professional archaeolo-
gist, inspired by two fomer students of the University of Cambridge, I intend to
explore this issue on a practical 1evel later on.

1.4. The archaeologist as author and writer; on the poetics and scientif-
ics of faction.

Almost everything said on the previous pages would be impossible to speak of, if it
had not been for the postwar «linguistic tum» in the humanities and social sciences.

Although Saussure's posthumous Coz/r§c j.n gcncrcz/ /z.ng#j.sfj.cs was published
in 1915, it was especially through the elaboration of the structuralist discourse that
his basic influence was dispersed over a broader theoretical territory in the human-
istic and social disciplines. I am not unaware of Nietzsche's intrinsic influence on
the later part of the linguistic curbs and swings, often labelled post-structuralism.
Neither of Heidegger's profound, often  philosophically and politically disturbing
effects on the last 50 years of especially Continental philosophy.

A  gap  still  exists  between  Anglo-American  and  Continental  philosophical
thinking. Thomas  S.  Kuhn has admitted that when he wrote his very influential
essay  on  rÆc Sfrz{cf#;'c o/Sc!.cnfjJ3c Rcvo/%fz.o#s  ([1962]  1970), he was not at all
familiar with hemeneutics and its ancient linage. In fact «the tem `hemeneutic ' . . .
was no part of my vocabulary as recently as five years ago. Increasingly, I suspect
that anyone who believes that history may have deep philosophical import will
have to leam to bridge the longstanding divide between the Continental and Eng-
lish-language philosophical traditions» (Kuhn 1977). This is obviously not a very
easy task. The American philosopher Richard J. Bemstein has tried with varying
success (Bemstein 1983,1986). Foucault spent some time at the University of Cal-
ifomia -Berkeley -at the beginning of the 1980s, and as late as in 1983 he is basi-
cally ignored by the local philosophers and his thinking labelled «Frog fog» (Eri-
bon 1991 :602).

As  an  archaeologist  with  no  fomal  training  in philosophy,  I  feel  1ike  1  am
threading into a minefield of, for me, unacknowledged inconsistencies. Tems like
structuralism, post-structuralism, and worst of all post-modemism, seem quite use-
1ess, because the thinkers who are put into these heuristic bags most often have pro-
tested loudly about being labelled a so or so thinker. Shanks & Tilley's books illus-
trate how difficult this is for a non-expert. However, in the present situation there is
no short-cut back to a «real» or «empiricist» archaeology. You cannot revisit some-
thing which has never existed exept in the vocabularies of either dead archaeolo-
gists, or archaeologists who have thought what they intend to think in their aca-
demic lives. Things that the pioneers said are unspeakable today. There is nothing
to go back to.

Richard Rorty was trained in the dominant analytical philosophy of the English
speaking countries. He established his «professional credentials by contributing to
the discussion of problems that have been in the foreground of contemporary ana-
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lytic controversies» (Bemstein 1986:6). In a stroke, not unsimilar to Hodder's in
archaeology, Rorty changed his mind  (Rorty  1979,  1989).  And like Hodder, he
could not be pushed into the misty flatlands of Europe and be said to have vanished
in  some kind of Frog fog.  He is read,  and the philosophical pragmatism of e.g
Dewey from the first part of this century is again spoken of (Slagmark nr.16,1990).

Essential to Rorty's  view  is that «we have no pre-linguistic consciousness to
which language needs to be adequate, no deep sense of how things are which it is
the duty of philosophers to spell out in language. What is described as such a con-
sciousness is simply a disposition to use the language of our ancestors, to worship
the corpses of their metaphors» (Rorty 1989:21 ).

Rorty disputes very strongly the idea that language is a medium of representa-
tion of the real; that it is the vehicle between «the self» (the human consciousness)
and «the real» (the facts out there). There is a world out there but there is no truth
out there, no correspondence of material facts with statements of language.

«To say that truth is not out there is simply to say that  where there are no sen-
tences there is no truth, that sentences are elements of human languages, and that
human languages are human creations.

Truth cannot be out there - cannot exist independently of the human mind -
because  sentences  cannot  so  exist,  or be  out there.  The  world  is  out there,  but
descriptions of the world are not.  Only descriptions of the world can be true or
false. The world on its own -unaided by the describing activities of human beings
-cannot» (Rorty 1989:5).

For a field archaeologist like myself who goes out in the landscape to discover
material traces of the past, these statements are either depressing or provocative. I
am provoked, because practical research makes you think that you are discovering
something, and that sometimes your discoveries match your preconcieved ideas
and sometimes they just don't! The material fact changes your perspective.

These  are  according  to  Rorty  and  many  other  philosophers,  e.g.  Foucault,
Barthes, and even Kuhn, very low-1evel empiricist experiences. What really hap-
pens when practical research is done is that it is done inside a vocabulary (Rorty's
tem), inside an archaeological strata (Foucault's tem), inside a paradigm (Kuhn's
tem), inside a field (Bourdieus's term), or inside a particular discourse (Barthes'
tem)  (Rorty  1989,  Foucault  1972,  Bourdieu  1977,  Kuhn  1970,  Barthes  1981).
Between the different stratas of vocabularies (1 know that this is an obscene mix of
different thinkers ' teminology), there are no logical or rational links, just contin-
gent  incommensurabilities.  Knowledge  is  not  found,  but  created  inside  frame-
works of existing languages. Metaphors are not long lived, but incorporate them-
selves, nicely buried into the rules of the language-game in question.

Still, my feeling of unease lingers on, especially when the Copemican Revolu-
tion is discribed in tems of changes in vocabularies only. Could for example Marx
have  written  about alienation  and  the  proletariat  without  the  experience  of the
French revolution and the industrial revolution? Did not Marx create a new vocab-
ulary because of the concrete misery and hunger he saw on the streets everyday? A
misery which was different from the misery of J' cznc!.e'# rc'gj.mc, because the organ-
izational  and  technical  conditions  of  the  concrete  world  had  changed?  Marx'
vocabulary was possible at the time because for many people it seemed to provide a
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solution for profound and utter need. Today, the economic collapse of societies
built on the ideology of Marxism makes it close to impossible to use the vocabulary
of Marx to fight the outrageous differences between the rich and poor peoples on
this planet. Was the vocabulary killed with words or by the world; was it replaced
out of pure fatigue and non-creativity, or was it failing crops, wom down indus-
tries, and/or hostile environments that invalidated the vocabulary, or was it com-
bining  forces  of all  these things  that produced the  collapse  of the  Marxist dis-
course?

Any philosopher of the «linguistic» trade would also tum these objections down
as low-level and dilettante protests. The questions are operating outside the «lin-
guistic» vocabulary; they stem from positivist or even idealist vocabularies. These
are  language-games  in  which  language  represents  something  outside  of itself,
either  in  the  outside  world  or  inside  the  human  mind;  language  is  mediating
between positions outside itself. This is, according to Rorty, equal to pure illusion.
Truthful correspondence between idea and fact exist inside and only inside vocab-
ularies; «since a truth is a property of sentences, since sentences are dependent for
their  existence  upon  vocabularies,  and  since  vocabularies  are  made  by  human
beings, so are Truth» (Rorty 1989:21). Furthemore,

«. . .revolutionary  achievements in the arts,  in the  sciences,  and in moral  and

political thought typically occur when somebody realizes that two or more of our
vocabularies are interfering with each other, and proceeds to invent a new vocabu-
1ary to replace both» (Rorty  1989: 12). The new vocabularies equipe us with tools
to do things which could not «even be envisaged before these tools were available»
(ibid: 17)  What are the practical consequences of such  statements for the human-
ities?

The emphasis on inscribing the not found but made, into a vocabulary or dis-
course, comes naturally to the fore, i.e. a poetics of humanities. The tropics of dis-
course must be explored not only in the writing of fiction, but also in the writing of
the factual, namely faction.

Roland Barthes makes an interesting distinction between «authors» and «writ-
ers» (Barthes  1982 [1960]). «The author perfoms a function, the writer an activ-
ity» (ibid. : 186). The author labours in and on the language, and sme converts every
explanation into a spectacle;  the world's wÆy is  absorbed in a Æow fo wr!.fc.  The
author is (identifies with) language and thereby, when it come to cvj.dc#cc, loses all
claims to truth, because once consigned to language the author «cannot `work up' a
protest without his message finally bearing much more on the working-up than on
the protest» (ibid.: 188). The author has a power to disturb the world. The writer
«posits a goal (to give evidence, to explain, to instruct), of which language is mere-
1y  a  means;  for  him  language  supports  a  prc}xz.§,  it  does  not  constitute  one»
(ibid.: 189). The writer is involved in a naive project of communication, and «he
does not admit that his message is reflexive» (ibid.). The author's function is to
affim, but still question, the writer's function is to say at once and at every occa-
sion what he thinks. Barthes concludes that «our age produces a bastard-type: the
author-writer» (ibid. : 192)

I think that this bastard-type is mostly found in Barthes ' own intellectual space,
veryassociatedwiththelifeevolvingaroundthefamousjco/c#ormcz/G£44pe'r!.e#re,
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rue  d'Ulm  in Paris.  They  are  all Normcz/z.en§:  Aron,  Dum6zil,  Sartre,  Althusser,
Foucault, Barthes, Bourdieu, Derrida, Deleuze, le Roy Ladurie. The students from
this school are frequently voted in as professors in Co//Ggc c7e F7'øncc, one of the
most prestigious academic institutions in the world. I am afraid that the majority of
academics are writers only, doing their bit, and believing in language as transparent
and representational. To write in a «disturbing» mode, using, and reflecting upon,
the ambiguity of language, is generally thought to eclipse the clarity of communi-
cation. But if we accept the «1inguistic tum» of e.g. Rorty, treating language as a
vehicle of communication only is pure self-deception, and produces utterly uninte-
resting discourses of yester-year.  As writers, and authors  (?), of the past we are
obliged to further explore the space of a poetics of archaeology.

«In all narrative, imitation remains contingent. The function of narrative is not
to `represent' , it is to constitute a spectacle. . . The `reality' of a sequence lies not in
the `natural' succession of the actions composing it but in the logic there exposed,
risked, and satisfied» (Barthes 1982:294, [1966]).

In 1967 Roland Barthes continues this line of thought in the essay 7'Æc cZz.sco#r§c
o/ Æz.sfory.  Considering Barthes  earlier texts,  it does  not come  as  a surprise that
«Barthes'  view  of historiography,  and  indeed  of History,  was  a  sceptical  one»
(Bann  1981:5).

To understand this scepticism we should have in mind the Saussurian division of
the sign into signifier and signified and the arbitrary relationship between them,
and furthemore, the not so straightforward relationship between the signified and
a referent.

Barthes  sees history  as  a kind of imaginary  elaboration establishing positive
meaning out of a meaningless series. The historian is a collector and relater of sig-
nifiers, not facts. As long as the fact can only exist as a tem in a discourse, history
cannot claim that the fact has an extra-structural existence in the domain of the
`real' . As in other foms of «realism» there is an illusory confusion of referent and

signified, which is typical of discourses enmeshed in auto-referentiality. «This type
of discourse is doubtless the only type in which the referent is aimed for as some-
thing extemal to the discourse, without it ever being possible to attain it outside this
discourse» (Barthes 1981 : 17). According to Barthes, history is in an czporz.ø of the
worst kind; he states the death of historical narration because «the sign of History
from now on is no longer the real, but the intelligible» (ibid. : 18). Not very encour-
aging but 1 shall cling to the tem «intelligble».

Hayden White (1973,  1978,  1987) was the first to fully merge the theoretical
discourse  of history  with  the  discourse  of  literary  criticism  and  poetics  (Can
1986:8). His later works refer to Barthes but his first major work did not make any
elaborate reference to Roland Barthes. Their ideas of history are, however,  of a
related kind.  White is  sporadically refered to in the debate evolving around the
writing of archaelogy. The cardinal points in his project are not always fully under-
stood though. Hodder includes White in «trends (that) place a renewed emphasis
on rÆcfor!.c, on writing from the point of view of the reader rather than the writer»
(Hodder 1989a:273). This is not the whole story, I do not even think it is correct to
say that White is much preoccupied with the reader; it is in the wr!./j.#g that the past
can be made intelligble.
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White's project focuses on the following points (Solli 1992c:29):
1. The relationship between «the Truth» and representation of the past.
2. The relationship between fiction (prose, poetry, literature) and faction (history,

scientific texts, non-fiction).
3. The  relationships  between  «mode  of emplotment»,  «mode of argument»  and

«mode of ideological implication».
4. The relationships between the «master-tropes» (rhetorical pre-figurations)   and

historical «facts» (events, actions, artefacts).
5. The relationships between chaos and contingency of both the present and past

world, and the nanatively structured world of history.

White's position can be summed up as follows: We are the makers of stories; there
are no untold stories out there in the world; in the making of history and archaeolo-
gy we give our narratives of the past an illusory reference to something outside; we
imagine that through this referentiality the facts are speaking for themselves.

Events  registered  in  a  chronological  framework  must  be  structurally  bound
together in an order of meaning; they must be narrated. White maintains that the
structural interpretation of e.g.  events in annales always involves questions like
these: What happened next? How did that happen? Why did things happen this way
rather than that? How did it all come out in the end? «These questions detemine
the narrative tactics the historian must use in the construction of his story» (White
1973:7). These questions must be kept separated from questions like: What does it
all add up to? What is the point of it all? These questions deal with whole sets of
events they tum into a complete narrative «and call for a synoptic judgement of the
relationship  between  a  given  story  and  other  stories  that  might  be   `found',
`identified' , or `uncovered' in the chronicle» (ibid.).

It is not sufficient to count the events and write them up into an account. The ety-
mological connotation between counting and telling (a story) is found in both in the
Gemanic and Roman languages; å /e//e, ci /orfe//c, e# /orfG//j.ng (Norwegian), zz/
zåhlen, zu erzåhlen, eine Erzåhlung (Ge:rma;n), compter, raconter, le conte (Fremch),
and in Spanish the word for counting and telling is the same: Con/czr. A story is z/n
czÆc#/o and the word for bill is #ncz cz/cnJcz. Semantically there seems to be a parallel
between adding up events and telling a story. I know that this etymological side-
track would not have impressed White the least. Telling a story is not adding up, it
is all about structuring and pre-figurative tropes.

«Even to notice an event or fact, to find it important, White argues, is to presup-

pose some prior inscription or grid. The class of phenomena taken to be the `field'
can be grasped - in sequence or separately - according to at least four modes of fig-
uration:  (1) as an image or pattem (metaphoric),  (2) as a collection of empirical
facts (metonymic), (3) as hierarchical, functional, or organic whole (synecdochic),
or (4) as a temporal, usually passing, reality (ironic)» (Clifford 1990:55-56).

Both traditional poetics and modem language theory identify four basic /7iopc'§ for
the analysis of poetic or figurative language (consult footnotes at the end of chapter
1): (1) metaphor, (2) metonymy, (3) synecdoche, (4) irony[ (White 1973:31).

rrope is mostly displaced by s¢/e in modem English. In the theoretical score of
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Hayden White, Kenneth Burke's four master /rope's are deployed «to account for
the dominant foms of historical narrative» (Clifford 1990:56). White discusses the
writing of history as genre: «. . .it is the choice of the story type and its imposition
upon the events that endow them with meaning» (White 1987:44).

White operates with four types of stories, i.e. mode of emplotment: ( 1 ) roman-
tic, (2) tragic, (3) comic, (4) satirical.2

These  modes  of emplotment he  relates  to  different  modes  of argument:  (1)
fomist, (2) mechanistic, (3) organicist, (4) contextualist3

Furthermore, a third kind of «mode», the mode of ideological implication are
involved in a historical analysis: ( 1 ) anarchist, (2) radical, (3) conservative, (4) 1iberal.4

White's textual analyses of the works of the the master historians of the  19th
century are quite thrilling and thought-provoking. White does not pre-occupy him-
self much with the actual sources and necessary source-criticism; these are territo-
ries unexplored on a concrete level. What are we to do about our source-material?
The muddy medieval trash that some of us excavate upon? What is the point of
doing such weary exercises if the material found does not influence our nanational
plot  in  any  significant  way?  What  about  the  embedded  source-criticalness  of
archaeology as well as history?

The actual tem source-criticism is not often found in archaeology written in
English, although, of course,  source-criticism is carried out in practice.  White's
main target is in many ways the father of modem historical source-criticism (gz6cJ/-
/cnÆrz.fz.Æ/, Leopold Ranke. History and archaeology both in Gemany and Scandi-
navia are most often evaluated by the source-critical quality of a work. The Wei-
bull-dynasty of historians in Lund was «Rankean» at heart. In Norway, the more
ideologically conscious historian, Halvdan Koht's paper on the Norse sagas politi-
cal embeddedness in the time in which they were written, and consequently the
influence  JÆe  fÆc'# prc§c#f relations  of power  had  for  the  description  of earlier
Viking Age relations of power, shook the Scandinavian community of historians
(Koht 1914).

Since 1 am dealing with the writing of pasts in general 1 will not yet introduce the
concept of taphonomy into the discourse. Source-criticism is analysis of the sourc-
es and evaluation of their ability and power to say something in relation to the prob-
lem in question. Ranke insisted upon the need for historians to critically study the
most original sources, of penetrating all details and of arriving at generalizations
and synthesis from the primary facts. It was the study of particulars, single details
that would be of value. History should not like the romantic historians, underline
values or moral aspects; history wants to show only what actually happened (w.e cs
eigentlich gewesen).

White shows quite convincingly that even Ranke wrote stories of an emplotted
kind (White  1973). He finds that the comic muthos served as a plot structure for
most of Ranke's historical works. Ranke concentrated on indivdual details of the
scenes which he narrated. The conflicts ended in hamonious resolutions «in which
`nature' is finally supplanted by `society' that is as just as it is stable» (ibid.: 167).

Ranke envisaged his own post-revolutionary time, the constitutions of the nation-
state, as a system of self-balancing mechanisms;  in many ways a completion of
social and political history. Ranke's «present» was a fullfillment of past historical
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imperfections. Ranke could never show what actually happened; his own historical
position made him choose between significant and insignificant data, and based
upon the chosen data, he wrote a history of the past, in relation to his own, imper-
fect society.

But should we, impressed by White's analysis and poetization of history, ignore
the source-critical demand of studying sources as primary, as possible? Is it really
no  difference  between  fact  and interpretation,  between  secondary  and primary
sources,  between  statements based on thorough work with primary  sources and
statements based on later material?

In both archaeology and history a primary source is most often preferred over a
secondary. This because a primary source is thought to be closer to what is refered
to than a secondary source. This closeness refers to closeness to the event to be
explained,  and the primary  source  seems closer to the truth.  However,  it is not
unusual that especially historians value a written source over a material source, in
spite of the material source being a closer «witness» to the event to be explained.
Historians most often claim that a written text's statements induces meaning into-
and strenghtens -the material «texts» of the past. As archaeologists we know that
material evidence constantly spurs re-evaluations of the historians' narratives (e.g.
Myhre  1991,  1993).  So  the  best  source  is  not  always  the  primary  source,  the
source's power to state something about the past is also considered, and this power
is very often dependent on the disciplinary position of the inteipreter. Closeness is
not the only criteria, evaluation is equally important, and evaluation is done by the
student of the past in her or his present.  But this complication of the closeness-
criteria does not indicate that there is no evidence out there.

Stephen Bann compares the 19th century's aspiration of Rankean «realism» to
the work of a clever taxidemist. The wish to reveal and conserve not only the past
but also the present in its exactitude was a very  19th century thing to do (Bann
1981b).  In  literature  through  Realism,  in  natural  history  through  taxidemy,  in
archaeology  through  the  collection  and  systematization  of artefacts,  and  in  art
through the photography. The new techniques of writing, systematizing, and visu-
alizing made people believe that the world could be copied as it really was. Both
modem history and archaeology were «bom» under these circumstances, and the
desire to tell what actually happened through a transparent tool, a representational
language, has since then govemed the practitioners of the two disiplines.

At present, the problem is that the long-awaited critique of this somewhat naive
realistic stance, seems to undemine all claims to any truth about the past and there-
by  the  disciplines'  rc#.§o#  d'  Gfre.  «...one  characteristic  of the  current  critical
euphoria is that so much freedom is claimed as sometimes to undemine the very
case the critic wants to make, to abolish the tems in which in his discipline a judge-
ment can have force» (Shaffer 1981:xiv). Shaffer has particularly Hayden White
on his mind. J have particularly Shanks & Tilley on my mind.

Amaldo Momigliano maintains that his disagreement with White «is about the
future rather than about the past» (Momigliano 1981 :259). And again, his worries are
about White 's treatment of the «evidence» and lack of explicit source-critical attitude.
Ifawriterpresentshisstoryinatropicalmodewherethepartstandsforthewholerath-
er than the whole for a part, why worry? The historian who Momigliano distrusts,
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however, is the historian who has nothing new to say, or whose novelties the reader
discovers to be unreliable (Momigliano 1981 :260). Momigliano indicates that White
would not have found Ranke worthy of analysis if it was discovered that Ranke mis-
understood the evidence he used, or worked on forgeries without recognizing them.

The relationship between rhetorics and history is not a new one; the trademark
of modem history has been an energetic distancing from early historiography's
outspokenrhetorics.

I agree with Momigliano that it is a difference between good and bad evaluation
of evidence, and consequently differences between good and bad archaeology. On
the other hand 1 find White's analyses fascinating and he has definitly got some-
thing right about the writing of the past. A majority of archaeologists and historians
would today admit that a neutral, positivist, science of the past is impossible. It is a
futile task to claim oneself a position outside of history. Objectivism and studies of
human  societies,  be  it  in the  present or past,  are  incommensurable bedfellows.
White insists  upon the idea that modes of emplottment have ideological implica-
tions. I find this insistence reasonable.

An archaeologist fashioned by hemeneutical thought does not chase hermis
prejudices away, but makes them surface, and incorporates them in the text. The
claim that archaeology is a historically and ideologically constituted practice is not
overtly controversal any longer. Admitting that it is impossible to write un-rhetori-
cal archaeological texts is not such a big step. A giant leap is made, however, when
the need for source-critical investigation of artefacts, ecofacts, monuments and
sites, are brushed away as basically insignificant for the stories we would like to
make  about  the  past.  Archaeology  is  source-critical  or  it  is  not  archaeology.
Source-criticism is the scientifics of archaeology. This scientifics consists of practi-
cal and dynamic rules which are subject to continual change. A body of rules func-
tioning as some kind of common communicational basis must always be there for
archaeology to exist as a discipline. But good archaeology is more than source-crit-
icism, methods and techniques. Good archaeology is a disturbing, thought-provok-
ing  and  deeply  theoretical  practice.  The  historically  constituted  frames  inside
which archaeological practice takes place,  are changing  in a continual process.
This process is sometimes going at a slow pace, sometimes it is rapidly speeded up
with intemal diversification of the discipline as a result. In the avant-garde of this
process «good» source-critical archaeology is seldom done, because the discourse
is one of experimentation and trying out new ideas. The same goes for the rear-
garde of this process; working on archaeological problems in the 1990s within the
disciplinary frames of the 1950s is rather pathetic and in danger of becoming non-
archaeology. An avant-garde is always needed, but 1 am very much in doubt if an
embarrassing static rear-garde is needed.

There is no need to enter a fom of total scepticism conceming archaeological
stories of the past. But we should recognize that the justification of «truth» claims
aboutthepastispartoftheparticularpracticeofarchaeologicalinvestigation.Con-
sequently claims to absolute truth should not occur inside the frames of the archae-
ological discipline. The value of our stories is just as much about rhetorical coher-
ence as methodological correspondence. Furthemore, archaeological and histori-
cal narratives of the past are never the only ones being told.
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1.4.1 Narratives, scriptures, and scribes: The sculpturation of pasts.

« . . .historians are not simply narrators: they give reasons why they consider a par-
ticular factor roJÆcr fÆcz# §ome ofÆcr to be the sufficient cause of a given course of
events. Poets also create plots that are held together by causal skeletons. But these
latter are not the subject of a process of argumentation. Poets restrict themselves to
producing the story and explaining by narrating. (. . .) poets begin with the fom,
historians move toward it» (Ricoeur 1984: 186).

Argumentation comes to the fore because both the historian and archaeologist
know that things can be told and explained in other ways. The cardinal question is:
How do we, through the process of argumentation, choose between various pos-
sible interpretations? We may choose #of to choose, and present different interpre-
tations, without making claims of preference of one over the other. A multi-vocal
solution may engage the reader to value the altematives and make a stand for her-
self. This is being tried out in museum-exibitions, e.g. an excellent exibition called
rÆcflrsf Ezdropecz#§ shown in December 1992 at the Museum of Natural History in
London, was based on-  and sculptured out of -the principle of multivocality. The
Viking exibitions in York, the Jorvik lnterpretation Centre, are made from a com-
pletely opposite position.  The  interpretation presents  claims to  show  life in the
Viking Age as it actually happened; a kind of archaeological taxidemy based on
the illusion that there is a fixed body of evidence to perfom upon.

My sympathy is with the inteipretation which tries to let various voices speak.
However, as authors/writers of an archaeological text we cannot deny that we do
commit an act of «symbolic violence» upon the reader (Hastrup  1992b: 124). We
are responsible for what is said, and this responsibility does not die immediatly
after the material production of a text. I do not believe in the death of the author, I
believe in the revival of the author in the archaeological text:  The personal and
commited text in which the  author does  not hide  behind an objective  scientific
scripture. Of course, once texts are written anything can happen, and 1 shall show
later on in my narrative, that things happen indeed. All texts are intertextual, but 1
also believe that they should be personal.  Michel Foucault,  who proclaimed the
death of the author, wrote deeply commited and personal texts (Eribon 1991). This,
I maintain, is the main reason for his ocvrc still to be discussed with such intensity
where ever two or three academics meet.

In spite of my sympathy for the multi-vocal solution, I know that sometimes one
particular interpretation of a problem seems better than other inteipretations. Why is
this so? What has happened during the research-process which makes even the most
multi-plurally inclined archaeologist choose between one interpretation over another?

First, it should be quite clear by now, that 1 do not believe in «data» without
«theory»; what 1 do believe is that there is something out there to be discovered and
to be gained. The discoveries, our winnings, are gained in a gameshow situated in a
historically constituted studio, and inside the studio walls, they are real. The Cana-
dian philosopher Alison Wylie has contributed to the theoretical debate in archae-
ology during the  1980s with what can be considered as bridge-building articles
between the old NA-camp and the Cambridge-camp (Wylie 1985,1989). She finds
that  in  the  early  1990s  a  common  ground  has  emerged  in  the  current  debate;
«a commitment to some fomi of mi.fz.gczfccz objectivism» (Wylie  1992:281). Even
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though Shanks & Tilley want «to do away with an entirely abstracted, universalist
and idealist notions of objectivity (Shanks and Tilley 1989:43)» (ibid.), they speak
of replacing this  with «a particular and contingent objectivity»  (ibid.).  The real
objects  of archaeological  knowledge  are  meaningless  in  themselves.  They  are,
however, raw matter which can be tumed «into discursive objects» (ibid.). Wylie
finds  that  this  attitude  towards  the  archaeological  evidence  is  related  to  both
Hodder's  (1991)  and Renfrew's  (1989)  1ater positions.  I  imagine the  gentlemen
mentioned would protest against such a proposition of kinship of ideas, but 1 do
think Wylie has a good case; the gap is wider rhetorically than practically.

The last uttering may induce the reader to think that 1 have forgotten what 1 said
about the rhetorics and poetics being, 1ike ideology, always enmeshed in archaeo-
logical texts. I have not. What 1 have also claimed is that there is more to good
archaeology than rhetorics and poetics, there is practice. And sometimes this prac-
tice makes us prefer one inteipretation over another. This occurs mostly when the
archaeologist finds that various and different types of material; artefacts, ecofacts,
building-structures etc., produce pattems that exclude other regularities and inter-
pretations.  Alison Wylie makes the point, that when «independently constituted
lines of evidence do converge, they provide much more compelling support for the
model(s) of past systems or activities with which they are consistent than any indi-
vidual  line  of inference  could  do»  (Wylie  1992:281).  This  recommendation  to
work with as many «find» categories as possible is a very old claim in the produc-
tion of «quality»-archaeology. The Danish archaeologist Sophus Mtiller described
the method of archaeology as  a making of,  an  as  strong as possible increase in
points to be compared, and the material should be compared relationally, not only
one  type  of material  with  another  (Mtiller  1884:197).  In  Wylie's  teminology
Mtiller  wanted  as  many  lines  of evidence  as  possible  and,  hopefully,  analysis
would show convergence of some of these lines. I agree with Wylie and Mtiller on
the point that when a convergence happens we are likely to choose one interpreta-
tion as better that another. Unfortunately, the last few decades of increasing spe-
cialization in archaeology, as well as in every other academic discipline, has creat-
ed experts  who myopically  work with their own minute line of evidence  (Solli
1989a). Appendices abound in site reports, and the contextual analysis of material
is postponed. Most rescue-excavations are trapped into such prisons of precision.

The options are for archaeology in the 1990s to present a multi-vocal interpreta-
tion or an open minded contextual interpreation of a non-imposive kind. By being
non-imposive 1 mean that the interpretation does not undercommunicate that it is a
narration as well as history of past times, and that the other stories of the landscape
are important, but of a different, maybe folkloristic, mode. The value of the other
stories are not put into question in relation to a absolute Truth about the past. In the
continuation, both kinds of interpretational strategies will be used.

Introducing this chapter for me, Paul Ricoeur points out that we are not only nar-
rators, we argue as well. The kind of argument often used are outlined above. Argu-
ment is one part of the essentials of archaeology, narration is the other. Although 1
do not follow Hayden White all the way down the «tropical» road, I think he has
sketched an interesting map. But 1 find that he somewhere, in the margins of his
theoretical tenitory, lost track of the path which leads to practice; the map is con-
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fused with  a non-fitting terrain.  Writing  archaeology means  both  inscribing the
source-material through argument and narrating some kind of story. In paleontolo-
gy, Misia Landau, has analyzed the evolutionary theories about the development of
the non-human primate via the early hominoid into modem man, and found that
these theories are emplotted like versions of the universal hero tale in folklore and
myth (Landau  1991). Her analysis builds on the work of Vladimir Propp ([1928]
1968).  Propp  analyzed Russian fairy tales nomatively,  and found that all  were
structured in a universal narrative scheme. His somewhat imposive norins, preset
to reveal fairytales that fitted the scheme and exclude those who did not fit, have
been  heavily  criticized  and  labelled  «classification»  only  (Jameson  1981: 120).
Whether Propp discovered the deep-structures of the fairytale or just a «fixed and
irreversiblesequenceofalimitednumberoffunctions»(ibid.:121)isdisputed.But
the insight that Propp gave us upon faiiytales' very distinctive compositional traits
is not disputed. As interpreters we seem to be inescapably enmeshed in the story-
telling traditions of our cultures.

What is a narrative?  Aristotle is still an acceptable point of departure (Sonne &
Grambye  1987:8).  Aristotle compares the nanative with the fable (muthos) and
decides normatively how the fabel goes. The fable is an imitation of an ended and
completed action of a certain extension. The complete or «whole» (holos) has a
beginning, a middle, and an end (ibid.:9-10). But it is only in virtue of poetic com-
position that something counts as a beginning, middle, or end.  Aristotle defines
poetics as the art of composing plots. A nanative is the organization of the events,
and according to Paul Ricoeur, Aristotle elevates the operation of emplotment to
the rank of the dominant category in the art of composing works that imitate action
(Ricoeur 1984:227). Paul Ricoeur develops Aristotle's classical concept of poetics
and narrative in his  work «Time and Narrative, vol.  1-3»  (Ricoeur  1984,  1985,
1988). I am not going to go into Ricoeur's work in any detail, because the theories
of the relationship between narrative and history developed by Ricoeur does not
directly affect the archaeological practice in this dissertation. Indirectly it possible
that my reading of Ricoeur has influenced the over-all position taken in questions
revolving around the poetics and scientifics of archaeology. Ricoeur argues against
the dominant theory of contemporary poetic, which rejects any taking into account
of reference. The reference is regarded as extra-linguistic, in the name of the strict
immanence of literary language in relation to itself (Ricoeur 1984:79). He finds an
undeniable «asymmetry between the referential modes of historical and fictional
nanative. Only history can claim a reference inscribed in empirical reality, inas-
much as historical intentionality aims at events that have actually occuned. Even if
the past no longer exists and if, in Augustine's expression, it can be reached only in
the present of the past, that is, through the traces of the past that have become docu-
ments for the historian,  still it did happen» (ibid.:82). The reference to the past
through traces is something different than «realistic» 1iterature. On the other hand
fiction narrates as if things could have taken place, if it did not; how would any
reader recognize and understand the content of a fictional text? Ricoeur does not
find the relationship between fictional and factional text as straightforward differ-
ence. He maintains that in tems of referentiality, fiction would bonow as much
from history as history borrows from fiction (ibid).
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Investigatingtheconceptofnarrativity,onediscoversavastterritoryofresearch
and intricate definitions of «nanativity». Definitions inextricably aligned with the
vocabularies in which the concept is applied: semiotics, linguistics, structuralism,
folkloristics etc. (Semiotik, sprogteoretisk ordbog 1988). I am not going to give a
precise definition of «narrativity» in relation to any specific vocabulary as outlined
in various parts of «1inguistic» disciplines.  The concept of «narrativity» is very
broadly, and actually very «commom sensically», applied in this dissertation. What
1 want to discuss on a practical level is the existence of various and different stories
which archaeologists encounter when doing fieldwork. The reason for using the
term «narratives» in the title instead of «stories», is connotational. The problem in
archaeology since the early 1960s has not been too much concentration upon poet-
ics but over-communication of scientifics. While the tem «story» connotes histo-
ry, the terin «narrative» connotes fiction and literature. Expressions like «archaeo-
logical narratives» will be used often in contradiction to «folkloristic narratives».
ThelatterexpressionhasnoconnectionwhatsoeverwithVladimirPropp'sclassifi-
cation of literary forin in Russian fåiry tales (Propp 1968 [ 1928]). The folkloristic
naiTatives are the «other stories» of Veøy; oral and written traditions which both
influence and contradict the archaeological investigations. Most often the archaeo-
logical narratives and the folkloristic nanatives tum out to be incommensurable
stories of the one and same site, monument, or landscape.

Literarycriticismisasourceofinspirationforanarrayofdisciplinesinthecon-
temporaiy humanities and social sciences. Many disciplines borrow ideas, vocabu-
laries, and theories from literary criticism; theories which have been developed to
make the study of literary texts more scientific. The obvious paradox, is that we
who borrow want to use the very same theories to humanize and «1iterarize» our
own disciplines, e.g. archaeology, ethnography, and history.

Why did 1 find it necessary to write this discursive, and rather polemical intro-
duction? The questions taken up and debated in the last 15 years within parts of the
Anglo-American archaeological community are fundamental and extremely intri-
guing. New ideas and theories have proliferated, and they seem to be thriving very
well inside seminar rooms on both sides of the Atlantic. Not all of the new ideas
have been brought out into the open and explored on a practical field level. In the
longtem,Idonotfindgreenhouse-archaeologyveryinteresting.Thefieldofprob-
lems which interest me the most are those revolving around the poetics of archaeol-
ogy. And my view, based on the theoretical strands presented above is one of dou-
ble-sided doubt. Do we really invent our material inside a discourse? Do we not
ever find or discover something outside the discourse? Theoretically 1 understand
whatismeant,butpractically1findithardtobelieve,becauseitdoesnotseemtofit
my experience when working in the field or with a concrete archaeological materi-
al. Theoretically 1 believe, but practically and common sensically, I am in doubt. I
do not see how it can be possible to advocate post-structuralism with one side of
your mouth, and the necessity of source-critical analysis with the other side. And
without source-criticism archaeological narratives are not archaeology any longer
but other kinds  of narratives;  they are other stories  and  stories of the  «others».
These are questions 1 will come back to in the practical investigation of the various
sites excavated on Veøy where 1 had to live in a condition of continual encounter
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with other stories. This kind of doubt has been labelled unsound and endemic by a
critic of the debate on the archaeological poetics (Gosden 1992). Henrik lbsen lets
oneofhischaractersintheplayKongscm7ecr#c,saythataman'sdoubthasgottobe
strong and healthy. An unhealthy doubter calls into question the doubt itself, an
attitude   worse  than  death,   enclosing  the   doubter  in   etemal   twilight  (Ibsen
1977:296). There is nothing endemic about my doubt, it is both sound and strong,
without it 1 would not have bothered to write this book.

There is this story about an American lndian who was going  to witness in court,
and he had to swear the oath of telling the whole truth and nothing but the truth. In
response to this request he said: «1 cannot tell you the truth, I can only tell you what
1 know».
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Notes:

1.  Modern language theory  and poetics  operates with four  basic  tropes  in analyses  of ?oetry  or

prose:Metaphor,Metonomy,Synecdoche,andlmy.Whitepu!sitthisway:.«In¥et.?ppor(liter--ally,`transier'),forexample,phenomenacanbecharacterizedintermsoffheirsimilprityto,anq

differencefrom,oneanother,inthemannerofanalogyorsimile,asinthephrase`_myl?ve:aro:e.'.
riroughrietonymy(literally,`namechange')thenameofapartofathingmaybe_sub.st_i!yt?d_for
the n;me of the whole , as in the phrase `fifty sail' when what is indicated is `ffty ships' . Wi.th Syn-
ecdoche. . . a phenomenon can be characterized by using the part to symbolize somf q¥_ality p.r:-
sumedtoinhereinthetotality,asintheexpression`heisallheart'.Throughlrony,finally,entiti?s
can be characterized by way of negating on the figurative level what is positively affirmed on fh?
literallevel.Thefiguresofthemanifestlyabsurdexperession(catachresis)suchas`blin4ywuths',
andofexplicitparadox(oxymoron).suchas`coldpassion',canlntakenasembleyts.ofthi:trope.
(. ..) Metaphor is essentially  representational, Metonymy is reductionist, Synecdoche is integra-
tive, and lrony is negational « (White 1973 :34).

2 .  Mode of emplotment designates the kind of story which is being told. «The Royg_ance is.f.unflamen:
tally a-draria of self -identif ication symbolized by the hero' s trancendence_of the _w_orld of expe.ri-+
enie, his victory  over  it, and  his final  liberation from  it.. .»  (White  1973 :8).  «The  ?rchety.pical
themeofSatireisthepreciseoppositeofthisRomanticdramaofredemption;iti.s,infact,adra^m.a
of direription, a drama dominated by the  apprehension that man is ultiriately g. :.flptiv:  of. the
;orld rdther than its master. . . Comedy and Tragedy , however , suggest the possibility of at least

partial liberation from the condttion of the Fall and provisional re±ease f_rom.the div^i.ded st.ate i.n`whichmenfindthemselvesinthisworld»(ibid.:9).«ComedyandTragedytakeco?fl_ictseriou.sly,

even if the-former eventuates in a vision of the ultimate reconciliation of opp_f sed f.orces ayd th?
latte;inarevelationofthenatureoftheforcesopposingmanontheother...Thesefourarcheppi-
calstoryformsprovideuswithameansofcharacterizingthedifferentkindsofexp!anat?ryqffects
ahistoriancanstriveforonthelevelofnarrativeeryplotment»(ibid.:lo).«Tragedyandsatireare
modes  of emplotment which are  consonant with  the  interest  of those  historians  who^pe:ce.ive
behind 6r wiihin the welter of events contained in the chronicle an ongoing structure of relation-
shipsoraneternalreturnofthesameintheDifferent.Romanceandcomedystres.sthe.emer§enc.e
of -new forces or conditions out of processes that appear at first glqnc_e f i_ther to be changeless in
their essence or to be changing only in their phenomenal forms » (ibid.: 11 ).

3 .  Mode  of argLtment designates the kind of explanations being applied. White differ?ntiates f?ur`

paradi6ms-thatahistoricalexplanation,consideredasadiscursi_ve_argument,m.a.ybeconce.ivedLtotake:Formist,Organicist,Mechanistic,andcontextualist.«...TheFormistconsidersanexplana-

tiontobecompletewhenagivensetofobjectshasbeenproperlyidentified,itsc_las.s,generic_,.:pd
specific  attributes  assigned,  and  labels  attesting  to  its  particylarity  attached  t?  it»  (Whife
i97j : 14). « . . .Formism is essentially ` dispersive'  in the analytical operations it carries o¥t on yfie
data, rather than ` integrative' , as both Organicist and Mechanistic explanations tend to be . . .The
organicist attempts to depict the particulars discerned in the histori_c_al fielq a: compon.en:.s flf
sy;theticproces;es...theorganicisthistorianwilliendtobegoverre9by:hedesiretoseeirdivid-
rial entit;es as  components of processes which aggregate  into wholes that are  greater !han, or

qualitativelydifferentfrom,thesumoftheirparts»(ibid.:15).«Mechanist.icw?rldhyp?th:sisa_r.e•similarlyi;te;ativeintheiraim,buttheyareinclinedtobereductive_rather.thapsynth.etic:..The

Mechariistictheoryofexplantionturnsuponthesearchforthecausallawsthatd_etermi_ne:h:.out.-
comesofprocessesdiscoveredinthehistoricalfield...FromaFormistpo_iptsofyievy,b?thM.ech.-
antsmi;dorganicismappeartobe`reductive'ofthevarietyandcolorofthein4ividualentitiesi.n
the  historicai  field...  The  informing  presupposition  of  Contextualism  is  that  _even!s.can  t!e
explained by Jeing set within their `context'  of occurrence. Why they occur as they d:d i? to. bf
e;plainediyther6velationofthespecificrelationshipstheybore_too:h€reventsoccur:irgintfi?i:
c;rcumamtient historical space. . .   the historical field is apprehended as a ` spectacle' _or _richly
texturedarraswebwhichonfirstglanceappearstolackcoherenceandanydiscernablefundamen-
talstructure»(ibid.:17-18).

4.   Mode of ideological implication. By  ` ideology'  White means  «a set of pres_c_r_ip:i_ons_for takipg a

positio-n in the bresent world of social praxis and acting upon it» (White  l973 :22). He postulates
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four basic  ideological positions:  Anarchism, Conservatism, Radicalism, and Liberalism. White
maintains that «every idea of history (is) attended by specifically determinable ideological impli-
cations » (ibid.:249 . Furtermore , he claims that «a historiographical style represents a particular
combination of modes of emplotment, argument, and ideological implication» (ibid.:29). White

presents graphically the elective affinities which are «based on the structural homologies which
can be discemed among the possible modes of emplotment, argument, and ideological implica-
tion» (ibid.) in this way :

Mode of
emplotment

Romantic
Tragic
Comic

Satirical

Mode of
argument

Fomist
Mechanistic
Organicist

Contextualist

Mode of ideological
implication

Anarchist
Radical

Conservative
Liberal

When these «modes» are correlated with the tropes White finds the following pattern: «Metaphor
is  representational  in  the  way  that  Formism  can  be  seen  to  be.  Metonyrny  is  reductive  in  a
Mechanistic rrmnner, while Synecdoche is integrative in the way that Organicism is. Metaphor
sanctions the prefigurations of the world of experience in object-object terms , Metonymy in part-

part terms, and Synecdoche in object-whole terms» (White 1973 :36). «Iro"y is in one sense meta-
t:opological. . . Irony. . . represents a stage of consciousness in which the problematical nature of
language itself has become recognized. . .(Irony is) inherently hostile to the ` naive'  formulations
o_f the  Formist, Mechanistic, and Organicist  strategies  of explanation.  And  its fictional form,
Sa_tire,isintrinsicallyantagonistictothearchetypesofRornance,Comedy,andTragedyasmodes
cifrepresentingtheformsofsignificanthumandevelopment»(ibid.:37-38).
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2. VEØY -THE GEOGRAPHICAL, HIS-
TORICAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL
SETTING

2.1. Geography, topography and geology

2. Northem Europe
with the location of
Veøy

The area of research is situated in Norway just north of the 62° 1atitude north (fig. 2).
Veøy is an insignificant island in tems of square kilometres, only 1,1 km2. However,
theislandhasageographicallycentralpositionintheregionofRomsdal(fig.3).Roms-
dal is both the name of the region as a whole and a particular name for the south-east
boundvalleyrumingfromÅndalsnes.TTienameofthevalleymostoftenincludesthe
definitearticle,i.e.RomsdalcmAbout55.000peopleinhabittheregiontoday.

The topography of Romsdal is extremely varied, almost a Norway in miniature;
the outer coastal districts border on the Atlantic and consist of agricultural flatlands
andbogs;theso-calledcoastalørz.mofhabitableareaconstitutesaverycharacteris-
tic type of landscape in north westem Norway.  The brim is abruptly limited by
cliffs and mountains. Central to Romsdal is the extensive fjord system; the fjords
constituted the main traffic arteries of the region up to at least the end of the 1950s.
At present the fjords are hinderances to be overcome by car ferries, bridges, and
lately, roadtunnels eating their ways under the fjords.
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3. The location of Veøy and the valley of Romsdalen

The terrain on the northem side of the Romsdalsfjord is sloping relatively gent-
1y  towards  the  sea  and  at present contains  the  only  town  in  the  region,  Molde
(22.000 inhabitants). On the southem side of the fjord the mountains climb steeply
upfromtheseaandcreateanAlpineterrain.SidearinsoftheRomsdalsfjordcutup
the Alpine terrain in north-south direction;  small but fertile valleys run from the
heads of the fjords.

Theinnerdistricts,especiallyfromtheheadoftheFannefjord,aredominatedby
a relatively flat landscape covered with bogs and forests. The valley of Romsdal
itself is famous for its extremely steep and cliffy mountains,  including  r#o///z.n
cJcnc, which attract climbers and even parachuters.

The landscape of Romsdal is manifold, and consequently so are the environ-
mentalconditions.Ecologicallytheregionthereforecontainsmanypossibleniches
to exploit within short distances.

Veøy lies at a seafåring crossroads close to the outlets of various fjords. Climat-
ologically the investigated area is  well inside the northem temperate zone.  The
present average coastal temperature during the summer months is 12-14°C, and in
the  inner districts  14-16°C  (Store Norske Leksikon).  On relatively hot  summer
days with temperatures around and above 25°C, the outer coastal districts are often
«fogged in» due to the cold waters of the Atlantic Ocean. Just a few miles inland
the sun bums through the fog, resulting in exceptionally high temperatures com-
pared to other places above the 62nd northem latitude, e.g. the Yukon river district
in Alaska. During the winter season the temperature does not nomally fall below
0°C in the outer coastal regions, but does frequently in the inner regions. On Janu-
ary 11th, 1814, a sensationally low temperature of 9°R below zero on the Reaumur
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temometer is reported to have  occuned on  Veøy  (Kraft  1832:159).  9°R corre-
sponds to ca. 11 °C below zero. Annual average precipitation is 2000 mm in the out-
er districts and below 1000 mm in the inner fjord districts.

The  Gulf Stream has  a decisive  impact on  the  climate  along the  Norwegian
coastline. In Romsdal only the heads of the fjords are ice covered during the coldest
winter months. As far as the relationship between outer and inner districts is con-
cemed, Veøy is situated in a middle zone. Due to the great depth of the waters sur-
rounding Veøy and rather strong currents, the fjord never freezes. To my knowl-
edge there exist no traditional stories suggesting that the fjord ever has been cov-
ered by ice between Veøy and the mainland.

The climate on the island is especially favourable, and the snow quickly melts
away because of winds and the strong saltwater streams caressing its shores. The
mild winters make it possible for a little fellow to thrive and proliferate in numbers
not known on the mainland: the tick (j*ocJ!.cJøc). A rather unpleasant evidence of the
favourable climatic conditions on the island.

The  island itself can be  divided  into  two  topographically  separate  parts:  the
northem part called No#t7Øycz and the southem part called Sørøyø (fig. 4). Sørøya is
Govemment  property  and  managed  by  the  local  branch  of the  Directorate  of
Forestry Management (SføJen§ Skogcr). The eastem and northem part of Sørøya is
hilly and forested with pine trees. The area bordering on the small bay of Galtevika
in the east is an exception and is vegetationally dominated by quite recently planted
spruce. Potentially arable soil occurs in Galtevika where the spruce is planted.

The  mid-part  of  Sørøya  consists  of a  plateau  with  good  soils,  productivity
classed by the Forest Management either in the end of the  19th century or in the
beginning of the 20th century. Various kinds of spruce were planted. The American
Sitka spruce planted in  1927 is known to have grown with an exceptional speed;
from  1955  to  1961  the average height increased from  12,74 m to  17,62 m (CIV.
1962: 154). The soil conditions seem to be of an especially favourable kind. Both
the plateau and the sloping terrain towards the bay called Storsandvika in the south-
west, are planted up with spruce.
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The northem part of the island, Nordøya, is topographically very different from
Sørøya. The landscape is relatively flat and open, and potentially arable land domi-
nate. The isthmus between the northem and southem part has been swampy, but as
late as 1978 a drainage system was laid to improve the soil conditions of the area.
The landscape is protected by law and managed by the local branch of the Ministry
of EmN.LroTrmem (Miljøvernavdelingen, Fylkesmannen i Møre og Romsda[). ALpha;n
has been developed to keep the landscape open artificially. There are no animals,
except roe-deers, grazing on the island today. The Norwegian Govemment decided
on May 6th, 1970, to grant Nordøya special protection under the Nature Conserva-
tion Act (Ncz/#ri;cr7!/ovcn) of 1954.

The harbour facilities for smaller vessels are good; depending on the directions
of the winds one can chose between two sheltered bays: Sørvågen and Nordvågen.
Bondevika can  also offer protection under conditions  of easterly  winds.  Winds
from southwest, west and northwest dominate the weather pattem.

Because of the Weichselian ice age and the ice sheet's pressure on the landscape,
major changes of sea-1evel have occurred in the course of the Holocene period. The
changes of sea-1evel have been most dramatic in the inner fjord districts, where the
ice sheet was thicker and weighed the land conespondingly down. «The Fennos-
candian uplift has been caused primarily by glacial unloading, and thus in some
way reflects the extent and thickness of the Late Weichselian ice sheet» (Svendsen
& Mangerud 1987: 129). From 12 800 BP the rate of emergence was rapid, but then
gradually decreased, and was considerably slower during the Younger Dryas. But

5. The marine^acustrine boundary in Møre og Romsdal (from Svendsen & Mangerud 1987: 115)
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6. Shoreline-diagram, Veøy (estimation after Svendsen & Mangerud 1987).

within 9  300 BP more than half of the total  Holocene uplift was  accomplished
(ibid.:  131).  In Romsdal, the   marineflacustrine boundary, that is the uppemost
shoreline  shortly  after  the  retreat  of the  ice,  varies  between  20-100  m  (fig.  5)
(Svendsen & Mangerud 1987). Based on the shoreline diagrams presented, and an
estimation-method  outlined  by  Svendsen  &  Mangerud,  the  marine^acustrine
boundary on Veøy can be estimated to be 70 m above present sealevel  10.300 BP
(fig.  6).  Svendsen & Mangerud operate with relative diagrams and uncalibrated
[4Cs.  It is interesting to note that the sea-1evel history of Veøy shows that in the

Late Neolithic/Early  Bronze  age  (3.300  BP)  the  shoreline  was  10 m  above  the
present level;  Veøy  must have  consisted  of three  islands  (fig.  7).  According  to
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7. Veøy, the shoreline, 3.300 BP,10 m contour line
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Svendsen & Mangerud's model of sea-level curves, the sea must have been 2,55 m
above the present sea-level 1000 BP. A sea-level in the Middle Ages of about 2,0 -
1,5 m above the present level, made the harbour facilities even more favourable
than they are today.

Up to  1965 the name Veøy also designated a Æomm#ne, i.e. the smallest unit in
the Norwegian administrative system of regions. A Æommz/nc is administred by a
locally elected council. As at January  lst,1993 there are 433 such administrative
units in Norway. The Veøy Komm4% consisted of landscapes on various sides of
the fjord including the neighbouring island of Sekken (fig. 8).

After the Second World War sea-transport was gradually replaced by motorized
land transport, and the administration of Veøy Komm##€ became communication-
ally very inconvenient. Today the islands of Veøy and Sekken are together with the
northem mainland of the old Veøy Kommz/nc, part of Molde Komm46ne.

The secular administrative unit of the old Veøy Kom77ewne' built on the ancient
organizational units of parishes. This ancient ecclesiastical model of organization,
was in fact not broken up until the advent of the car as the dominating medium of
transportation. The name Veøy is still used as the name of a parish, but the areas
belonging to this parish are not the same as the old Veøy parish.

The bulk of ecclesiatical reorganization in Romsdal was done around the tum of
the century. New churches were built on the mainland and the old medieval church
on Veøy was no longer to function as parish church. The priest probably moved to

ROMSDAL
\\

•......     THE OLD VEØY  KOMMUNE

-.-.-     THE PRESENT KOMMUNE-

STRUCTURE

8. The old Veøy Æomm#7zc and the present Æommz/nc-structure in Romsdal
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9. The 18th century parsonage and the church

the mainland in  1898. In  1905 a naval officer bought Nordøya including the par-
sonage (fig. 9). This family owned the northem part of the island up to  1990. The
present landowners are the town of Molde and the district folk museum of Roms-
dal, jiom§dcz/§m%§ce/. The museum is responsible for the keeping of the buildings,
with exception of the church, which is the responsibility of Molde Komm##c and
the Directorate for Cultural Heritage, Rz.Æ§cznJ!.Ævczrcn. At present there is no one
living pemanently on the island.

2.2 History and archaeology

The historical and archaeological material presented at this stage in my nanative is
not meant to be a complete introduction to problems and evidence of the present
work, but as an imperative Æors cZ' oc#vre pointing towards the later main course of
narrative events.

As mentioned above there is a church on the island dating from medieval times
(fig.10). In Norwegian history, the Middle Ages cover the period from 1030, (the
battle of Stiklestad and what is traditionally thought to be the official introduction
of Christendom) to  1537 (the Lutheran Refomation). The church is the only one
in Romsdal built of stone.  It was  constructed in the late  12th century, probably
around AD  1200. In the period after 1152, when Norway was separated from the
archdiocese of Lund in Denmark to be a Roman Catholic archdiocese of its own,
many churches of stone in Romanesque style were built in Norway. In AD 1488 a
documentary  source  explicitly designates  the  church  on  Veøy  as #/Æc§Æ!.rkc,  i.e.
the  main  church  in  the  medieval  aministrative   unit  (the  /y/Æc)   of  Romsdal
(DN 111: 704).
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10. The stone church as seen towards southwest

Historians have found it likely that the church on Veøy was thejy/Æc'skz.rÆ€ of
Romsdal  in  early  christian  times  as  well  (Sveaas  Andersen  1977:320).  These
assumptions do not, when explicitly conceming Veøy, build on any documentary
sources. The island is mentioned in three 13th century saga texts and various 14th
century documents (letters).

The lcelandic saga writer Snorri Sturluson writes in the  1220s about a battle

1 1. Towards the island of Sekken. The battle in which king Håkon Herdebrei was slain took possibly

place in the waters between Veøy and Sekken.
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12. Sørvågen

which should have taken place close to Veøy in 1162 (fig.11). A young king, the 15

year old, Håkon Herdebrei, was slain, and the battle was one of many incidents in
the ongoing civil wars conceming the struggles for rights on claims to the Norwe-
gian Throne. The period of civil wars is generally defined by historians as belong-
ing to the years  1130-1240. The saga of king Håkon Herdebrei narrates that the
young king expected a lot of help from the townsmen of Veøy (Norges kongesagaer
2,  1979:334).  The  people  living  on  the  island  are  described  as  b}y.ør-mo#n#m
(townsmen) and as living in a small town or market place; kø#pboc##m (Nilsen
1976:277). The saga tells that king Håkon had stayed over night a couple of days
before the battle close to the Æcz4!pbocnz4m.

In  1206 another incident occurs which is also related to the ongoing political
strife in the Realm. One group of men, the Bag/cr§, is infomed that the rival group,
the B!.rÆcZ}c!.ncrs, had been building a ship in Romsdal (Eirspennillteksten) or in
Veøy  (Skålholtsb6k  yngsta)  and  they  are  collecting  commodities,  the  so-called
levy (/cj.døng) to equip a small military unit (Nilsen  1976:278, Norges Kongesa-
gaer 3,  1979:303). Under cover of the night the Bczg/crs sail to Veøy, staying in the
outer bay 0. Æz.nn yfrø wogz.73n = Sørvågen) and they await the mominglight (fig. 12).
The ships of the B!.rÆcøe!.ners were harboured in the inner bay ¢. Æi.n#m/.nnrcz wogj.-
n#m = Nordvågen). At dawn the Baglers ransack the town (jicz#nsczkcz bÆz.nn) and
steal the levy (/ok% /c!.cJc}ngrj.n cZczr ok mz.ki.J/e cznnøfÆ). They set fire to the newly
built ships which were harboured in the inner bay (fig. 13).

In  1240 the leader of administrative unit of Romsdal, the sheriff (= £ys/cmczn-
nen), put there by Duke (Æcrf#g) Skule Bårdson, was killed by the men of king
Håkon Håkonsson (Norges Kongesagaer 4,  1979:200). The kings' men had heard
that Finn Knott was in Veøy with his men (Fz.nnr Æ#off#r vczr /.## /. Verc}/.!.# mccJ
s#ej./ s!.ncz). In this passage Veøy is not characterized in urban tems, but it is indi-
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13 . Nordvågen

cated that the island might have been some kind of administrative centre (Nilsen
1976:279). The Duke who acted as a pretender to the Norwegian Throne, was him-
self killed in 1240. Skule Bårdson's death is nomally seen as the end of the civil
war period in Norway.

These saga sources are considered to be quite reliable conceming facts like time
and place; they were written down shortly after the incidents described. A11 three
texts attribute some military function to Veøy;  two of them clearly indicate that
Veøy had some kind of administrative function. Furthemore, there are indications
of some  kind  of exchange,  buying  (ÆczzÆp)  and  selling,  on  the  island;  the  place
appears to have been some kind of small town or market place.

The church is a manifest source conceming the position of Veøy as a religious
centre. In the saga text of Snoni, the name is written Vceyør (the genitive plural);
this means in old Norse the holy (vG) island (eyczr). After the turbulent times of the
civil wars, Veøy is not mentioned in any saga texts. But then the golden age of saga
writing came to an end after the death of king Magnus Lagabøter in 1280.

From the  14th century we know of several czj.p/omczs (letters) written on Veøy.
From the 15th century two letters are known. All of these texts deal with property
transactions in Romsdal. Among the interesting attributes of these letters are the
names of buildings and persons mentioned in them. Another important contempo-
rary source is the will of Bjame Erlingsson from 1308/9, who was the most power-
ful and wealthiest landowner in the Realm. In the will of Bjame Erlingson, a st.Peter 's
church in Veøy is explicitly mentioned (DN XV: 1). Furthemore, on August 19th,
1384 king Olav Håkonsson issues a Royal Decree (rc/fczrz}o/) in which a demand is
set forth to attempt to force the trade and tradesmen back to the age old small towns
(smczczr Æoz/psfczczer) (NGL 111:222). The people of Romsdal should bring their pro-
duce to Veøy as had always been done. Other small towns, Vågan and Borgund,
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14. The Black Soil-area (from Herteig 1954)

were mentioned in the Decree as well. The people of Hålogaland should travel to
Vågan, and the people of Sunnmøre to Borgund.

Obviously these small towns or market places were experiencing a «recession».
The king's plea did not work, and Veøy and Borgund were to disappear as small
towns. Vågan disappeared as a small town or market place in the medieval sense of
the word.

Archaeologically it is the area southwest, west and northwest of the church on
Nordøya which first and foremost attracts attention; an area of 35.000-40.000 m2
are covered with very black soil, i.e. cultural layers of various depth (fig.  14). On
Sørøya traces of cultivation in the fom of clearance caims and long stretching ter-
races (positive lynchets) are known. Neither Sørøya nor Nordøya has been system-
atically surveyed. However, in  1953 a short-tem archaeological trial excavation
was carried out on Nordøya (Herteig  1954). In spite of the quite large amount of
local historical literature on Veøy, the island remains, both historically and archae-
ologically, relatively unexplored.

At the outset of this project my questions were of a very general kind: When was
the island settled? If this  settlement tumed out into  something else than a rural
settlement, when did this happen? What happened? How and why did it happen?

Was there a kind of market-place or small town on the island? If yes, why did it
fall into decay in the late 14th century?

2.3. Past narratives of Veøy: a source-critical review of histories.

The Royal Decree of August 19th,1384, mentions three small towns; Veøy, Bor-
gund and Vågan. I shall, as a point of departure, group together these three places
with Kaupanger in Sogn. It is not my intention in this chapter to present any history
of the archaeological and historical research which has evolved around these small
towns. Suggestions of the above mentioned small towns' various functions, posi-
tions and contextual roles in the medieval society will be presented in chapter 6.1.
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Investigations directed towards research problems conceming small towns in
general have not been blessed with the same amount of resources as investigations
in Oslo, Trondheim, Bergen and Tønsberg. This is due to the development rate, and
consequentely necessary rescue excavations, in the still existing towns. The small
towns are not totally unexplored, they are, however, definitely less explored.

The archaeological records of Vågan and Borgund were at the outset of this pro-
ject much better known than the record of Veøy. Up to 1953, when the trial excava-
tions were carried out, the narratives of Veøy built on documentary and material
sources which, with a few exceptions, were known by all the previous surveyors
and storytellers of Veøy from 1770 on-wards. In a bibliography of local literature
on Romsdal up to 1978, I found 59 titles dealing with the island of Veøy in particu-
lar;  of these,  19  were newspaper articles  (Gjendem  1979).  From the  short-terin
excavation in the couple of summer weeks in 1953, I have randomly traced down
22  newspaper articles;  most probably they  do  not represent the  total  lot of ink
spilled on Veøy in 1953.

In Norway the interest in local history has been substantial, and in many local
communities knowledge of past times has been exceptionally vivid. From the tum
of the century and during the following five to six decades, the local interest in
Veøy seems to have been strong and continual. However, at the outset of this pro-
ject 1 could not take it for granted that the people of Romsdal were still interested in
telling, or being told narratives of Veøy. But if they were, what kinds of narratives
would they tell, or like to be told? To answer these questions 1 had to track down
some of the previous storytellers to explore what they knew, and what was thought
to be important to know more of. And 1 should later have to pose these questions to
present storytellers and people in general.

2.3.1 The topograpical surveyors.

It is impossible to say something about the history of archaeology in Norway, with-
out also saying something about the political development of the nation-state Nor-
way. Archaeology has had, and maybe still has, a strong nation-building potential.
The search for czrcÆc, the ancient origins of the folk and folksgeist, was decisive in
the fomation of history and archaeology as academic disciplines in the 19th century.
Ideas of the Romantic were to dominate the thinking of past times in the first half of
the  19th century. Prior to this were the topographical descriptions of landscapes,
sites and monuments carried out in the midst of Enlightenment spirit in the second
half of the 18th century.

Topographicaldescriptionsweremostlycarriedoutbythespatiallymostdispersed
servants of the kingdom of Denmark-Norway, namely the priests. The tem «potato-
priest» stems ffom the late 1 8th century. In Norway the clergy became very involved
in teaching the peasant-families how to grow potatoes, increase crops, and develop
what the authorities saw as backward agricultural traditions. The priests ' forinidable
taskwastoenlightenthegeneralpublicofthebenefitsofapracticaldiscourseofmiti-
gated Rationalism; a public which consisted of peasant-families living in dispersed
settlements. Although the descriptions of topography from various parts of the coun-
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try contain passages  on history, monuments and sites, the descriptions were more
directed towards the future than the past. The main puipose was to map natural and
cultural resources. According to a Royal recommendation issued in 1755 all men of
knowledge in Denmark-Norway were invited to write and deliver treatises in Sciences
to the avail of common knowledge (Solli, G.1931:8). No doubt, the King of Den-
mark-Norway residing in Copenhagen welcomed surveys of a topographical kind; he
had wars to fight, and consequently resources and soldiers to lay his hands on.

The general idea of collecting and systematizing data which characterizes much
of the scientific achievement of the age of Enlightenment, e.g the botanist Linne's
classification work, included history as it was manifested through monuments and
sites in the landscape. In the topographical descriptions fine details are presented
on climate, demography, flora and fauna, and historical monuments and sites. The
general topographical surveys, with a strong local historical streak in them, prolife-
rated throughout the 18th century up to the 1830s. One of the finest topographers of
the time visited Veøy in 1773, namely Gerhard Schøning. A theologian and priest
by  education,  but also  one  the  founders  of the  Royal  Society  of Sciences  (DeJ
Kongc/!.gc NorsÆc WcJcn§ÆczZ)crs Sc/sÆczb) in Trondheim; an institution which today
is integrated in the University of Trondheim. The descriptions of what Schøning
then heard, saw and read are encountered in most nanatives of Veøy.

He describes the island as small and inhabited by the parish priest alone, while
in ancient times the place was populous  and famous when a quite considerable
town (Æ!.Øbsfcø was situated on the island (Schøning [ 1778]  1979: 128). Of course
the theologian thoroughly records the church and its historical treasures. He holds
the church to be thejy/ke§Æ!.rÆc of Romsdal, and he suggests that in pre-christian
times the main pagan temple, i.e. theA//Æes%ov of Romsdal was situated on the holy
island of Veøy. The island's flora and favourable climate and conditions for horti-
culture are also described.

Its very black and fruitful soils are observed and compared to the sandy  and
clayey soils on the mainland. No associations to anything which we today know as
cultural layers are made. Schøning discovered and was puzzled by the black soils,
but he did not interpret the soil as remains of past human activity. No preconceived
idea or theories were fomed in his mind about old dwelling places being full of
rubbish; trash which time would eventually tum into an archaeological record. The
idea of the fomation of cultural layers was outside Schøning's discourse, and con-
sequently the black soils were not recognized as a result of past human activities.

The documentary sources of diplomas, sagas, and the Royal Decree are known
to Schøning. He makes a careful recording of low stone walls, which he observed
west and southwest of the church (fig. 15). He suggests that they are the remains of
a monastery and a chuchyard with a chapel.

He values the landing facilities and remarks on the probabilty of higher sea-level
in ancient times. In Bondevika he observes the remains of what he interprets to have
been boathouses where building of longships could have occurred. Schøning retells
traditional stories which he must have heard when visiting Veøy; Bondevika is said
to have been the landing place for peasants and commoners (Z)onczc = peasant); in the
tenain that was not cultivated but used for pasture only at the time of Schøning's
visit, there should have been a special church for the peasants called Bo72dekz.rÆe.
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60  Skridt.
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15. The area west and southwest of the church as sketched by Schøning ([ 1778]  1979: 128)

Schøning  mentions  that  on  the  other  (eastem)  side  of  the  island  there  are
remains of what might have been a naturally formed place for the storing of ships.
He refers to a local tradition, which maintained that there were once 7 churches on
the island, with some degree of topographical scepticism, since he considered the
island to be just too small!

Schøning's style is descriptive but not lacking in inteipretative passages; he tells
a story of past grandeur, of prosperity, of kings, of a monastry, and of a wealthy
church. He does not, however, like the future storytellers of the 19th and 20th cen-
tury situate Veøy in a national historical context. His narrative is fragmented and
polyhistoric, whilst displaying knowledge of both nature and culture.

Veøy is also mentioned in Lars Hess Bing's Descr!.p/z.on o/fÆ€ Kz.#gczom o/Nor-
wczy   (Bing   1796:820-824).   Bing's   description  of  Veøy   is   a  paraphrasing   of
Schøning's.  The book is encyclopedically organized, describing the places men-
tioned in alphabethical order. The writer did not intend to tell stories, but to add
together and accumulate infomation.

Iems T€itiff s Topographical-Statistical Description of the Kingdom of Norway
was published in 5 volumes in course of the  1830s. His work marks the end of the
topographical  and  Enlightenment  inspired  period of historical  investigations  in
Norway. Volume no. 5 contains passages on Veøy (Kraft  1832:186-187, 200-201,
208). Kraft is familiar with Schøning's work and attributes holiness to the island
for pagan as well as Christian times. Twice he confims that there are no monu-
ments of antiquity on the island, with the exception of some grave-mounds in the
non-cultivated outskirts of the priest's fam (ibid.: 187, 208).
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The favourable soil conditions are mentioned in the same way as Schøning did.
In addition to being aware of the saga texts, diplomas and the Royal Decree con-
ceming Veøy, Kraft makes some effort to situate Romsdal and Veøy into the gener-
al history of Norway.  He is especially concemed with the role of Veøy  and the
introduction of Christianity from the time of king Håkon Athalsteins f6stri (ca. AD
920-960) and onwards (ibid.:200). However, this little storytelling effort is not a
dominant trait in Kraft's description, he labels them Hj.§forz.ccz/ nof!.ccs.

In the course of the 1830s the general interest in, and publication of, local histor-
ical studies temporarily faded away (Store Norske leksikon). The local historical
wave emerging in the later part of the 19th century would be of a different charac-
ter. Important in this respect is the Romantic reaction against the Rationalism of
Enlightenment thinkers  like Rosseau.  In  Scandinavia this reaction tumed into  a
National Romantic movement in art, literature, and humanistic sciences. The tur-
bulent year of 1814 changed the political status of Norway from being a province
in the kingdom of Denmark-Norway, to being a Realm in the Union of the kingdom
of Sweden-Norway. A Realm with its own Constitution and defined interests. The
idea of Norway as an independent kingdom emerged in the course of 1814. This
idea paired with the intemationally wide spread intellectual trend of the Romantic,
formed the historical and ideological setting for the writing of history in Norway.

Rudolf Keyser was to be the founder of History as an academic discipline inves-
tigating the past from a genuinely Norwegian point of view, i.e. the so-called Nor-
wegian school of history. His biographer does not conceal that Keyser was a patriot
as  well  as  an  academic  (Sveaas  Andersen  1961:201).  A  pupil  of Keyser,  P.A.
Munch,  wrote  the  first  general  history  of Norway  (Munch  1852-59,  1862-63).
Ottar Dahl maintains that Munch's work is still fundamental in the study of the
medieval history of Norway. Dahl, whose historiographical work is inspired from
the Popperian part of analytical philosophy, is valuing Munch more for his critical
studies of details, than for his overall theoretical framework (Dahl 1990:62).

The national significance of P.A. Munch's work is beyond question, and it did
trigger a new local historical interest of an enormous and long lasting significance.
Under such historical and ideological circumstances, Veøy was an object of study
begging to be explored.

2.3.2. The antiquarian surveyors

ln  1860 the Norwegian Parliament (S/orf!.#gcf) voted a sum of money to employ
Nicolay Nicolaysen (1817-1911) as an antiquarian. Nicolaysen's job would be to
work on the ancient monuments and antiquities  of the Realm.  The value of the
material past was sanctioned by the national authorities. This offical stamp on anti-
quarian surveys inspired amateurs and semi-professionals to make local surveys
and inventories all over the country. Some were even given stipends to map arte-
facts, monuments and, sites regionally.

Edvard B.R. Bendixen was a historian and became the headmaster of a respect-
ed school in Bergen (rcznk§ LSÆo/c). He was closely associated with the multi-disci-

plinary work revolving around the Museum of Bergen (Bc'rgcns A4#sc#m), which
eventually was to tum into one of the pillars in the process of founding a University
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in Bergen after the Second World war (1948). In the three summers of 1870-72,
Bendixen made an antiquity survey of Romsdal and Nordmøre; in 1877 and 1878
the inventories were published (Bendixen 1877,1878).

The vocabulary resulting from this regional survey is remarkably different from
the vocabulary in the topographical survey of Kraft 45 years earlier. Bendixen spe-
cializes on one topic, the material traces of the past. He does not write about cli-
mate, demography, horticulture etc. The text is structured through the Three Period
System of Thomsen (Thomsen 1836). In the text, Bendixen differentiates structu-
rally between artefacts, monuments and sites. He writes inside a discourse which
45 years earlier was in the process of being fomed; a sedimentological shift has
emerged in the archaeology of knowledge, namely the advent of archaeology itself.
That is archaeology as the academic discipline of past material culture, and not the
archaeology of origins and speculation as described by Plato in fJ!.ppj.czs Mcz/.or, or
the archaeology of nature as described by Kant (Malina & Vasicek 1990:3).

Bendixen is familiar with Schøning's and Kraft's topographical descriptions of
Veøy. In addition, he is aware of particular finds from the island. One find (8.1466-
71) is described as remarkable, and it is indeed; it was originally classified by the
archaeologist Anders Lorange to be an Early lron Age find, cf. 5 .1.3 . Bendixen dis-

putes the dating of the find and argues through a detailed description for a Late lron
Age dating (Bendixen  1877: 189). He mentions artefacts found in the grounds of
the old town (ÅjøpsJeø (ibid.:215). These finds are classified to be either Late lron
Age or medieval.

The small town is not topographically located in any detail, except for the fact
that all of the surveyors have placed it on Nordøya between the bays (Bendixen
1878:133).  The  topographical  position  of  the  stone  church  and  the  saga  texts
describing the «inner» and «outer» bays, makes this perfectly sensible. The black
soils, however, are still not inteipreted as the direct and very concrete remains of
the medieval settlement. Bendixen describes the remains of the two boathouses in
Bondevika as being situated on old town ground; the ground in Bondevika, howev-
er, shows no traces of black soils.

Bendixen reports that he found three grave caims on Veøy; one on the Galtevik-
nes, one a further to the south of this, and one in the area called Kj.rÆcgc3#tJene (= the
Churchyards, gc37itz means fam as well) (fig.16). This is the area which Bendixen
believes was labelled Bo7!cZcÆz.rÆe by Schøning. From Schøning's description this is
not quite  clear.  He  might have meant the plateau  on  Sørøya when  locating the
peasant's church, but he might also have connected the name with a structure of
low stone walls just south of the boathouses in Bondevika. Local storytellers have
done that (Fylling 1875, Brovold 1901).

Kirkegårdene is still used as a name for the plateau on Sørøya. Bendixen had
obviously been up on the plateau himself; he observed a big caim and some small-
er ones, which he described as possible clearance caims. Furthemore, he describes
traces of «øgcrrcncr» (i.e. terraces = positive lynchets) which he interprets to be
the remains of ancient tilled fields. Kirkegårdene is described to be covered with
pines, fems and brackens, and magnificent czj.gz.fcz/j.§. Bendixen's observations are
astute, and in the best antiquarian tradition instigated by Nicolay Nicolaysen.

When  Bendixen reports  his  observations  from  what he  calls  «The  Christian
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16.  The location of the area called K!.rÆcgdrdcnc Location of the plateau called Kirkegårdene

Middle Ages», the text become less descriptive and more interpretative. He sug-
gests that the disappearance of the small town in the late Middle Ages was caused
by the general «powerlessness» in the country, and the growing influence of the
Hanseatic League (ibid.: 133). Bendixen has the nerve to pick on the master narra-
tor of Norwegian history, namely P.A. Munch, by source-criticizing Munch's men-
tioning of a St.Mary Church (Mør!.czÆz.7'Æc) on Veøy (Bendixen  1878: 132). Munch
does mention a St.Mary church (Munch 1862:895); why he did so, on which sourc-
es he built, is still a mystery. The antiquarian making inventories of material traces,
does not resist the temptation of also mentioning documentary sources conceming
Veøy. But still, his main concentration is on the material traces.

17. The area west and southwest of the church as sketched by Bendixen ( 1878: 135).
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Schøning's sketch and description of the low stone walls west and southwest of
the church are criticized and revised. Bendixen presents an altemative sketch (fig.
17) and refers to Lange 's rejection of the monastry interpretation (Lange l 856:256-
57). In a subtile remark Lange maintains that the local tradition (§czgn) of a monas-
tery of veøy probably originates from schøning himself (ibid.). Bendixen joins this
view. And 1 may add that it is not impossible that the historically known monastery
on Videy in lceland, has been the source of some confusing theories of a monastery
on Veøy in Romsdal. The name Veøy is written in textual variations very close to
Videy  in  the  later medieval  documentary  sources.  Lange  suggests  that  the  low
stone walls are the remains of the king 's buildings (Ko73gsgc3rcJc7?) with an adjoining
churchyard and chapel. Bendixen joins the interpretation of Nicolaysen ( 1862:543),
who had  suggested that the most extended  stone walls  were the remains of the
St. Peter's church. Bendixen interprets the less extended stonewalls southwest of
the assumed church as traces of a churchyard.

In relation to this inteipretation, Bendixen reports of a find of coins close to what
is interpreted to be the altar of the St.Peter's church, by a parish priest called Kraft.
(This priest is not identical with the «topographer» Kraft, neither is there a parish
priest called Kraft on Veøy in the course of the 19th century. Most probably he was
identical with the parish priest in Gry#cn from 1844 called Edvard Kraft). This find
is reported in Nicolaysen ( 1862:543). Kraft also reported to have found a relatively
large log of timber, which he interpreted as being the fundament of the altar. Nico-
laysen refers to a report from Kraft in 1857 filed in the archive of the antiquity col-
lection of the University (Nicolaysen  1862:538). I could not find this report, and
consequently 1 have to rely on Nicolaysen's reading of Kraft's report.

The mystery of the rectangular places west and southwest of the present church
have puzzled (this puzzlement includes the present writer) the surveyors and story-
tellers of Veøy ever since Schøning documented and described them in 1773.

A preliminary overview of the various interpretative suggestions follows: The
places  enclosed by low  stone  walls have been  suggested to be:  a monastry  and
churchyard with chapel (Schøning): the king's buildings with chapel, maybe the
St.Peter's church with an additional churchyard (Lange):  the foundations of the
historically known St.  Peter's church and an additional churchyard (Nicolaysen
and Bendixen).

In  1878 Captain R. Ziegler reports from travels he made in Romsdal; travels
which were carried out «partly from an antiquarian point of view» (Ziegler 1878).
He  observes  the  largest caim on Kirkegårdene, but does  not interpret the other
«piles of stones» as the remains of burials (ibid.:205). In an atempt to interpret the
name  Kirkegårdene,  he  makes  an  interesting  remark  on  the  possibilty  of early
Christian burials being placed, just like heathen burials, on «conspicuous places in
the region» (ibid.). The Christian burials, he suggests, were not marked by caims.

The  antiquarians  wrote  inside  the  discourse  of  an  archaeology  defined  by
Thomsen's  three  period  system  of  1836.  A  specialized  vocabulary  was  being
developed in the decades between 1840-1880. Archaeology was in the process of
differentiating itself from history and other disciplines dealing with the past. The
discipline was not only  developing a vocabulary  of its  own;  efforts  were being
made to expand the amount of source-material through surveys and excavations.
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In the late  19th century an increasing political polarization took place in Nor-
way. Keynotes: the battle for a parliamentary system won in  1884, the battle for
independence won in 1905, when the Swedish-Norwegian Union was dissolved. In
this political situation the new academic discipline called archaeology, was active-
ly used to generate stories for the benefit of national independence.

2.3.3. The stories and storytellers

The distinction between the approaches used by antiquarians and storytellers con-
cems both fom and content. Even though both the topographers and the antiquar-
ians made narrative excursions in their descriptive inventories, their texts resem-
bled more annales  than narratives.  These texts consist of collections  of various
facts added together, but they lack a dramatic structure. The «heroes» of their tales
are the material traces of the past, and when Veøy is described, the holy island itself
is the protagonist. There are no «villains» in the texts of the topographers and the
antiquarians. The generation of explicative narratives of Veøy 's past including sug-
gestions of causes and effects has been the prerogative of the storytellers. And of
course, the present writer situates herself among the storytellers.

In 1875 a tiny book was published on the older history of Veøy -B!.cJrcig fz7 Veø
cg/cZ7ie fJj.sfor!.e (Fylling  1875). Peder Fylling, an amateur historian, builds on the,
by then known and published, saga texts, diplomas, the Royal Decree, and material
traces, i.e. monuments, sites and artefacts situated or found on Veøy.

Fylling gives a reference to the czr#ømc}gnøcz#sÆe cocJcx no 748, where Veøy is
assumed mentioned (ibid.:5). It-is correct that in the Younger Edda, the name vec'y
is mentioned in the part E}/.ø Æc!.f!.. The Younger Edda is, however, a kind of text-
book in poetry, and the name vce'y is not written with a capital V, and it may exem-
plify a possible synonym for the temi «island».  Vec'y is mentioned together with
other possible synonyms for «island»; c5ø§f, §/o7d, jcz/cz, //.Qr (J6nsson  1912:678-
679). This reference to the Younger Edda is also repeated in Olafsen's major work
on veøy (Olafsen l926: 1).        .

Fylling draws some interesting conclusions conceming the fate of the commu-
nity on Veøy in the Late Middle Ages: The most important strike against the small
town was «the horrible plunderings which the members of the Hanseatic League
carried out along the westem coast of Norway around 1440» (ibid.:8, m.t.). Fylling
claims that proof exists that the «St. Peter's church was bumt down by these pirates»
(ibid., m.t.). Fylling is convinced that the present stone church on the island was
consecrated to the Holy Cross, not St.Peter. Furthemore, Fylling mentions the Nor-
dic War of Seven Years between the kingdom of Denmark-Norway and Sweden
during which a band of Swedes came to Romsdal in  1564, they killed the sheriff
O:ogczcn) and pillaged the area and its inhabitants (ibid.). Although Fylling is not
absolutely explicit about it, he obviously believes that the latter incident was an-
other, and possibly the final, strike against the small urbanized community on Veøy.

No doubt, these two explicative narratives of the fate of Veøy presenting outside
«villains», had every chance of becoming popular at the time they were published.
And Fylling did have some support for his narrative in historical sources.

In the late 14th and early 15th centuries there were pirates, the so-called Vitalin-
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ers,  in  Scandinavian waters.  Under shifting  alliances the  Vitaliners fought both
against, and with the Hanseatic League (Yrwing 1976: 199). In 1428 and 1429 the

pirates, in companionship with the Hanseatic League, pillaged Bergen (ibid.). Fur-
themore,  Swedish troops did occupy mid- and north westem Norway (rrond-
Åjems /en) for a short period in course of the Nordic War of Seven Years ( 1564-70).
One hundred years later in  1658-59 the Swedish Crown gained jurisdiction over
the bishopric of Trondheim,  which was  then identical with Norwegian territory
from Romsdal and northward, including the whole of northem Norway. The Swed-
ish govemor in Trondheim found the taxation of these obstinate Norwegians diffi-
cult and had to apply miltary means (Olafsen 1926:362).

When accusing foreign villains of pillaging, Fylling made an effort to situate the
fate of Veøy into a plausible historical context. The idea that the «others» were to
blame for the sad destiny of a once flourishing town of kings, churches and com-
merce, was «politically correct» at the time it was set forth. Fylling had read P.A.
Munch and was familiar with the general Norwegian trend in historical investiga-
tions as promulgated by Keyser. This «blame-it-on-the-others» narrative of Veøy
was  to be long  lived and gained great popularity both  among experts  and non-
experts. In a local historical study from 1901 the author ascertains without any dis-
cussion, that members of the Hanseatic League bumt down Veøy in the middle of
the 15th century (Brovold 1901 :34).

The strife for independence in the late 19th century leading up to 1905 led to an
enomous interest in historical and archaeological studies. There was a renewed
interest  in  local  historical  studies.  In  the  period  1885-1921,  44  volumes  called
Norgc§ /ønd og/o/Æ (The folk and land of Norway) were   published (Store Norske
Leksikon). Throughout the country Historical Societies were fomed, whose prime
goal would be to publish the history of a particular region or settlement. The histo-
ry of fams and local genealogy were central in these works, but they also con-
tained passages on geology, prehistory and history. The aim of the archaeological
and historical studies seems to have been both to show how special a particular
settlement  (bygø  is,  and to  write the  settlement into the  general historical  dis-
course of Norway. The quality of these studies varies. Because of the general scien-
tific  discourse of the period,  one can  find e.g.  studies  in physical anthropology
«confirming» racial theories which today are amusing, but which at the time they
were written up, were regarded as pure and serious Science.

The old komm#nc of Veøy is blessed with a local historical study of an excep-
tional good quality (Olafsen 1926). The general local historical work of 0. 0lafsen
is held to be among the best written in Norway (Dahl 1990:245). 0lafsen grew up
on the fam Holm, to the southeast and just across the fjord of Veøy. When writing
the local history of Veøy Æomm#nc, he worked as parish priest in Hardanger, south
of Bergen. In addition to being source-critically inclined, his nanative of Veøy has
a distinct touch of nostalgic longing for a paradise lost of childhood and youth. This
deeply felt remembrance of times past, drives the author to personal and affection-
ate excursions  in the midst of an academically  styled discourse  of history.  The
excursions which narrate of people, landscapes, and travels to Øyncz (= the island)
on Christmas day etc., split the text up in a fragmentary, almost modemist way and
create an atmosphere of embodied commitment.  I find that Olafsen's digressive
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style contributes to my understanding of how it could have been to live in the old
parish of Veøy and travel to the church on the island before the advent of motorized
transportation.

0lafsen begins the historical part of his work by criticizing the archaeologists
for neglecting ancient monuments ¢cz§f€/oJ'n/evnz.ngcr) per se as source-material.
He claims that the archaeologists have been too preoccupied with artefacts to study
thoroughly the large amount which can be found of gravecaims, mounds, and stone
monuments (ibid.:314). 0lafsen immediatly sets a tone of self-confidence and crit-
ical attitude not always found in studies of local historical character. His narrative
is a good attempt to write Veøy into the general discourse of the history of Norway.
He is critical of traditional narratives which overestimate the drama and grandness
of the past. The urban community on Veøy, he claims, was not anything like a mod-
em town; it was a petty agglomeration of buildings with few inhabitants, not more
that 300 at the most (ibid.:335). He characterizes the stories of pirates and looting
Swedes as meaningless and based on misunderstandings, because no reliable sources
tells of pirates plundering the coastal settlements as far north as Romsdal, and the
smalltownonVeøyhaddisappearedlongbeforethefirstoccupationoftheSwedesin
1564 (ibid.:338). 0lafsen describes in tems of irony how the traditional narratives
blaming the Swedes for the miseries of the old community on Veøy are supported by
concrete traces found on the church, e.g. that a curve in the wall had been caused by
shooting, and that the three faces of stone over the old entrance in the westwall, could
have been the faces of three persons killed under this shooting (ibid. : 334).

Traditional nanatives seem always to find some material traces to «prove» their
stories.  In  many  cases  this  material  evidence  generates  narratives  in  order  to
explain their occurrence. The sorting out of which of the two came first, the narra-
tive of the material trace or the recognition of the trace, is most often extremely dif-
ficult, if not impossible. The materiality of both the archaeological and the tradi-
tional folkloristic naiTatives  of Veøy induces  a negotiating tension between the
expert and the non-expert. I shall elaborate this point later on in my narrative.

01afsen  describes  the  migration-  and  settlement theories  of the  Norwegian
school of history in more than ironical tems; he considers them to be a result of too
mucharmchairtheorizing(ibid.:321)!Althoughherejectsthestoriesofpillageasa
cause of the decline of veøy, he does not  completely reject the ideas that foreign
«villains» were indirectly responsible for the decline of Veøy. The Black Death
whichravagedthecountryin1349-50causedthedesertionoffamsandthedecline
of towns. 01afsen links the Plague directly to the decline of Veøy (ibid:67). But he
goes on to say that the Hanseatic League, the Scots and the Dutch usurped the trade
in westem Norway, exploiting the sonowful conditions of the country after the
Black Death (ibid. :338-339). The king had to issue a Royal Decree in 1384 to make
uncontrolled commercial activity outside of the old towns come to an end (NGL
111:222). But the royal efforts tumed out to be in vain.

0lafsen maintains that one of the largests heathen cemeteries in the Æomm##e of
Veøy is to be found on the island of Veøy. All together 30 caims have been counted
on Veøy and Hangholmen (ibid.:315). Obviously a renewed interest for the area
called Kirkegårdene on Sørøya has occurred (fig.  16). Except for this observation,
0lafsen does not present any new archaeological sources for Veøy. The low stone
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walls west and southwest of the present church are interpreted as the remains of the
church consecrated to the Holy Cross (KorsÆi.rÆc7?) with adjoining churchyards.

The idea that there existed two churches on the island, one consecrated to St.
Peter and another to the Holy Cross, stem from late medieval documents. In a letter
from May  19th,1343, a priest Benedict of the KorsÆj.rÆe is mentioned as witness
(DN 1:226). No one has yet disputed the thought that this was a church which was
situated on the island. The existence of a St.Peter Church is better documented; in
the will of Bjame Erlingsson from 1308 or 1309 and in diplomas, cf. 6.2.4. There
have been different opinions as to whether the present stone church on the island
was consecrated to the Holy Cross or to St.Peter. The parish of Veøy is called the
St.Peter's parish in a late medieval documentary source from  1438 (DN X: 166).
0lafsen argues that thej7/Æ€§Æ!.rÆe and the parish church of st.Peter must have been
identical. It was the privilege of theÆ/ÆcsÆz.rÆc' to be built of stone, and consequent-
1y the present stone church, must have been the St.Peter's church. 0lafsen suggests
that the church consecrated to the Holy Cross was a wooden church, possibly a
stave church  (01afsen  1926:402-403).  He puts forth  a plausible argument upon
which 1, as a point of departure, agree.

The existence of the easily observable black soils is not yet recognized by any of
the storytellers as an important indicator of the past. 0lafsen makes a remark on the
fact that suiprisingly few direct remains of the urbanized settlement, can be seen;
traces of buildings are few. This obviously puzzles him. When writing about the
war period between 1657-60, 01afsen refers to a report given by the Swedish gov-
emor Lorentz Creutz in Trondheim to the King in Stockholm. In this report the
govemor describes the necessity of an urbanized commercial centre in Romsdal.
He is not satisfied with the growing commercial activity in Molde, he suggests that
a new town should be built on Veøy where «...there has previously been a town in
which the English had an entrep6t and mart, and the remains of their churches and
houses can still be seen. . .» (Olafsen 1926:362, m.t.).

The govemor never visited the place himself, but relied on second hand infor-
mation. The remark about the English indicate that by the mid 17th century a tradi-
tion existed that the English had been involved in some kind of exchange on Veøy.
A description of Vågan written in 1591 says: «It is said by all old folks that the Eng-
1ish once had an extensive and remarkable trade and trademanship related to the
large fisheries which were in the old days»  (Sch6nneb61  [1591]  1895, m.t.). The
thought that the English had been involved in economic activities in the «old days»
might have been a quite common idea in the late 16th and mid 17th centuries.

In  1921  a Historical Society for Romsdal was founded; Ro77t§c7cz/ Sogc/czg. The
bibliography compiled in the yearbook of 1947 contains few articles on Veøy. This
indicates that the publication of Olafsen's local historical study in 1926, was con-
sidered to be a final and authorative version of the history of Veøy. However, after
the Second World War a renewed local interest in the history of the holy island can
be traced in for example the yearbook of Romsdcz/ Soge/czg. An event which took
place in the early  1950s may illustrate this renewed interest: On August 2,  1953,
the 800th anniversary of the foundation of the Nidaros archdiocese was celebrated
on Veøy with prominent guests of the clergy and otherwise 3000 partcipants (Cou-
cheron-Aamot 1953:68).
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2.3.4. The post-war surveys and excavations

Hans K. Berg lived on the fam Berg just across the fjord northeast of Veøy. For
many years he was actively engaged in the work of RomscJc}/ Soge/czg. He made
some lucid observations on Veøya and elaborated some short stories of Veøy. And
so did other amateur historians in Romsdal (Parelius, M.  1958, Sæter  1933, Vik
1959, Parelius, N. 1960b). Berg's stories, however, were combined with an ability
to find and interpret material traces which gave his stories a «freshness» compared
to other storytellers building on the same and for two centuries well known sources.

Berg was the first to consider the evidence of tilled fields on Sørøya seriously,
and to write explicative naiTatives of these fossil fields. He describes a walk from
Storsandvika in the far south west and across the island (Berg  1952). The grave
caims in Storsandvika have seldom been mentioned specifically by other storytell-
ers. Berg observes that the soil conditions are very favourable just east of the grave
field, and he concludes that the area once must have been tilled. When reaching the
plateau on Sørøya called Kirkegårdene, he takes note of the long stretching terrac-
es, which he estimates to run in a length of around 400 m. Berg narrates : « . . . seeing
these fine soils and once arable land, one begins to think of how the Bronze Age
man must have recognized this  soil as of the very best he could possibly  find»
(ibid.:56,  m.t.).  Berg  thinks  that close  to  the  fields,  there  must have  been  both
dwelling houses and buildings for sheltering the animals during the winter. As an
experienced famer Berg argues that the crops could well have been transported
down from the plateau, but a transportation of manure from byres on Nordøya up to
the plateau,  he  finds  very  unpractical  (ibid.:57).  His  image  of cultivation  is,  of
course, one of intensive fertilizing with animal manure of well defined fields. Berg
is certain that the fields running from Storsandvika up to the plateau and the eastem
part of the plateau, have been tilled not by plough or ørd but by the spade or hoe. He
did not observe terraces (positive lynchets) in these areas, but Berg maintains that
the mid-part of the plateau called Kirkegårdene, where caims and terraces abound,
must have been ploughed for a very long time (Berg 1957 : 81 ).

Spurred by local initiative, the first archaeological excavations on Veøy were
carried out in  1953. The leader of these excavations makes an interesting point
about the folklore nanatives of Veøy: the archaeologist must find a path through the
local traditions of which a rich network of hypotheses have been spun and more or
less well founded conclusions set forth, and try to make an unprejudiced (z¢Æz./dcf)
evaluation of the archaeological source-material (Herteig  1954:72). The practice
of studying local traditions with a slight hope of finding something «useful», but
also with the aim of breaking through the folkloristic «noise» of myths, legends
and totally implausible naiTatives, is a well established, but never explicitly fomu-
lated, method of field archaeology. Maybe the methoil itself is too obvious to be
critically discussed, but the purpose of the method, namely the eroding of folkloris-
tic narratives in archaeological texts, leaves me with a feeling of unease. The meth-
od raises questions of both ethics and poetics of archaeology; questions which will
be discussed below on a practical level.

Herteig interpreted the caims on the plateau called Kirkegårdene,  as mostly
clearance heaps while allowing a couple of them, the status of graves. Some of the
caims are interpreted as remains of charcoal production. He assumes that the name
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Kirkegårdene and the fossil fields, refer to - and are the remains of - fields of the
Church's fam, and has nothing do to with a churchyard (gå#d means both yard and
fam) (Herteig 1954:73-74). He claims that the grave caims on Veøy do not neces-
sarily stem from a pre-Christian settlement on the island itself (ibid.:77). With this
assumption he salvages his theory that the caims are mostly clearance heaps and
that they are the remains of tilled fields which was the property of the Church. Her-
teig is acquainted with the grave field in Storsandvika, and he does suggest that
these graves may be linked to the tilled fields on the plateau (ibid.:74). These state-
ments on the character of Christian v. pre-Christian settlement on the island, are
contradictory, but Herteig's main thesis seems to be that there has not been any
heathen settlement of significance on the island.

Herteig writes the black soils on Nordøya (i.e. the soil conditions which had puz-
zled people for centuries) into the discouse of archaeology. He makes a comparison
of the cultural layers on Veøy with the Black Earth of Birka and Hedeby (ibid.:87).
The distribution of the Black Soil is interpreted to be the area of the medieval settle-
ment on the island (fig. 14). Herteig dug trial trenches in the south westem part of the
Black Soil area. The results of these excavations will be discussed elsewhere, cf. 4.3.3.

Herteig writes without using «difficult» 1anguage or expert jargon, but his story
is definitely an expert narrative in which «other stories» are criticised and eliminat-
ed. He does, however, join the interpretation presented by a local amateur historian
on the urban decline of Veøy  (ibid.:85).  Peter Solemdal explains the decline of
Veøy in tems of economics; the Black Death was not the primary cause of the
decay, neither was the activities of the Hanseatic League; it was the rich fisheries in
theouterdistrictsofRomsdalwhichchangedthedemographyofRomsdalandcon-
sequently  the  centre  of  commercial  activities  (Solemdal  1953).  Herteig  adds
another factor, namely the invention of sawmills driven by rivers and waterfalls
(Herteig  1954:85). Large amounts of timber were exported from Romsdal, espe-
cially via Dutch traders, in the 16th and 17th centuries. A surviving popular belief
claims that the city of Amsterdam is built on timber from Romsdal. Veøy had no
waterfalls and could not compete under these new technological and commercial
conditions.  Both Solemdal and Herteig describe a urban community  situated in
economic backwaters. Their thesis is that the changes in technology and the econo-
my would never again allow Veøy to be the centre of commercial activity.

In course of the 1 960s and 1 970s the efforts to survey and write inventories of the
monuments and sites on the island continued (Parelius, N. 1960a, Gjendem & Pareli-
us1978,ØkonomiskKartverk1978).ThisactivitycreatednewnarrativesofVeøy.In
July  1960  members  of Romsdal  Sogelag  set  out  to  survey  both  on  Sørøya  and
Nordøya. Inside the remains of the assumed boathouses in Bondevika the surveyors
dugtwotestpitsinwhichalotofwoodenchipsandsplinterswerefound.Thesechips
were inteipreted to be waste material ffom the building of vessels, and taken to be a
confimationoftheideathatshipswerebuiltinBondevika(Pareliusl960a).Thenar-
rative of the ship building yard was published in the local newspaper (fig. 18) and has
tumed out to be popular and long lived (Romsdal Folkeblad, July 27th, 1960).

In  1978,  200  years  after  the  first  publication  of  Schøning's  Topographical
Descriptions, an official survey and inventory was made of Veøy by the Cultural
Heritage authorities (økonomisk kartverk -Molde).
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Har  det  første  skipsbyggeri
i Romsdal ]igget i Bondevik
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Medlemmer  &v  Sogelagets  s(yre  sammen med
magister  Finn  Ås  på  todagers  Veøytur

Nye funn på VEØYA
SKIPSBYGGERl  i  Bondevika

og  kirkegård  på  Sørøya?

R©msdal  S®g®!ag§s€yr©  ®g
MAGISTER   Fmil,!   ÅS   PA   EKsl{URsjoN

18 . Newspaper cuts
regarding the «disco-
very» of a shipyard in
Bondevika

In this review 1 have tried to refer to different genres of texts and narratives writ-
ten about Veøy in course of these 200 years. Now the time has come to explore the
present living traditions; the folkloristic naiTatives of Veøy. Are there any? If, yes,
do they differ fi.om the written narratives? If yes, from where do they originate?
Who are the storytellers? What kinds of stories are told?

2.4. The folkloristic narratives of Veøy

Archaeology  deals  with  the  past through  the  space  of the present.  This  situates
archaeology in an almost unique position among disciplines studying the past of
human beings. The hitherto known history of Veøy has for the most concentrated on
the Middle Ages. A past only 24 to 32 generations away. The material remains of the
past on Veøy are situated in a landscape which 1, as a point of departure, assumed
meant something special to the people in the surrounding communities; particularly
to people in those settlements which once belonged to the old parish of Veøy.

The cemetery was officially closed down when new churches were built on the
mainland. «The new churches never got the same hold on people as the old one;
people did not like the thought of a total desertion of Veøy. Many good memories
were attached to the place and people buried their dear ones on the island up until
the last possible moment» (Bergsvik  1991a:139, m.t.). In the course of 1907 and
1908 inaugural services were held in the new churches on Sølsnes, Holm, Rødven,
and the chapel on Sekken (Bergsvik 1991b). The parishioners resisted the idea that
the Christian saga of Veøy should be definitely over, and it was. decided that a ser-
vice should be held every Whitsunday in the old church on the island. An annual
service is still held and the tradition is well rooted, not only in the old parish of
Veøy, but in the whole of Romsdal.

Traditionally the secularized Norwegians fill up the churches on Christmas Eve
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only.  The fact that every  Whitsunday the  church on  Veøy  is  overcrowded,  and
many people do not get in at all, shows that this is more than a Christian religious
tradition.  It has become a religious tradition of the past revisited.  After church,
there is always one or two storytellers telling tales of Veøy. On the Whitsunday of
1991 and 1992, it was my privilege to be the «storyteller». However, in 1990 I was,
by my own choice, a listener. Why 1 made that choice, I shall elaborate below.

Archaeology has not developed methods, except for the intuitive field method
mentioned above, for the tracking down and serious consideration of folkloristic
narratives in westem industrialized societies. Few archaeologists have been inter-
ested in this issue, to my knowledge only one study has been published in Scandi-
navia recently, in which the folkloristics of monuments and sites are discussed on a
relatively broad basis (Burstr6m 1993). The living traditions of non-westem peo-
ples are taken up to serious condsideration, and the relationship between archaeo-
1ogical and folkloristic narratives is considered very often to be incommensurable
and problematic  (Layton  1989a and b).  In  such cases  the problems  are termed
anthropological and cultural. But what about a situation where the expert, the field-
worker, cannot be said to be culturally different from those living in the landscape
which is being «fieldworked» upon? What about a situation where the actual field-
worker in fact grew up in the area that is being «fieldworked» upon? This field-
worker is in many ways both different from, due to her expert status, and paft of
«the other». This is my position in relationship to my work on Veøy.

I grew up and went to school in the nearby town of Molde. In 1978 I moved to go
to university. My family is still living in Molde. I could never be seen as an outside
stranger digging into other peoples' past, but inevitably 1 was situated socially as a
girl from town and as a person from a certain social segment of the town, namely
the middle-class of public employees, civil servants, shopkeepers and teachers. My
father used to work as a country policeman (/cn§mcz#n) and as an insurance agent,
my mother taught «half the town» to play the piano. I still speak the particular small
town dialect of Molde, which, just a few miles out of town, is considered to be
somewhat snobbish.

At the outset of the project 1 was aware of the fact that my Molde background,
might be held against me by people in the old parish communities of Veøy. Alto-
gether, I did consider my geographical and social background as a better point of
departureforobtainingcontactwiththelocalcommunities,thanthepointofdepar-
ture which a total stranger from a remote university would have had.  However,
unlike an outside expert 1 also had to make convincing statements in public about
archaeology and the past, so that people could believe, that the once little girl had
read herself into being an expert, and therefore could be trusted the task of digging,
and temporarily messing up,  the landscape of Veøy.  This  intermediate position,
being both an expert and one of the «others», put me in a state of continual intemal
negotiation between two roles on the excavation scene. I knew that tensions might
arise if the archaeologist's narratives were told without reference to those who for
decades have had status in the local community as storytellers of Veøy. I would
have to make clear very early in the project that 1 respected the stories of those who
have had almost special rights to knowledge about Veøy, namely the other story-
tellers.
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Consequently, my methodological point of departure was that any archaeologi-
calfieldprojectisanethnographicfieldprojectaswell.Thearchaeologicalexcava-
tion affects the landscape and the people living in this landscape. The most impor-
tant thing in the start up of the project was not to provoke the other storytellers
commited to telling narratives  of Veøy.  Who were these  storytellers?  And how
should 1 approach them?

2.4.1. The other storytellers and their histories.

In 1905 the northem part of Veøy, i.e. Nordøya, including the parsonage, was bought
by William Coucheron-Aamot. Coucheron-Aamot was a Norwegian naval officer.
Likemanyyoungofficersofhistime,heservedforaperiod,from1890-1893,inthe
lmperialCustomsServiceofChina.WilliamCoucheron-Aamotwasacolourfulper-
sonality, and 1 dare say, even somewhat on the eccentric side.  In  1905, when the
Swedish-Norwegian Union was dissolved, he claimed seriously to be a pretender of
the Norwegian Throne (fig.  19). He considered himself a direct decendent of king
Harald Fairhair, who died in ca. AD 933. Coucheron-Aamot did not become the king
of  Norway,   but  he  certainly
developed his own kingdom on
Veøy   (Hestenes   1948,  ming-
vold    1991).    This    man    was
extremely  interested  in  history,
with special preferences for nar-
ratives of medieval grandeu of
the  past  Norwegian  Realm;  a
period in which the authority of
the King of Norway reached as
far as Greenland, Iceland, Isle of
Man  etc.  He  claimed  to  have
held 5200 historical lectures all
over the country. h fact this was
how he eamed his  living.  Wil-
1iam  Coucheron-Aamot  was  a
strong personality and a power-
ful storyteller, although he died
in 1948, he is very much remem-
bered and so are his stories; they
made a great impression on the
people in the old parish commu-
nity md this is of course why I
present  these  seemingly  inele-
vantbiographicdata.

19. William Coucheron-Aamot. Draw-
ingbyG6staHammarlundinDøgb/ødcf,
Aprz./24fÆ,J948.Reprintedwiththekind

permissionofMrs.GerdHammarlund.



Quite a lot of the narratives told today may be traced back to William Coucher-
on-Aamot; in fact people often make direct references to him. Unfortunately he did
not transfom his stories of Veøy into texts. But through conversations with people
who knew him, and through texts of his contemporary listeners, it is possible to get
animpressionofwhatÆz.ndsofstoriesCoucheron-Aamottold.Notsurprisingly,his
nanatives abounds with «heroes» and «villains», and past greatness. Very often, he
used material traces to prove the correctness of his stories.

In  1923  a  group  of Catholic  priests  visited  Veøy.  Coucheron-Aamot  fired  a
salute to welcome the first Catholic priests in 400 years to visit the island; «where
several of the Norwegian kings once resided and where archbishops lived during
the summer months» (K.K.1923 :315, m.t.). He guided his guests around, showing
them ruins of both the king's buildings, the old St.Peter's Church, and the funda-
ments of the archbishop's buildings. He maintained that in the latter building the
last Catholic archbishop of Norway, 01av Engelbrektson,  stayed on his visits to
Veøy.  Coucheron-Aamot deplores  the removal of the medieval  interiors  of the
stone church which was «removed in ineverent times, when Norway was a depen-
dent province under greedy Danish kings» (ibid.: 317, m.t.). William Coucheron-
Aamot had obviously read books on the history of medieval Norway, but he defin-
itly created his own colourful and nationalistic interpretations regardless of aca-
demic  source-criticism  of any  kind.  People  still  re-tell  these  dramatic  stories;
whilst the archaeological naiTatives of Veøy cannot match his stories ' ability to be
remembered and retold.

How was 1 to approach, get to know, the other storytellers? The carrying out of
interviews,  as  done  by  practitioners  of ethnology  and folkloristics,  seemed,  all
things sensitively considered, to be an obtrusive method. Besides, since this was a
one-woman project, a series of systematic interviews would have consumed too
much of my working capacity. I decided to start off by just øe;.ng fÆcre, doing sur-
veys and digging on what 1 thought to be uncontroversial parts of the island, I kept
in the background and got to know people. Maybe this reminds the reader of the
upstart of an ethnographical fieldwork on a remote Polynesian island. And this was
exactly what 1 had in mind. Archaeological source-material is out there, in the land-
scape, and we are bound to meet people living in this landscape. This makes the
extraction of archaeological source-material so very different from the compilation
of historical source-material.

An ethnographic approach takes time, and it was not until the third and last sea-
son (every season lasted 4 months) that 1 really felt 1 had got to know people, and a
relationshipoffullconfidencehadbeendevelopedbetweenmyselfandthe«other»
storytellers. I never fomally interviewed anyone; we chatted and in between, a sto-
ry or two were told.

The present storytellers can be divided into two groups: (1) The local academ-
ics, and (2) those who have childhood memories and/or have, in one way or other,
been working on the island as servants, during haymaking, or in the forest. Group
one  has  a  literary  knowledge  of history;  they  base  their  nanatives  on  general
knowledge of history as well as local knowledge of topography, monuments and
sites. The group consists mostly of teachers. A theologian, however, who used to
work as curate in the neighbouring parish, is known, and very much appreciated
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for, telling stories of Veøy after church on Whitsunday. In 1990 I was among the
audience and his historical narrative was blended with biblical interpretations; the
result  was  indeed personal  and  colourful.  The  act  of structuring  the  narrative
seemed definitely more  important than presentation of source-critically  correct
facts.

Group 1 has read themselves into stories of Veøy, and because of this 1 consider
their narratives less part of the living tradition than the naiTatives of those who have
listened themselves  into stories of Veøy.  Group 2 consists of people with a less
intellectual and a more personal and emotional relationship to the island.

Most of the stories 1 heard were humorous anecdotes on William Coucheron-
Aamot and how he and his family led their lives on the island. Although his stories
on the past greatness of Veøy were remembered, especially through names on vari-
ous places on the island, e.g. Ko#g§gc!#den and Fz6/gø#tzc#, people prefered to tell
first- or secondhand stories on Coucheron-Aamot's eccentricities. The following
story, which 1 heard several times and from various people, may exemplify the
kinds of stories 1 was told: During some earthwork close to the parsonage, a slab of
rock was discovered with a cavity beneath it. Coucheron-Aamot ordered his men
immediatly to cover up the spot and forget that they have ever seen anything; the
holy treasures of the past should not be disturbed!  No one could tell me exactly
where this spot was located, but 1 was encouraged to try to find this assumed treas-
ure. I suspect that this incident is one of many where the old officer, quite on pur-
pose, created a mystery out of material traces in the ground. The more enigmatic
the island could appear, the better.

The following stories were so common that they deserve to be labelled folkloris-
tic narratives :
- The gallows were situated on the isletmolm west of Veøy called fJøng%o/me#

(fig. 4). The pile of stones supporting the gallows are still visible.
- Once there were seven churches on Veøy. Remains of foundations may be seen

several places. Italian pirates and the Swedes destroyed the town by buming it.
The black soils prove that there must have been a great fire.

-Some people tell that the king's house, Ko#g§gc3rczen, was situated southwest of
the stone church. Low stone walls are remains of the foundations, cf. fig. 15 and
17. Others are certain that this was the place for the regional court: rz.ngp/øs§e#.

-The low stone walls west of the church are the remains of the the church conse-
crated to the Holy Cross.

-A stone structure in the westem stone wall is the remains of a scaffold where
heads were chopped off.

The present archaeological nanatives differ from the folkloristic ones : The archae-
ological nanative of the stone structure on Hangholmen («the gallows on Hanghol-
men») goes as follows: The caim is most probably the remains of a grave. There are
several examples in the fjords of caims that are situated on the eastem or westem
points of islands. The traditional archaeological interpretation of single caims situ-
ated in conspicuous places, is that they are Bronze Age burials. Furthermore, on the
narrative of the great fire, any archaeologist situated in the present archaeological
discourse, will interpret the black soils, not as evidence of a great fire, but as cultu-
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20.  Newspaper cuts  from RomscJø/s B#dsJz.ÆÆe conceming  «errors» pinned down by  Mrs.  Gudrun
Coucheron-Aamot.

ral layers containing the remains of medieval trash, hearths and various smaller
fires. And, as mentioned earlier, any warfare against the Swedes happened centu-
ries after the disappearance of an urbanized community on Veøy.

Intheseexamples,therelationshipbetweenthearchaeologicalandthefolkloris-
tic narratives is one of straigthforward incommensurability; the narratives are situ-
ated in different discourses.  The  area west and south  west of the present  stone
church is intriguing, and any new narratives of the area would benefit from some
fresh source-material.

How should fantastic stories be met? Archaeologically they are «wrong», they
donotstandasource-criticaltrial.Butthereisnodoubtthatthe«other»storytellers
enjoy telling them. I especially recall one incident. The local paper and radio had
done an interview with me, and 1 presented some preliminary results and ideas.
Shortly after, an elderly lady, in fact the daughter-in-law of William Coucheron-
Aamot,calledthenewspapertopinpointacoupleof«errors»(fig.20).Oneofthem
concemed neglect of the name Kong§gc!rcJcn, which traditionally designates one of
the two enclosed places. But at the same time she was very enthusiastic about my
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work, and wished me luck. This was an attitude which seemed general among the
«other»  storytellers:  They  visited the  sites  quite often,  watched the  finds,  were
updated with the results and were very excited with my work. But still it did not
seem to affect their stories,  or the names of different areas  on the island.  They
incorporated the new archaeological nanatives in their own narratives in spite of
the incommensurability. In fact, it did not seem to bother them; they wanted to tell
good stories. What 1 found fo/c}//y d!#crcn/, they found no difficulty in structuring
into one nanative.

If you want to do fieldwork, you will on a daily basis be confronted with what
people think of your work, you cannot like a historian hide in the library and insti-
tutions  with  archival  material,  and  only  be  confronted  with  people  when  you
present your results, and maybe not even then. . . As a field archaeologist you must
also be ready to present your research process and preliminary results at any time.
Out in the countryside we cannot wire in the site and put up «keep out» signs.

2.4.2. Dialogue, questionnaires, and emotions

The first field season went along peacefully most of the time. I especially recall a
remark from one of the many visitors: «Archaeological excavations? But it hasn't
been in the newspapers?» After three months 1 finally decided to make some press
contacts,Ithought1hadsomethingtotell.Tomuchpublicitywouldofcoursemake
people think that 1 was pretending to  «be §omcbodytt.  To little publicity would
make people think that «§Æc's gcffz.#g so exc/z4sz.vc>t. Knowing Norwegian mental-
ity on these points makes you watch your step more than maybe a total stranger
would have done.

It was interesting to note that just a small amount of publicity, seemed to height-
en the prestige of the project. In the local pub, I had heard some of my old (male)
schoolmatesexpressingclearopinionsonarchaeologyasawasteoftimeandmon-
ey, and as tax payers they certainly did not want to contribute to such activities. Get
on with something useful, Brit!  After a couple of newspaper articles the attitude
changed; the project had obtained some kind of local celebrity status. The media
effect puzzled me: Things did not seem to matter to people before they went public
through the press; publicity tumed an issue from «a waste of time» into something
«important».

Especially in the second field season 1 had planned a much more outward and
participating  role.  The big  issue  was  «dialogue»  with  those  living  close  to  the
island. Interviews and/or questionnaires of several thousand families were out of
thequestion.Suchastrategywouldengulfmywholeworking-capacity.Ihadgotto
know  some  of the  other  storytellers,  now my  aim  was  wider.  There  is  another
important third group of people attached to Veøy; the regular and casual visitors
from the region of Romsdal as a whole.

Where should 1 start to get in touch with this group of people? The obvious
answer was to use the winter season to get acquainted with children in some of the
comprehensive schools in Romsdal (private schools are rare in Norway, and there
are none in Romsdal). I invited myself to give talks to various age groups at four
different schools in the district. The kids would probably spread some of the things
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I would like to ask them to their parents, grandparents, etc. In addition to this 1
decided to distribute a sheet of infoimation to as many households as possible. On
thebackpageoftheshortinformationsheetwasaquestionnaire.Iencouragedpeo-
ple to present suggestions for further research. They could also express their atti-
tude towards the project by telling me if they thought it was positive, negative or
quite uninteresting. Other questions were: do you visit Veøy, if yes, why? How do
you experience the landscape? Does the island mean something special to you, and
if so, why?

500 sheets were distributed through schools, shops, postoffices, a bank, a ferry,
and some were put directly in peoples' mailboxes. In addition, during the summer
there was always a bunch of sheet in my little archaeological fieldstation on the
island which could be visited by anyone at any time. 28 sheets, 5.6 %, were sent
back to me. The retum per cent was low, but not disappointingly low, because the
questionnaire was not the only point, the goodwill this created was of equal impor-
tance.  Filling in questionnaires is  something people do rather reluctantly in this
part  of the  world,  but  1  met  quite  a lot  of people  telling  me  that  they  had not
answered because they would speak to me personally the following summer.

What did they tell me? In short: A11 were excited about the excavations, they
wanted me to find out how ordinary people lived in the Middle Ages, how the daily
life was led on the island. They wanted me to answer questions like the following:

What kinds of clothes did people wear in the Middle Ages?
How, and what did they cultivate?
Which position did this island community have in society?
When was the island first settled?
Where exactly was the the market place situated?
Who lived there?
What did they live off?
What role did Veøy play as a r!.ng§fcc7 ( i.e. regional court or assembly, a f!.#g)?
Was the island an old pagan cult center?
What about trade and commerce?
How did the Black Death affect the community?
What kind of jobs did people have?
What kind of animals lived on the island?
How did Veøy become an ecclasiastical center in Romsdal?
Are there finds which show cultural links with the «civilized world» further
south?

-  Did the saga character Gc}#gc-Ro/v (traditionally identified with the Noiman
king Rollo!) come from Veøy?

Some of the respondents advised me to be «careful with that which gave the island
itsname»;namelyitsholiness.Peoplekindlyremindedmetonotmessingtheplace
up; fill in the holes you make in the ground!

Both in the little questionnaire survey, and when visiting the island, people were
very pre-occupied with the qualities of the landscape and the very peaceful and his-
torical  atmosphere  on  the  island.  I  am  convinced  that  larger operations  on  the
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island which in any way would disturb the environment, would be met with mas-
sive protests. I am afraid that such operations also include large scale excavations.

In both the second and third field season the local interest tumed out to be over-
whelming.  Countless  numbers  of school children  and teachers  poured over the
island looking «for the archaeologist». Besides the schoolkids, other organized vis-
itors of a mixed blend were: A group of women organized in the Association of
Norwegian Housewifes: MPs of the Comit6e for Education- and Church matters
from the Norwegian Parliament:  local politicians:  volunteers working in a local
Center helping women who have been hanassed, maltreated or raped:  and  120
teachers in agriculture.

And all of them definitly wanted to be fo/cZ, by me, the expert. Of course 1 used
every  opportunity  to  ask  fÆem  questions,  but  basically  the  archaeologist  was
expected to be the teller. And 1 really cannot blame them; dispersed trenches and
black soil profiles do not actually stirr the imagination of the non-expert. To avoid
the  meaningless  people  wanted  an  authorized translator and narrator.  Breaking
down the traditional cx cc}JÆed;'ø attitude towards being told by an expert, is a much
bigger issue that 1 thought at the beginning of this project.

The ethnographic part was not meant to be a one way infomation deal, but 1
think this is what it was recognized as, by those who got involved. Most of the sto-
ries 1 was told could be traced back to written records from the 18th, 19th or early
20th century,  or to William Coucheron-Aamot.  I did find a living oral tradition
around Veøy, but these «other histories»  are mostly based on the historical and
archaeological narratives of our predecessors, i.e. the historians and archaeologists
of the 19th and early to mid-20th centuries, cf.1.2.3. These other histories are not a
direct retelling of the old written narratives;  oral tradition has twisted and trans-
fomed the stories, but not beyond recognition. To complicate the picture further, it
is possible that our professional predecessors used oral and living traditions as a
basis of their written narratives. But we may never know for certain that this was
the case.

This (by our present professional archaeological standards) out-dated knowl-
edge means  something to the people and communities  of Romsdal in tems of
attachment, pride and cultural identity. In spite of the «other histories» being based
on «old» knowledge they comprise an important part of a community's «folk psy-
chology»:«Folkpsychologyisinvestedincanonicality.Itfocusesupontheexpect-
able and/or the usual in the human condition. It endows these with legitimacy or
authority. Yet it has powerful means that are purpose-built for rendering the excep-
tional  and the  unusual  into  comprehensible  fom»  (Bruner  1990:47).  And  «the
exceptional» deviating from the noms are made intelligible through narrative and
narrative interpretation (ibid.).

I have tried not to erase the «other histories» in these new archaeological narra-
tives of Veøy; the purpose of the present chapter is to try to situate them in the dis-
cursive formation in which they once were enounced (Foucault 1972).

Although 1 did not recover histories which could not be traced back to written
records, I did find that an ethnographic methodological strategy embedded in the
practice  of archaeological  fieldwork tumed  out to be extremely  interesting  and
rewarding in tems of creating a good relationship between the expert and the non-
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experts of the community in which the fieldwork was set. I definitely experienced
that Veøy means something important to people in this part of Norway. The story
below may illustrate this point:

In 1992 there was a theater perfomance of a historical play on the island written
especially for Veøy. The background of this event was the 250th aimiversary of the
town of Molde. The producer and the director of the play started to boss around.
The management of the theatre decided that during the s days in which the play
was to be perfomed, no small boats should be allowed to land on the island. This
included Whitsunday. As mentioned previously, there has been a continuous tradi-
tion since 1907 that a service is held in the old parish church on Whitsunday. Peo-
ple in the communities which up to 1907 constituted the parish of Veøy were out-
raged by the arrogance shown by these theatrical outsiders.  Some, who had not
been to the island for over 20 years, swore that they would borrow a boat and defi-
nitely go. Statements like the following could be heard:

-«Veøy used to be our island, but now the townspeople, i.e. people from Molde,
are unrighteously taking over».

I would like to think that the fury was mainly directed towards the theatre, but
both  the  regional  museum,  which  had  inherited  the  old parsonage,  and myself
mighthavebeenincludedinthisindignantoutburstagainstimposingoutsiderstak-
ing over what used to be the heritage of others. My experience, however, was that
at this stage of my project, the archaeological activities on the island were general-
ly looked upon with acceptance and interest in the local communities. The «other»
storytellers had become my friends and «accomplices». In fact, I did my bit in the
theatre conflict, negotiating on behalf of «us» with «them», the producer.

Everything was solved relatively peacefully after 4 days , but quite a lot of sur-
prisingly strong emotions had emerged during those four days (fig. 21 ).

A  lesson can  be  leamt from  this  incident because,  unfortunately,  very  often
archaeologists act in ways  similar to this theatre group.  A lot of archaeological
excavations  begin with  strangers  bursting into  a community with no  feeling  of
what people living in the actual 1andscape really want. Such an insensitive practice
is devastating for the discipline in the long run.

The content of the historical play, written by Edvard Hoem (1992),  seems to
have induced an additional narrative of Veøy. Based on both factual facts and fic-
tional facts in the play, it took s days to create a popular narrative of Veøy never
before heard of. The writer of the play asked for inforination from me as well as
other expert narrators  of Veøy.  On purely  artist grounds  he  decided to  date  the
church and a ring of gold, which 1 found in 1990, to about AD 1100. The archaeo-
logicallycorrectdateofbothisca.AD1200.Ofcourse1didnotintrudenoroppose
against the fictional freedom of the writer.

The ring of gold had a French inscription (Solli et al.  1992), the inscription in
modem French goes as follows: «Eric entre amis et je suis drue amie, A.M.», cf.
4.3.2.2. Edvard Hoem used the ring as a main theme, a /ez.fmo/z/, in his play. The

phaLy wais caLI+ed One thousand years -One summerday, (Tusen år -ein sornmar-
dczg/. The main characters of the play were two lovers wandering without peace in
theirmindlookingforaringoncelost.Theplaycoversabout10centuries.Inapic-
aresque kind of way we follow the lovers' quest for the ring; once they find it their
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21. Newspaper cuts regarding the conflict revolving around the theater perfomance (from Roms.c!c/§
Buds{ikke).

etemal wandering and search can come to an end,  and they may rest in peace.
When they encounter the modem world, they understand that there is a legend
associated with the ring and about themselves. The peak of the drama is set inside
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the church when a woman shouts from the gallery that sÆc has found a ring of gold
when digging in the ground. The ring is given to those who once lost it, and every-
thing is all halleluljah and redemption.

The woman on the gallery is, of course, acting as the archaeologist. Personally 1
am among the audience, and 1 confess, giggling.

I do not think that Edvard Hoem's mixing up of dates will cause any chronolog-
ical confusion in the long run.  People are inclined to forget dates and numbers.
What they will not forget is the story presented in the play about the legend of the
ring. Even the actors rehearsing thought that there really was a local legend of a
ring of gold connected to the one excavated. During the summer season several
people 1 talked to mentioned the fantastic legend of the ring as if it was not fiction
but fact. The need for a legendary past is not a Third World issue only, it is a deeply
rooted human desire,  and when the opportunity knocks people in the «rational-
ized» West grip it with head and soul. If not a cultural rupture will occur, my guess
is that in maybe not more than twenty years time, the people in Romsdal will have
forgotten that the legend first occuned in a play, and not in the «real» world.

Kirsten Hastrup has described how she felt alienated from her own life and work
when the Odin theatre went on a tour with a play of her life and field experiences
(Hastrup 1992a). My experience is, of course on a much smaller scale, though sim-
ilar to her experience: Once an archaeological nanative of Veøy is transfomed into
text, anything can happen. The text may be read in multiple ways, and inherent in it
is, inevitably, multiple voices. There is absolutely nothing 1, or other expert narra-
tors, can do about this.

In spite of all good intentions and non-imposive strategies, stressing dialogue and
communication with the other storytellers, I am still considered by the local com-
munity to be «the expert». But various remarks and incidents, e.g. in 1992 the pro-
ject was awarded a cultural prize of 50 000 kr, indicate that people in the local com-
munity consider me to be «their expert». When my car was packed with gear and
the fieldwork over in August  1992,  and even though 1 had prepared people for
months that this was the last field season, it was not believed to be true that the
excavations were over. The environmental warden of the island claimed emphati-
cally, and not without tears:

-«Butyou,kindof,liketherestofusbelonghere.You'repartoftheenvironment».

2.5. Preliminary summary and questions to be asked.

The nanatives of Veøy are many and varied but built to a great extent on few and
well known historical written sources. Material traces on the island are used mostly
to strenghten historical nanatives, not to diversify and create new narratives of
Veøy. The living traditions are few as far as material evidence and the more remote
past  are  concemed.  However,  anecdotal  stories  based  on  William  Coucheron-
Aamot and his family abound. Coucheron-Aamot's nairatives of the past grandeur
of Veøy are also to a certain extent remembered. People in the communities of the
old parish of Veøy are still particularly attached to the island. People in the whole of
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Romsdal seem to regard Veøy as a historical, archaeological, and environmental
site  of particular  significance.  Not only persons  with  historical  and  intellectual
interests consider Veøy as  something special to be protected. Emotional ties are
still existing between the Holy lsland and the modem population of Romsdal. At
the outset of this project, I critically suspected myself of wishful thinking when
hoping that the latter would be the case. But my suspicions proved unnecessary;
not only academics with historical interests regard Veøy as a special place, all kinds
of people do.

«Lived time» and «naiTative time» are not identical. Neither our lives nor the
lives of people long dead, are - or were - 1ived as untold narratives, they are - or
were -just lived. There are no untold nanatives out there in the shape of events or
artefacts to be retold in a historical or archaeological nanative. Events and sets of
events, artefacts and sets of artefacts, are structured into narratives by us; there are
not one particular narrative embedded  in the event or artefacts themselves.  The
same evidence, i.e. events and artefacts, may be structured into various, and even
incompatible, nanatives. Objects may contain the infinite (Solli 1992b).

What we call evidence is in both archaeology and history subjected to explicit
disciplinary control through the rules of analysis called source-criticism. The struc-
turation of evidence into narratives is more implicitly controlled by a disciplinary
consensus on how a historical or archaeological study «should look like». Further-
more,  the general political and historical context restricts  what can be said and
what is just left unspoken.

The time it took to do the practical investigations on Veøy, are not identical with
the written narrative time materialized on these pages. What 1 knew when 1 decided
to dig trenches into the terraces of fossil fields on Sørøya, is not equal to what 1
know now, when structuring the results of the excavations into a nanative. This
may seem banal, but nevertheless it becomes a disturbing fact, when considering
the re-presentation of the investigation in the narrative fom of a text. The ques-
tions 1 had at the outset, may have proved to be wrong, because the evidence, i.e.
the results, indicate that 1 posed inelevant questions. But when 1 present the ques-
tions asked in narrative fom, it may never be known if these were the original
questions. Particular results and evidence may come as a surprise to the investiga-
tor, they are not at all predetemined, but the structuration of facts into a narrative
fom is  a matter of explicit,  or in  archaeology  and history very often  implicit,
choices of the narrator. The genre of doctoral dissertation requires a controlled and
systematized discourse, i.e. a progressive argument leading up to a definite result
or inteipretation. A fragmentary discourse presenting the wrong questions posed
and argumentative cul-de-sacs, does not confom to the genre. The genre of docto-
ral dissertation is obscuring the research process; the nanative fom pretends to
present an ideal research process, that is something which did not happen in the
way it is structured to have happened. This nanative fom is deeply fictional; it is
basically a fiction of science. There is nothing wrong in writing fiction of science;
what is wrong is to pretend that academic writing is a kind of neutral and transpar-
ent discourse where what actually happened is re-presented in a straightforward
realistic way minoring exactly an outside world of «data».

To what extent are the questions to be posed below influenced by previous nar-
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ratives of Veøy? Again, one has to consider the difference between lived and narra-
tive time.

In the present narrative the previously known stories are written into the dis-
course ahead of any presentation of the archaeological investigations carried out.
In due course of the beginning of the first field season, I had read myself into the
research history of Veøy, but none of the folkloristic aspects of narratives and emo-
tional attachments, were known to me then in the same way as they are known to
you, the reader, now. The narrative time constructs a plot that never actually hap-
pened. This is unavoidable. While urging the reader to have this in mind, I shall go
on to present overall questions as well as operational approaches necessary in the
quest for answers to these questions.

What do 1 consider to be important to know about Veøy? What kind of story do
1 want to tell? In the last passage of chapter 2.2. some overall questions are present-
ed: When was the island settled? If this settlement tumed into something other than
a rural settlement;  when did this happen? What happened? How and why did it
happen? Was there a kind of market place or small town on the island? If, yes, why
did it disappear in the course of the 14th century?

These are questions of origins, structural-functional relationships (cf. Helle &
Nedkvitne  1982), and decline and cessation;  questions which set the stage for a
classical nanative in the Aristotelian fashion with a beginning, middle and an end.
The type of questions are the same asked through the 200 years of research history
of Veøy.  The existing narratives  of Veøy have no doubt strongly influenced my
research interests. I ask conservative questions because 1 am fascinated with the
many incompatible answers given by those which literally went before me in the
landscape of Veøy. An archaeological narTative of the early 1990s will differ from
the other stories; but how much, and in which ways, and why? In addition to the
overall questions 1 also set out to explore these latter, more or less, theoretical and
meta-theoretical aspects of doing field archaeology.

The over-all questions had to be transfomed into definite operational approach-
es which, due to lack of financial means, could be executed within the frames of an
almost surgical type of archaeology, i.e. small trenches in definite structures. The
main purpose of these incisions in the landscape would be to build up a very neces-
sary  chronological  framework,  and furthemore,  to  investigate  the  distribution,
contents and variations of the Black Soil.
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PART 11

THE INVESTIGATIONS





3. SØRØYA: AN ACCOUNT

Sørøya is both less visited by people in general and less explored archaeologically
than Nordøya;  consequently fewer conflicting stories centre around Sørøya than
Nordøya. These circumstances constituted the most important reason why 1 started
off the practical investigations by surveying, mapping and excavating elements of
the fossil fields on Kirkegårdene (fig.16).

In spite of the fact that few people visit this part of Veøy, it would soon be known
in the local community that archaeological excavations were about to be carried
out on the island. My idea was that a temporary period where these activities were
discretely hidden from the public eye would benefit the process of mutual accultu-
ration.

Herteig suggests that the fossil agrarian landscape on Sørøya is comprised of
traces from the Church's tilled fields in the Middle Ages (Herteig  1954:74). As a
point of departure, the idea that the fields are the material traces of the Church's
subsistence  economy,  seems  reasonable.  The  fields  were  probably  tilled  when
some kind of urbanized settlement existed on Veøy; the townspeople exploited all
kinds of food resources which could be cultivated on the island or caught in the
waters sunounding the island.

But both the caims in Storsandvika and the systematic location of large caims
along the highest ridge on the plateau called Kirkegårdene, point in another and
pre-Christian direction. Size, shape and location of the larger caims indicate that
they are the results of particular burial practices and customs, and not as a conse-
quence of land clearance.

Based on the shoreline diagrarn estimated from Svendsen & Mangerud (1987),
cf. 2.1. , it is possible to set a teminus post quem for the construction of the caims in
Storsandvika. The base of the caim closest to the present shoreline, is 3 .08 m above
the present shoreline/sea-1evel (fig.  22). According to the shoreline diagram, the
sea-1evel was 2.55 m above the present sea-level 1000 years BP. Grave caims were
built on dry  land,  at least no one has  suggested otherwise,  and people  stopped
building them shortly after the advent of Christianity. The largest caim must have
been constructed in the Late lron Age, and most probably in the later part of that
period, i.e. the mid- or late Viking Age. Cemeteries from the Late lron Age are
most often found in close association with rural settlements.

However,  the  other grave  caims  in  Storsandvika,  which are  situated further
away from the present sea-1evel, might have been constructed earlier than the larg-
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22. The cemetery in Storsandvika

est caim. The cemetery might consist of both Early-and Late lron Age burials. But
the important point in relation to my chronological argument, is that at least one
pagan burial took place very close to - or maybe even contemporary with - the
advent of Christianity, cf. 4.4.

Dispersed and single grave caims located on conspicuous places, like the caim on
the westem point on Hangholmen, and the two caims on the eastem points of Sørøya
(fig. 23), are according to archaeological research tradition in Norway not considered
to be connected with a particular farm or settlement. This idea might, however, not
survive a thorough re-examination and is fraught with uncertainty. Caims in this cate-
gory are often located on bare cliffs far from agricultural land but often in association
with arteries of communication, and they are most often interpreted to be Bronze Age
burials. An lron Age dating cannot, however, be totally excluded.

The  three  single  caims  on Veøy  are  situated between 5  and  10 m  above the
present  sea-1evel.  This  location  indicates,  when correlated to the  shoreline  dia-
gram, a dating to the Bronze Age. The shoreline was  10 m above the present sea-
level 3.300 BP (cf. fig. 7) and 5 m above present sea-level 2000 BP. The caims are
located closer to the 10 m contour line than the 5 m line. Assuming that they were
situated in the terrain very close to the shoreline, so as to be seen from the sea, the
caims may have been constructed in the Early Bronze Age or in the Late Bronze
Age. The caims may also indicate some kind of Bronze Age settlement in the area.
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23. The single caims on Hangholmen and Sørøya
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SINGLE  CAIRNS

The grave caims in Storsandvika are of a completely different character, located
in a group, and edging onto potentially valuable arable land, namely the sandy soils
running  from  Storsandvika  up  to  Kirkegårdene  as  described  by  Hans  K.  Berg
(1952),  cf.  2.3.4.  It is  interesting to note that the relative position of the  largest
caim, which is located closer to the present shoreline than the other grave caims,
suggests that this caim might have been the last pagan burial in Storsandvika and
possibly on Veøy as a whole. The grave caim could have been easily seen from the
sea, and thinking in functionalist explicative tems, the caim might have worked as
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25. Kirkegårdene, photo taken from a point north of trench 4, cf. fig. 27.

a kind of territorial marker under a period of cultural stress. I will come back to this
idea in chapter 5 .

The caims on the plateau display an uneven distribution and differ from the eas-
ily defined cemetery in Storsandvika. In fig. 24, an attempt has been made to differ-
entiate between grave caims and clearance heaps. The caims tentatively interpret-
ed as graves are relatively large; in the eastem part of the plateau these caims are
located on  a ridge running  in east-westerly direction  (fig.  25).  The ridge  is  not
sharply contoured but does constitute the highest point on Kirkegårdene.

Both  the  cemetery  in  Storsandvika  and  the  largest  caims  on  the  plateau  of
Sørøya are strong indicators of a pre-Christian agrarian settlement on Veøy (fig.
26). The location of the graves in Storsandvika points in the direction of a Late lron
Age, and maybe even Early lron Age settlement on the island.

After the preliminary  surveys  and mapping of the fossil fields  and caims on
Sørøya, I was inclined to believe that the activities which had left these material
traces could be dated to the Late lron Age, most probably to the Viking Age and the
Middle Ages. Schøning described Sørøya as pasture land in 1773 and no tradition
is known, nor mentioned, of a fami or tilled fields. Because of this 1 assumed that
the cultivation of the area had come to an end in at least the 15th or may be the 16th
century. But the most obvious thought was that the fields tumed into pemanent fal-
1ow land when the small town disappeared, and that this was just one case among
the thousands of famis in Norway which were deserted in the period after the Black
Death in 1349/50.

ItissomewhatunclearifthenameBo;edcÆ!.j'Æeshouldbeattributedtotheplateauor
if it was associated with a stone structure in Bondevika.  However, no traces were
found on the plateau of anything that could be inteipreted as the remains of a church.
Herteig suggested that the name K!.rÆcgc3rdcnc' was an etymological reminder fi.om a
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26. The largest caim on Kirkegårdene

time when Sørøya was Chuch property. I do not believe that this is the case. The name
K!.rkegårdcnc is ffequently found all over Norway associated with pagan cemeteries.
It simply suggests that an area became commonly recognized as a place where people
wereonceburied,i.e.agraveyardorcemetery.Atthetimeofthiswidespreadandpop-
ular recognition, probably in the early 19th century, burials belonged inside church-
yards, and consequently the pagan cemeteries were also temed churchyards.

3.1. The fossil fields: Excavation of selected elements.

Since at least one of the grave caims in Storsandvika could be adequately dated
through the changes of Holocene shorelines, no further investigations were carried
out in that area. No fine chronology had been established but definitely one good
enough to settle any dispute conceming the existence of a pre-Christian settlement
on the island. The establishment of a chronology of the fossil fields and caims on
the plateau constituted a more arduous challenge.

The survey and mapping had not revealed any clear remains of buildings or
shelters. I hoped to uncover, through excavations and pollen analysis, wÆcn the till-
age of the area had begun; what kinds of crops were cultivated, and at which point
in time the area tumed into pemanent fallow land. The over-all purpose of these
questions was to establish a chronology of the fossil agrarian landscape on Sørøya
in relation to the origin and existence of an urbanized settlement on Veøy.  The
graves suggest that the area was tilled in pre-Christian times, maybe the Viking
Age. There must have been a fam on Veøy before the establishment of the medie-
val urban settlement. The idea that the fields were tilled during the Middle Ages as
well, seems plausible.
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In the Royal Decree of August 19th,1384, the tem «fÆczgmczrcÆcz» occurs (NGL
222). The /czÆmørÆ designates an area around medieval towns in Norway in which
the townspeople had rights to cultivate, keep animals on pasture, and collect wood
etc. Such an area is also separated jurisdictionally from the surrounding country-
side; the /crkmørÆ is subjected to the particular laws of the town. TczÆmczrÆ is known
from  the  medieval  towns  of Bergen,  Tønsberg,  Trondheim,  and  Oslo  (Auth6n
Blom  1974:80-82).  Veøy is not associated directly with the term fczÆmørÆ in the
Royal Decree but it is possible that Sørøya, and consequently the tilled fields, con-
stituted the føÆmørk of the small town on Veøy in the Middle Ages. However, there
are no other sources indicating that the small coastal towns of Kaupanger, Bor-
gund, Veøy, and Vågan were jurisdictionally separated from their respective hin-
terlands. An eventual JczÆmørÆ of the small town on Veøy might have had subsis-
tence economic significance only.

One way to establish if the fields had been tilled in the Middle Ages would be to
find out if the cultivation of the area came to an end as early as in the Late lron Age
or in course of the Middle Ages. Maybe the fields fell into fallow in association with
the widespread desertion of marginal fams in the aftemath of the Black Death. A
combination of this and the disappearance of the small town on Veøy might have
tumed the area into #fmørÆ (pasture land) in the late 14th or early 15th century.

With these ideas on the character of the fossil agrarian landscape on Sørøya 1 set
out to make archaeological incisions in the area. The puipose of the investigations
on the plateau was #of to make a total analysis of the fossil fields in terms of agrar-
ian history and function (e.g Widgren 1983), but to do a limited study to establish a
coarse chronology of the activities in the area. EvcryfÆi.ng j.§ cZo#c w!.fÆ fÆe comprc-
hension of the origins and development of the medieval settlement on Ve¢y as the
mczz.# prz.orz.¢. The teminology applied follows the Swedish research discipline of

pre-historical and historical-culture geography (Widgren 1983, Gren 1991, Peder-
sen 1990, J6nsson et al.1991).

3.1.1. The terraces

Five trenches were cut through the terraces (positive lynchets) (fig. 27). The terrac-
es which run along the southem part of the plateau were thought to be partly natural
geological formations and partly cultural fomations due to the cultivation of the
area. It came as a surprise when they tumed out to be up to two metres deep and
probably are the results of past agricultural activities only (fig. 28-32). No traces of
old shorelines were found associated with the terraces. A geologist and a botanist
who visited the sites were quite amazed. Without access to the soil profiles which
were uncovered, they would have classified the terraces as geological fomations
(pers. comm. Knut Sørgaard and Siv Aksdal).

The depth of the trenches varied but the stratigraphy tumed out to be relatively
similar conceming the sequence of the soil layers. At the bottom of all five trenches
a charcoal layer of varying visibilty and thickness could be detected.
Finds of datable artefacts were non-existent. A few flint fragments were found and
a clay fragment which must have been exposed to strong heat, possibly a fragment
from a kind of stove or melting pit.
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Trench 1 displayed a soil profile containing a thick layer of brown and very good
arable soil with almost no stones (fig. 28). In trench 1 a circular fireplace or hearth
was uncovered in association with the bottom charcoal layer (fig. 28). A charcoal
sample for radiocarbon dating was collected from the spot where the charcoal 1ayer
extended into a semi-circular charcoal pocket comprising the hearth.

Trench 2 tumed out to be considerably deeper than trench 1 and the lower part of
the trench displayed a lot of stones and blocks of stones (fig. 29). In between the
stones quite a lot of charcoal was found. The pile of stones does probably constitute
a clearance heap which eventually became covered with soil due to intensified till-
age. Two charcoal samples were collected from the profile, one from undemeath
the presumed clearance heap and one above it (fig. 29).

Trench 5 was the only trench cut through the northemmost terraces. Due to the
occurrence  of well  grown  spruce  in  the  area,  which  1  was  not  in  authority  to
remove, the trench could not be dug entirely through the terrace (fig. 30). As with
trench 1 the soil contained few stones, but a larger part of the brown soil could be
classified as being more rich in minerals or inorganic content. One charcoal sample
was collected for radiocarbon dating from the very pronounced charcoal layer in
the bottom of the trench.

Trench 6 was cut in a part of the fossil fields in which the soil quality seemed to
be shallower and generally less good than in the eastem part of the plateau (fig. 31 ).
The soil contained few stones and the occurrence of inorganic content was slight
compared to the other trenches described above. The soil was of a comparatively
more viscous nature, possibly because of soil improving tecniques; this idea will be
discussed later. The charcoal layer was less pronounced in this trench compared to
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the  other trenches  cut through the terraces.  One charcoal  sample was  collected
from a concentration of charcoal just above the sterile bottom layer.

Trench 7 was to display the most complicated stratigraphy of the five trenches
associated with the terraces. But the main stratigraphic pattem does not differ in
any considerable way from the above described trenches (fig. 32). The accumula-
tion of small fist sized stones between two quite large blocks of stone did, however,
constitute a specific trait uncovered in this trench only (fig. 32). The arrangement
seemed  to  comprise  a  very  planned  and  conscious  clearing  strategy.  The  field
stretching northwards from trench 7  seems to be totally cleared of stones.  Only
very few clearance heaps are found in this area (fig. 27). One sample for radiocar-
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32. Trench 7, the eastem profile

bon dating was collected from the charcoal layer undemeath the accumulation of
small stones.

The charcoal layers in the bottom of the trenches are interpreted to be the result
of a systematic buming of the vegetation; possibly the remains of a slash and bum
activity.  Radiocarbon  dating  of  samples  from  these  layers  gave  the  following
results (for spatial relationships see fig. 28-32):

Trench l:  1810 ± 85 BP                               AD  110-330         (cory/zts) (T-9275)
Trench 2: 3435 ± 75 BP                               BC   1880-1675    (cory/z{§) (T-9281)
Trench 5: 3305 ± 90 BP                               BC  1730-1515    (cory/4!§) (T-9278)
Trench6: 3285 ±75 BP                               BC   1675-1510    (øef#/cz)    (T-9279)
Trench 7: 3455 ± 90 BP                              BC  1890-1680   (cory/zt§) (T-9280)
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A charcoal sample extracted above the stone structure which could have been a
clearance heap which once became ploughed over or in other ways covered by soil,
in trench 2 (fig. 29) gave the following result:

Trench 2: 2480 ± 70 BP                              BC  790-410         (bc/#/cz) (T-9282)

These results were not expected and took me by total surprise. The evidence was
usurping my pre-judgements and interfered with the archaeological discourse in an
unforseen way. The charcoal layers are of course written into the archaeological
discourse because they are interpreted as the remains of human activity and noJ as
the  results  of a devastating  fire  stomi caused by  natural  occurrences  such  as  a
stroke of lightning. But the actual dating of the charcoal layers via the radiocarbon
method cannot be influenced by pre-judgement of an archaeological kind. This
measuring and counting are situated outside of archaeology and belong to the dis-
course of physics, which has its own rules of source-criticism, estimation and inter-
pretation. The significance of the charcoal layers is context dependent and defined
inside the archaeological discourse, but the radiocarbon dating of the layers belong
to a discourse of another, archaeologically independent kind.

If the assumption is accepted that the charcoal 1ayers are the result of human
activity, then the naiTatives of clearance, and probably cultivation, of the present
fossil fields, must have the transition period between the Late Neolithic and the
Early Bronze Age as a point of chronological departure.

3.1.2. Other elements

Deciding whether a caim is the result of clearance strategy or burial custom may
still constitute a problem inside the archaeological discourse; especially when the
caims are situated in an area where the traces of cultivation are as abundantly clear
as they are on Sørøya.

I decided to dig one trench (no. 4) cutting the base of a caim which 1 found diffi-
cult to interpret either as a grave or clearance heap (fig. 33). The shape of the caim
was nearly circular and had regular features. The caim was situated close to the
east-westerly running ridge. Its position in the gently sloping terrain with the north-
side of the caim covered with soil and the southside more distinctly displaying an
edge of stones, indicated that the caim could have been a clearance heap. It is of
course possible that the caim originally was a burial which gradually tumed into an
element functioning in the clearance strategy of the fields. Relatively small pebbles
on the edges of the larger caims interpreted as graves indicate that this actually hap-
pened.  But  the  caim  subjected  to  investigation  was  in  fact  the  most regularly
shaped and well curved of all the caims on the plateau, something which gave it the
«look» of a grave. The position of this caim in the fossil landscape and its diffuse
over-ploughed base to the north sent noisy signals into an otherwise plausible inter-
pretation.

The trench displayed that the north base of the caim consisted of only a few rel-
atively large stones (0,30-0,50 m), the rest was fine grained soil. A thin charcoal
layer just above sterile sand was radio carbon dated to:
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33. Trench 4, towards south

Trench 4:  1345 ± 80 BP ALD 635-760        (betula) (T-927]).

Trench 4 did not display any traces of a burial, neither did it certify any  secure
interpretation in one or the other direction. The amount of soil in relation to stones
indicates that the caim was in the process of being ploughed over. The radiocarbon
date supports the idea that the plateau was still being tilled in the Late lron Age.

Just northwest of trench  1  there is  a more or less triangularly  shaped space
enclosed by five blocks of stone (fig. 27). This structure cannot be a natural foma-
tion. Four of the stones are standing, but the relatively largest and southemmost
stone is situated in a horizontal position. The stones may constitute some kind of
stone monument. A trench (no. 3) was dug in the middle of the structure in south-
east-northwest direction. No traces of a burial were found, but in the southem part
of the trench a depression resembling a post hole was uncovered. Charcoal from
this structure was carbon dated to:

Trench3:  1735± 100BP                             AD145-415         (bef#/cz)     (T-9276).

I find it difficult to suggest any interpretation for this stone structure. Time and pri-
orities did not allow further investigation of the structure. However, the radiocar-
bon date indicates that there was some kind of activity on the plateau also in the
Early lron Age.

The dates displayed so far, suggest that the plateau on Sørøya has been tilled
since the Late NeolithicÆarly Bronze Age; some kind of activity was going on in
the Early lron Age, and that the probability of tillage in the Late lron Age is consid-
erable. It is impossible to say with any certainty, based on the evidence available,
that the tillage of the area was continuous and unbroken from the Late Neolithic up
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to, and through the Viking Age. The problem of continuity or non-continuity of
cultivation is interesting, but not a problem intrinsically relevant to the initial ques-
tions posed at the outset of the investigations on Sørøya. None of the radiocarbon
dates presented so far, have given any tillage indications of the area in the Middle
Ages.  Neither are  we closer to knowledge  on the problem of wÆe#  the plateau
tumed into pemanent fallow land.

3.1.3. The charcoal pits

Unevenly distributed on the plateau there are many roundish and small depressions
in the ground about 0,15-0,3 m deep with diameters of 1-2 m. Some of the «other
storytellers» of Veøy have interpreted these depressions as remains of burials in
which the decomposition of wooden coffins has caused the soil to contract, creat-
ing depressions of a not very distinctive but easily observable kind. These traces
were  used  as  additional  evidence  to  support  the  nanative  of  a  churchyard  on
Sørøya.

Written into the present archaeological discourse these depressions become the
remains of charcoal production, namely, charcoal pits (Æ#//groper). However, it is
interesting to note that pits resulting from the production of charcoal have been
called Æz£//grav in historical and ethnological sources (Bloch-Nakkerud  1987:20).
Grøv does not only signify a kind of trench, but also grave or burial. The temi k#//-
grczv is applied in the Norse literature (Njåla 1875: 159 quoted in Bloch-Nakkerud
1987:20). This ancient teminology of describing charcoal pits may also have con-
tributed to generate the nanative of the churchyard on Sørøya.

The charcoal extracted from the wood on Sørøya could have been a necessity for
smithing on the island, either connected with activities in the small town or with the
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fam-smith  associated  with  the  parsonage.  The  smithy  was  one  of many  small
buildings that fomed part of a late medieval fam of some size. Charcoal was nec-
essary to carry out ordinary blacksmith work, like forging a horseshoe etc.

Some of the charcoal pits were located on - or very close to -the terraces (fig.
34) One was situated on the edge of, and partly on, a relatively large clearance
heap. A basic requirement for the production of charcoal is, of course, wood. At the
time of this activity a certain re-afforestation of the area had probably occurred.
The charcoal pits have never been ploughed over, consequently the dating of the
pits may indicate a teminus ante quem for the cultivation of the area.

One charcoal pit located on the terrace close to trench 2 was excavated (no. 10)
(fig. 35). Charcoal from the bottom of the pit gave the following radiocarbon date:

Trench l0: 575 ± 70 BP            AD  1290-1420  (cory/z{§ and #/m#s) (T-9969)

A charcoal sample from the top layer of trench 2 which seemed to be waste materi-
al from the latest use of this particular charcoal pit was radiocarbon dated to:

Trench   2: 575 ± 65 BP            AD  1295-1420  (various deciduous woodfragments)
(Trench l0)                                                                    (T-10215)

Both the bottom layer and the waste material on the outside are probably the result
of one event, or events chronologically very close.

Charcoal samples were extracted from four charcoal pits located on, or close to,
elements constituting the fossil agrarian landscape (fig. 34). The radiocarbon dat-
ing of the pits gave the following results:

Charcoalpitno.1: 550 ± 60 BP      AD 1310-1430 (various deciduous wood frag-
ments), (T-9965)

Charcoal pitno. 2: 725 ± 85 BP      AD 1230-1370 (cory/%§), (T-9966)
Charcoalpitno. 3: 535 ± 65 BP      AD 1315-1435 (various deciduous wood frag-

ments), (T-9967).
Charcoalpitno. 4: 485 ±45 BP      AD 1410-1445 (cory/z/§), (T-9968).
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Depending on the varying amount of charcoal present, all samples were collected
as close to the bottom of the pits as possible.

The interval of time displayed in the radiocarbon date of charcoal pit no. 2 and
its topographical 1ocation, indicate that this pit might have been taken up somewhat
earlier than the other pits. However, a case of contemporaneity and overlap can, on
the basis of the radiocarbon dates, not be excluded. Charcoal pit no. 2 is located in
the westem part of the plateau; an area in which the fossil field elements are not as
pronounced as in the eastem part of the plateau. The terrace is shallower than the
other terraces excavated (cf. trench 6, fig. 31 ). The soil conditions in general are not
as good as the the soils in the eastem part of the plateau; even an amateur as far as
forestry is concemed,  may observe that the  spruce here grow under conditions
quite different from the forest on the eastem part of the plateau.

To illustrate this point it is worth mentioning that on New years day  1992 an
extreme hunicane hit Romsdal and blew the forest on the westem part of the pla-
teau into pieces. Trees were broken just as easily as matchsticks. This part of the
plateau is definitely more exposed to the dominating westem winds. Because of
these less favourable conditions the westem part of the plateau may have tumed
into fallow land before the eastem part.

Except  for  the  dating  of charcoal  pit  no  2,  the  radiocarbon  dates  bend  off
towards the late Middle Ages.  An inclination which points in a direction corre-
sponding with the general knowledge of the agrarian history of late medieval Nor-
way (Sandnes & Salvesen 1978, Lunden 1976).

Charcoal pit no. 4 is radiocarbon dated to be in use at a somewhat later stage than the
other pits. No. 4 is uniquely located on the edge of, and partly dug into, a relatively large
caim(fig.34).Becauseofthecaim'spositioninthetemin1havetentativelyinteipreted
this caim as a clearance heap and not as a grave. Its size and quite regular shape, howev-
er, may point in another direction. It is possible that the location of a charcoal pit dis-
turbing what might have been a burial, could not, due to respect of the dead ancestors,
be carried out until as late as the 15th century. But there are many indications on a gen-
eral level of ritual breaking into grave mounds very early after the advent of Christian-
ity, so maybe this is not a very likely idea (Brendalsmo & Røthe 1992).

The  cultivation on  Sørøya came  to  an end  in the  late  Middle  Ages,  perhaps
because of the general agrarian crisis, maybe due to the disappearance of the small
urbanized community on Veøy,  or maybe  a combination  of these  two  develop-
ments gradually tumed Sørøya into agricultural wasteland. This will be discussed
later, on a broader basis.

Additional material for the discussion of the fossil agrarian landscape on Sørøya
is offered to us through the pollen-analysis carried out on the basis of samples from
two bogs, one to the east and one to the west of the plateau.

3.2. Pollen-analysis

The pollen-analytical investigation is based on samples extracted from two bogs on
Sørøya. The analysis was carried out by Helge 1. Høeg (consult Høeg: Appendix).

Through pollen-analysis it is possible to investigate the history of the vegetation
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of a defined landscape. Certain indicator species, e.g. cereals, are applied to display
the amount of cultural impact on the landscape; i.e. the modification of the natural
vegetation caused by human activities. Interpretations based on pollen-analysis are
grounded  in  analogies  in  modem  landscapes  conceming  the  relationship  pol-
len/vegetation/land-use (Berglund 1985 :77). Berglund maintains that since knowl-
edge of pre-historic and early historic land-use is incomplete, «this means several
assumptions» (ibid.). In the last decade questions conceming source-criticism have
been increasingly  discussed inside the palynological discourse  (Berglund  1985,
Høeg  1990,  Kryzwinzky  1991).  Source-critical problems  like the following  are
scrutinized: Problems with accurate identification, especially conceming cereals:
The size of the source area for a pollen spectrum: The statistical basis for pollen-
analytical calculations: The variations of different species in pollen production and
distribution. Some plants produce few pollen and/or the ability embedded in differ-
ent types of pollen to be spread over short or long distances varies. The reading of a
pollen-analytical diagram has tumed out to be less straightforward than before, and
any reading must include source-critical evaluations. The reader of a pollen-analyt-
ical diagram «is supposed to combine the occurrence of indicator species, charcoal
fragments, etc. with changes of tree and shrub frequences in order to make reason-
able inteipretation of vegetation dynamics throughout time» (Berglund 1985 :83).
The  growing  source-critical  attitude  inside  the  discourse  of palynology  is  par-
alleled in archaeology by the expansion of taphonomical studies, studies of site for-
mation processes, generation of models of loss of infomation etc. (Solli 1989a).

A summary and discussion of the pollen-analysis based on the samples from
two small bogs on Sørøya, which is presented in the Appendix, is presented below.
For figures and a complete version consult the Appendix.

3.2.1. Vestmyra and Østmyra

Vestmyra is located about 70 m to the northwest of the westem part of the fossil
agrarian landscape (fig.  1-2/App). The size of the bog is approximately  1000 m2.
Today the vegetation surrounding the bog, is dominated by pine trees, some juni-
per, rowan and willow. The pollen diagram is displayed in fig. 8a-8b/App.

Four samples were extracted for radiocarbon dating and the results tumed out
like this:

Depth                        Age BP                          Calibrated ADÆC
Beta-56495:               1,07   m                       2900 ± 50                          1211-1008 BC
T-10227 :                    0,875 m                       1025 ±35                          AD   980-1015
T-10230 :                   0,625 m                         530 ±40                         AD 1385-1425
Beta-56494:              0,425 m                           40 ± 70                         AD 1698-1955*

østmyra is located about  1  km northeast of Vestmyra, and considerably further
away from the fossil agrarian landscape on the plateau (fig. 1 and 3/App.). The size
of the bog is approximately 450 m2. Pine trees dominate the present vegetation sur-
rounding the bog. According to local information the bog is in the process of drying
up. The pollen diagram is displayed in fig. 5a-5b/App.
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Three samples were collected for radiocarbon dating and the results are as fol-
lows:

Depth                       Age BP                          Calibrated ADÆC
T-10228 :                    1,20   m                      2575± 165                       890-440BC
Beta-56493:              0,825 m                      1260±   60                      AD   675-850
T-10229 :                   0,525 m                         305 ±   55                      AD 1500-1645

3.2.2. The po]len-analysis: An account.

Both of the bogs are rather shallow, and when conelating the radiocarbon dates
from the bottom layers of the bogs with the radiocarbon dates from the charcoal
layers in the bottom of the temaces, cf. 3.1.1., it becomes apparent that the bogs
started to grow cz/fcr the first clearance of vegetation on the plateau. A clearance
which is interpreted to be associated with human activities, possibly slash and bum
techniques, cf. 3 .1.1. I shall pass directly on to the palynologist's cultural-historical
inteipretations of the diagrams. For a detailed description of stratigraphical 1ayers
and estimation of vegetational zones consult the Appendix.

Høeg's over-all description and interpretation of the diagrams is  summed up
below:

The diagrams on Vestmyra and østmyra begin around  1100 BC and 700 BC
respectively.  The diagrams  display a deciduous forest with birch and alder and
partly hazel up to around AD 700. The hazel is particularly visible in the diagram
from Vestmyra. Around AD 700 the forest opens up, and a relatively open land-
scape prevails up to around AD 1750. Pine trees start to dominate as early as mid-
14th century, but a setback occurs  in the  17th century.  From then on the forest
resembled the pine trees dominating the natural forest of today.

Some charcoal particles can be found in the bottom layers from both bogs; in
Vestmyra up to 700 BC, and in Østmyra up to AD 700. Human activity seems to be
concentrated on the eastem part of the island in the early phase. The charcoal parti-
cles in Østmyra amount to 100-350 % before 700 BC up to AD 700, while in Vest-
myra the particles of charcoal amount to 1 -2 %, with the exception of a short period
from 1100 BC and onwards.

Husbandry can be traced in østmyra around AD 600-700. This might be asso-
ciated with the charcoal maximum in this bog around AD 470. Before this period
one cannot trace agricultural activities on Veøy in the pollen diagrams.

The hazel traced in the diagram in Vestmyra, might have been a resource which
was exploited. The first pollen of cereal is found in Østmyra, ca. AD 800, but any
intensive agricultural activity did not start until ca.  AD  850,  and then this must
have happened quite close to Vestmyra. The tillage might have begun in the area on
which previously the hazel grew. Hazel wood both requires good soil conditions
and improves the soil conditions. Around AD  1150 it seems that the intensity in
agricultual activities is decreasing, and the hazel re-conquers some ground. On the
eastem part of the island activity seems to have been low. No charcoal and few
indicators of pasture -and even fewer cereal pollens -aie found. At a point in time,
probably in the mid-14th century, the tilled fields on Veøy are deserted. Around AD
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1400 neither traces of charcoal, P/cz#/¢go, nor cereals can be found. The pine trees
begin to cover the ground. Around AD 1500 traces of forest clearance are indicated
in  the  diagrams.  The  forest is  not bumt down,  but felled.  In  Vestmyra a  small
increase in charcoal particles occurs in the  17th century. Especially from around
AD 1550-1850 both P/cznfczgo and cereals can be found in samples from both bogs.
Østmyra displays the stronger indicatation of this occurrence. Even if the agricul-
tural activity continues up to the present, the forest is allowed to continue to spread
in the area. This regeneration happens around AD 1750. This might be the result of
intensified agricultural techniques, where less space is required, or that there is no
longer a demand for pine timber.  According to the pollen diagrams the human
activity on Veøy has been modest since ca. 1850.

Høeg concludes that particularly the eastem part of the island had been settled
from before 1100 BC up to AD 700, but no traces of agriculture exist. Particularly
on the westem part of the island there has been agricultural activity in an open land-
scape from AD 850-1350. A phase of desertion occuned between AD  1350 and
AD  1500, when the pine trees gained land. Agricultural activity perfomed in an
open pine forest which gradually became less open, can be traced on the eastem
part of the island from AD 1500-1850 (Høeg: Appendix).

Apart from the radiocarbon dates displayed above, Høeg presents AD/BC-dates
estimated on the basis of interpolation; a method which 1 do find somewhat hazard-
ous in tems of source-criticism. The palynological interpretation of the activities
on Sørøya will be conelated with the archaeological account and discussed below.

3.3. An archaeological narrative of Sørøya.

The plateau on Sørøya consists of light sandy soil, which quickly drains after heavy
rainfall. A non-forested and open cultivated landscape would have been less dry
than the spruce-and pine forested landscape of today (Kaland 1979:62). In spite of
this, waterlogged soil comprised hardly a problem in such an open landscape on the
plateau. On the contrary. The fossil agrarian landscape on the plateau is located 50-
60 m above the present sea-1evel. The highest point on Veøy is 76 m above the
present sea-1evel and is situated in a cliffy and not very extensive area northeast of
the plateau. Associated with the fossil agrarian landscape there is a very limited
catchment area for rain located higher than the plateau itself.  Consequently, the
favourable land-drainage of the light soil during periods with no, or slight rainfall,
was probably a serious problem. And since there is hardly no freshwater catchment
area of significance on a higher altitude than the plateau, the fields would not be fed
with water from other areas on Sørøya.

I have found no traces of wells or any fresh-water resources on the plateau, or in
close association with the fossil agrarian landscape. At an altitude of about 25 m
above Bondevika the tenain is quite waterlogged. The wells must have been locat-
ed quite a distance from the plateau. Even though the north-westem coast of Nor-
way has a Sub-Atlantic climate, I think that, periodically, the lack of fresh water
comprised a major problem for the cultivators on Sørøya. Either the soil conditions
were considered to be so favourable that they outweighed the repetitive freshwater
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36. [4C-chart, 1900 BC -AD 700, Sørøya

problems, or other non-ecological reasons made the cultivation of Sørøya impor-
tant.

In the period 1890-1510 BC various fires occuned on the plateau (fig. 36). An
important criteria applied to decide whether fires are caused by natural or cultural
phenomena, is the criteria of reczÆrrence. The basic idea is that when nature causes
a fire stom, it is devastating and uncontrolled, and bums down a large area in one
sweep. When humans use fire in clearance strategies, the fires are kept under con-
trol, and they are repeated in
various   spatial  units   when
required. On Sørøya several
fires have  occurred inside  a
quite limited time-unit asso-
ciated   with   limited   space
units. Furthemore, traces of
fire   activity   can  be   found
around    1000   years,   2000
years,  and  2700  years  after
the first period concentrated
in the Late Neolithic/ Early
Bronze Age (fig. 36 and 38).

The charcoal layers found
in the terraces and under the
clearance   heap,   are   inter-
preted as the result of human
clearance strategies. Wheth-
er these activities were con-
tinuous since the Late Neo-
lithic   up   to   the   intensive
period  starting  in  the  Late
lron Age,  is  an issue which
cannot  be  discussed  based
on the dates available.

37. Stone-axe (C.2217) found on
Sørøya (photo Ove Holst)
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A stone-axe is reported to have been found on Sørøya around 185 8; a find which
supports  the  idea  of  Late  Neolithic  activity  on  the  island  (Nicolaysen  1862-
66:543).Thisartefact(C.2217)stemsprobablyfromtheMiddle-orpossibly-Late
Neolithic (pers. comm. Einar Østmo) (fig. 37).

The pollen diagrams do not absorb the first period of activities on the plateau.
The dating of the bottom layer (890-440 BC) in østmyra and the occurrence of
charcoal particles in this layer, conespond approximately with the dating of the
charcoal layer covering the  over-ploughed clearance heap in trench 2  (790-410
BC). Høeg asserts that charcoal particles can be found in østmyra up to AD 700,
with a maximum, estimated through interpolation, to have occurred around AD
470. This charcoal zone may conespond with the charcoal layers dated in trench 1
(AD 110-330) and the posthole-like stmcture uncovered in trench 3 (AD 145-415).

ThecharcoalmaximuminVestmyraassociatedwiththeLatelronAgemaycor-
respond to the charcoal layer dated fi.om trench 4 (AD 635-760) (fig. 38). The pro-

portionately, and in time much more prolonged, occurrence of charcoal particles in
østmyra, is probably not related to particular intensive activities on this part of the
island. The dominating direction of the winds is westerly, and smoke from fires on
the westem part of Sørøya would cairy particles of charcoal towards the east. Fur-
themore, the east-westerly running cliffy ridge separating Østmyra from the pla-
teau may account for the lack of agricultural indicator species during the period in
which such species are overtly displayed in the pollen diagram from Vestmyra.

The post-medieval traces of cereal pollens in østmyra may be traces from the
intensified cultivation of the fields on Nordøya. Except for differences in altitude
there are no topographical barriers between Nordøya and Østmyra. And as men-
tioned above, the dominating winds are in varying degrees predominantly westerly.
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It is interesting to note that the palynologist comments on a small increase in
charcoal particles which occurs somewhere close to the  17th century. Four large
charcoal pits are registered on Sørøya (fig. 39). One of them has been dated to be
younger than AD  1660 (T-10419). It is historically known that a very unpopular
civil servant, the/ogd (=sheriff) Alsing, tried in the 18th century to force the peas-
ants in parts of Romsdal to produce charcoal for his private lronworks. The large
charcoalpitsonVeøymightbeassociatedwiththis,ortheymightalsobearesultof
regular charcoal production to be used in the smithy associated with the parsonage.

Around AD  1500 traces of forest clearance are noted in the pollen diagrams.
This corresponds perfectly with the historically known trade in timber with the
Dutch from the early 16th century onwards (Griner 1977).

And now to the period which is of relevance for the understanding of the medie-
val urbanized settlement on Veøy:
The terraces are probably the result of the more intensive cultivation of the plateau
displayed in the pollen diagram from Vestmyra, from around AD 980-1015. The
grave caims suggest that this dating might be a little late. Høeg indicates that hus-
bandry can be traced in østmyra from AD 600-700. Based on datings of the archae-
ological material, I believe that there was a certain settlement on Sørøya from at
least AD 700, and that the agricultural activity continued up to mid-or late  14th
century (fig. 38).

The palynologist suggests that the cultivation of the plateau diminished in ca.
AD 1 150, and that the hazel gained land. Comparing this piece of knowledge with
what is otherwise known of the medieval activities on Veøy 1 find this somewhat
implausible. This is the scenario 1 picture myself: The dating of the charcoal pits
indicate that the westem part of the plateau became pemanent fallow land before
the eastem part, cf. 3.1.3. This fallow land was overgrown by hazel in the course of
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around 50 years. This hazel wood created a barrier, which functioned as a kind of
filter of which cereal pollen from the eastem part of the plateu had difficulties in
penetrating. Consequently a decrease in cereal pollen is displayed in the pollen dia-
gram from Vestmyra.

The  physical  configuration  of  the  terraces  must  have  been  caused  by  soil
improvment tecniques, like p/czggcn (Kvamme  1982, Myhre  1978); by construct-
ing this artificially steep curve in the tenain a banier was created; a barrier which
could reduce the  land drainage and thereby  improve  the  fresh water conditions
(pers. comm. Knut Sørgaard).

The scenario outlined above seems to correlate well with the general knowledge
of the prehistoric agriculture in westem Norway (Bakka & Kaland 1971, Fladby &
Sandnes  1979,  Magnus  &  Myhre  1976).  Bakka &  Kaland describe a course of
eventsinthecountyofHordalandwherehusbandrydominatedtheinitialphaseand
was associated with the outer coastal districts up to the Late Neolithic. The situa-
tion in Møre og Romsdal might have been similar to the one in Hordaland. In the
scenario outlined by Bakka & Kaland, the open dwelling places in the coastal areas
weredesertedinfavourofrelocationtoareaswherelargerdepositsofloosemateri-
al are found, namely the inner districts, and in time, the importance of cereal agri-
culture increased (ibid. :29). The early datings of charcoal layers on Sørøya fit nice-
ly into this picture, while the lack of cereal pollen in the earliest phase of the dia-
grams blurrs it somewhat. But since the diagrams do not cover the Late Neolithic,
the picture is not totally «noised» away. But what interests me most is of course
again the Late lron Age period and onwards.

Agricultural expansion was revived and especially strong in the Viking Age
(Kaland 1979:65). In course of the Middle Ages the exploitation of land and agri-
cultural resources gradually increased up to the mid  14th century (Lunden  1976,
Sandnes  &  Salvesen  1978).  The  exploitation  of the  favourable  soil  on  Sørøya
seems to follow the general pattem of agrarian history. In the late 14th century the
fields were in the process of being re-forested.

In part 111, I shall discuss the effects of the late medieval agrarian crisis in Nor-
way and the consequences of this crisis for the settlements on Veøy.
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4. NORDØYA: AN ACCOUNT

NordøyaisthepartofVeøymostrichlycoveredbytraditionalnarrativesandprevi-
ousresearch,andconsequentlytheareatobemostintensivelyinvestigatedaccord-
ingtotheover-allquestionsposed.TheexcavationsonNordøyawereconcentrated
in the Black Soil (fig. 14). However, some investigation of the structures in Bonde-
vika were carried out.

I wanted to generate new interpretative nanatives regarding questions like the
following:  When  did the  settlement  first begin?  What kind  of activities  can be
traced? What happened in the Late Middle Ages? Operationally these questions
had to be transformed into concrete investigations of: The distribution of cultural
layers:theaccumulationrateoftheculturallayers:thevariationandcontentofcul-
turallayers:themappingofvisiblesurfacestructures:theexcavationofsuchstruc-
tures.  I  hoped  to  generate  a  chronological  framework  of the  past  activities  on
Nordøya, and this seemed like a task which could be accomplished within a surgi-
caltypeofarchaeology.Incisionsinthelandscapeconsistingoftrenchescutatdif-
ferent subjectively chosen places in the Black Soil, could give infomation on the
accumulation,  variation  and content of the cultural 1ayers.  Except for Herteig's
excavations in the southwestem part of the Black Soil, the cultural layers on Veøy
arequiteunexploredarchaeologically.Insuchasituationitwouldnotbewise,just
to concentrate on one particular part of the Black Soil, and consequently know
nothing  of an  eventual  widespread  variation  in  content  of the  cultural  layers.
Besides,totalexcavationofaconsiderablepartoftheBlackSoilwouldbequiteout
of proportion with the finanicial and human resources available for this project.
Undertheprevailingcircumstancesofscarcemeans,theexecutionofakindofsur-
gical archaeology constituted quite a big enough stunt as it was.

4.1. Methods, excavation techniques, and presentation

First a few words on methods and excavation techniques:
ThreefunctioningwellsstillexistonNordøya,butnonecontainsuchanamountof
fresh water that a sifting-system could be based on these fresh water reservoirs.
There is no electricity on the island, and consequently any technical devices would
depend on petroleum based aggregates.

Since1hadnologisticalorganizationtobackupthetransportationofe.g.afresh
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water tank which could be regularly filled up, sifting of the cultural layers consti-
tutedaproblem.Sea-watercould,ofcourse,notbeappliedconsideringthedamage
this would cause to metal items etc. Recovering the material through sifting has
become a routine method on excavations of medieval cultural layers.

Sifting constitutes a necessary procedure, especially when it comes to the recov-
ery of fragments of animal bones. The incisional nature of the project would pro-
duce a type of material which would not be suited for statistical analysis. The sites
were chosen subjectively and unevenly distributed in space. Operating with a ran-
domsamplingschemeinthissituationofscarcemeanswouldbetheheightoffool-
ishness (Moroney  [1951]  1980).  No statistics would be biased due to the loss of
some animal bone fragments or other fragmented material. In fact, I intended to use
the animal bones found as a taphonomical indicator of diagenetic conditions; the
presence or absence of bones would be more important than exactly what kinds of
animals found. No doubt pigs, sheep, cows and horses were normal elements in the
domestic fauna on Veøy; no excavations would be necessary to prove this (cf. Solli
1989aforabroaddiscussiononanimalbonesinarchaeology).

Siftingofpczrfsofthecultural1ayerswouldprobablyhavebeencaniedoutifthe
resources and logistics had been available. But considering the surgical and non-
statistical nature of the investigation, I do not believe that the results would have
tumed out significantly different.

The trenches varied in length but were always 1 m in breadth. Such small spaces
made micro-studies in refuse disposal strategies, in which animal bones would be
an important factor, impossible.

The cultural layers were excavated mechanically in 10 cm layers inside a lm2
unit. A  10 cm layer thus constitutes a level documented in plan drawings. When
larger structures tumed up, the layers were followed stratigraphically; when this is
done it will be specifically mentioned in the text. Plans were drawn for every level
and the stratigraphical conditions are shown in profile drawings.

The top-layer is labelled turf so layer 1 always starts between approximately 10
cm below the actual ground surface; the first 10 cm mechanically excavated layer
thus always constitutes level 2 in the plan drawing. Level 1 is thus comprised of the
turflayer.Thebottomofalevel5wouldbesituatedca.0,5mbelowthegroundsur-
face. Variations due to special stratigraphic conditions do occur and will be specifi-
cally discussed in each case.

A total of 8171  fragements of artefacts, ecofacts, homofacts (= human skele-
tons), slags and metal fragments were recovered and collected (T.21673) (fig. 40).
The find charts designate the first level /z6#, then level 2 and onwards. It would be
beyond my capacity to go into detailed studies of each and every find group, e.g.
petrographic  analysis  of the  stone  material,  metallurgical  analysis  of the  metal
material, osteological analysis of the bone material etc. What 1 could do was to dis-
play charts over the variation in content of the cultural layers. Since the generation
ofachronologicalframeworkoftheactivitiesonNordøyawasthemainpriority,an
analysis regarding the age and provenance of the pottery would be important. Fur-
themore, I shall go into different material groups, not in a systematic but in a con-
textually directed way.

Unlike research routines in Norwegian medieval archaeology, I shall stress the
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1     Medieval pottery                                                                            10    Slag

2    Medieval stoneware                                                                      11    Flint

3    Post-medieval miscellaneous                                             12    Bones (except fortrench l6,17 and l9

pottery(glazed eaithenware, porcelain etc.)                            all bones and teeth = animalbones.teeth
4    Whetstones (Hones)
5    Bakingplates
6   Soap-stones
7    Red brick, clayclumps

(fragmented wastematerial)
8   G'ass
9    Metal

13    Teeth
14    ltemsof clay
15    Spinningwhorls/ flywheels

16    Sinkers/weights
17    Knives
18    Claypipes

19    Miscellaneous

40. Find chart, total amount of finds, and legend for charts

total variation of material groups and not go into a deep study of one grouping of
material.  Something  which  1  do  not consider to be  very  sensible  in  a  situation
where so little is known about the content and variation of the material culture of
the medieval settlement on Veøy. When classifying the pottery by age and prove-
nance, I have followed Reed 1990 and Molaug 1979a.

In this investigation no detailed analysis of one group of material will be pre-
sented; the stress will be on the variation and patteming of many small units, which
all together will comprise the elements to be structured into an archaeological nar-
rative of Veøy (cf.  1.4.1 „ Mtiller 1884: 197, Wylie 1992:281). A chart like the one
displayed in fig. 40 is to be shown for almost every site. And the contextually inter-
esting details will be presented in the text.

The radiocarbon dates were processed by Lczøorczforz.c'f /or Rczd!.o/og!.§Æ Dczfcr-
!.ng,  rro#dÆc!.m  = LRD  (The Laboratory for Radiological Dating),  and the B€fcz
Anø/yfj.c J#c., F/or!.dø  = Bcfcz  .  The LRD and Befcz apply  an identical calibration

program (pers. comm. Steinar Gulliksen, LjiD, October 15th,1993); the program
is  developed by  M.  Stuiver and Paula Reimer at the University  of Washington
(Stuiver & Reimer 1987). Some very significant dates are presented also as curves
displaying  probability  distribution;  associated  with  these  curves,  the  LRD  has
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applied a radiocarbon calibration program developed in Groningen (van der Plicht
1993).

I shall commence with the stunt-archaeological account of the investigations in
Bondevika.

4.2. The boathouses in Bondevika

1 have found no reason to contest the traditional inter-pretation of the earth walls in
Bondevika; they are the remains of two boathouses (fig. 41). An interpretation which
probably ålso covers the not so distinctly shaped structure on Grønviksneset in the
northeast (fig. 42). The ffont of the boathouses in Bondevika was measued to be loca-
ted2,68mabovethepresentshoreline.Becauseoflargestonesandblocksofstones,it
wasamatterofsomeinteipretationtodecidethecontourofthepresentshoreline.

As a result of the hurricane on New years day  1992, the sea had eaten its way
much further into the shore than 1 possibly could have imagined when doing the
actual leveling in May  1991. But this hurricane was an extraordinaiy event with
wind forces never before recorded in Norway. I decided to stick to the measure-
ment of 2,68 m resulting from the levelling of the regular shoreline.

41. The remains of boathouses in Bondevika
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42. The remains of a boathouse in Grønvika

The assumed front of a possible boathouse on Grønviksneset was levelled to be
1,80 m above the present shoreline. Due to its location on the eastem part of Veøy,
this site is never exposed to winds and waves of similar force as the westem shores
on the island.

The shoreline diagram (fig. 6) displays a sea-1evel of 2,55 m above the present
sea-level  1000 years BP. Although Svendsen & Mangerud (1987) applied uncali-
brated radiocarbon dates, the shore level diagram suggests that the boathouses in
Bondevika could have been constructed in course of the period AD 1000-1 100.

The northemmost boathouse (no. 2) is more protected from aggressive waves
than the aligning boathouse (no.1). The effects of the hurricane show this clearly.
The waves had not dug so deeply into the front space of the boathouse no. 2 as was
the case of boathouse no 1.

A trench (no.  11 ) was cut through the northem earthwall of the boathouse no. 1
(fig. 43). The incision was done with these questions in mind: How was the wall
constructed;  could some dateable material be recovered?  Furthemore,  would I
observe the same chips and splinters of wood as the «other storytellers» did exca-
vating on the site in 1960, cf. 2.3.4.?

A trench s m long covered sufficient space to display an interesting soil profile.
By a stroke of luck we hit upon a charcoal layer running along the profile (fig. 44).
This charcoal layer was thicker and more distinct in the mid-part of the earthwall
than further to the north. To the south the charcoal layer abruptly disappeared.

In the top layers we found 4 fragments of red brick, and 5 metal fragments. 2
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43. The location of trench 11 and testpits in Bondevika

lumps of slag were found 0,5 m below the top. Furthemore, 2 fragments of post-
medieval ceramics were recovered from the top layers. Four additonal lm2 test pits
(fig. 43) were dug, two in each boathouse. The two pits dug in boathouse no.  2
showed that the ground was very swampy and had remains of well preserved bark
and chips of wood. The bark and the wood chips are probably fragments from the
roof.

Caused by the above mentioned hurricane,  a giant birch tree had fallen and
created a hollow windfall in the eastem part of boathouse no. 2. Undemeath the
windfall the soil was covered with bark. This observation supports the idea that the
bark and wood chips are remains from the roof of the boathouse.

In three of the test pits dug, 4 metal fragments were found, and under the wind-
fall a casual visitor found a nail which was kindly delivered to the archaeologist.
Most of the artefacts found could not be dated with any certainty, and those which
could were post-medieval. The fragments of bricks and ceramics were probably
trash thrown in the fam dung, the manure of which was spread out on the fields.

The charcoal layer in the profile seemed like the best source-material for dating
the boathouses. Consequently, the soil fomations displayed in the profile led to the
following  interpretation:  The  two  boathouses  have  similarly  aligned  frontages.
They could have been constructed at the same time, but the slow and gradual shore-
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line changes in the period of the Holocene, allow for the construction of the build-
ings to have occuned a couple of decades apart. Once someone decided to build
one or two boathouses in Bondevika, they started off by clearing the sites of vege-
tation. Due to the charcoal 1ayer, I assumed that this was done by fire. After the fire
the site was levelled by digging into the ground piling up the masses of soil for sup-
portive earth walls.

Exactly where the charcoal layer disappears, an east-westerly running wooden
wall probably began. One metre south of the spot where the charcoal 1ayer stops,
the soil profile displays a peculiar curve. This was probably where the line of the

posts of the boathouse stood. Traces of what could have been a post hole was found
right here (fig. 44).

The present archaeological knowledge on various building- techniques regard-
ing boathouses  from the Middle Ages  are slight.  Only one boathouse from this
period has been totally excavated (Auestad 1992:7). The boathouse excavated on
Rennesøy in Rogaland displayed a constructional pattem similar to the one out-
1ined above (fig. 45). I consider the above description of the chain of events as plau-
sible. A radiocarbon date nof conesponding to the assumed period of construction
estimated on the basis of the shoreline diagram, could of course tum this plausible
chain of events into something amazingly incredible. On this occasion, however,
an amazement over the unexpected was not to be.

Radiocarbon dating of the charcoal layer gave the following result:

Trench ll:  1070± 65 BP          AD 890-1015      (øcfzt/cz andpz.n!4s) (T-9970)
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45. The boathouse at Rennesøy (from Auestad 1992:6)

When correlated with the 1000 BP sea-level of 2,55 m, this result supports the idea
that the boathouses were constructed sometime in the period 1000-1100 AD. I find
it difficult to believe that the boathouses were constructed as early as e.g. AD 950,
because it would then be located inconveniently close to the shoreline. But a dating
of the boathouses to the mid-10th century cannot be totally excluded.

Boathouse no. 2 in Bondevika could have been 22-25 m by 9-10 m. Boathouse
no.1 must have been considerably smaller in length;  15 m by 9-10 m (fig. 43). The
boathouse on Rennesøy is interpreted to be 29,9 m by 5-6 m (Auestad 1992:7).

The military units called /c!.cJøng (= levy) operated with ships with 20 seats (20-
§es§cr) up to the late  12th century. From then on the /c!.cZczng-ship's size probably
increased to have 25  seats (25-sesser) (Rolfsen  1974:123). The first type of long-
ship  are  estimated  to  be  23,6  m  long  and  the  latter  type  to  be  27,5  m  long
(ibid. : 127). These are minimum lengths. The largest boathouse in Bondevika could
possibly have housed a vessel of the first type. The smaller boathouse is relatively
wide compared to the length. This boathouse may have sheltered another kind of
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ship used in non-military activities,  e.g.  a relatively  small k#ørr or Zj#§§c which
were ship types built for bulk transport.

Ships specially built for bulk transport are by the late  13th century known to
have had impressive dimensions; from the remains of a ship found on Bryggen in
Bergen it has been estimated that the vessel must have had a breadth of 9 m and a
length of at least 28-29 m  (Helle  1982:392).  Such a ship would not have  fitted
inside one of the boathouses in Bondevika.

The length/breadth ratio and the actual location of boathouses above present
sea-1evel have been used as an indicator of both time of construction and function
of the boathouses (Myhre  1985). The occurrence of very wide boathouses radio-
carbon dated to the Late Middle Ages may suggest that these buildings were made
for vessels of a non-military type (Myhre 1987:38).

On the eastem point called Tingneset on the island Bolsøya, which is situated 6
km northwest of Veøy (fig. 46), parts of a very large boathouse were excavated in
1989. The boathouse was estimated to have been 35 m by  10 m, and radiocarbon
dates indicate that the boathouse was in use from the late Viking Age to the Late
Middle Ages (Bostwick Bjerk 1991 :29). Based on traces of a fire it is assumed that
both the ship and the boathouse were destroyed by fire some time in the period AD
1315-1440(ibid.).

The boathouse on Tingneset and the largest boathouse in Bondevika may have
been  part  of the  military  /e!.døng  organization.  From  later  written  sources  it  is
known that Romsdal was not organized in sÆi.prc!.czcr like most other parts of Nor-
way  but  in  åffj.#gcr  (=  something  which  is  divided  into  eight parts)  (Døssland
1990). The actual tenitories constituting the eight military units of Romsdal varies
through time. It is not implausible, however, that there were two å/f!.ngcr quite ear-
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1y in the Middle Ages called Veøy and Bolsøy, and that these two åffj.#gcr located
the necessary boathouses in Bondevika and on Tingneset respectivily. But on these
exact points the sources are mute, and whereof one cannot speak one should ideal-
ly be silent.

Several law texts from the Middle Ages give prescriptions for the storage and
building of ships; ships should be built and/or housed on the King 's land, if this was
not possible the  ancient storage  sites  could be used (Robberstad  1969:275-276,
Taranger  1915:29,  quoted in Rolfsen  1974).  Law-texts  (G#/czf!.#g§/ovc#  305  and
Lcz#d§/ove#  from  1274)  also  prescibe  rules  for  the  storage  of the  ship's  sail;  it
should be stored in a Church (Rolfsen 1974: 128).

Whether Veøy could have represented the ancient storage site or land owned by
the King when the boathouses in Bondevika were constructed is a question to be
discussed later.

As mentioned earlier, based on the sagatext on the Bczg/cr-raid in 1206, cf. 2.2,
and the test pit dug by a delegation of local entusiasts in 1960, cf. 2.3.4, a popular
narrative of Bondevika as a site where long-ships were built, has been sculptured.
The present account of archaeological investigations does not contradict the idea of
a shipyard in Bondevika, neither does it supply any evidence to support such an
idea.

Considering  the  amount  of quality  timber necessary  to  build  a  long-ship,  it
seems  plausible that  such ships  were built where easy access  to  such materials
could be found. And Veøy was at the time in question not a such place, cf. the pollen-
analysis. But on the other hand Veøy could have been a place where exceptionally
good constructors of long-ships lived, or were sent for, so that the transportation of
necessary materials was considered worth doing. The most important thing in the
present archaeological account, is the early medieval dating of the construction of
the boathouses. A piece of knowledge which will be structured into the archaeolog-
ical narrative of Veøy as a whole.

4.3. The Black Soil: An account.

In 1954 Asbjøm Herteig wrote the notable Black Soil on Veøy into the archaeolog-
ical discourse, cf. 2.3.4. Herteig described the soil as containing black masses of
charcoal  (Herteig  1953: 18). The landowner, Willhelm Coucheron-Aamot, could
through his general knowledge due to ploughing and other earthworks, give reli-
able infomation on the variations of the soil conditions on Nordøya. This infoma-
tion enabled Herteig to present a distributional map of the Black Soil (fig.  14). I
have surveyed Nordøya several times equipped with spade and auger,  and have
found the distribution map presented by Herteig remarkably correct, only minor
adjustments are necessary (fig. 47). The Black Soil covers approximately 35 000 -
40 000 m2.

It is interesting to note that the two more or less rectangular places enclosed by
low stonewalls west and southwest of the church are found nof to contain Black
Soil. Herteig suggests that the Black Soil corresponds with the distribution of the
medieval settlement. I see no reason to disagree with this suggestion.
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47. Minor adjustments of Herteig's Black Soil-map from 1954

Based on what is known from previous research and topographical conditions 1
have  in  the  following  sections  on  the  archaeological  excavations,  divided  the
investigation area into three heuristic zones: The waterfront: the interior: and the
smithies (cf. Herteig 1954).

4.3.1. The waterfront.

The bare rock-face constituting the northem shoreline of Veøy offers both places of
gently  sloping  tenain  towards  the  sea  and  more  steep  passages.  In  favourable
weather, parts of the northem shoreline provide excellent conditions for the load-
ing and unloading of larger vessels. On the flatter parts of the rock-face, smaller
boats may easly be dragged ashore.

Two place-names designate parts of the northem shore: F#fgczrcJc# and A4or/en-
§fej.nGn (fig. 48). These place-names are not found on a map from 1879, nor are they
mentioned by Schøning or any of the other topographers, antiquarians or early sto-
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48. The location of Futgarden and Mortensteinen.                       LocATioN OF THE FUTGARDEN-AND MORTENSTEiNEN AREA
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rytellers. Both of the names have been directly associated with 14th century docu-
ments written on Veøy. The catholic priests visiting Veøy in 1923 experienced that
William Coucheron-Aamot frequently associated visible material traces with his-
torical written sources (K.K.1923:317). Furthemore, Olafsen makes a direct asso-
ciation with the name Mortensteinen and the mentioning of a building called Å4lczr-
fcj.n§gczrcz in a letter written on Veøy October 17th,1368 (01afsen 1926:341). Her-
teig repeats this traditional story (Herteig 1954:76).

According to the traditional story, four late medieval letters are directly asso-
ciated with parts of the northem shore. The letters deal with property transactions
related to various places in Romsdal. The above mentioned letter written in «A4czr
f€z.ns gczrdc/. V!.Øy» concems a property transaction in the outer coastal district. The

priest of the  St.Peters  church, Thorstein Bjømson,  is  one of the witnesses  (DN
XVIII: 25).

Another letter written July 20th, 1390, on the fam Sogge in the valley of Roms-
dalen, mentions a property transaction involving among others, Jon Marteinsson
and Sighurder Marteinsson (DN 111:490). This transaction was executed on Veøy.
This Jon Marteinsson is most probably identical with the head of the S#c7rÆez.m-lin-
eage (S#czrÆej.ms-æffc#) which was one of the most powerful families in Norway in
the Late Middle Ages (Nedkvitne & Norseng  1991 :318). It is interesting to note
that Jon Marteinsson's name and the S#czrÆe!.m-1ineage is associated with activities
on  Veøy.  It seems  plausible  that the building  on Veøy  called A4czrfc!.nsgcz#t7 was
owned by this powerful family. This is a much more interesting point than the con-
crete association with this building and an existing place-name, A4orfcn§fcj.#en, on
Veøy today. The priests and their families were strangers coming and going in the
local community and other people, except for servants etc., did not live permanent-
ly on the island in post-medieval times. Under such circumstances 1 doubt if a name
of a building long gone could survive as a place-name for 400-500 years. The infor-
mation regarding the possible presence of the S#czrÆcz.m-1ineage in some kind of
activity on Veøy is interesting without knowledge of the exact location of the build-
LrLgMarteinsgard.

Two other letters  are associated with the name Fz6/gørczen.  On October  14th,
1358, a property transaction conceming the fam Bogge in «Eyr!.Jflcrdczr ø//ongc»,
was executed in «B/y/od§ gczrczc i. V!.y!.» (DN 1:361). A man called Arncz ø/y/ofr is
mentioned as one of the witnesses. Furthemore, on November sth,1364, a letter
cor\cemir\g the sale o£ part o£ a property +n «Sanda garde j Raumsdals attongh» is
issued in «B/y/ofs gczrczc/. Vecpy» (DN 111:341 ). Ame Blyfot was probably the own-
er of this building. Herteig suggests that the name Fz6fgarden originates from Bly-
/ofgard (Herteig 1954:76). This is a story 1 assume that Herteig was told by mem-
bers of the Coucheron-Aamot family while doing fieldwork on the island. F#/ is
also a commom Norwegian name for the very late- and post-medieval Royal tax
collector: The/ogcz. Neither late medieval nor post-medieval sources indicate that
the/zdf ever lived, or had anything to do with Veøy. Other tax-collectors may have
had, but this is a story to be told later on in my narratives of Veøy.

A somewhat speculative interpretation which points in another direction is that
/#r might be identical with a medieval vulgar tem for the female genitals;/#fÆ is a
temi which is found inscribed in runes on many wooden sticks on the Bryggen in
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49. The Futgarden area, with the location of trench 9 and 12

Bergen (pers. comm. Terje Spurkland). Maybe F#fgczrdcn, placed in the margins of
the settlement, is identical with the small town's whorehouse? But the same argu-
ment against the idea of place-name continuity also applies in this case.

It has  been  generally  known that  in the  northeast end  of the  Black  Soil the
remains of a building are visible; the remains are comprised of horizontally placed
blocks of stones and a quite distinct stone wall. Just east of this wall there are clear
remains of a well (fig. 49). A few metres east of this well, there are traces of another
well. No traces of Black Soil were found east of the stonewall. This structure is des-
ignatedF#fgcmdc#and,asdescribedabove,laterstorytellersofVeøyhaveassociat-
ed it with the building of Arnc B/y/o/.

4 .3 .1.1 Trench 9
Herteig excavated in the far south-westem part of the Black Soil; I decided to start
excavating in the diagonally opposite end of the medieval settlement area, namely
in the structure called F#fgørtzen.

The questions posed were: When was the building constructed? How deep are
the cultural layers and what do they contain? The site is situated on the margins of
the medieval settlement area, and although the harbour facilities may be favourable
under calm weather conditions, most of the year this part of the island is exposed to
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53. Trench 9, level 5, towards west
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harsh and wet north-westerly winds. The surrounding topography offers no protec-
tion whatsoever against westerly and north-westerly gales. Even in the months of
May and June, excavating here tumed out to be a chilly experience. Both from a
climatic point of view and considering the marginal location in the medieval settle-
ment area, I did not, as a point of departure, assume that this place was the first one
to be settled on Nordøya.

Total excavation of the site was out of the question. Two crossing trenches were
cut (fig. 50). Fig. 51  displays the site after removal of layer 1, i.e.1evel 2. At this

point quite distinct traces of stone fundaments are in the process of being exposed.
Accumulations of bumt timber starts to appear from level 4 and onwards (fig. 52-
54). In level 8, traces of what is interpreted to be two additional stone fundaments
are uncovered in the east and west of the trench (fig. 55). The bottom level, where
vestiges of the old ground surface was uncovered, is displayed in fig. 56-57.

The east-west running profile and north-south running profile are shown in fig.
58-59. A find chart is exposed in fig. 60. Five charcoal samples were radiocarbon
dated from trench 9 (for spatial relationships see fig. 51 -59):

T-9283: 1005 ±65 BP              AD   980-1040    (bc/#/cz),level3,   59x49y
T-9971:    880±65 BP              AD 1035-1225    (bcf#/cz),level4,  59x44y
T-9972:  1140±65 BP              AD   800-980       Øi.n#s),level l0,   59x49y (profile)
T-9973:  1020± 80BP               AD   960-1"0     Øz.#M-bark),bottom,level l3, 60x49y
T-9974:    885 ± 95 BP              AD 1025-1255    (bcf#/cz and cory/#§), profile,

(1evel 8-9, 55x 49y)
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57. Trench 9, level 13 (bottom)

Although  some  overlapping
is  possible,  the  sample  col-
1ected from the bottom level,
consisting     of    pz.#zds-bark,
tums out to be younger than
the  sample  extracted  from
the pz.7!#s-log at a higher lev-
el.  One has also to consider
the differences in the materi-
al  comprising  the  samples,
namely the variation in reli-
ability   of  the   radiocarbon
dating  of pj.nz{§-bark  and  -
wood  respectively.  Further-
more,   the   additional   three
samples   are   comprised   of
deciduous trees, which have
lower         «life-expectancy»
than   pj.n#f .    Consequently,
the variation of the dates dis-
played   may   be   to   widely
ranged   chronologically.   A
correlation  of the  dating  of
the  old  ground  surface  (T-
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9973), consisting ofpz.n#s-bark, with the dating of the samples comprised of be/z6/cz
and cory/#§ does, however, indicate that the relatively old date of the pine-log (T-
9972) may be attributed to re-used material or the fact that the sample consists of
material from the inner annual rings of the pine. The stratigraphic inconsistency in
terins of chronology may be somewhat biased, but there is no reason to believe that
the layers exposed in the profile were solely accumulated gradually in situ in the
shape of refuse. Even the bumt timber may stem from buildings off-site, and the
material may have been used solely for levelling off the site. Based on the evidence
available,  problems  revolving  around  questions  conceming  the  deposition  of

60. Trench 9, findchart



1ayers on site-or layers as a result of material transported to the site- are difficult to
evaluate. Anyway, the assumption of the one or the other possibilty does not dis-
qualify the idea that potential building materials have been exposed to fire either
on- or off- the site very early on in the settlement history of Nordøya. An eventual
case of on-site deposition does, however, indicate an intriguing scenario; a scenar-
io which will be dicussed below.

The pottery found, were some fragments of German stoneware in the top layers
(Siegburg), the rest had East-English or South-Scandinavian origins, most of them
produced in the 13th and 14th centuries. In layer 1, level 2, 62x 49y, a coin minted
during the reign of king Håkon V ( 1299-1319) was found. It is a so-called pcnni.ng
on which a lily cross is engraved (pers. comm. Kolbjøm Skaare).

There were no traces of post-medieval disturbance like clay pipes, and the frag-
ments of post-medieval pottery were few. The area has probably not been manured
or disturbed by post-medieval ploughing, something which differentiates this site
from some of the other sites on Nordøya. Pottery was not found deeper than level 5 ;
in 62x 49y and 63x 49y, three fragments were found. It is possible to decide the ori-
gins of two of these fragments; one is tentatively classified as  13th century, pos-
sibly  from  East-England.  The  other  was  a  piece  of proto-stoneware  from  the
Rhine-area, dated to the first part of the 13th century. Further down in the cultural
layers no dateable material was found except for charcoal.

The cultural layers tumed out to be much deeper than   expected.  I  suggest  the
following taphonomic history of this site: Fundaments of a smaller house can be
seen in fig.55. For some reason or other this house was abandoned and another,
larger building was constructed. This required a levelling of the terrain and fire-
cracked stones  (koÆsfci.#), were considered to be good levelling material. These
stones were originally used to heat water or boil food, some re-use occurred, but
the stones would eventually split due to the heat and tum brittle.

Especially in the westem part, the site was evened off by applying fire-cracked
stones  (fig.  58).  The eastem part was  filled up with soil containing  some trash,
bumt logs and timber. Maybe these latter constitute the remains of the first building
on the site, a building which could have been exposed to fire. However, the materi-
al  may  stem  from  another house,  cf.  above.  Additional  soil containing  various
types of refuse have also been used as levelling material.

If an on-site deposition is assumed, the radiocarbon dates indicate that the first
house was built sometime in the course of the 11th century, or first part of the 12th
century. The finds of Siegburg stoneware in the turf-layer indicate that by ca AD
1400-1450 the latter building went out of use and fell into decay. The coin indicates
an even earlier abandonment of the house. Because of the levelling done in associ-
ation with the construction of the last building on the site, it is impossible to say if
more than two buildings have been constructed on this particular site. However, it
is quite plausible that in the course of a period of 400 years the site could have been
occupied by several buildings constructed in the log technique.

Whether the building constituted a dwelling-house or a storehouse, or a combi-
nation of both, is impossible to say based on the archaeological evidence available.
The topographical 1ocation of the building close to a waterfront offering favourable
conditions for the loading-and unloading of larger vessels does, however, suggest
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that the location of some kind of storehouse on this site comprised a very practical
and functional arrangement.

It is tempting to make some further comments on the possible occurrence of a
building as early as the  11th or early  12th century on this quite marginal site on
Nordøya. If these dates and assumptions are correct, the medieval settlement area,
which in the present archaeological discourse is identical with the distribution of
the Black Soil, was extended to its final limits before the 12th century. The finds of
artefacts neither supports nor contradicts such an assumption. It is, however, too
early in the narrative to dramatize this point; more dates from various parts of the
Black Soil are required to plot a story of the extension of the early medieval settle-
ment.

4 .3 .1.2 . Trench 12

35 m west of trench 9 a small 3 m by  1 m trench (no.  12) was dug (fig. 49). This
incision was not instigated by any visible structure on the ground-surface. The soil
profile is shown in fig. 61, and a find chart in fig. 62. The trench displayed no traces
of post-medieval disturbance material, neither in post-medieval pottery nor clay
pipes. A piece of pottery was found 0,6 m below the ground surface. This fragment
is tentatively classified as originating in East-England possibly around AD 1200.

And now is the time to admit a blunder of a kind seldom mentioned in serious
«scientific»  texts.  After  the  documentation  routines  were  carried  out  for  each
trench respectively, all of the trenches on Nordøya, except no. 9, were filled in. As
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61. Trench 12, southem profile
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62. Trench 12, findchart

far as trench 12 was concemed, I was just tucking the last piece of turf back in its
proper place, when 1 suddenly realized that no charcoal sample had been collected.
This explains why no display of a radiocarbon date from trench 12 occurs in this
Passa8e.

However, trench 12 does contain evidence to be emplotted in the overall narra-
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63. The location of trenches in both the interior and at the waterfront on Nordøya
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tive; the depth of the Black soil is quite considerable in spite of no occurrence of
visible surface structures, and finds do occur at relatively deep levels of the cultural
layers.

4 .3 .1 .3 . Trench 18
Just like trench 12, trench 18 was cut on a place where no particular surface struc-
tures could be seen. The site is located in the area designated A4o/'Jen§fc!.ncn [= the
Morten (= a man's name)-stone] (fig. 49 and 63). The name is particularly associat-
ed with a large stone on the rock-face. The soil profile is shown in fig. 64. and the
find chart in fig. 65 . Nor was this site to any large extent contaminated by post-med-
ieval activities.

Two charcoal samples were radiocarbon dated and gave the following result (for
spatial relationships see fig. 64 and 66):

Beta-56491: 1280 ± 80 BP       AD 660-852          (bcf#/cz, orpopz6/zt§), @ottom, level7)
Beta-56492:  1110 ± 80BP      AD 829-1008       Øi.nzts, bcf#/ø, and  scz/!*/pop#/%§),

(level 5-6)

The first sample (Beta-56491) was collected undemeath a stone structure which
might have constituted a house foundation (fig.  66).  The  second  sample  (Beta-
56492) was collected from a layer in the middle of this assumed foundation (fig.
66). No pottery was found deeper than level 5 (0,5 m deep). One fragment found in
level 5 was a coarsly grained piece of unglazed pottery originating either in North-
Germany or in the Baltic and produced during the  12th century. Only a few frag-
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65. Trench 18, find chart
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66. Trench 18, levels 2, 6, and 7.
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ments of this type of pottery are found on Veøy as a whole, and they are always
found in the deeper layers.

In the top layers Geman stoneware from the 15th and 16th century dominated.
Further down, East-English fragments of pottery from Toynton and Grimston were
found which can be dated to the 13th and 14th century. In level 5, close to the sandy
bottom, a complete and fairly long whetstone of a dark blue stone-type was recov-
ered. Except for this whetstone and a fragment of another whetstone,  all of the
whetstones found on Veøy are of the grey Eidsborg-type, cf. 6.2.3. (Gjøstein-Resi
1990, Myrvoll 1992).

Some of the ceramic-and stoneware fragments seemed to have been in contact
with sea-water. Trench 18 was situated only 3-4 m above the present sea-level, it is
not unlikely that the small isthmus separating the northem shoreline at Mortenstei-
nen with Sørvågen, could have been flooded under extreme weather conditions
during the Middle Ages. Traces from the hunicane of New years day 1992 could be
found ca. 2 m above the present, nomal shoreline. Considering that the sea-level in
the Middle Ages was 1 -2 m above the present sea-1evel, the northem shoreline was
probably exposed to flooding under extreme weather conditions.

The dating of the charcoal sample from the bottom level indicates Viking Age
activity in the area. Even the charcoal sample collected at a higher level may be
attributed to the Viking Age. One cannot exclude the possibility of a building hav-
ing been constructed in this area before AD 1000.

4 .3 .1.4 . Trench 13

Equipped with an auger 1 had surveyed the area west of the parsonage, and this
«test prodding» indicated that the cultural layers were particularly deep and rich in
the sloping tenain from the parsonage down to the shoreline in Sørvågen (fig. 67).
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A lot of wood material seemed to be preserved. Consequently 1 had to be very care-
ful when excavating in this area. A too extended trench would probably generate
more material than 1 could possibly manage to handle inside the framework of this
project. But 1 could not leave this area, which appeared so central regarding protect-
ed harbour facilities, without having done a «quick dive» into the cultural layers.

The ground of the site which was to constitute trench 13, did not display any sur-
face structures (fig. 63). In relation to the volume excavated, trench 13 tumed out to
be the most abundant in both artefacts, ecofacts, and additional structures (fig. 68-69).

Traces of post-medieval disturbance were pronounced. Post-medieval pottery
and fragments of clay pipes were found down to 0,4 m below the ground surface.
The amount of trash such as fragments of bricks, glass, lumps of clay, was large
compared to the amount recovered in other trenches. I consider the post-medieval
rubbish to be the result of the manuring and ploughing of the fields. The field was
ploughed as late as in the 1920s (pers. comm. Gudrun Coucheron-Aamot).

The amount of trash is a good indicator of the post-medieval faming activities
in the area and an important link in the taphonomical history of Veøy. A point
which will be even better illustrated later in my narrative.

Pottery of various kinds are represented; though pottery from Grimston (1250-
1350)   and   South-Scandinavia  (1250-1350)   dominate.   Fragments   of  possible
Pingsdorf-ware and developed Stamford-ware occur. 0,5 m below the ground sur-
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69. Trench 13, findchart
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face,  one fragment of Paffrath-ware  (1150-1250)  was found.  Paffrath-ware also
occurs 0,6 m deep, together with two fragments which are very coarsely grained,
unglazed,  and  quartz-meagered;  these  fragments  originate  from  the  Baltic  or
North-Gemany and can be dated to the period AD 1 100-1250.
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The few fragments found in the Black Soil of pottery with Baltic or North-Ger-
man provenance, are always found in the deepest layers which are undisturbed by
post-medieval activities.

On this site wooden structures and animal bones were well preserved. A large
post, which was sunk into old marine sand, was recovered; its base had a diameter
of 0,35 m. On the eastside of the post a wooden floor or platfomi was joined to it.
The post was supported by stones foming a stone-wall (fig. 70). Could this post be
part of a large building or did it belong to a jetty? Since an expansion of the trench
was out of the question, the following suggestion must be considered as only a ten-
tative interpretation.

My assumption is that the head of Sørvågen was, from the very beginning of the
settlement on Nordøya, the most important harbour. Early traces of activity ought
to be found. On the basis of what is known about other medieval water-fronts, e.g.
Bryggen in Bergen, it may be assumed that a certain filling in, and up, of the har-
bour area also took place in Sørvågen.

The bottom surface of trench  13 might have constituted the ground surface in
the Early Middle Ages.  Because of the incisional nature of the excavation, it is
impossible to know whether the post recovered was the one closest to the water-
front or whether it had a structural «relative» further east. An additional westem
post could support the jetty-interpretation, and additional eastem posts could sup-
port the building-interpretation.

According  to  the  shoreline  diagram  estimated  from  Svendsen  &  Mangerud
(1987) (fig. 6), the sea-1evel was 2,55 m above the present sea-1evel  1000 BP. The
bottom of trench 13, which consisted of ordinary grey marine sand, was levelled to
be 2,61  m above the present shore-line. The ground surface of the site is 3,41  m
above the present shoreline. One thousand years ago the bottom level of trench 13
was situated on the shore-line. The oldest pottery which was recovered has been
dated to the 12th, possibly 13th centuries and are unfortunately of no help regard-
ing the problem of jetty v. building.

Radiocarbon dating of the outer annual rings of the post, which consisted of pine
tree, gave the following result:

T-9975:  1125 ± 80 BP               AD 800-995        Ø!.m#s)

Two additional samples were radiocarbon dated (for spatial relationships see fig.
68 and 70):

T-9976:  1040 ± 75 BP               AD 900-1030      (bcf#/cr)

This sample was taken from the wooden floor or platfom which    was    conjoined
with the post (fig. 70).

T-10214: 950±95 BP               AD995-1200      Øj.##§).

This sample was taken from a log located west of the post (fig. 70).
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The radiocarbon dates indicate, not unexpectedly, very early medieval, possibly
late Viking Age, activity in Sørvågen. Because of the very early dating of the pine-
post1aminclinedtobelievethatitwaspartofajettyinSørvågen.Itispossiblethat
the pine-post constitutes an example of second-hand use or recycling, but such an
idea  suggests  even more  interesting  eventualities,  indicating  that the  post once
could have been used in e.g. a Viking Age building on Veøy.

Not only surface archaeological surveys were undertaken along the northem
shore and Sørvågen; skin divers carried out a marine archaeologiacal survey of the
waters in this area. The purpose of this survey was very specific; could remains of
stonefoundationsofjettiesbefound?Iwasparticularlyeagertoknowifremainsof
jettiescouldbefoundonthenorthemshores.Thediversfoundnothingofthekind.
Either the sea had deleted all traces of such structures, or the bare rock-face was
once  considered  as  good  enough  in  unmodified  condition  for  the  loading  and
unloading of ships.

Except for the traces of post-medieval activities, differences due to conditions
of preservation, and topographical circumstances requiring levelling-off material,
the variation in content of the Black Soil does not display differences of any signif-
icance in relation to the over-all questions posed. The excavations in the waterfront
zone,  however,  gave  quite  a few  thought-provoking  early  radiocarbon  dates;  a
comparative discussion of the dates will be carried out in 4.4.

4.3.2. The interior.

The  interior  consists  of the  Black  Soil-area  west  and  south-west  of the  stone
church. The two rectangular places enclosed by low stone walls west and south-
westofthepresentchurchcomprisedthemajorenigmaoftheinteriorlandscapeon
Nordøya, cf. 2.3.1. and 2.4. I intended to generate material disturbing the stories
associated with this area.

But first, to the trench and test pits excavated, which were nof particularly asso-
ciated with the rectangular places.

4 .3 .2 .1. Trench 15 and the test pits
30 m south of trench 13, located on a narrow shelf 12 m above the present sea-level
(fig.63),Iregisteredsomeblocksofstones;theywereinterpretedasremainsofthe
stone foundation of a house which had most probably been built in the log tech-
nique. Trench 15 was cut in north-south direction, through the foundation remains.
Similar to the conditions in trench 9, the terrain obviously had been levelled off by
applying fire-cracked stones (fig. 71). A modification of the terrain, which 1, while
digging through the cultural layers, could fully understand and sympatize with; the
trench tumed gradually into a fresh water reservoir very much welcomed by the
roe-deers grazing in the area.

The construction of a house on this particular site required a lifting and levelling
of the premises, because in spite of the  sloping terrain, the ground is extremely
swampy. The site displays few traces of post-medieval disturbance. No post-med-
ieval pottery was found (fig. 72). The stoneware originates from somewhere on the
Continent, possibly the Rhine-area, and can be dated to the 14th century. One frag-
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ment of proto-stoneware might be from the 13th century. Other fragments of pot-
tery have English provenance. One of the fragments must have been exposed to
fire; this particular piece can be classified as 13th century East-English pottery.

A small knife was found tucked into the stone wall (fig. 73); this is a behavioural
detail which can frequently be observed even today, e.g. when objects are placed
amongthestonesinthefoundationsofcottages(§e/rc)inthemountains.Theupper
partsofstonefoundationsconstituteadryplacetostoretools,atleasttemporarily.

North of the stone wall an artefact of a peculiar shape was found (fig. 74). The
object must originally have constituted the handle of a soapstone vessel. Once lib-
erated from the rest of the vessel, the handle underwent a slight modification, tum-
ing it into a phallus-like object (an inteipretative narrative of the item is presented

72. Trench 15, findchart
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73. A knife found tucked into the foundations              74. The gaming-piece (photo ove Holst)

in Solli  1993b). Maybe this was done for spite only, but 1 believe that the object
functioned as the most important gaming-piece,  the  ÆncJi,  in the game of table
fJnG/øføÆ, which was a popular table game which was eventually ousted by chess
in the course of the Middle Ages (MCLees 1990, Bryggens Museum 1977).

In the absolute bottom layer, which in the majority of trenches tumed out to be
emptyofartefacts,apieceofwhetstoneofthegreyEidsborg-typewasrecovered.It
is impossible on the basis of morphological features to say whether this piece orig-
inates from the late Viking Age or from the Middle Ages.

Two charcoal samples from trench 15 were radiocarbon dated (for spatial rela-
tionships see fig. 71):

Beta-56488: 710 ± 80 BP         AD 1252-1375    (befzÆJcz).

Thissamplewastakenfromabumtloginlevel3(0,35mbelowthegroundsurface).

Beta-56489: 950±60BP         AD 1015-1163    Øz.n#sandbef#/cz).

This sample was collected from the bottom level.

The earliest radiocarbon date together with the artefacts found, indicate activity in
this area from the 11th century and onwards. Furthemore, both the occurrence of
bumt logs, artefacts and ecofacts (animal bones) which have been exposed to fire,
indicate that this building once bumt down, possibly in the late 14th century.

Two lm2 test pits were dug the interior of the Black Soil. One was situated 14 m
southwest of trench 15 and contained many fragments of baking plates (ZpøÆsreÆe//-
cr) (fig. 63 and 75). The cultural layers were much deeper than expected, some-
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thing which probably can be topographically explained; on this particular spot a
depression in the terrain became gradually filled with refuse.

The pottery found was medieval and for some of the fragments the provenance
could be decided; pottery from Grimston and possibly Ardenburg and Stamford
(developed)occurs,allofwhichcanbedatedtothe13thand14thcentury.Anysig-
nificant traces of post-medieval disturbance could not be found.

The other test pit was dug 35 m east of the smithies, cf. 4.3.3., and contained
quite a lot of refuse from smithing activities, i.e. lumps of slag and metal (fig. 76).
Some  traces  of post-medieval  disturbance  could be  detected,  most clearly  pro-
nounced by the find of a clay pipe fragment. In the turf the following pottery and
stoneware fragments were found:  1  fragment of stoneware from the  14th or 15th
century:  1  fragment of proto-stoneware which can be classified as  13th century
Siegburg:  1  fragment of coarsely quartz-grained, black ware from the early  13th
century: 2 fragments of post-medieval pottery were found in the level below the
toplayer.

Althoughthesoilgetsratherwaterloggedinthisareaduringrainydays,itispos-
sible that the field has been ploughed. The cultural layers were 0,5 m deep on this
particular spot.

4.3.2.2.Theenclosedplaces:Trenchs
And now is the time to write the mysteriously enclosed, and more or less, rectangu-
lar places into the present archaeological discourse (fig. 77-80). It is not easy to
endorse a clear nanative structure in this part of my story by presenting the investi-
gations of one of the places and then to go onto the other and repeating the presen-
tational  structure.  Because  what  actually  happened  was  not  at  all  a  structured
investigation but a discursive game of ideas running back and forth for a period of
two years. This discursive play did not only go on in my mind, but included talks
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78. The southem stone wall of enclosure no.1

to,  and  with,  hundreds  of visitors  to  the  island,  and  other  archaeologists  and
experts. My questions to everyone were always: What is your opinion on this mat-
ter? Why were the stone walls built, for which purpose? How are we to interpret
these two phenomena?

Two articles have been published in which no single interpretation is presented
(Solli 1991, Solli et al.  1992). I shall try to mediate this discursive fumble by inter-

79. The westem stone wall of enclosure no. 1
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80. The enclosures

nalisingthetemporalityoftheresearchprocessintothenanative.Although1know
what actually happened and what is written is not the same, I believe that a narra-
tive including the episodical and fragmentary resembles more the course of events
as remembered now at the moment of textualisation, than a presentation in which a
solution of the enigma is presented to be discovered through a scheme of progres-
sive hypothesis testing; a kind of testing which seems to display an intemal 1ogic
thatultimatelymustleaduptoaevidentsolution.Fortunately,scienceneverhappens
thewayinwhichthegenreofdoctoraldissertationrequiresittohavehappened.

In 1990 I decided to cut a trench (no. 8) through the westem wall of the most
southwestem enclosure (no. 2) (fig. 63). According to Herteig's map there should
be no Black Soil inside of the wall. If Herteig was right on this point, uncovering
wÆcn the wall was constructed would give an interesting terminus post quem for
the accumulation of the Black Soil.

There is no reason to believe that the first settlers on Nordøya would have kept
these two enclosed places free from refuse if it was not for some really important
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reason. If the area was enclosed cz//c'r the accumu-
1ation of the cultural layers started, then traces of
refuse disposal ought to be found inside the stone-
walls.  If not,  dating  of the  stonewalls  and  the
interpretation of the function of this area, would
give  very  valuable  infomation  regarding  the
essential wÆy of this project, namely; why a small
town on Veøy?

These  structures  must have  been built either
earlier or contemporarily with the first settlement,
which can be archaeologically traced through the
refuse  disposal.  The  dating  and  function  of the
enclosed places would define a primary activity
on Nordøya; nanated in tems of systemic think-
ing, this area might be the independent variable
on which everything else depended.

Trench  s  displayed  a distribution  of cultural
layers  which  can  hardly  be  misinterpreted  (fig.
81). Finds were few and all of them were recov-
ered o%/§!.dc', i.e. west, of the stone wall (fig.  82).
One fragment of pottery was found which prob-
ably  stems  from  a miniature jar of Continental
origin, possibly the Rhine-area, and dated to the
early 13th century.

But   the   most   amazing   artefact   uncovered
among the  stones  (fig.  83),  was a gold ring (fig.
84) (see Solli et al. 1992 for nanatives of the ring
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83. Trench 8, levels 3 and 4

and references). Some animal bones were found under and over the ring. The ring
contains a stone of gamet and has an engraved inscription (fig. 85). The text is writ-
ten in medieval French and the modem French translation reads as follows: «Eric
entre amis etje suis drue amie, A.M.». A typological examination indicates that the
ring was most likely made around the year AD 1200. The morphological traits of
the ring are quite unique compared to other rings of gold found in Norway. The ring
is interpreted as a gift from a woman to a man. This almost ritual gift is associated
with the popular continental fashion called «courtly love» (Artz 1980). This court-
ly culture developed in the south of France in the middle of the 12th century (Andr6
le Chapelain 1974). Thus it appears that this new fashion from the courts of south-

84. The gold ring found in trench 8 (photo Ove Holst)
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em Europe reached the northwestem parts of Norway as early as the tum of the
century. This is quite remarkable, none the least as chivalrous literature of romanc-
es was not translated from French or English into Old Norse until the end of the
1220s, e.g. Cretien de Troyes' Erz.c c/ En!.cZc. Historically it is well documented that
thecourtofKingHåkonHåkonsson(1217-1263)adoptedchivalricculturaltrends.
It appears quite obviously that the Norwegian aristocracy of this period both felt
the need, and strongly aspired, to be culturally integrated with the elites of the feu-
dal societies of continental Europe.

I have made an attempt to interpret why such a precious item ended up in the
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outer part of this stone wall (Solli et al.  1992). When this attempt was inscribed, in
February 1992, I was still not closer to a reasonable interpretation of the function of
the stone walls and the enclosures. I shall, however, later on in my naiTatives of
Veøy, suggest another interpretation, cf. 6.2.1.

The gold ring indicates that the  stone wall existed by the early  13th century.
Considering, however, the other very early radiocarbon dates from the Black Soil,
it is most plausible that the stone wall was raised earlier than the 13th century.

The radiocarbon dating of a charcoal sample taken from the bottom layer in the
profile of the stone wall does not clarify this point very much (for spatial relation-
ships see fig. 81 ):

Trench 8: 835 ± 70 BP              AD 1065-1265   (beJ#/ø) (T-9284)

Some  additional  «actors»  were  required to  generate  the play  which  1 hoped  to
stage: an intriguing discursive play of diverse material.

Enclosure no. 2 lacks an eastem delimitation of a kind visible on the ground sur-
face. However, the diverse soil conditions betray a secret; east of a line drawn from
the southeastem end of the stonewall up to the northeastem comer where the two
enclosed stone structures adjoin, there is Black Soil (fig. 86). West of this line there
is none. Once, some kind of fence or wall had delimited the enclosure also to the
east. The shift in soil content does not follow the line as distinctly as displayed in
fig. 86. Due probably to intensive ploughing in this area the soil has been dragged
around in a zone of about 5 m.

Two  test pits  dug  in  1991  illustrate  this  point:  In  the  one  dug  inside  of the
assumed  delimitation  (TP  2)  only  1  lump  of slag  and  4  metal  fragments  were
uncovered. The one dug on the outside (TP 1 ), i.e. east of the line, displayed «regu-
lar»  Black Soil content (fig.  87).  In the latter post-medieval disturbance is pro-
nounced through amongst other things, clay pipe fragments. The only medieval

pottery  found  was  a  piece  of
14th  century  proto-stoneware,
possibly from the Rhine-region.

In course of the field seasons
of   1990   and   1991,   the   map
made by  Herteig on the distri-
bution of the Black Soil seemed
more and more trustworthy. But
after two field seasons 1 was no
closer  to  a  reliable  interpreta-
tion  of  this  area,  exept  that  I
could dismiss the idea that the
King 's building (Ko7!gsgc3rtzen)
had been located here, cf. 2.4.1.
Even   the   King's   men   would

87. Testpit 1, findchart
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have had to dispose of refuse and here were traces of none. For the same reason 1
tumed down any  suggestions of a monastery on the site, cf.  2.3.1.  Even monks
would have engaged in worldly activities like throwing away trash and other waste
materials. Two options seemed left, either the enclosures constituted churchyards
or the place of the regional court and assembly: the rj.#gp/cz§§. Or maybe both: the
most  regularly  and  rectangularly  shaped  enclosure,  no.   1,  could  have  been  a
churchyard and the enclosure to the southwest, no 2, could have constituted the
Tingplass.

Neither trench s nor the test pits had displayed traces of burials. But the r!.ng-
p/øss-interpretation presented a problem; there were no similarly enclosed places
known  in  the  whole  of the  Norse  territory  associated  with  the  r;.ng-institution
(Sveaas Andersen  1974:346-359). The place of the rj.#g could be delimited by a
vcøczncz (a holy band), which was to be supported by hazel-sticks. The vcZ7czncJ con-
stituted a temporary structure applied when people were gathered for a particular
assembly (Schledeman 1974:374). In spite of the uniqueness of an eventual rz.73g-
interpretation, if no burials could be recovered inside the enclosures, what other
interpretation options existed?

4 .3 .2 .3 . Trench 16
In 1992 a trench (no.16) cut through the northem stone wall of enclosure no.1. was
to  unravel  the  enigma  (fig.  63  and  88).  With  the  exception  of two  depressions

inside,  i.e.  south,  of  the  stone-
wall, the distribution of the cul-
tural layers in the soil profile dis-

plays a pattem similar to the one
uncovered  in  trench  8  (fig.  89).
These two depressions contained
2 or possibly 3  burials.  Most of
the skeletons were decomposed,
but  wooden  boards   were  well
preserved  in  the  wet,  blue-grey
clay that comprised the absolute
bottom  layer  (fig.   90-91).   The
wooden boards recovered might
have been parts of coffins, but it
is  also  possible  that  the  boards

:     constituted the whole protective
arrangement supporting the bod-
ies when they were buried.
The  construction  of  the   stone
wall  appeared  to  be  more  solid
than the wall as shown in trench
8. The mid-part of the wall was

88. Trench 16, stone wall towards north
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filled with a mixture of brown and Black Soil and smaller stones. When the wall
was built refuse must have been available as construction material. A detail 1 shall
come back to when presenting the radiocarbon dates of this site.

90. Trench 16, grave 1 and 2
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91. Trench 16, levels 3, 6, and 8

Unlike the contents of trench 8, some artefacts were found within the stone wall.
But the large amount of medieval trash still constituted an outside-phenomena (fig.
92). Since the chart does not incoiporate spatial dimensions, a short elaboration of
the  spatial  distribution  of finds  is  necessary:  Pottery  was  uncovered  inside  the

92. Trench 16, findchart
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enclosure down to level 3. The classification of the fragments found in level 2 and 3
tumed out like this:  1 fragment was a shell-meagered, unglazed ware originating
from London which could be dated to the  12th or  13th century. An additional 4
fragments of pottery were found, but only one of them could be classified as a pos-
sible piece of Ardenburg-pottery. In level 3 something interesting occurs; 7 frag-
ments of Paffrath-ware were found. This type of pottery is usually found in the
deeper layers of the Black Soil, and such pottery could have been produced as early
as the beginning of the 12th century; the production of this ware is attributed to the
period  1100-1250 (Reed  1990). Paffrath-ware is found also outside of the enclo-
Sure.

Aside  from  pottery  the  finds  inside  the  enclosure  consisted  of some  animal
bones distributed in the top layers, and a few fragments of post-medieval trash, like
lumps of clay; but the dominant material is comprised of metal fragments and tiny
slaglike lumps. Because of the find context 1 ain inclined to intepret the metal frag-
ments as the remains of nails. The occurrence of slag like items puzzles me and 1 do
not quite know why they are there.

The Paffrath-ware may be the remains of a certain kind of ritual associated with
burials. The distribution of charcoal in the graves was probably thought to have a
cleansing effect (Blomquist & Mårtensson  1963:93). Small jars containing char-
coal are found in medieval Christian burials in Sweden and England; the charcoal
was  supposed  to  take  away  smell  caused  by  the  decomposition  of the  bodies
(Mårtensson 1976: 112).

The dateable artefacts uncovered in the mid-part of the stone wall are few and all
occur in level 1 only, i.e.1 fragment of possible Thatford-ware dated to the 12th or
13th century, and 1 fragment of East-English 13th to 14th century pottery. In level 3
a medieval piece of pottery occurs which could not be defined in any detail con-
ceming provenance and century. The relative proportion of finds are lower in the
mid-part of the stone wall than outside of the wall, something which indicates that
the material applied when building the wall had a lower proportion of refuse in it
than the cultural layers accumulating outside the wall. This may again indicate that
the  building  material  stems  from  an  early  period  of the  settlement  history  on
Nordøya.

Investigation of the very few human  skeleton fragments preserved from the
burials revealed the sad fact that only one sample had enough collagen preserved so
as to be suitable for radiocarbon dating (fig. 93). The fragments of the skeleton to
be dated consisted of the dense bones of the/cm#r (thighbone), and parts of the pc/-
vz.§ (pelvic girdle), and the lower vcj~rebrczc (spine) of an adult man (pers. comm.
Berit Sellevold).

I had to rely on dating of the wooden boards which, to complete the unfortunate
constellation  of source-materials,  consisted  of pine.  All  of the  dates  inside  the
enclosure had to be correlated with dates from the mid-part of the stone wall. Fur-
themore, the dates associated with the enclosures had to be correlated with every
other radiocarbon date from the Black Soil which could indicate wÆc# the refuse
started to accumulate. A sensible pattem based on the total package of evidence
was all 1 could hope for. The samples from the pine boards were taken so as to date
the outer amual rings.
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93. A complete cosfczc found close to the stone wall

The radiocarbon dates from trench 16 tumed out like this (for spatial relation-
ships see fig. 89 and 91 ):

Grave 2:  1115 ± 80 BP
Grave 2:  1060 ± 60 BP
Grave 1 : 1180 ± 70 BP
Grave  1 :  1110 ± 150 BP

lnside the wall: 885 ± 95 BP
Within the wall: 870 ± 65 BP
Within the wall: 890 ± 80 BP
Cmtside the wall: 900 ± 80 BP

AD 820-1000
AD 897-1018
AD 772-953
AD725-1030

AD 1025-1250
AD 1040-1230
AD 1027-1230
AD 1024-1225

Ø''„„J)(T-10412)
Øz.n#§) (Beta-56480)
(betulaorpopulusbark)(Betzi-S64]9)
(Æomo sczpj.c#§) (T-1041 1 )

(be/44/cz)(T-10413)

(bef#/cz)(T-10414)
(øe/zÆ/cz andpz.n#§)   (Beta-56481)
(tilia. betula andpinus) (Be+a- 56490`

Imagine the amazement felt when the first radiocarbon dates from the Beta Analy-
tic lnc. were transferred to me via telefax; I was stunned!  A scenario of endless
source-critical tours  and detours transfomed my mind into a discursive play of
plain headache. Could this be?

Two samples of the pine board were dated from grave 2 and by different labora-
tories. Furthermore, the dates from within the stonewall were also dated indepen-
dently.  Due  to  the  surprisingly  early  dating  of the burials,  I  found  that  a more
detailed analysis of the probability distribution of the radiocarbon dates was neces-
sery. An average-value of the dates from Bc/cz and the dates from LRD was estimat-
ed by Steinar Gulliksen at the LRD in Trondheim. Curves of the probability distri-
bution were also estimated for additional important single dates.

The probability distribution of the dates from grave 2 is shown in fig. 94. The
curve displays two peaks within the probablity range of AD 892 and AD 1016. The
grave constitutes most probably a Christian burial, and evaluated contextually, I
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94. Calibration curve, grave 2

5DO

95 . Calibration curve, fJomo Søpi.cn§
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find that it is more plausible that the burial stems from the later interval than the
earlier interval within the range displayed.

Associated with grave 1 there are two dates; one of them is based on homofactu-
al material (fig. 95). Conceming Beta-54679 the later peak of the curve conelates
well with the results from grave 2 (fig. 96). The range based on the skeleton materi-
al is considerably wider, however, the peak of the curve conelates well with the
other dates.

The average-value of the dates from within the stonewall display a range which
points in a direction of later dating than the graves (fig. 97). This also goes for the
charcoal sample collectedjust inside the stonewall (fig. 98).

The time spans displayed in the radiocarbon dates from the graves are wide but
based on the historical context it is more probable that the graves stem from the
younger parts of these time spans than the older parts. The wooden board shows no
traces of being re-used or recycled. The dating of the human bones correlates well
with the dating of the wooden boards. A general caution conceming the dating of
homofacts is that the dating may be somewhat biased in tems of making the bones
older because the individual buried, had consumed marine food resources. It is rea-
sonable to believe that a person buried on Veøy had been eating quite a lot of fish
during a life time. It is interesting to note that all of the dates from within the stone
wall and outside of the stone wall cover later time spans than the dates from the
graves. This chronological pattem will be discussed later on a broader basis.

Before 1 even try to write trench 16 into the discourse of the Christianization of
Norway, let me increase the amount of evidence by telling you about the excava-
tion and content of trench 17.
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97. Calibration curve, within the stone wall

98. Calibration curve, south of the stone wall
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99. Trench 17, eastem profile
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4 .3 .2 .4 . Trench 17
Inside enclosure no. 1, somewhat to the east of the centre, there is a slight elevation
of the ground consisting of stones (fig. 63). Kraft excavated in this heap of stones in
the late 1840s, cf. 2.3.2„ and found some coins (age not known) and the remains of
a log, which he inteipreted to have supported the high altar of a church (Nicolaysen
1862-66). The heap of stones could possibly constitute the remains of the founda-
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100. Trench 17, levels 2, 6, 7, 8, and 9
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101. Trench 17, the platfom towards south

103. The graves 2 and 3, towards south

102. The graves 2 and 3, towards north

tion of a building, presumably a church.
By making a trench in north-south direc-
tion 1 hoped to get a better idea of what
this pile of stones could once have consti-
tuted.

As was expected, no traces of Black
Soil   were   found   in   trench   17.   The
remains   of   3   wooden   coffins   were
uncovered (fig. 99-100). Between grave
no.  1  and 2 there was  a platfom com-
prised of very hard packed soil on which
no  traces  of  burials  were  found  (fig.
101 ). In the profile clusters of stones are
displayed which  at each end delimited
the  space  which  fomed  the  platfom
about 6,5 m wide.

On each side of the platfomi, burials
were  uncovered  (fig.   102-103).   Frag-
ments  of skeletons  could  be  found;  in
grave   2   a  rather  fat  brownish   mass
which   was   situated   directly   on   the
wooden board is interpreted as being the
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remains of a skeleton (fig.  100,1evel 8). Unfortunately, none of the skeleton frag-
ments found had preserved enough collagen to be radiocarbon dated.

Grave 1 consisted of a wooden board only, but both in graves 2 and 3 there were
three layers of boards and the remains of side-boards and nails (fig. 102-103).

The radiocarbon dates tumed out as follows (for spatial relationships consult
fig. 99-100):

Grave l:    910±50BP              AD 1030-1183    Øz.#zt§) (Beta-56482)
Grave 2:  1090 ± 60 BP             AD  889-1008     Ø!.n#§) (Beta-56483)
Grave2:  1100±40BP              AD  890-990       Ø!.n#£) (T-10415)
Grave3:  1130±60BP              AD  828-980       Ø!.n#§) (Beta-56484)
Grave3:  1100±40BP              AD  890-985       Øz.##§) (T-10416)

Charcoal cluster in the profile:
520 ± 95 BP                                     AD  1305-1445    Øj.nzÆs and z}cfzt/cz) (T-10417)

Both for grave 2 and 3 it was possible to estimate the average-value of samples ana-
lyzed  in  different  laboratories,  and  make  an  analysis  of probabilty  distribution
(figs.104-105). Similar to the results from trench  16, I find it more plausable that
the burials stem from the later peaks of the range than the earlier.

The dating of grave  1  displays a later range (fig.  106). The range between AD
1040 and AD 1100 is comparatively closer to the other datings associated with the
burials, and it is possible that this range reflects the correct dating of the burial.
However, the curve also suggests that this grave is considerably younger than the
other burials.

900

104. Calibration curve, grave 2
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107. Calibration curve, charcoal cluster in the profile

Thedatingofthecharcoalclusterintheprofileindicatesthatitstemsffomactivities
at the site associated with a much later phase, possibly in the 15th century (fig. 107).

The radiocarbon dates do not contradict the pattem displayed in trench 16. As
for source-criticism the same applies to the dating of the pine-boards in trench 17
as in trench 16; the samples were taken so as to date the outer annual rings and there
were no signs indicating that the material was re-used. The charcoal cluster dated
may constitute a disturbance after an assumed building was removed or tom down,
or as evidence of the actual removal/tearing down of the buidling. Aside from the
charcoal cluster there are no traces of a fire; the building did not bum down.

No traces were uncovered indicating the existence of grave gifts associated with
the burials. Pottery was not found deeper than level 3, and 5 out of s fragments of
pottery recovered were post-medieval. In level 2, right beneath the tuff layer,  a
piece of grey, coarsely grained and unglazed ware was found; the piece was classi-
fied as Thatford-ware from the 12th century with provenance in East-Anglia, Eng-
1and. This kind of ware is not so often found in Norway, e.g. it is not known to have
been recovered in Trondheim (pers.comm. Ian Reed, November 1992).

The traces of post-medieval tillage are slight inside of enclosure no.1. Frag-
ments of metal dominate the find chart (fig.108); items which are interpreted, espe-
cially regarding the ones found in the deeper layers, as the remains of coffin nails.

In level 2, associated with the cluster of charcoal that was radiocarbon dated, a
flat piece (ca.  10 cm2) of copper or bronze which had been exposed to strong heat,
was found. The occurrence of fragments of copperAronze was relatively frequent
in the upper levels,  something which differentiates this  site from all other sites
excavated on Veøy.
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108. Trench 17, findchart

In a lm2 testpit dug 10 m to the southwest of trench 17 traces of a burial could be
observed in the shape of a depression in the hardpacked underground; 7 metalfrag-
ments but no traces of wood were uncovered (fig.109).

Before 1 start to take up questions of source-criticism, interpretation, and narra-
tive, the results from two trenches and one testpit, in enclosure no. 2 will be pre-
sented. This structuration of the account follows the temporality of the process of
excavation; I did not get to know how old the burials were until late autumn 1992
and consequently this would not be the right point in the account to write the results
into a nanative discourse.

N-
01m

109. Testpit 10 m west of trench 17
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110. Trench 19, towards north

4 .3 .2 .5 . Trench 19
Encouraged  by  the  findings  of  the
burials and, not the least, the platfom
associated  with  the  burials  in  trench
17, I set out to investigate the mid-part
of enclosure no. 2.
And 1 was not to be disappointed. On
the ground surface a line of 4-5 stones
could be seen in a place where the ter-
rain foimed a kind of terrace. Trench
19  was  cut  in  north-south  direction
through this structure (fig. 63).

The line of stones tumed out to
be  part  of  a  solid  stone-  wall  (fig.
110).  Four  metres  north  of this  wall
another stone wall emerged. In the far
southend  of  trench  19  a  burial  was
uncovered. Only tiny fragments of the
coffin was found but associated with
these   fragments,   solid   nails   with

remains of wood attached were uncovered (fig. 111 -112).
Furthemore, in close association with the grave an artefact was recovered in

level 4 (fig.112); the item found was a more or less oval object of greenish stone, 7
cm in diameter, and with a hole in the center. One side of the object had a coarse
surface as if it has been split into two from a larger object. The item consists of fine
grained basalt,  which is  not found locally  in Romsdal.  This particular piece  of
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111. Trench 19, eastem profile
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112. Trench 19, levels 2, 3, 5, and 6

basalt seems to come from the geologi-
cal  field called  rronczÆei.m§/e/fc/ (pers.
comm. Kjell Nilsen).

The  aitefact  does  not  display
totally   concentric   features,   it   does,
however,   resemble   a   large   spindle
whorl. But another and more plausible
interpretation is that this item was a fly
wheel  for  a pump  drill,  i.e.  a  Åjem.#-
groÆk  (Petersen,  J.1951:235-37,  pers.
comm.   Ame   E.   Christensen).   Also
Anders Oldeberg describes how larger
concentric     artefacts     of    soapstone,
which  are  most  often  interpreted  as
spindle  whorls,  might have  been  used
as a device to speed up the process of
drilling holes in metal or wood (Olde-
berg  1966: 122).  This  interpretation  is

113. Trench 19, towards south
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contextually interesting when related to the part of the Black Soil on Veøy which is
interpreted as an area for smithing activities, cf. 4.3.3.

Nothing but a brownish fat mass of bone remains was left of the body once bur-
ied in grave 2. The depressions uncovered in the mid-part of Trench 19 might be
traces of one or two burials (grave  1?) (fig.113). Possible tooth-fragments were
found in these depressions but the fragmented material did not at all contain the
necessary amount of collagen for radiocarbon dating.

A sample of wood from the secure grave (no. 2) and two charcoal samples gave
the following results (for spatial relationships consult fig. 111 -112) :

Grave l?: 985 ± 100BP           AD   970-1160     (bcfz{/ø,pi.nzt§, cory/z{s), (T-10418)
Grave2 : 1160±50BP              AD   789-954        (possiblyp!.n%s)  (Beta-56485,AMS)
Undemeath the wall:
950± 70 BP                                AD 1012-1166    (bc/#/cz andcory/#§) (Beta-56486)

The wood sample from grave 2 was so tiny that it had to be AMS-dated. However,
the find context was good, and 1 am quite convinced that the wood dated constitutes
the remains of a wooden-coffin or board used in a burial.

The curve displaying the probability distribution shows two ranges, one cover-
ing the period of AD 820-840, and one covering the period of AD 858-968 (fig.
114). The later range is divided into two peaks, displaying less probability for the
burial to have occurred around AD 900 than before or after the tum of the century.
Again, contextually evaluated, I find that it`is riiore prdb-able that the dating of the
burial is reflected in the later range than in the earlier range of the probability distri-
bution.

700                             800                             S00                           1000                      110D
c®lm

114. Calibration curve, grave 2
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115. Calibration curve, undemeath the stone wall

The charcoal sample from the assumed, but insecure, grave  1  does most prob-
ably not stem from a coffin, but constitutes charcoal particles distributed in close
association  with  the  assumed burial.  The  additional  charcoal  sample,  collected
from undemeath the stone wall, may stem from the time when the wall was con-
structed, but the charcoal has no definite contextual association with the wall. The
curve of the probability analysis displays a wide range, indicating that the charcoal
may stem from around AD 1050, AD 1100, or AD 1150 (fig.115).

The find chart in fig.  116 shows that there has been a certain amount of post-

116. Trench 19, findchart
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117. A fragment of pottery, splas-
hed ware from Beverly, Hull,
England (photo Ove Holst)

medieval  disturbance  inside
enclosure no 2. Of the 5 frag-
ments of pottery found only 1
could be securely dated to the
Middle  Ages.  Both  the  find
context and the classification
of this latter piece are of par-
ticular importance: The frag-
ment  was  found  inside  the

southemmost stonewall in level 3 (fig.  112). The fragment displayed the rim, and
was comprised of grey fabric with a red inside, and on the outside there were traces
of a glaze (fig. 117). It was classified to be splashed ware from Beverley, East-Eng-
1and,  dating  from  the  11th  or  12th  century,  most likely  the  12th  century  (pers.
comm. Ian Reed, see also Reed 1990:29).

Conelated with the radiocarbon date from undemeath the wall, this might sug-
gest that the wall was constructed somewhere in the early  12th century and defi-
nitely before the 13th century.

Ten metres northwest of trench 19 a lm2 test pit (TP 3) was excavated (fig. 63).
There were no traces of a burial (fig.118). The finds consisted of 11  metal frag-
ments and 1 piece of post-medieval glass found in the turf. The density of burials
seems in general lower in enclosure no. 2 than in no. 1 ; in the latter, traces of a buri-
al were found even in the testpit.

01m

118. Testpit 3 (cf. fig. 63), westem profile
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119. Trench 20, towards east

4 .3 .2 .6 . Trench 20
As  mentioned  above,  enclosure  no.  2
had  no  surface-visible  delimitation  to
the east.  The  soil conditions, however,
indicated  that  a  physical  delimitation
had  once  existed  (fig.  86).  Trench  20
was to display the mystery of the miss-
ing  fence  (fig.  119).  In  the  ground  the
remains of a solid stone wall similar to
the  ones  sunounding  both  enclosures
were found (fig.  120-121 ).

The find chart displays an inter-
esting feature as far as the taphonomic
history  of  the  area  is  concemed  (fig.
122).   The   amount   of  post-medieval
trash  is  enomous  compared  to  trench
19 just a few metres to the west. Of the
38 fragments classified as pottery only 1
piece from  level  3  was  analyzed to be

medieval;  probably  Toynton-ware  from  East-England  produced  in  the  period
1250-1350.

In level 5, on the eastside of the stone wall, the handle-part of a pair of scissors
were found, together with a metal-cylinder. This latter item probably comprises a
container for needles (cf. Roesdahl  1992:241). These artefacts were not found in
association with traces of a burial but in the Black Soil. An east-westerly oriented
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121. Trench 20, levels 2, 4, and 6

depression, which is interpreted as the remains of a burial, was uncovered west of
the stone wall (fig.121) In association with this depression 7 metal fragments with
wood attached were found. These were the only traces from the coffin to be uncov-

122. Trench 20, findchart
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ered. The occurrence of 5 bone fragments could not prevent that 1 once again had to
depend on a radiocarbon date estimated from a charcoal sample only. It tumed out
likethis(forthespatialrelationshipconsultfig.120-121):

Trench 20: 1080 ± 90 BP          AD 883-1021        (øcfz4/cz, 29 fragm,p!.n#s l fl.agment),
(Beta-56487)

The charcoal sample was collected from level 5 undemeath the stone wall. As in
trench 19 the charcoal had no definite association with the wall, but may stem from
the time of the construction of the stone wall.

4 .3 .2 .7 . A preliminary archaeological narrative of the  interior
The time has come for the accounts of the interior to be transfomed into a prelimi-
nary archaeological nanative :

ThetrenchesandtestpitsexcavatedintheBlackSoiloftheinteriordonotdiffer
significantly in content from the trenches in the waterfront zone.  However, the
trenches excavated in association with the two enclosures do differ from the water-
front zone in almost every way: ( 1) In soil conditions: (2) In content of finds: (3) In
interpretable structures.

The graves inside the enclosures are east-westerly oriented inhumations placed
on wooden boards or in wooden coffins. Secure traces of coffins are only found in
trench 17 to the south of the soil platfom (grave 2 and 3). All of the burials are sit-
uatedatadepthwhichisinaccordancewiththerequirementsoftheearlyChristian
laws; the prescribed 1 ell (ø/en) of soil above the top board of the coffin is present
(Bøe 1963:397) (figs. 89, 99,111). According to Asgaut Steinnes, there existed in
the Middle Ages two kinds of ell (cz/cn) measurements; a «short» and a «long» of
47,4 cm and 55,3 cm length respectively (Stigum 1956:74). The fly wheel (Åjcrr-
!.ngrokk) found in trench 19 in close association with a burial may be interpreted as
a grave gift. There are, however, no traces of grave gifts associated with the other
burials. I conclude that all of the burials must constitute Christian graves. Conse-
quently the two enclosures must be interpreted as churchyards.

The northem most churchyard (no. 1 ) displays three original entrances (fig. 80).
It is plausible that there was an entrance in the eastem wall as well; this entrance
must  have  been  demolished  when  the  bam  was  built  in  the  late  18th  century.
According  to  medieval  custom there  should be  more  than  one  entrance  to the
churchyard,  preferably  one  related  to  every  comer  of  the  world  (Stoklund
1963:391).

Close to the middle of enclosure no.  1  a platfom of hardpacked soil, non-dis-
turbed of burials, was uncovered. The platfom adjoins with burials both to the
north and south. Stones in the soil profile may be intepreted as the remains of two
stone walls or foundations of stone. No traces of post holes were uncovered, but
posts may have been placed on foundation stones, something which constitutes a
well known technique of fundamentation associated with stave churches (Christie
1976).

These material vestiges can be interpreted as the site of a church which had a
breadth of 6,2 m and was probably built of wood. The breadth might indicate a rela-
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tively  large  first-generation  church.  The  wooden  church  excavated  inside  the
stone  church  on Mære,  Trøndelag,  displayed the following measurements:  The
nave was 6,5 m by 10,5 m, and the chancel 3,5m by 3,5m (Christie 1983:99). The
first church on Mære was probably built in the mid-1 1 th century.

A parallel to the churchyard on Veøy can be found in Denmark:  Since  1990,
archaeologists have been excavating in Sebbersund which is situated on the south-
em shores of the Limfjord in northem Jutland (Birkedahl & Johansen, 1991, 1993).
Sebbersund is interpreted to have been a market place in the period AD 700-1100,
and of which the 11th and 12th centuries are found to be the most important period
(Birkedahl & Johansen 1993:4). A churchyard has been uncovered in close associ-
ation with the market place. The churchyard, which had a size of 40 metres by 40
metres, had a soil platfom undisturbed by graves in the middle of it which seems
quite similar in character to the one uncovered on Veøy (Birkedahl & Johansen
1993:5). The platfomi is interpreted as the remains of the foundations of a church,
which is estimated to have had a breadth of 6 metres and a lenght of 13 metres
(ibid.). The church was probably raised in the early 11th century and was in use to
the early 12th century. As on Veøy, the graves in Sebbersund were inhumations and
contained no gravegifts.

It is interesting to note that the only secure coffin-burials found on Veøy, were
situated close to the southem wall of this presumed church. It is assumed that the
use of a wooden board only, was the most common way on which to bury the dead
(Johansson & Gall6n  1956:416). Coffins were for the mighty and wealthy (ibid.).
And this segment of society probably had an option to be buried on the southside of
the church, which was considered to be more holy than the northside of the church;
thenorthsidewasconsideredtobetheplaceofburialofwomenandthepoor.Being
buried to the  south,  in the proximity  where rain dripped from the church roof,
would be something only surpassed by being buried inside the church, something
which the Church tried to prevent, at least in the Early Middle Ages, but eventually
the wishes of mighty individuals tumed the prescribed into the course of events
which today can be described of burials inside churches, undemeath the choirs, in
the walls of churches etc. (Nilsson 1992a:20-23).

In the middle of enclosure no.  2 a structure of two aligning stone walls were
found and two secure burials are uncovered close to this structure. This structure
might also constitute the remains of the foundations of a church; it might constitute
the choir, or it might be the remains of a church which was smaller than the neigh-
bouring church to the north.

The church at Høre in Valdres, which is dated to around AD 1100, had a «nave»
not larger than 3,6 m by 3,6 m (Christie 1983: 100). The radiocarbon dates of both
burials  and  other  structures  suggest  that  these  two  churches  were  constructed
before the present standing stone church, which was built around AD 1200. In fact,
theradiocarbondatesindicatethatthephenomenatobenarrateduponderivesfrom
the 10th century.

These  preliminary  enunciations  will  be  source-critically  discussed  after  the
account of the last investigation zone: the smithies.
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4.3.3. The smithies.

The south-westem comer was the only part of the Black Soil of which something
was archaeologically known at the outset of this project (fig.  123) (Herteig  1953,
1954). I have therefore labelled this chapter with a functional rather than a topo-
graphical tem.

Herteig did not have access to the [4C-method, neither was the archaeological
discourse of the early  1950s very preoccupied with studies of medieval material
culture in the shape of artefacts and ecofacts. The research into medieval material
culture had been very architecturally orientated towards standing buildings, ruins
of monasteries, churches, Royal buildings, and fortifications. Herteig lacked the
comparative material and studies which today abound due to the last four decades
of investigations into sites presently underground of the medieval towns and cities
in Scandinavia.

Consequently, because of the absence in the archaeological discourse of state-
ments on medieval artefacts, Herteig had difficulties in dating his finds. Cuts from
local  and regional newspapers  covering  the  excavations,  show  that the  general
publicemphaticallywantedHerteigtodiscoveraVikingAgemarketplace.Butthe
finds tumed out to be comprised of material which was difficult to date inside the
existing discourse of archaeology:  a lot of whetstones, a few fragments of soap-
stone,apileofslagandmetal-fragments,andafew13th-14thcenturypotteryfrag-
ments.  I found that the dateable pottery (T.17555)  consisted of 11  fragments of
which 2 were Continental proto-stoneware, probably  14th century, the rest was
East-English,mostlyfromGrimston,datedtotheperiod1250-1350.Theexactfind
context of the pottery fragments are not known. A11 in all, about 400 finds were col-
lected and registered (Herteig  1953) Reading exerpts from the above mentioned
newspapers,  it becomes  clear,  that Herteig  succeded  in  convincing  people  that
these finds were important in spite of not being of Viking Age origins.

fflEi
.c,
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4 .3 .3 .1 . Re-excavation of house 1
Herteig and his crew uncovered, through trial trenches, the remains of 3 buildings,
of which 2 were totally excavated (fig.124). Based on the type of house remains
found and the content of the cultural layers, Herteig interpreted the findings as the
remains of metal working activities, and that the buildings had been smithies. But
he hesitates when it comes to dating the finds to a fixed period in time (Herteig
1954:84). Inside the archaeological discourse of the 1950s and based on the materi-
al known, his narrative constituted both a perfectly plausible interpretation, and a
source-critically sound hesitiation on the dating of the material.

124. House 1 as sketched by Herteig ( 1954)
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125. House 1 with re-excavated space

126. House 1, towards south
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With the purpose of finding dateable material, the site of house 1 was re-exca-
vated in  1991. The soil profiles left by Herteig, suggested that the cultural layers
were much more shallow in this part of the Black Soil than in the other parts in
which excavations had tåken place. With the purpose of re-examining the depth
and content of the cultural layers in this particular area, I decided to dig a short
trench close to the sites excavated by Herteig. Furthemore, 3 test pits were dug to
establish the southwestem delimitation of the Black Soil.

In the westem part of house 1, there is a structure which Herteig interpreted as
some kind of melting pit (fig. 124). In addition to finding dateable material 1 decid-
ed to make an incision into this structure. 7 m2 were re-excavated inside house  1
(fig.  125-126). Quite a lot of slag lumps were found, but aside from this material
only 2 pieces of baking plates (bøÆ§/cÆc//cr) were recovered.  The «melting pit»
contained slag like material with wood attached. Furthemore, an uncounted num-
ber of bumt hazelnut shells and a fragment of flint were uncovered inside the latter
structure (fig.127). Charcoal samples gave the following radiocarbon dates (con-
sult fig.  125 for spatial relationships):

House l:  1045± 105BP          AD890-1040       (befw/czandpj.n!Æ)(T-9977)
Meltingpit:  1060±95 BP      AD 885-1030       (befw/øandp!.Æw£) (T-10213)

These dates are so early that one may suspect the charcoal sample not to be contex-
tuallyassociatedwiththeactualhouse.Thelocationofthe«meltingpit»likestruc-
ture suggests otherwise, because it seems intentionally situated inside the house
close to the  westem wall.  Furthemore,  both of the charcoal  samples  cover an
almost identical time span. I am inclined to believe that the charcoal represents an

127. The «melting pit» re-excavated
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early phase of the activities in the area, possibly the construction phase of build-
ings. One cannot exclude the possibilty that the melting pit was in use before the
actual construction of the house. Contextually associated or not, the radiocarbon
dates indicate some kind of activity in this area at an early stage of the accumula-
tion of the cultural layers.

128a. Trench 14, findchart

128b. Testpit, north of trench 14, findchart

4 .3 .3 .2 . Trench 14
Trench 14 was cut 10 m west of house 1
(fig.    123).   Post-medieval   disturbance
was almost non-existent. Two fragments
of medieval pottery  were found;  these
fragments are classified as South-Scan-
dinavian   red-ware   from   the   period
1250-1350.   The  amount  of  slag   was
enorinous,  and  was  not measured  (fig.
128a).Ofthecountedmaterial94%con-
sisted of metal fragments. Another part
of  a  flywheel  for  a  pump  drill  was
uncovered,  cf.  trench  19,  4.3.2.5.  One
such item was also found in House 1 by
Herteig.

The contents of the cultural layers in
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thisparticularareadiffersignificantlyfromtheotherpartsoftheBlackSoilwhich
have been investigated. A charcoal sample from trench 14 was dated and gave the
following result (consult fig. 129 for spatial relationships):

Trench l4: 630 ±75 BP           AD 1280-1400    Øz.n#§) (T-9978)
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While` this  charcoal  sample was collected from the top of a stone structure, the
charcoal samples from House  1 were both collected under the stone structures on
the site. This may account for the difference between the datings from House 1 and
trench  14. The radiocarbon date from trench  14 may originate from a middle-to
late-periodofactivities,aperiodwhichisaccordinglymaterializedinthetwofrag-
ments of pottery ( 1250-1350) uncovered and classified.

Waste material from metal working activities dominates the content of 2 out of 3
test pits dug along the bay north of the smithies (fig.128b). The third produced no
finds at all.

WhenconelatedwithwhatisknownoftheactivitieselsewhereonNordøya,the
archaeologicalmaterialfromthisareaindicatesthatsomekindofactivityoccurred
in the late  10th/early  11th centuries,  and that in the course of the  12th century,
smithies were established in this area of the medieval settlement.

Sigmund Jakobsen has carried out a metallurgical analysis of a lump of slag
which was found in trench 8. This slag was analysed to be the waste material result-
ingfromthewelding/fusingtogethertwopiecesofmetal.Theslagconsistedofsil-
icon (Sj.), ferrioxide (FcO), and some metallic iron. Furthemore, smaller amounts
of aluminium (A/), barium (Bø), potassium (K), calcium (Cø), and some phosphor
(P). Jacobsen suggests the following chain of events: When the smith was to weld
two pieces  of iron,  the material  had to,  in the course  of heating  it up  to  1300-
1400°C, be conveyed with some sort of additional material, Æ#s§, to take away or
prevent the generation of fenioxid on the surfaces to be fused (Jakobsen 1991 :27).
The purpose of this is to facilitate the contact between the two surfaces. The##§§-
material would also decrease the actual melting temperature on the surfaces, ena-
bling the pieces of iron to melt together and generate a solid weld. Traces of the
#zÆ§s-material are found in the lump of slag. The Sz., and K may be produced from
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decidiuos trees. Bone residue, like bone meal, produces Ccz and P. The Bø might
also have been part of the#4fs§, and the A/ came with the Si..

The production of S!. and K might have been done in the charcoal pits on Sørøya
in the latest period of urbanized settlement on Veøy. The charcoal in these pits con-
sisted of decidious trees only, cf. 3.1.3.

The  slag indicates that there was not only black smith work which was per-
fomed on Veøy, but finer metal work like the making of locks and keys  (pers.
comm. Sigmund Jakobsen).

4.4. An archaeological narrative of Nordøya.

A functional tem, the smithies, was used to distinguish the southwestem part of
the Black Soil from the rest of the medieval settlement area. The total variation and
distribution of the content of cultural layers, strengthen this functional distinction.
The content of the cultural layers in this part of the Black Soil is overtly different
from the Black Soil in the waterfront and the interior. And the difference consists of
the enomous amount of refuse resulting from metal work in this area.

The Black Soil along the waterfront and the interior does not display variations
of any particular significance.  In trench  13  waterlogged conditions  allowed for
wooden structures and animal bones to be preserved, but otherwise the composi-
tion of finds resembled the rest of the Black Soil. Aside from the smithies the cultu-
ral layers distinguish clearly one additional area and that is the churchyards; an area
which  can  be  said  to  constitute  the  religious,  or  ideological,  activity  area  on
Nordøya. Three activity zones have thus been distinguished: (1) General activities:
(2) Religious activities: (3) Metal working activities.

The radiocarbon dates from Nordøya is displayed in fig.  130.  Almost all the
dates from the burials are early, the dates associated with the stone walls enclosing
the churchyards are later than the burials, and so are the dates from the Black Soil,
except one date from trench 18. Generally the dates from the Black Soil cover both
periods before and after the dates inside or in close association with the stone walls.

Trench  16 displayed a solid wall with large blocks of stones comprising each
side and with smaller stones and some trash filling up the inside of the wall. In the
bottom layer of this inside,  a post hole like depression was uncovered (fig.  89).
When considering this post-hole-like depression in association with the total dis-
play and variation of radiocarbon dates on Nordøya, I shall outline the following
scenario conceming the zone of religious activities:

At  an  early,  probably  the  earliest,  point  in  the  history  of  the  activities  on
Nordøya associated with the medieval settlement, the space constituting the north-
ermost churchyard (no.  1) was enclosed by a wooden fence. The stone walls were
constructed later. No refuse disposal was allowed inside this space consecrated for
the burial of Christians. In addition, the southemmost churchyard (no 2) was also
enclosed by a fence early in the settlement history. Its location, and the relatively
late radiocarbon date fiom trench 8, and the fact that various test pits and trench s
displayed no burials, indicate that churchyard no. 2 was in general use somewhat
later that no.1. Furthemore, it never became quite filled up with burials.
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130. [4C-chart, Nordøya; chart over the total amount of radiocarbondates, Nordøya

The church associated with churchyard no 1. must have been built before or at
the same time as the first burials, because there are no traces of burials on the soil
platform constituting the site of this church. The church or small chapel built on
churchyard no. 2 might have been raised later than the first burial. Depressions that
might have contained two burials of children were found between the stone walls
uncovered (fig.112-113). The two churchyards were in use before, and probably
also, after the stone church was built around AD 1200.

I am inclined to believe that the church consecrated to the Holy Cross (Korskz.rÆ-
e73) was located in association with churchyard no. 1. Bjame Erlingsson's will from
1308/9 benefited Pefcr§Æ!.rÆcn, besides, the parish is in a documentary source (a let-
ter) called «the parish of St.Peter» (Pedcr§ Kz.rÆe §ogn) in 1438 (DN X: 166), and a
church on Veøy is labelled#/Æeskz.rkc (main church) in a source from  1488 (DN
111:704) . The regional churches were symbols of the lasting power of God, and they
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are therefore thought to be built of stone (Sandnes  1987). But this is an argument
which is in danger of becoming circular if used uncritically. However, the land-
owner of many properties and fams in Romsdal, Bjame Erlingsson, probably bene-
fited the regional church in his will. Based on these not excessively solid assump-
tions, I am inclined to believe that the church consecrated to St. Peter is identical
with the now standing stone Church. Something which is in accordance with the
present popular belief.

This scenario is based on the relative distribution of the radiocarbon dates. The
very early dates of the burials raise many and difficult source-critical questions.
Where ever possible the samples collected were taken from the wooden boards at
the edge, so as not to estimate the radiocarbon dates from the inner annual rings of
the board.

In two of the graves  the material  was  so  slight that this  cautional procedure
could not be followed, namely the dating of grave  1  in trench  16 and grave 2 in
trench 19. These two samples tumed out to display the earliest time-ranges of the
radiocarbon dates associated with burials.

An additional source-critical trap concems the question of re-use. I could not
observe traces of re-use, like special functional traits indicating secondary use, but
the possiblity of reuse cannot be totally excluded.

But even if 100 years are added to the latest point in time displayed in the bulk of
the radiocarbon dates, we are still in the 11th century. The datings inside, or in close
association with the stone walls, outside of the stone walls, and the earliest datings
of cultural layers in general, indicate that the accumulation of cultural layers start-
ed in the late 10th century. When this is conelated with the early dates of burials it
is more plausible that the burials are from the late 10th or very early 11th century,
than the late  11th century. This idea is also grounded in the taphonomic circum-
stance  that  no  refuse  disposal  occurred  inside  the  spatial  units  comprising  the
churchyards. The churchyards must be indicative of a primary activity in the settle-
ment history of Nordøya.

Activities occuned in the metal working zone as early as the late 10th and early
11th centuries, the clearly  secure traces of smithing belong to the  13th and  14th
centuries. Not only black smith work was performed, also advanced smithing was
carried out.

All these assumptions based on the archaeological material will be correlated
with historical and other sources in part 111.
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PART 111

THE NARRATIVES





5 . THE BEGINNING

The act of inscribing a narrative involves a continuous chain of choices. At the out-
set, the elements to be included and structured into a nanative, are known to the
narrator; plotting the elements is a creative act of deciding Æow to introduce wÆczf
and wÆc#. In texts about something which actually happened, 1ike the fieldwork on
Veøy in the summers of 1990-92, it is difficult to generate a narrative time, which
resembles the experienced time. Things which happened, and ideas which became
embodied in the end of the fieldwork, might be presented in the beginning of the
nanative and vice versa. This gives authority to the writer to make decisions; she
becomes the God of her own little textual universe, she is in full control of wÆcrc
and Æow to introduce wÆ!.cÆ events  in her/story.  Maybe  she finds  it necessary to

present some things in short, early on in the narrative, which she plans to inscribe
on a fuller scale later on. Fragments of infomiation, abruptly aborted arguments
with a tail of «more on this later», or indecisive teminology, might be tremendous-
ly irritating at the moment of «reading up». The reader of the naiTative might dis-
agree with choices made by the writer on such structural issues. This little excur-
sion into problems of time and narrative is meant as a defensive utterance from the
writer to  the  present  reader;  do  not pass judgement  upon  her  until  the  end  of
her/story. Now is the time to pick up the loose threads and weave this texture into a
book «pr6t a porter».

Presenting rigid teminology early on in the nanative,  reveals   results   before
the reader knows anything about the phenomena to be understood. A free floating
teminology includes the reader in the process of research and avoids false clarity.
In the shape of rationalist discourse, the use of models and hypothesis testing in
humanistic disiplines comprise the worst cases of false clarity.

A consequent teminology conceming what kind of urbanization the medieval
settlement on Veøy constituted, has still not been established. Heuristic definitions
of what ought to constitute a «town» has been elaborated by historians (Helle 1980,
1985):

( 1) A town must function as a centre for a sunounding countryside, large or small.
This criteria is functional and implies specialization in matters like: economy,
jurisdiction, administration, religion and culture.
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(2) The town constitutes an agglomerated type of settlement. This criteria is struc-
tural and implies a lasting concentration of people and buildings compared to
the settlement pattem in the surrounding landscape (Helle & Nedkvitne 1982).

Definitions like this have been criticised for being too static, even ethnocentric,
since the rigidity of the definition does not allow for the, through time and space,
changing perceptions  of what a town  z.s  (Lunden  1972:85).  The  social  scientist
Stein Rokkan once maintained that the decisive characteristic of a centre is a set of
ritually structured buildings, i.e. arenas for elite communication and instruments
for the filtering of in-and outgoing infomation. It is impossible to identify centre-
pheriphery relations  without  studying the networks  of communication  (Rokkan
1983:70).

The importance of communication is also stressed in studies based on the so-
called «Central Place Theory» (= CPT) developed by Walter Christaller (Christall-
er  1933).  «...CPT concems nuclei of population, their spacing over an isotropic

plain, the relationships between them in tems of services offered, and the sizes of
settlement related to the general pattem» (Reece 1986:41). Exercises in CPT-based
studies were particularly popular inside the British version of NA (Clarke  1968,
Hodder 1972, Hodder & Hassal 1971, Renfrew 1975, Grant 1986). The generation
of criteria and basic theories to be followed might be useful, but absolutism must be
avoided at all times and at all costs (Solli 1989b). This includes the issue of clarity.

Tems like (small) town, (small) urbanized settlement, Åjøp§/ed (market place)
have occurred in this text. Villages are, as far as the present knowledge goes, non-
existent in the Norwegian med!.cvcz/ settlement pattem. The terms applied in the
saga texts have been presented, cf. 2.2. However, establishing a tem for the medie-
val settlement on Veøy goes into the very heart of the matter; what kind of phenom-
enon did the Veøy settlement constitute? The tem «market place» connotes trade
and commerce.  The  term  «town»  connotes  a central place  of some  importance
which differs distinctly from its sunoundings through an agglomerated structure of
buildings, roads, squares etc. In the Middle Ages towns often comprised jurisdic-
tional areas separated from the countryside, cf.  3.1. Using the words «urbanized
settlement» induces a degree of neutrality regarding both commerce and jurisdic-
tion. But the temi «urban» connotes difference from something «rural». Was Veøy
different? Was trade important? Was the island jurisdictionally different? Did the
degree of agglomeration differ? Naining a phenomenon also means narrating upon it.

I find the connotative consequences of the tem «market place» too intepreta-
tive.  The  term tells  to much.  «Central place» is  too closely connected with the
research tradition of New Geography, which comprise the NA-version of that dis-
cipline. «Urbanized settlement» smacks of a neutrality in which 1 do not believe.
By (Æø4/pbocnz/m, bÆ!.nn, and b}/.ør-monnz/m) was the temi applied in the saga texts
(Nilsen 1976). In Swedish by designates a small faming community or village, but
in Norwegian by means both town and city; a by may have both the size of New
York and Molde. Knut Helle applies the tem Z7y to designate the places on the west-
em coast of Norway, which have been mentioned in saga texts as by (Helle 1992).
He does not separate terminologically between e.g. the by of Bergen and the Z)y of
Veøy.
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For the sake of conceptual clarity ( !) I shall let the term «small town» designate
the medieval settlement on Veøy. This designation reveals that 1 believe that the
archaeological,historicalandtraditionalsource-materialpresentedontheprevious
pages differentiates Veøy from its surrounding landscapes in tems of the above
mentioned criteria of agglomeration. I doubt very much the idea, that Veøy was
jurisdictionally, administratively, economically and religiously separated from the
countryside, cf.  3.1. On the contrary 1 believe, as a point of departure, that Veøy
was the soul and heart of such matters in the region of Romsdal through a period of
around 400 years. Other places along the coast which can be temed small towns
were Kaupanger in Sogn, Borgund on Sunnmøre, and Vågan in Lofoten.

Historians and archaeologists have mainly presented three types of scenarios
conceming the rise of medieval towns in Norway:

(1 ) The theory of shoreline based trade-and exchange activities (§fj'ønczsfcczsfco-
;i.€n) was presented by P.A. Munch (Munch  1849). According to this idea the
towns in Norway grew organically from small market places, maybe of season-
al character, or fishing stations. These places expanded due to royal or other
administratively defined interests. Some important keynotes were: Favourable
location in terms of communication, good harbours, a hinterland of rich agri-
cultural possibilities, trade, craft and workshops, and fisheries. The main princi-
palsofthistheoiywerelaterputforwardbyKoht(1919)andBugge(1916).

(2) In 1899 Gustav Storin presented a theory in which the kings were made respon-
sible for the foundation of the most important towns in the Middle Ages: Ber-
gen, Oslo and Nidaros (Storm 1899). These towns were founded of kings -and
on royal estates. Keynotes: The saga texts, ancient royal fams, a similarity in
the physical structure of streets and buildings in the towns which cannot be a
mere coincidence. This theory was later put forward by Herteig regarding Ber-
gen (Herteig 1969).

(3) Edvard Bull senior maintained that the Church played the most important role
in the early phase of urbanization in Norway (Bull 1918). Only the Church was
secured revenues of a stable kind. Neither trade nor the revenues of the king
were extensive enough to generate towns alone. Keynotes: The maintenance of
the servants of the Church through agricultural produce from the surrounding
countryside.

In accordance with the view of Henri Pirenne (1968), some historians still have a
tendency to stress the importance of economy, in tems of trade and commercial
activities when describing, in tems of function, the basic preconditions for the
development of medieval towns in Norway (Bjørgo 1982, Sveaas Andersen 1977,
Gumes  1976).  Archaeologists have  in the  last decade increasingly  stressed the
importance of the medieval towns as centres of administration and the collection-
storage-and redistribution-of the royal revenues (taxes, land rent, fees and fines,
naval 1evy), ecclesiastical revenues (tithe, fees and fines, land rent) and the reve-
nues of the landed nobilty (1and rent) (Christophersen 1992, Andr6n 1985,1989).
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Furthemore, in archaeology the idea of discontinuity, has gained a much more
widespread  acceptance  than  among  historians;  the  medieval  town  represented
something very different from the ancient seasonal market places or ports of trade.
Polanyi's concept of «port of trade» has been applied on the Viking Age settlement
in Kaupang (Blindheim 1975: 173). The historian Kåre Lunden has suggested that
the concept of «port of trade» may be applied to medieval towns as well (Lunden
1972). I do not think that this is such a good idea. Even though Polanyi's concept of
the «port of trade» includes his idea of primitive economies as more «instituted»
and embedded in the total social and cultural context, the main focus is on an activ-
ity  of exchange  called  trade  (Polanyi  1959,  1963).  Furthermore,  according  to
Polanyi a «port of trade» is a trading station where the «indigenous» meets the
«stranger» for exchange under safe circumstances. The medieval towns constituted
a lot more than this.

In archaeological studies of the urbanization process the focus seems to have
shifted from the town itself to a contexually integrated study of towns and relations
of-power-and centre-periphery in the medieval society  (Christophersen  1988,
1989, Schia 1991).

5.1. The rise of a small town on Veøy

ln chapter 4 it was concluded on the basis of the distribution of cultural layers and
the total patteming of the radiocarbon dates, that the two churchyards west and
southwest of the stone church constitute something primary in the history of the
medieval settlement on Nordøya. Consequently, an investigation into the rise of the
small town, must be integrated contextually within the existing knowledge on the
Christianization of westem Norway. Nordøya was settled during a very turbulent
period  in  Norwegian  history.  Keynotes:  Conversion  from  one  religious  belief
system to another: The transfomation of many territories ruled over by petty kings
to a Norwegian Realm with one sovereign only: A society in the midst of a state
fomation process: A still very expansionist Viking Age society.

It is beyond the scope of this project to go deeply into the political situation of
the Viking Age and the history of the Christianization of Norway; the main focus is
always on the nanatives of Veøy. However, in connection with this, it is necessary
to make  a brief outline of some of the problems  and  source-material taken up
regarding the conversion process from the old Norse religion to Christianity.

5.1.1. The Christianization

Research into the process of conversion deals with a variety of source-material:
Archaeological,  place  names,  linguistic,  including  runic  inscriptions;   1iterary
sources like: vj.rczG, histories, travelogues, homilies, letters: Old Norse poetry, both
eddic and scaldic: Old Norse prose, including Snorri's ECJdcz and the sagas (Sawyer
et al.1987: 12). Of the archaeological evidence, changes in burial customs, distri-
bution of stone monuments, and artefacts displaying hybrid traits of both pagan
and christian influence, are of particular importance. In westem Norway contact
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over the North Sea was widespread during the Viking Age. Finds of insular prove-
nance in Norway illustrate well these contacts.

Three Norwegian kings are especially associated with the conversion:  Håkon
Athalsteins f6stri, 0lav Tryggvason, and Olav Haraldson.  Harald Fairhair, who
according to the saga tradition, is considered to be the first sovereign king over the
whole of Norway, sent his son, Håkon, to be brought up in the court of the English
king Athelstan. When doing this Harald Fairhair «must have been prepared for the
boy to have a christian education» (Sawyer, P.  1987:70). Håkon Athalsteins f6stri
retumed to Norway in the 930s,  he eventually became king,  apparently with a
stronghold in the westem part of Norway. The saga describes a man who was «the
first king actively to encourage Christianity» (ibid. ).
nbnb

«When king Håkon thought he had achieved enough support, from some of
the most powerful men, to promote Christianity, he sent for a bishop and
some other priests to come from England, and when they came to Norway,
the king made known that he would proclaim Christianity in the whole of the
Realm. The people from Møre and from Romsdal said they would do as the
people of Trøndelag. King Håkon now consecrated some churches and put
priests in them»                       (Snorre l968:90, m.t. from modem Norwegian).

Later, it becomes clear that the people of Trøndelag strongly resisted against the
king's attempt to introduce the new religion. They «sailed in four ships south to
Møre, there they killed three priests and bumed down three churches, then they
sailed back home» (ibid. :93, m.t.). It is possible that these three churches were built
one  for  each  of  the  regions,   the  medieval  jy/Æ!.s:   Sunnmøre,  Romsdal  and
Nordmøre. This would have happened in the 950s.

«The connection between Christianization and the consolidation of royal power
is  very  clear  in  Scandinavian  traditions  about  the  conversion»  (Sawyer  et  al.
1987:7). When the missionary kings began their career as converters, Christianity
was  not  at  all  something  completely  unknown  to  the  peoples  in  Scandinavia.
« . . . many had gained familiarity with Christianity as raiders (some of whom where
baptized in Frankia and England), or as merchants» (ibid.:6).

In 1957 a particularly important runic inscription on a stone monument, the so-
called K%/j.-§fo#e, was  interpreted by Aslak Liestøl  (Liestøl  1957)  I  shall let the
interpretative  and  source-critical tours  and detours revolving  around this  stone,
illustrate various nanatives of the Christianization of Norway.

The Kuli-stone was found on the island Kuløy on Nordmøre, the region (the
medieval/y/Æz.) just north of Romsdal. The stone was probably raised in memory of
a man called Ulvjot. And the inscription ends like this: fz¢ø//Lfz.#fr ÆØÆ)!. Ærj.sfz.n f#mr
L!z.rj.f i.nzdrz.kz.: «Twelve winters had Christendom been in the realm». Aslak LiestøI
suggested that the inscription refered to the assembly (the /!.ng) at Dragseidet on
Sunnmøre in 996 or 997. On this /z.ng-meeting the peoples of westem Norway are
said  to  have  accepted  Christianity  (Snone  1968:171).  King  Olav  Tryggvason
wanted the people south and north of Dragseid to come to the assembly. To the
north this included people from Sunnmøre and Romsdal. The saga tells that Olav
went north and converted the people on Nordmøre as well (ibid.).
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The description of the event on Dragseidet is the first occurring in the sagas
which  says  that parts  of Norway  are  christianized.  However,  philologically  the
inscription might be older than from  1008  or  1009  (Sanness Johnsen  1968:87).
Fridtjov Birkeli relates the Kuli-stone to King Håkon Athalstein f6stri's aborted
attempt to convert the peoples of westem Norway (Birkeli  1973: 125). The Kuli-
stone must accordingly be raised twelve years after 950-55, i.e. somewhere in the
960s. Erik Gunnes supports this interpretation (Gunnes  1976:212). Birkeli's main
thesis is that the Christianization of Norway took place over a much longer period
that the saga tradition accounts for. He bases his thesis on the distribution of stone
crosses in Norway.  A third interpretation connects the Kuli-stone to the last of the
missionary kings, Olav Haraldson. His attempt was a definite success (except for
him personally, he eventually died in the attempt),  and he became later known
under the name of St. 01av, the perpe/c/z/§ rex Norvcgj.c}e. Nils Hallan maintains that
since the inscription claims that Christendom had been in Norway, and not only
parts of Norway for twelve winters, the stone cannot be related to the fz.ng of the
fourJy/Æ!.s on Dragseidet in 996 or 997. This assembly was of a local character and
Hallan argues that the inscription recalls an event conceming the whole Realm of
Norway.  The  runes  were  therefore  engraved  twelve  years  after  the  assembly
«chaired» by Olav Haraldson on Moster in Sunnhordland (Hallan 1966:25). This
assembly was held in the 1020s, maybe in 1024 (Sveaas Andersen 1977: 127). Con-
sequently the Kuli-stone must have been raised in the mid 1030s.

In 1984 archaeological excavations were carried out on the site of the Kuli-stone
(Pettersen  1986).  The excavations revealed a wooden  structure  interpreted as  a
bridge crossing a swampy area. This may indicate that the Kuli-stone was raised as
a so-called «bridge-stone». Such stones are known to have been raised in various
parts of Scandinavia. «The wood was radiocarbon dated to AD 995 ± 60» (Petter-
sen  1990:94, m.t.).  A dendro-chronological analysis of the wood was executed,
and the result was that the wood comprising the bridge had been felled in AD 1034
(ibid.). If one accepts the idea that the bridge has something to do with the raising
of the stone, then the Kuli-stone must be related to the activities of Olav Haraldson,
and possibly the assembly on Moster. An event which then must be dated to 1022
(Hagland l 991 : 162).

The above discussion revolving around the dating of the Kuli-stone, illustrates
how much the research into the Christianization of Norway is inextricably tied to
the saga texts. But as Birgit Sawyer points out: «Written texts are, after all, only one
of the medievalist's  sources and, in seeking knowledge about the conversion of
Scandinavia, not necessarily the best» (Sawyer, 8.1987: 110). 8. Sawyer has her-
self examined the raising and distribution of runestones, and the runic inscriptions
on them, to elucidate the relationship between royal power and Christianity in Den-
mark and Sweden: The Jelling stone, erected by Harald Bluetooth, «was a symbol
not only of the transition from paganism to Christianity, but also of the develop-
ment of a new fom of govemment. (...). In the Målar region, including Uppland,
where royal power was less effective, re/z.g!.oz/§ factors seem to have been more sig-
nificant. There is much to suggest that in that part of Sweden families registered
their acceptance of Christianity by erecting inscriptions, thus declaring their active
support for the missionaries» (8. Sawyer 1991 :454).
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In both Denmark and Sweden missionaries from the Continent, are known to
have made attemps at conversion from the early gth century. Ansgar, a monk from
the monastery in Corvey, visited Birka in 829 (Olsen, 0.1992: 152). Later, the dio-
cese of Hamburg-Bremen was to be the centre from which missionary undertak-
ings sprang. These missionary ventures had consequences first and foremost for
the Christianization of Denmark and Sweden (Olsen, 0.1992:155, Sawyer et al.
1987).

In the late 10th century the Danish king, Harald Bluetooth controlled significant
parts of eastem Norwegian territories and had a stronghold in Viken, i.e. the Oslo-
fjord  (Schia  1991:127).  King  Harald  Bluetooth  was  baptized  in  AD  965,  and
through the Danish influence in Viken the missionary undertakings from Ham-
burg-Bremen could be noted. For the westem parts of Norway the most important
influences came Trom the British lsles.

Anne-Sofie Gråslund has made an attempt to trace the early evidence of mission
activity, in the burial customs of cemeteries in Sweden (Gråslund 1985,1987). If a
cemetery is not enclosed, or clearly.delimited, physically, which is solely a Chris-
tian trait, deciding whether a grave is Christian or pagan is not such a straightfor-
ward business as archaeologists traditionally have thought it to be:

(1) Inhumation burials might also be heathen burials, but probably not vice versa,
i.e. cremation burials being Christian.

(2) The east-westerly orientation of.`.inhumation burials is not a sure criterion of
Christianity.

(3) Gråslund  maintains  that  «it  is  important  to  distinguish  between  true  grave
goods, i.e. weapons, vessels with food and drink, boxes of tools etc., and jewel-
1ery and details of dress. The latter prove only that the dead was buried in cloth-
ing. which  is  not  incompatible  with  the  idea  that  he/she  was  Christian...»
(Gråslund 1985:310).

Since the old Norse belief system was a polytheistic religion, people would have
few or no difficulties in incorporating another God into their mythology.  «Prob-
lems first arose when the preachers of Christianity demanded that Christ be the
only god» (ibid.:309). And, I may add, problems did indeed arise when the new
religion became an active instrument in the royal strife for control over larger and
larger territories.

Gråslund's main point is that variations in grave goods in the Viking Age indi-
cate an ambivalence in faith. Objects may combine pagan and Christian symbols;
burials in Birka show that great care was taken to keep the graves within a specific
limited area -«in all probability a consecrated place of burial» (ibid. :310). In parts
of Sweden typical grave goods disappear in the late 10th century. Such graves may
be Christian (ibid.). Gråslund sees the transformation from paganism to Christian-
ity as a much more prolonged and ambivalent period of time, than what the saga
texts would have us to believe (Gråslund 1992). The same view is upheld by Fritjov
Birkeli conceming the Christianization of westem Norway (Birkeli 1973).
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Stephan Brink sketches a scenario of 11th century Sweden, «where paganism
and Christianity were able to exist side by side without much antagonism; this due
to the pagan religions'  tolerance of faith»  (Brink  1990:374).  Tensions were not
aroused because of clashes between different belief-systems, but spuned by the
upper social  stratas'  use of Christianity as a political instrument.  Brink sees the
Christianization of Sweden as a gradual process; «to assume that Christianization
was completed when the heathen temple in Uppsala was demolished is obviously
an over-simplification» (ibid.). The sagas probably exaggerate the role of kings in
the conversion process (Sawyer et al.1987:8).

In recognition of this,  new research into the Christianization of Scandinavia
operates more and more as multi-disciplinary projects, cf. Pro/.eÆf€/ Sver!.gc§ krz.§f-
nø7!cZc  (=  The project of the  Christianization  of Sweden),  (Nilsson  1992b).  The
complexity of the process of conversion becomes a recurrent theme; the ambiva-
1ence of those who were to be converted, and the variations and contemporaneity of
different  burial  customs,  seem  to  constitute  new  spaces  of  inter-disciplinary
research into the Viking Age and early Middle Ages. Embedded in this new dis-
course, is a pre-conception of the conversion as a dynamic process, including suc-
cesses and set-backs never to have been nanated upon in the sagas. The late Viking
Age is no longer believed to be comprised of ø unified culture, or ø system of social
relations constituting cz society. One does not any longer search for the unifying
themes, or blocks of cultural understanding, like the Norse religion v. Christianity,
but instead factors of the conflicting, complex and negotiating, and, as Brink sug-
gests, even the peaceful.

5.1.2. Theories of encountering religions

The latter development of ideas is in accordance with trends in neighbouring disci-
plines like anthropology, where unifying concepts like «culture» and «society» have
been scrutinized and almost dissolved during the last two decades (e.g. Barth 1987).
«Rather, we should expect that systems as disordered as those found on aggregate
level of human social life are contingent on particular historical circumstances and
processes for their particular foms. This would also be consistent with what we
know of objective culture history, which shows pattem and fom to be continually
variable and emergent» (Barth 1992:25). Barth is searching not for a deductive the-
ory of what systems may be, but what they are, and «each system and its context
should be specified in a way that will reveal the contingencies that have shaped it»
(ibid.). A shift has occurred from «culture» as taxonomic units, towards dynamic
and constantly ongoing processes of exchange and change (Hastrup 1992c: 16).

Although the sociologist of religion Peter L. Berger, operates with concepts like
«society» and «system», I find his description of «religion» and «society» quite
dynamic. Berger has maintained that a particular religious system is not «the effect
or `reflection' of social processes. Rather, the point is that the sczmc human activity
that produces  society  also produces  religion,  with the relation between the  two
products always being a dialectical one. Thus it is just as possible that, in a particu-
lar historical development, a social process is the effect of religious ideation, while
in another development the reverse may be the case.» (Berger 1967:47-48). Berger
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does not see religion as a dependent variable in the history of a society;  human
beings constantly produce and reproduce a religion's objective and subjective real-
ity (ibid.). However, this dynamic situation poses the problem of «maintenance» of
the reality of a particular religious system; for to maintain a religion means that «an
appropriate plausibility structure» must be maintained, or, if necessary, fabricated
(ibid.). «When an entire society serves as the plausibility stmcture for a religiously
legitimated world, all the important social processes within it serve to confim and
reconfirm the reality of this world. This is so even when the world in question is
threatened /rom  fÆe  o#fs!.de .... »  (ibid.).  Furthemore Berger states that «the  less
fim the plausibility structure becomes, the more acute will be the need for world-
maintaining legitimations. Typically, therefore, the development of complex legit-
imations takes place in situations in which plausibility structures are threatened in
one way or other» (ibid.:47). One may indeed say that the plausibility structures of
the old Norse religion were threatened from the gth century onwards, and that this
threat revitalized-and possibly fabricated new traits of-the Norse belief system.

The universal and theologically monotheistic religions of Christianity and lslam
comprise,  in  encounters  with polytheistic  religions,  most often  winning  teams.
Presently in Africa lslam maybe more so than Christianity. Both lslam and Chris-
tianity are intolerant and excluding religions (Wilson  1982:55); a Christian could
theoretically not include the old Norse gods c# fÆcy wcrc into her new Christian
universe, something which could be done the other way around.

Gro Steinsland opposes very much the evolutionary view that the conversion of
Scandinavia consituted  an  almost natural process  from  a primitive  polytheistic
belief-system to a universal,  monotheistic,  belief-system  (Steinsland  1991 :337).
An evolutionary view may, in this regard, be classified as both ethnocentric, chron-
ocentric and prejudiced, due to long-tem wear of Christian coloured spectacles.
Furtherinore, the monotheism of Christianity might be a theological fact, but the
essential doctrine of the Trinity, the position of the Virgin Mary, and the teachings
of  countless  angels  and  saints,  may  have  made  the  new  religion  seem  more
polytheistic to the adherents of the old Norse religion than the leamed Christian
clergy and Pope actually appreciated. In terms of the sociology of religion: «The
doctrine of the Trinity and the eventual elevation of the mother of God within the
Roman Church, the cult of saints, and even the various depictions of anti-god and
anti-christ, indicate the difficulty of the struggle of monotheism against the attrac-
tions of pluralism, localism, variety, and dualism» (Wilson 1982:62). This implicit,
but to Catholic Christendom intrinsic, polytheism may have facilitated the transi-
tion from paganism to Christianity in tems of populating a new ideational universe
(Steinsland  1991:338). Besides, the religious transition in Scandinavia was not a
process of one belief system totally replacing another; cases of acculturation, syn-
cretism and straightforward blending of rituals occuned (Hultgård 1992). Steins-
land argues that the Norse religion was a vital and complex belief-system through-
out the 10th century; this was not a religion overcome by intellectual and emotion-
al fatigue (Steinsland 1991 :345).

Steinsland's  analysis  of the historical  situation correlates  well  with Berger's
idea of a strenghtening of the plausibility structures through pronounced actions of
legitimization in periods of «threat», or, in other words, «cultural stress».
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Steinsland points to the general embeddedness of religion in the Late lron Age
society of Scandinavia; in the old Norse language no concept existed which corre-
sponded directly with the present concept of re/!.g!.on, the tem used was §i.dr (§cd or
§Æ!.ÆÆ) which may be translated to «custom» (Steinsland 1991 :338). Consequently,
the process of strengthening the plausibility structures did not only affect a «sub
stratum» or a «super structure» of society, but the whole fabric of society in its
totality of dynamic variation and complexity.

Actions  of legitimation  may  be  played  out  through  e.g.  defensive  warfare,
offensive domination, and even material culture may be applied, something which
may further strengthen the process of legitimation. The oldest trick of the «legiti-
mation-trade» is the institution of a divine kingship (Berger 1967:34). The Chris-
tianization  of  Scandinavia  is  inextricably  linked  with  processes  of  territorial
expansion and delimitation, urbanization and state fomation-processes; processes
in which the institution of a sovereign king of Norway played an important role.
The  new  religion,  Christianity,  was  used  as  an  instrument by  petty  kings  with
expansive ambitions in tems  of territories;  in the sagas their actions  are legiti-
mized cosmically by the new religion and are transfomed from petty greed and ter-
ritorial ambitions to a quest magically lifted above things of the world. The Late
lron Age chieftains and petty kings were leaders of both «religious», political and
cultural  affairs.  No  distinction  existed between  these  different  spheres;  the  old
Norse religion constituted a way of living, a custom. To challenge the authority of a
local chieftain or petty king, another king or «big-man» aspiring to expand his ter-
ritorial  authority  had  to  claim  authority  according  to  the  custom,  which  would
include what we today tem religion. And such an aspiring person had a better case
if he could claim that on his side, and communicating with him, stood a stronger
and better God; a battle won constituted sound proof of the new and stronger God
being on his side. Thus, «(iD Christ was preferred, it was because he was perceived
as the strongest of the gods, or that the Christian god had the most powerful spokes-
men» (Steinsland 1991 :338, m.t.).

In the case of westem Norway the coastal districts must have been, from at least
the late sth century, aware of and at least faintly aquainted with the new religion.
The territorially ambitious petty king or chieftain had a new instrument at his dis-
posal; a new and expansive belief-system. Christianity required specialists to per-
foim «cult» functions, namely priests; it required specific cult-buildings within to
perfom rites, namely churches;  and it required especially sanctified cemeteries,
namely churchyards.  And it was not required that the priest and the «big-man»
were identical in person; a separation in function of the profane and sacred had tak-
en place. Later, it may seem that attempts were made to overcome this gap ideolog-
ically in the cult of St. 0lav. And furthemore, institutionally through the institu-
tion of a divine kingship when Magnus Erlingson was anointed and coronated in
1163 or 1164 (Beskow 1964:498, Gunnes 1976:392-399).

5.1.3. Insular finds in Romsdal

From westem Norway the traffic over the North Sea must have been widespread
both before and during the Viking Age. The raiding of the monastery on Lindis-
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fame in 793 was hardly the first time people from westem Norway set foot in Scot-
land or England. John Hines has argued for sea-fåring contacts between England
and Norway in the Migration Period (Hines  1984). The old argument that ships
built before the Oseberg ship (the Oseberg ship is assumed to have been built ca.
AD 800) were not able to cross the North Sea, does not longer hold water (Myhre
1993). Sailing ships may have been used as early as the 7th century in Scandinavia
(Crumlin-Pedersen 1990: 111 ). Radiocarbon dates and especially dendrochronolo-
gy, are sending «noise» into the established chronological sequences.

Furthemore, the chronology based on typology and stylistic studies, is in the
process of being reconsidered: «The absolute chronology of the early Viking Peri-
od in Norway has been based on the so-called  `Shetelig-axiom':  that the period
started after the Lindisfame raid of 793, and that, accordingly, most lnsular objects
of an ecclesiastical character came to Norway after that incident, even if they were
made in the British isles during the 7th or sth centuries. Many of these objects were
re-used as dress-omaments in Norway» (Myhre  1993). Myhre finds it ironic that
most of the lnsular objects found in burials can be dated to the 7th or the sth centu-
ry, and he maintains that the Shetelig axiom was a myth (ibid.). Considering that
westem parts of Scandinavia lay within the Anglo-Irish missionary area during the
sth century, Myhre goes on to sketch the following scenario: Since the 7th century
some fom of contact had developed between chieftains  and petty kings of the
North Sea region. Some Norse famers have settled on the islands. The relationship
between the various ethnic groups, Norse, Picts and Celts, was relaxed and peace-
ful, also in tems of religion. In the sth century, however, Scandinavian petty kings
felt more and more politically, ideologically and religiously pressurized by Frank-
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ish and Anglo-Saxon power bases. The more organized missionary undertakings
may have been seen as an attack on the existing political and social system in Scan-
dinavia. This stress led to a change in the material culture of the Norse; ethnic iden-
tity became overtly expressed through materialized symbols manifest in building-
foms, costume, omament, special artefacts, burial practice, religious cults and sac-
rificial  offerings,  and  styles  or  style-elements.  This  period  of  cultural  stress
continued  through  the  sth  and  gth  and  parts  of the  10th  centuries.  Only  when
Christianity was transfomed from being a threat, to being an advantageous instru-
ment for the enlargement of power for parts of the upper social strata, did the mate-
rial culture 's symbolic expressions fade and become less pronounced (Myhre 1993).

In a study of imported Viking Age artefacts of bronze, silver and gold (coins,
weapons, glass and items of jet were not included in the study), found in westem
Norway from Rogaland in south to Sunnmøre in the north, 95 % of the objects are
of insular origin, i.e. either from the British isles or lreland (Geber l 991 : 137).

In Romsdal finds of insular origin occur on the following places: Bud, Tomes,
Hen, Sogge, Sylte, Setnes and Veøy, and from Nesbø a coin treasure containing
Anglo-Saxon coins is known (fig. 131 ).

The find from Bud consists of one artefact (T.9607) and Jan Petersen describes it
like this: «Bronze teminal shaped like an animal's head. The lowerjaw broken off.
The eyes designated by round hollows. The omamentation cannot be detemined.
Between head and neck there is a small border of dotted circles. Lenght 7,3 cm»
(Petersen 1940:62). The object was handed in alone with no further infomation on
find context (ibid.).

From Tomes a fragment of of an animal bronze head is known (T.10479). This is
a single find, which is dated to the Viking Age (Wamers 1985:93).

On Hen a fragment of a bronze cauldron was found (T.4351). «the upper egde
tumed outward; a little below it there is a raised fold, and a little below that two
similar folds. Somewhat difficult to detemine the size of the cauldron. Woman's
grave, most likely from the earlier half of the gth century» (Petersen 1940: 107).

On Sogge, associated with a inhumation burial, an lrish fumishing, used secon-
dary as a buckle, was recovered (T.15949) Wamers suggests that it originates from
a woman's grave dating from the Viking Age (Wamers 1985 :94).

From Sylte an animal sculpture of jet is known to have been found (T.290). No
infomation exists on find context (ibid.:208).

Setnes is situated at the mouth of Romsdalen. In  1961  a grave find of a quite
exceptional character was uncovered; the find contained a Celtic relicuary and oth-
er   items   of  both   insular   and   Scandinavian   origin   (T.18198)   (Marstrander
1963: 123). The relicuary shrine was of a type known in the oldest Christian Celtic
art,  only  a  few  exemplars  are  known  from  westem  Europe  and  Scandinavia
(ibid. : 129). Along with it were found a balance weight (scale) of bronze, weights, a
Kufic (Arabic) coin, a three foiled brooch, a spindle whorl, pearls, a bronze caul-
dron, silver pendant, textile fragments, and iron nails.

The find context was comprised of an unbumt ship burial. The grave was not
marked by a mound, and the landowner could not tell whether there once had been
a mound on the site of the burial (ibid. : 127). Marstrander dates the shrine to the late
7th or early sth century (ibid. : 138). The other items of lrsh origin are dated to the
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8th century. One object is interpreted to be a piece from a crosier and of lrish origin
(ibid.: 144). The Kufic coin is a dirhem coined in Baghdad for the cailif al-Mansur
in 768/69. The coin had been wom as a pendant. The three foiled brooch was deco-
rated in the Borre-style which situates it chronologically in very late gth [due to the
recent dating of the Gokstadship to around 900-905  AD  (Bonde & Christensen
1993:582)] or the early  10th century. This item indicates that the burial might be
dated to the early part of the 10th century (Marstrander 1963 : 155). And Marstrand-
er is not in doubt; the grave goods point towards this being a woman's grave.

Regarding the find ffom Veøy 1  shall present Jan Petersen's description in full:
«Prestegården, parish and pgd. of Veøy, Møre. (8.1470-71 ). Silver penannular brooch
and bronze strap-buckle. The penannular teminates in square plates containing ribbon
interlacingandasettinginthemiddleofeither.Thestrap-bucklehasatri-1ateralprojec-
tion with delicate omamentation. It is probably of lrish provenance. These objects are
presumably ffom a man's grave. No accurate dating possible» (Petersen 1940:60).

Lorange  was  the  first  to  describe  this  find,  which  also  consisted  of an  axe
(smcz/øx) and 4 semi-circular objects of bumt clay (Lorange 1875 : 110). One of the
pieces is bigger than the others and on which an engraving foms a cross. Lorange
suggests that the odd gaming piece might have been the central piece called %#efl in
a game of table (fc}fl) (ibid. : 110), cf. 4.3.2.1. Lorange tentatively dates the find to be
a Late lron Age find.

In a study over the insular decorated metal items from the Viking Age, Egon
Wamers, dates the find from Veøy to the gth century and to be from a man's grave
(Wamers 1985:93).

Unfortunately the exact find context of the insular objects recovered on Veøy is
not known. But since the find was delivered to the Antiquarian authorities before
1875 , there can be no doubt that the items were found on the island of Veøy, and not
on the mainland where the new parsonage was built in the early 20th century, cf.
2.1. An educated guess would be that the artefacts were found in association with
the grave caims on Sørøya and not on Nordøya. But one cannot totally exclude the
possibilty that the finds stem from Nordøya closer to the actual buildings constitut-
ing the parsonage (Pre§fcgc3jidc#).

On Nesbø (8.4826) 272 Anglo-Saxon coins have been found which were mint-
ed by  «Ethelred (91),  Cnut (168),  5  barbaric  imitations,  and 3  Irish coins  were
found. Along with these were 119 Geman,  1 Norwegian ,  1 Russian and 2 Kufic
coins; and besides these coins, five small fragments of a round silver brooch, and a
silver ingot» (Petersen  1940: 150).  Gabriel Gustafson was the first to analyse the
coins from Nesbø, and he maintains that coins minted by King Knut indicate clear-
ly that the coins were hidden away ca.1030 (Gustafsen 1892:4). Kolbjøm Skaare
has later estimated the time of deposition to ca.1023 (Skaare 1976).

The Anglo-Saxon coins dominate coin finds in Norway from the late 10th centu-
ry. These are thought mainly to be a result of the taxation of British territories, the
Dc}#cgc?/d, or as payments to vikings who were hired as soldiers by Olav Tryggvas-
son or Olav Haraldsson (Sveaas Andersen  1977:242). The coins minted by King
Knut might also have been used for bribing powerful local chiefs in the later period
of King Olav Haraldsson (ibid.).

The presentation of these finds do not imply any statistic significance, but they
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do  show that the people  of Romsdal either were  among the  «travellers»  of the
Viking Age, or knew someone who was. Whether the items were obtained through
raiding or by more peaceful activities is difficult to know. But it must be assumed
that a relicuary shrine of the kind deposited in the burial on Setnes, constituted an
object which a christian in lreland would not voluntarily be deprived of. That arte-
facts of lrish provenance are found on Veøy is of course highly interesting.

The coin find was deposited in the the late, and very conflicting years of the last
of the missionary kings, 0lav Haraldsson. The coins might have been a bribe; they
might have been Dcz#egG/d or fJcrcgc/d, which the owner, considering the turbu-
lent times, thought to be best protected in the soil. Unfortunately, and for reasons
we may only speculate upon, the knowledge of the treasure was lost, and it was not
to be uncovered untill ca.  870 years  later.  Maybe the disposer of the coins  was
killed in conflicts revolving around the king Olav Haraldsson.

5.1.4. A cemetery on Villa in Tresfjorden.

On the fam Villa in Sylte parish, Vestnes pre§/eg/.c/c7, (fig. 132) several finds from
burial mounds are known from the Migration Period and onwards through the Late
lron Age (Petersen, Th.  1959:46-47). The latest grave finds, which are interpreted
as pagan, stem from the late 10th century. Petersen maintains that in the 10th centu-
ry a transition from cremation to inhumation occurs (ibid. :48).

In addition to the finds refened to by Th. Petersen a burial mound was excavated
in 1894, the artefacts of which today are exhibited in British Museum (18941105,
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1-54). «The long-barrow (tumulus) where the enclosed objects were found, is 30
metres long, and s metres broad, and 1,5 metres high, measured at the centre from
the gravel surface and falls evenly off to both ends, in height and breadth until it
ends in stones fimly embedded in the ground..». (Niels P. Villa, top. arch„ UNIT-
Trondheim). The owner of the fami describes the find circumstances like this:
«There was no proper sepulchral chamber, only a few stones placed as defence
against the  um,  which  stood  in  damp  earth,  without protecting  stones  on  top»
(ibid.). Except for some infomation from Niels P. Villa, no records have been kept
from the excavations.

The artefacts found, point in the direction of this being a woman's grave. And
cremation remains of both human and animal bones occur. The grave is dated to the
10th century and contains grave goods such as rivets of iron, shears of iron, a sickle
of iron, plaques of whalebone, weaving batten of whalebone, and whetstones. In
addition  to  this,  personal  belongings  connected  with  dress,  such  as  two  oval
brooches and pearls occur. Both find context and the artefacts associated with the
burial, and the fact that the burial was a cremation grave, indicate that this was a
pagan burial.

On the same farm, Villa, a cemetery was discovered in 1930 and excavated in
1932. This graveyard was not marked by mounds, nor is there evidence of a physi-
cal delimitation by fences or ditches. The site had traditionally been named Kz.rÆe-
bczÆÆe#  (=  The  Church  hill).  As  1  have  done  conceming  the  traditional  name
Kirkegårdene on Sørøya, Th. Petersen suggests that the designation of this area on
Villa,  was  associated  with  people  finding  remains  of burials  like  bones  in  the
ground (Petersen, Th. 1932:7). Furthemore, the grave caims, which at the time of
discovery of this cemetery in  1932 had been removed, were located not very far
from this cemetery. According to a map presented by Th. Petersen K!.rÆebczkÆcn is
situated  30-50  m  from  two  pagan  grave  mounds  which  were  intact  in  1932
(ibid.:3). Furthemore, Th. Petersen makes the following assumption: «According
to the older descriptions, it seems like the grave mounds  (now removed) and in
which the (above mentioned) finds were located, had been situated on (Kz.rÆcbczÆÆ-
en), or at least very close to it» (ibid.:7, m.t.). Due to lack of archival material con-
ceming the exact location of the removed pagan burials it is difficult to source-crit-
ically  evaluate  this  infomation.  But  it  is  not  unreasonable  to  adhere  to  Th.
Petersen's assumption on the issue of location.

In 1932 a rectangular area of 60m2 was excavated and  16 burials were uncov-
ered. They were situated very close to each other in three rows, and around 1,2 m
below the ground surface. Fragments of skeletons were found in 13 graves. A11 of
them were inhumations. The burials were orientated in a east-westerly direction,
and fragments of teeth were found in the west. In some of the graves nails with
wood attached were found.

Two graves had been covered by a flat slab of stone. Three other burials con-
tained flat slabs of stones deeper down. A few fragments of charcoal were found
associated with the graves. Th. Petersen suggests that the charcoal may have had
ritual significance, cf. 4.3.2.3. An iron celt was found associated with one of the
graves. Th. Petersen assumes that this could be the result of an unintended distur-
bance (ibid. :6). The celt is tentatively dated to the Late lron Age, possibly the Early
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Middle Ages. Otherwise there were no traces of grave goods associated with the
burials. Th. Petersen concludes on the basis of the find context, the occurrence of
inhumations, and the lack of grave goods, that the cemetery is non-pagan (ibid.:6).
He admits, however, that the coffin-like structures of flat slabs of stone may point
in a non-Christian direction. No traces are known of a church on Villa. The first
mention of a church in Tresfjorden stems from  1589. Th. Petersen interprets the
graveyard as a very early Christian cemetery; in the transition period from pagan-
ism to Christianity «people were buried in association with the fam, later, when
churches were built, the fam graveyard went out of use» (Ibid. : 10, m.t.).

In  a study on early  Christian and late pagan cemeteries,  Inger Helene Vibe-
Mtiller maintains that the location of Christian graveyards are primary to the loca-
tion of the early churches (Vibe-Mtiller 1991). It was the existing cemetery of an
extended familiy or linage (Æ?ff),  which decided where the first Christian grave-
yards  were  to  be  situated,  and  consequently  in  most  cases  also  where  the  first
church was to be built. «The prehistoric cemetery was associated with the linage,
and the dead were buried on the property of the linage» (ibid.:368, m.t.). When
organization of parishes took place in course of the 12th century, and burials were
to  be  undertaken  on  the  parish  churchyard  only,  «the  topographical  context
between the dead and the linage was broken up» (ibid., m.t.). A powerful family
could build a church on their property as a pretext to keep their dead where they had
belonged since times immemorial.

If Vibe-Mtiller is right on this point, the people on Villa probably were not pow-
erful enough to build a church. At least no written, nor archaeological sources indi-
cate that there has ever been a church on Villa. Later, in the Middle Ages the people
on Villa had to make the long joumey along the capricious fjord to Veøy.

The chronology conceming the pagan  v.  the Christian burials  on Villa is not
overtly clear, but it can be assumed that somewhere in the late 10th, or early 11th
century the people on Villa became more and more influenced by the new religion.
Maybe some members of the extended family or linage associated with Villa, wor-
shiped the old Norse gods while also worshiping Christ.

5.1.5. Veøy and the question of cult-continuity v. discontinuity

«In a general survey of the whole matter we discem firstly the multifarious aspects
of holy mystery experienced by the inmates of individual dwelling-places; next -
in the last days of heathenism - the evenly distributed Æo/-parishes with their tem-
ples for individual gods of importance; and, lastly, the religious centres of the polit-
ical associations» (01sen, M.1928:331 ). The work of Magnus Olsen was to have a

profound impact on the research into place-names, and archaeological and histori-
cal  sources dealing with problems conceming the continuity or discontinuity of
physical space related to the old and new religion. The above quote show that Mag-
nus Olsen supported the idea of continuity between religious centres in the Viking
Age and the organization of parishes in the High Middle Ages.

Included in the concept of cult-continuity are possibilities like the following:
(1) A macro-spatial continuity, where the issue at stake is a continuity of place.

Magnus Olsen maintained cult-continuity when he was able to correlate farin-
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names and church-sites, i.e. a church site on or near a fam, which had a name of
religious pagan character like e.g. %ov.

(2) A micro-spatial continuity, where it is question of the exact continuity on a site,
i.e. that the church has been built exactly on the site of the pagan sanctuary.

The latter idea (2) stems originally from a letter known to have been written in 601
by Pope  Gregorius  to the English missionary  bishop  Augustinius.  In this  letter
Augustinius was told not to destroy pagan temples, but instead consecrate them for
Christian use (Nilsson 1992a: 10, Brink 1992: 125).

Stefan Brink has maintained that the concept of cult- continuity is so vague and
difficult to define, that it should be excluded from an academic discourse of relig-
ious transition: «As traditionally defined, it is imprecise. One has to be more spe-
cific when talking of continuity, cult-site continuity, cult-building continuity, cult-
function continuity, etc.» (Brink 1992: 127). Brink finds that whether a micro-spa-
tial cult-continuity has occuned or not, is of concrete field-archaeological interest
only (ibid.: 112). The interesting questions are not even of macro-spatial character
conceming cult-continuity; Brink wants to avoid discussions of fruitless temino-
logical distinctions and pose overall and practical questions like: «Why did people
build a church on this site? Who owned the land? What about the vicarage-fam?»
(ibid.:127).

I find both Brink's objections against the imprecise application of the concept of
cult-continuity and practical questions appropriate; however, the latter do consti-
tute difficult and intricate questions to answer. But in the brief survey of previous
research to be outlined below, it is not possible to avoid the concept of cult-continu-
ity. Furthermore, it is difficult, when relating the investigations on Veøy to earlier
research, not to offer a definition of the concept to be applied in relation to Veøy.
Since no material evidence is found on Veøy to suggest the existence of a micro-
spatial  cult-continiuity,  the  concept  of cult-continuity  will,  regarding  Veøy,  be
applied in the macro-spatial sense of the tem.

Konrad Maurer was the first to put forward the idea of cult- continuity (Maurer
1855-56). Absalon Taranger disputed this continuity view, and maintained that the
Anglo-Saxon influence on the organization of parishes in Norway was particularly
strong. He saw the territorial development into parishes as an innovation (Taranger
1890).

In 1966 0laf Olsen promulgated that the research into history of religion still
had not taken up the source-critical challenge conceming the saga texts; a chal-
lenge which was launched as far back as the late  19th century (Olsen  1966:21).
«Some writers seem absolutely uninfluenced by the discussions involving the reli-
ability of the sagas» (ibid:22, m.t.). In a comparative analysis based on archaeolog-
ical and historical material, place-names, rune-stones, and the location of churches
and churchyards, Olaf Olsen dismisses the idea of cult-continuity in general. Jell-
ing  and  Gamla  Uppsala  might  be  exceptions  (ibid.:274).  «However,  we  know
enough to reject the supposition that burial grounds were generally in continuous
use throughout paganism to Christianity, neither is there sufficient evidence to sup-
port the theory that the earliest Danish churches were situated predominantly on
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the sites of heathen cult» (ibid. :288). The problem with O.0lsen's analysis is, how-
ever, that he generalizes his basically Danish material to count for the whole of the
Norse territories: There were no special buildings for the pagan temple, %ov, and
the  Z)/6f§ took place either outdoors  or in a regular fam building.  The %orgr is
assumed to be a post-built construction to shelter images (ibid.:285). Furthemore,
he clearly distinguishes  the two religions  into incommensurable discourses, not
allowing for a complex and prolonged transition period; things represent either the
one or the other, never the polytheistic and contemporaneous both. He has a ten-
dency to wrap every «othemess» or difference into a functionalistic explanation,
which in the context of his writing the dissertation, i.e. Europe in the 1960s, must
have seemed like the sensible and rational thing to do. For example: About half of
the known rune-stones in Denmark were found in association with churches  or
dykes. «In numerous cases this happened because large blocks of stones were con-
sidered to be excellent building material. Large blocks of stones have, since the
Middle Ages, been hard to find in Denmark» (ibid.:272, m.t.). He even suggests
that antiquarian piety could have brought the rune-stones into contact with church-
es  (ibid.).  Finally,  almost reluctantly,  O.0lsen opens  for the possibility that the
rune-stones may come from nearby graves.

However, he makes a very thought-provoking comment on the abundance of
Æov-sites in lceland. «Nearly one hundred archaeological sites in lceland are attri-
buted by local legend to be the remains of heathen temples» (ibid.:283). The 18th
and early  19th century topographers of lceland did not record more than  14 such
sites. «Although we may assume that not all the temple legends of that time were
recorded, there can be little doubt that 19th century thought is responsible for mak-
ing most of the hundred sites into places of heathen worship. Indeed in some cases,
sites  which were earlier rightly  or wrongly considered to be mediaeval chapels
(Z)cpnÆz€§) were transfomed into Æo/i6/f!.r in the late 19th century» (ibid.). O.0lsen
attributes this to the strong national romantic ideas of that period, and in lceland
particularly  the  increasing pre-occupation  with  the heroic pagan lceland of the
sagas. These are thoughts which seem familiar; in the case of Veøy, ideas of cult-
continuity are narratives put forward by the storytellers, cf. 2.3.3.

Excavations at Mære Church in North Trøndelag,  which dates from the  12th
century, revealed the remains of an early wooden church suiTounded by a church-
yard (Lid6n 1969:3). In association with this early church, vestiges of at least two
buildings of pre-Christian times were found. «On the evidence of loose finds, the
oldest of these can be dated to the Migration Period (ca. AD 500). A series of gold
plaquettes were found associated with the later of the two buildings» (ibid.).

Lid6n interprets the artefacts as indicating that the building may have been a
pagan cult building. This is the only example of a possible point 2 case. The chro-
nology between the oldest church and the gold plaquettes do, however, cover a
very long time span. And one cannot totally exclude the possibility of mere coinci-
dence. 0laf Olsen accepts that this might be a case of direct cult-continuity (Olsen
1969:27). But he upholds his view that the Æov was a part of the pagan chieftain' s
fam. Therefore the Æov «has not really any place in a debate on continuity» (ibid.).

The term Vc''c}/.czr occurs in the saga of King Håkon Herdebrei, and was inter-
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preted to mean the «holy island» by Oluf Rygh (Rygh 1908:244). No one has dis-
puted this etymological interpretation. The «holiness» of the island has traditional-
1y been related to it being a site of ancient pagan cult ceremonies; the pagan temple,
Æov, should have been situated on Veøy. If this is correct, Veøy is a case of cult-
continuity. However, one may assume that since the old Norse religion was closely
embedded in other non-religious parts of the processes constituting the Norse cul-
tural environment, the religious ceremonies were perfomed where powerful 1inag-
es had managed to generate centres of influence, cf. above (Brink 1992: 109).

Did Veøy constitute such a centre in relation to the periphery in the Late lron
Age? If the answer is, yes, Veøy might be a case of cult-continuity, if it tums out to
be, no, then the island's holiness may be attributed to Christianity and not the old
Norse religion. Snone temed the island «Veøy» as late as the 1220s. At that time,
Veøy might have been a Christian stronghold in Romsdal for 250-300 years; and it
is quite possible that this position generated the name of the island, and not ancient
Norse religious ceremonies.

The archaeological investigations, cf. part 11, show that there has been Late lron
Age settlement on Veøy. Burials were undertaken on the cemetery in Storsandvika
as late as the 10th century, cf. 3. The pollen analysis indicates intensive cultivation
of the plateau on Sørøya from AD 850 and onwards, cf. 3.2. The only Late lron Age
find of artefacts, which presumably stems from one of the caims on Sørøya, is from
the gth century, cf. 5.1.3. The traces of lron Age activity on Veøy in general do not
indicate that the island was an important centre of influence regarding pagan cult
cemionies in particular during the Late lron Age. These circumstances must, how-
ever, be compared with find circumstances in other areas in Romsdal.

This point in my nanatives of Veøy would have been the time to introduce dis-
tribution maps of lron Age finds, sites, monuments and settlements, in the region of
Romsdal as a whole. Unfortunately, the making of a total settlement study of the
lron Age in the region, tumed out to be beyond my capacity in tems of the time
available for this project. In this respect 1 shall have to rely on the few existing pub-
lications, and my personal over-all impressions of the topographical archive material.

Tåking as a point of departure traditional methods of settlement studies, which
stress the number of finds, monuments and sites in a comparative spatial analysis,
there is no doubt of wÆerc in the region of Romsdal the dominant centre of influ-
ence in terms of archaeological finds was located: namely in the lower part of the
valley of Romsdal. From Setnes and further up the valley the relative amount of
lron Age finds are striking (fig.  133), compared to other places in the region of
Romsdal (Farbregd 1986). The largest pagan cemetery registered in Romsdal is sit-
uated on Horgheim, 4 lm up the valley as the crow flies, where 111 grave caims are
registered (fig.  134). One caim has been partly excavated and revealed a bucket
shaped pot from the Migration Period (Farbregd 1971 : 10). On a field very close to
the cemetery, fragments of an oval brooch and some pearls, dated to the Viking
Age, were uncovered in 1991 (pers. comm. Bjøm Ringstad). Based on the archaeo-
1ogical material it is difficult to indicate whether the cemetery is an Early- or Late
lron Age phenomenon, or both. But 1 have seldom been less in doubt: The centre of
gravity in terms of Late lron Age finds is to be found in the lower part of the valley
ofRomsdal.
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133. Iron Age-finds in Romsdalen (from Farbregd 1986: 12)

The important question is whether the central settlement at the mouth of the val-
ley was in the process of losing its influence in the Late lron Age. Interpreted in
terms of «cultural stress», the rich finds may be said to represent rather desperate
symbolic manifestations in the shape of material culture in an ongoing combat
against territorial and ideological aggressors. The traditional archaeological inter-
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134. The Horgheim-cemetery (ffom Farbregd 1971 )

pretation that rich graves signify manifestations of power and wealth, thus tums
into narratives of symbolic and ideological defense, perfomed by a community
under severe cultural stress.

Whether one, regarding Romsdal, prefers to adhere to the archaeological narra-
tive of «power and wealth» or the one of «cultural stress», does not affect the basis
of the following argument: If the lower part of the valley was a dominant and pow-
erful centre of influence in the Late lron Age and, furthemore, was not under any
kind of cultural stress, then the position of a regional cult-centre would according
to «custom» be situated there. If the same settlements were under severe cultural
stress, it would be extremely important for the legitimation of «plausibilty stmc-
tures» to maintain the ancient old cult ceremonies. According to this argument, the
spatial distribution of Late lron Age finds in the region of Romsdal, does not sup-
port the idea of a regional temple, a#/kc§Æov, on Veøy in the Viking Age. If such a
regional temple, or temple function, ever existed, it was probably located in the
lower part of the valley of Romsdal.

An important piece of evidence to be emplotted into the above suggested narra-
tive is: The Setnes burial of a woman in the early 10th century. Her grave was fur-
nished with an lrish relicuary. From at least the mid-10th century people were bur-
ied in a Christian graveyard on Veøy. And on the southem part of the same island,
grave caims of some dimension were erected in Storsandvika, cf. 3.

However, it is possible to suggest that Veøy was a place where cult ceremonies
were carried out in association with a regional assembly, the/y/Æcsfz.ng, in the 10th
century. But then the existence of such an assembly related to Veøy in the Viking
Age, is just a postulation based on late medieval documentary sources. The occur-
rence of an assembly temedJy/ÆG§f!.#g is first mentioned in a documentary source
from 1439 (DN X: 128).

I am inclined to interpret the Setnes-burial as a manifestation of the old way of
thinking and living, against a new way of thinking and living under a period of
severe tension and stress. The symbols manifested in the material culture of the
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Setnes grave might have provoked the already christians.  However,  the  ancient
centre of influence was in the process of losing ground to a new centre. Raising
grave caims in Storsandvika, which generated a kind of ideological barrier against
Nordøya, might have been embedded in a negotiating strategy during complex ten-
sions in ambivalent times when all that seemed solid melted into air.

5.1.6. The first church on Veøy

«The peasants  shall let all men in the #/Æ€ build a #/Æ€§-church and the
church should be finished in twelve months. If the church is of wood they will
pay  a fine to the bishop of 15 merÆcr. But if some men would like to build a
church of stone, and some not, they who   want the best and are the wisest
shall decide» (NGL: 133, m.t. from Sandnes 1969: 116).

This passage is drawn from a provision in the older law of Frosta-thing (Fro§/cz-
fz.ng§/czgen). Romsdal was part of this law's jurisdictional area. It is argued that the
law  was  written  down  in  course  of  the  late  11th  and  12th  century  (Knudsen
1959:656-661).

The debate revolving around the building of the first churches, and later the gen-
eration of parishes, resembles-and partly involves the same researchers -as also is
the case with the debate conceming cult-continuity v. discontinuity. Regarding the
establishment  of  parishes,  the  question  whether  the  parish  boundaries  follow
ancient tenitorial divisions of the landscape, has been much debated. And most of
the debaters have adhered to the continuity view (Indrebø 1935, Maurer 1855-56,
Smedberg 1973, Sandnes 1969,1987, Sandvik 1965).

Their continuity-thesis is built mainly on written sources. Archaeological material
is mentioned as a mere illustration of their point, e.g. when Sandnes uses artefacts
from the Roman lron Age found on a fam to illustrate that the fam must have been
in continual use since the Bronze Age (Sandnes  1987: 147). In the same paper, he
accuses two reseachers working with archaeological material, O.01sen (1966) and
H-E. Lid6n (1969), for being too uncritical when applying written source-material.

The written material consists of law texts, saga texts, late medieval sources like
diplomas etc., and even the first inventories of taxation related to farms from the
mid 17th century, and present fam boundaries are used as sources in the research
on  the  continuity  v.  discontinuity  issue.  Retro-spective  methods  are  applied  to
problems conceming the 11th and 12th century (Sandnes 1969,1987). And all this
is done without the slightest reference to cultural or social theories of any kind. I
find it extremely difficult to get a sound grip of this kind of discourse;  at some
points  it  is  very  source-critically  inclined  and  at  other  points  source-criticism
seems totally absent, cf. above.

The church on Veøy is not explicitely named Fy/Æcs-kirke before the 15th centu-
ry, namely in 1488 (DN 111:704). But since the law of Frostathing describes who -
and how - such a church  should be built,  it has been assumed that the Fy/Æes-
church constitutes an early phenomenon. The spatial distribution of stone churches
from the late 12th century is such that most of them have been suggested to repre-
sent the/y/ke§-churches (Sandnes 1969: 116).
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135. The stone church as seen towards southwest

The organization of parishes became a necessity when the tithe was introduced
in course of the 12th century (Skre 1988 : 10). People belonging to a certain territory
should pay tithe to a church, whose services would cover the same territory. The
introduction of clear boundaries would prevent disputes over issues like to which
church a fam should pay tribute.

The radiocarbon dates inside- and in association with- the two churchyards
west and southwest of the present stone church built around AD  1200 (fig.  135),
show that the latter church could not have been the first church on Veøy, cf. 4.4. The
first church was probably built of wood. Did this first church constitute a so-called
Fy/Æc§-church? On basis of the material available it is impossible to know this with
any certainty. I can only sketch altemative scenarios and conelate them contextual-
ly with what is assumed on the question of cult-continuity:

(1) The first church on Veøy was built by a family or lineage with sufficient means
to build a private church, i.e. a so-called Æøg/.cnczc-church.

(2) The first church on Veøy was built by several families or lineages in an cooper-
ative effort to create a Christian sanctuary. They chose Veøy because no one,
except those who cultivated the soil on Sørøya, would benefit from being closer
to the church than the others.

(3) The first church on Veøy was built in association with the missionary kings'
efforts in relation to control over larger and larger territories. The church repre-
sented the new order, and Veøy was supposed to be strategically and communi-
cationally well suited for the location of the new centre in Romsdal.
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The first two altematives suggest that the first church on Veøy was a Æøg/.cJtdc-
church (private-church). Royal influence could have spuned both altemative one
and two, without the king being directly responsible. Later on, when parishes were
created, the church on Veøy probably tumed into a parish and/or Fy/Æc§-church.

Per Sveaas Andersen states that «there can be no doubt that the kings, in the
decades before and after AD  1000, created an ecclesiastical organization in this
country» (Sveaas Andersen 1977:301, m.t.). Pointing to royal influence when con-
sidering the building of a church on Veøy is in line with main-stream ideas of his-
torical research. Sveaas Andersen specifically mentions Veøy as case of cult-conti-
nuity: «. . . theJy/kc of Romsdal had itsfl7/kc§-church on the pre-Christian cult centre
of Veøy in the Romsdalsfjord»  (ibid.:320, m.t.).  The myth of cult-continuity on
Veøy has such force, that it is presented as a matter of fact in an otherwise excellent
handbook of history covering the period of 800-1130. An idea which 1, as outlined
above, find less plausible, than the idea of discontinuity. I shall maintain that the
location of a Christian graveyard and the constmction of a church on Veøy consti-
tuted a consciously generated rupture, and eventually a shift in the most important
centre of influence in Romsdal. And now back to the main issue:

5.2. The small town

According to the above outline, it should be abundantly clear that 1 do not attribute
the rise of a small town on Veøy to exchange or trade. Veøy never functioned as a
port of trade, or a shoreline based trading station. In the mid- or later part of the
10th, or early in the 11th century, Veøy became a part of the power strategies of the
Norwegian kings. The issues at stake were control over larger and larger territories,
and an important instrument regarding this effort was the new religion, Christian-
ity. In the course of the 12th and 13th centuries Veøy's significance in regional and
inter-regional exchange gradually increased. But trade, in the purely commercial
sense of the tem, never became anything but a fringe activity on Veøy. More on
this later.

In the beginning this might have happened: It is impossible to say whether Veøy
was Crown land or not, at the time when the first church was raised. Maybe the king
just usurped the land which belonged to a peasant-family on Sørøya. Maybe the
Sørøya-dwellers made land available voluntarily.

The site for the church and graveyard was enclosed by a fence, a light construc-
tion in comparison with the later stone walls. The first burials could have taken
place before the church was built, but the exact space of the church site must have
been marked off. In Bondevika the two boathouses were constructed, either at the
same time, or within a relatively short period of time. The boathouses may have
fomied part of the new royal military strategy. In Sørvågen landing facilities were
improved  by  the  construction  of jetties.  Seasonal  assemblies,  i.e.  /j.73g§,  were
increasingly held on Veøy. Trash began to accumulate. In course of the first half of
the 12th century the church on Veøy was converted to a regular parish church, pos-
sibly a/y/Æc§-church. The peasants belonging to the parish paid tithe and maybe
other fees for the maintenance of the priest. The tithe was paid through products of
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the soil. Houses were constructed to store these products, e.g. a house like the old-
est one excavated in trench 9, c.f. 4.3.1.1.; the products were intended either for
consumption on the island or for redistribution to e.g. the bishopric. After 1152/53 ,
when Norway became an archbishopric, and no longer belonged to the archdiocese
of Lund in Denmark, products from Romsdal may have found their way to Nida-
ros. The consolidation of both the church and the Norwegian Realm made Veøy
increasingly important in Romsdal.
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6. THE MIDDLE

The point in time, or better, the space in time, in which the tithe was introduced
cannot be pinned down with specific certainty. The tithe constituted the first regular
tax in Norway. The saga texts attribute the introduction of the tithe to king Sigurd
Jorsalfar (d.1130)  (Hamre  1974:281).  At the time of the revision of the ancient
regional landscape-laws, which was carried out in association with the new throne
succession law dated to the 1160s and related to king Magnus Erlingsson, the tithe
had probably  been  introduced  in  the  whole  of the  Realm  (Helle  1974:237).  In
1152/53 Norway was to be ecclesiastically organized as a separate archdiocese,
and the right to donate gifts to the church for the benefit of one's soul, was expand-
ed at the expense of the right of allodial possesion (odc/§ref/) and the property of
lineages (cp/feGz.c#czom). Little by little the Church was to accumulate an enomous
amount of the available subsistence resources in Norway,  and by the early  14th
century the church was the largest landowner with an income of 40 % of the total
land rent in the Realm (ibid.:238).

Knut Helle designates the period between 1130-1319, the High Middle Ages in
Norway (ibid.:27). Since the introduction of the tithe probably had an important
impact on the development of the small town on Veøy,1130 seems like a good
point of departure for the beginning of a new phase in the history of Veøy. Besides,
the  saga  texts  mentioning  Veøy  have  all  been  concemed  with  incidents  that
occuiTed during the  long Civil War period,  which is  usually  said to have taken
place in the period 1130-1240. However, considering the sources available regard-
ing Veøy, there is no point in letting the year 1319 constitute a periodical break in
development. Events occurring in the years of 1349-50 seem to constitute the most
important tuming point in the history of the small town on Veøy. The middle of this
nanative is therefore chronologically composed of the period between 1130-1350.

In my view, the basic tenets of the socio-political history of the High Middle
Age society in Norway, written inside the 20th-century discourse of Norwegian
historians, may be clustered into two sets of diverging methods and theories:

(1) A  Marxist inspired,  but not dogmatic,  historical  materialism,  with  a certain
affinity for general socio-political theories and model building.

(2) A mild fom of positivistic functionalism stressing empirical studies of primary
source-material with a certain aversion against the application of human- and
social scientific models and general theories.
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Two  conflicting  views  on  the  socio-political  relationship  between  the  vast
majorityofpeasantsandtheuppersocialstratasrelatedtotheKing,theChurchand
the landed Nobilty, may illustrate this point. Conesponding to point (1): Between
the Church, the landed Nobility and the King there existed a solidarity based on
common economic interests of extracting the absolute maximum of resources pos-
sible from the producing strata of peasant-families. The King, signifying the king-
dom as an institution, merely functioned as an instrument or tool of the land-own-
ing classes, i.e. the lay- and ecclesiastical aristocracy. Halvdan Koht, Edvard Bull,
Andreas  Holmsen  and Johan  Schreiner represented  this  line  of thought  (Helle
[1961]  1970).

Kåre Lunden may be classified as a modem adherent of historical materialism;
in  his  work  the  general  exploitative  character  of the  relationship  between  the
King/Aristocracy and the common peasant is strongly emphasized (Lunden 1976,
1978). Furtherinore, Lunden has been advocating the application of model-build-
ing, general social theories and quantitative methods (Lunden 1971,1972).

Corresponding to point (2): In 1940 Jens Arup Seip presented, based on both a
renewed theoretical and methodological approach, a modified version of the « soli-
darity-and instrument»-thesis of his contemporary colleagues (Seip [ 1940] 1969).
Although  sympathetic  with  fundamental  ideas  of  historical  materialism,  Seip
reacted against a certain conservative stigmatization in concepts and causal expla-
nations following that line of thought (Helle [1961)  1970). He advocated a more
dynamic relationship between basic ideas and source-material; the historical phe-
nomena should be functionally explained. Seip was not refering explicitly to func-
tionalism as we know the temi in the works of Malinowski or Radcliffe-Brown;
what he meant was that the historian should investigate how institutions actually
functioned comparatively in a society. Through this functional-empirical approach
Seip  found that the  «solidarity- and  instrument»-thesis  had been  too  reductive
regarding the personal role and initiatives of the King; in spite of common econom-
ic interests, conflicts arose between the Church, King and landed Nobilty; the King
was not only an instrument used by the land owning classes, he had a wider func-
tional base through his law-making and administrative, and accordingly, negotiat-
ing role between peasants and Aristocracy. Seip's scepticism of the more stigmatic
parts of historical materialism and model building, is supported, and further devel-
oped by Knut Helle. He has characterized Kåre Lunden's view on the maximum
exploitation of the high medieval peasants  as a «dark vision»  (Helle  1977:515).
Helle is overtly sceptical of the quantitaive basis of Lunden's estimations, and he
stresses an empirical scrutiny of the source-material so as not to excessively sim-
plify the complex into predestined models and theories (ibid.).

As  far  as  1  can  see,  there  is  no  significant  disagreement  between  the  two
«camps» on the point that a distinctive feature of this period is the strong growth in
royal and ecclesiastical administrative organization and authority (Helle 1974:27).
Of substance in this regard is the transition from peasants as freeholders to tenants.
Two main views have been upheld on the question of when the transition took place
from peasants as freeholders to tenants in large and complex estates owned by the
Church, the landed nobilty or as part of the Royal demesne:
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(1) The creation of larger estates with increasing numbers  of tenants took place
quite early, and by the beginning of the High Middle Ages the majority of peas-
ants were tenants and not freeholders.

(2) The transition occurred in the course of the two to three centuries before AD
1300(ibid.:158).

Helle underlines that neither of these two views are based on anything but plau-
sibilities. He discusses and finds the second view the most probable of the two.
Among other things, his careful argument is based on the increasing importance of
provisions conceming tenant relationships in the new law of 1274 covering the
whole of Norway (LczncJ§/ovcn) in comparison with the older laws covering various
regions (the regional landscape-laws , e.g. F7io§fczf!.ngL5/czgcn).

Furthemore, it has been assumed that the growth in the tenant-system is reflect-
ed in the augmented holdings of land associated with the Church, landed nobility
and the King. A disturbing factor in this estimation is the very notable expansion of
cultivated land in the High Middle Ages. But Helle concludes that the system of
tenant-peasants grew the in course of the first Christian centuries, both in relation
to cultivated space and the number of tenants, and in absolute numbers as well as
proportionately, in relation to the freeholder-system (Helle 1974 : 160).

The Norwegian (male) tenant peasant never lost his status as a free and indepen-
dent subject under the law (ibid.: 161). There were differences of degree between
men, conceming the size of fines to be paid in cases of offences or crimes, in con-
nection with the gradual abandonment of slavery (thralldom). But this had to do
with lineage; the issue of being a thrall or decendant of a thrall and not with being a
freeholder or tenant. The continental feudal system of serfdom was not introduced
in Norway, although one might possibly say that the system had feudal traits in the
later part of this period (Opsahl 1992).

The increasing number of tenants had to pay an annual land rent to the owner.
Other regular taxes were the tithe and from the late 13th century the naval levy was
transformed into a tax (Bjørkvik 1965b:439). In addition to these regular taxes a
number of other obligations and fees could be required from the commoners.

A basic assumption of the present study is that the urbanization of Norway in the
Middle Ages must have been intimately linked to the agrarian situation and devel-
opmentofthisperiod.Furthemore,theconsolidationofanecclesiasticalorganiza-
tion and the increasing number of tenant-peasants must have spuned the rise of
towns. Trade in the commercial sense of the tem probably played only a minor and
insignificant role for urban development in the  11th and  12th centuries, possibly
with the exception of Bergen and Vågan. Taxes and duties constituted the pillars of
early and high medieval urban society in Norway.

With this, rather bombastic, point of departure the reader might want to situate
me as an adherent of camp no. 1, cf. above. To a certain degree, I am; the amount of
taxes, duties and land rent which were required from the peasants must have been
felt as heavy burdens; burdens which minimized the additional occurrence of sur-
plus products which could eventually be exchanged. On the other hand, I am sym-
pathetic to the scepticism of Seip conceming the «solidarity- and instrument»-the-
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sis, and Helle's aversion to definitive quantitative estimations based on insecure
numbers. Whether there existed a sort of solidarity or not between the upper social
stratas is quite insignificant in connection with my argument; the important point is
that the surplus regarding products of the soil after taxation etc. must have been
minimal even when following the «not so dark vision» of Knut Helle.

6.1. The sma]I coastal towns: A High Middle Age scenario.

It is impossible to provc the the-
sis  maintained  above  through
historical    and    archaeological
evidence.  Any  conclusion  that
may be drawn will be a sketch,
i.e. a contextually plausible sce-
nario, in which not only the pos-
sible but also the impossible is
indicated. I believe that there is
relatively more reason to stress
the administrative factor as far
as   the   small   towns   are   con-
cemed  compared  to  the  larger
towns like Bergen and Nidaros
(fig. 136); it is imperative to dif-
ferentiate   between   the   small
coastal   towns   and   the   larger
towns.   Veøy  is  mentioned  in
saga texts connected with inci-
dents   which   occurred   in   the
Civil war period. This goes for
the other three  small towns on
the westem and northem coast
of Norway as well: Kaupanger,
Borgund and Vågan (fig.  137). I
shall continue to introduce and 136. The location of Bergen and Nidaros

discuss   ideas   of  urbanization
attached to these three small coastal towns, and suggest similarities and differences
between them and Veøy.

6.1.1. Kaupanger in Sogn

«Kaupanger is first mentioned in Svcm.s sc7gø, in connection with events in 1183-
84, at which time it was regarded as a kcz#p§fczczr or town, inhabited by kcz#pø#gs-
mcnn or townsmen» (øye 1989: 162). In the saga text the rather disparaging tem
L#søÆø#pøngcy (/m = louse) is applied to designate the place.  Sources from the
14th centuries, mostly letters, denote the place as Kaupanger. The archaeological
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137. The location of Kaupanger, Borgund,
and Vågan.

investigations  of  Kaupanger  have
been few and sporadic. Based on the
material  available,  both  historical
and  archaeological,  an  interpreta-
tive narrative has recently been sug-
gested by  lngvild  øye  (øye  1986,
1989). The earliest radiocarbon date
of the assumed settlement area goes
back to  AD  1115  ±65,  and  the  last
settlement phase is dated via pottery
to the later 13th to early 14th centu-
ry  (Øye  1989:149).  She  underlines
the fact that the written sources indi-
cate  that  Kaupanger  functioned  as
an administrative centre in the High
Middle  Ages:   «..it  was  hardly  of
more  than  local  importance  as  a
re/z.gj.o#s  cc'n/rc  lt  was  probably  of

greater significance as a focal point of /occz/ czczm!.#z.§frcz/!.o#, /.#rj.§c7z.c/j.on and fczx-
co//cc/z.o#. But its principal central function was obviously of an cco#omj.c nature,
as a centre of local and regional exchange with comections to the inland districts of
East Norway and to the intemational commercial city of Bergen» (Øye 1989: 162).
I do not agree with Øye's differentiation between adminstrative functions and what
she terms the «economic nature»; these factors are two sides of the same coin. She
argues that since the name of the place incorporates the concept kczwp (= buy) the
place must originally have had something to do with trade (ibid. : 157). But what did
the tem Æcza4p mean in the Middle Ages? Did it designate independent exchange in
the shape of buying and selling transactions, or does ktz4(p refer to adminstrative
exchange transactions?

The tem køifp could also signify a tax (Steinnes [ 1933] 1979:271). The invento-
ry of bishop Øystein from ca AD  1400 refers to an ønJz.ø#4Æ fczj¥#s. Steinnes states
that it is «beyond doubt that the ønfj.øwzt§ fczxz¢s constituted the tax before the Black
Death» (ibid.:272, m.t.). This onzz.øz4#§ fcixz6s, which is equal to the tithe, is termed
kc7#p (ibid.:277). Written sources show that the tem køz{p is used throughout the
14th century to designate a tax (ibid.). I find this use of terininology interesting
because it points in the same direction as my argument; it is not very sensible to
separate the Early- and High Middle Age economy into administrative and com-
mercial spheres.

Excavations under the present church in Kaupanger revealed vestiges of two
earlierchurches,ofwhichthefirstmusthavebeenraisedinthelaterpartofthe11th
century  (Lid6n &  Bjerknes  1975:23).  There are no  significant traces  of ancient
agrarian settlement in Kaupanger (Øye  1989: 149): «When a church was built on
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such a place. . . it may indicate that the small town is older than the church» (ibid.,
m.t.). She adheres to the continuity thesis conceming the relationship between cen-
tres of the Viking Age and the Middle Ages (ibid.: 153). I find that the evidence
availablemaybeinterpretedtopointinanotherdirectionandmyargumentfollows
this path: Namely that the construction of a church on a place like Kaupanger may
have spurred the rise of a small town, and not the other way around. As on Veøy,
Kaupanger represented the new religion and the new order. øye states explicitly
thatbesideof«...beingacentrefortradeandadministration,thechurchwaslocat-
edinKaupanger.Anditisthiscentralfunctionwhichcanbefollowedfarthestback
in time» (øye  1986:392, m.t.). I see no reason to pre-suppose a market place in
association with the construction of the first church in the district. On the contrary.

All of the written sources mentioning Kaupanger deal with civil strife or civil
services;sagatextsandlettersconcemingpropertytransactions.Thesourcesareof
similiar kind as those  associated with Veøy.  The naval levy was collected with
Kaupanger as a point of departure and stored there, and the sheriff (sys/cmcznnen)
sat periodically in Kaupanger (Øye 1989: 158). But øye maintains that in spite of
the juridical-administrative central function of the place, it was probably the spe-
cialization in economy which was the most important function of Kaupanger in
relation to the surrounding countryside (ibid. : 159).

She does mention though, that there are no secure archaeological traces of this
sort of trading activity (øye  1986:386). Furthemore, she mentions that the land
rent revenues  were most important in the local exchange and trading activities
(øye1989:159).Asfaras1canseethecaseisthis:A11theevidencewhichpointsin
the direction of discontinuity and administrative transactions are underestimated
andthenameoftheplaceincludingthetemÆcz#pismodelledintoaneconomicsit-
uation which hardly existed before the Late Middle Ages. The suiplus production
in the medieval agrarian economy fell for the most part into the hands of the land
owners. Case studies from Sogn and Romerike indicate that the land rent amounted
to  approximately  17  %  of the total  annual production (Bjørkvik  1965a:278).  In
addition to this came the tithe (ca. 10 %), the naval levy and other special puipose
fees for ecclesiastical and jurisdictional services. It is assumed that the land rent
was even higher in Trøndelag and the westem coastal districts by AD 1300 (Lun-
den 1976:274). Lunden maintains that the land rent in the coastal districts was gen-
erally higher than in the eastem part of the country. He bases this estimation on an
assumption that the relationship between an increasing population and ecological
limitiations  due  to  less  cultivated  land,  generated  a  stronger  competition  over
scarce resources and thereby increased the land rent (ibid.). Futhemore, he claims
that the coastal aristocracy from ancient times had a better controlling grip over
larger areas on the westem coast than in the more fertile inland districts of eastem
Norway (ibid:280). If we both, Lunden and 1, are on the right track, the social and
political conditions for the rise of small towns were most favourable in the coastal
districts of westem Norway. Apart from the taxes, additional surplus which could
playapartina«non-institutedeconomy»wasprobablymarginalandhadnocentre
buildingpotential.Thekczz4pwasconstitutedoftheobligatoryandforcedexchange
through various taxes. Most of the goods were probably shipped away to Bergen,
where it did play a commercial role in both local and intemational trade. One can-
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not separate these transactions into a sphere called eco#omy which is situated out-
side of the jurisdictional and administrative sphere.

6.1.2. Borgund on Sunnmøre

Borgund has  been  subjected to  the  most extensive  excavations  of all the  small
towns along the coast of Norway. The place is not mentioned with an urban tem
until the Royal Decree of 1384, cf. 2.2. But according to the saga texts Borgund
seems to play a role similar to Veøy and Kaupanger as a strategic stronghold of
some importance during the Civil War period. The place is mentioned both in the
saga of king Olav Haraldsson,  and of the late  12th century king Sverre  (Nilsen
1976: 175). The latter had dubious royal origins and he comprised personally the
centre  around  which  over  20  years  of fierce  civil  strife  revolved.  In  1206  the
Baglers, who later raided Veøy, first made a similar visit to Borgund, cf. 2.2. (Norg-
es Kongesagaer 3:303). Later infomation from king Håkon Håkonsens saga and
Sturlunga saga indicate that Borgund was an administrative centre of some kind;
the naval levy was collected and possibly stored there and the sheriff-function (§yf-
/c773cm#§-/w73Æs/.o#cn) seems to be associated with the place (Nilsen 1976: 179). The
written sources point very much in the same direction as they do in relation to Veøy.

Excavations have been carried out under the auspices of Asbjøm Herteig since
1954  and  for  a  period  of more  than  twenty  years  (Myrvoll  1977:10).  Herteig
adheres explicitely to the idea of continuity between Viking Age centres and Mid-
dle Age centres: «The use of cult sites as centres where courts were held and goods
exchanged is a well-known feature over the whole of Scandinavia towards the end
of heathen  times...  That  certain  of these  localities  of this  kind  gradually  also
became the centres  of larger districts,  meeting places for coastal fishermen and
fjordfamers during their seasonal exchange of the necessities of life, would seem
to be a natural development» (Herteig 1975:41). Herteig does, however, stress that
the physical structure of Borgund suggests pemanency above seasonality (ibid.).

This affection for a «natural development» with society as an organism subject
to imperative evolution, is a mode of explanation which empirical scrutiny in vari-
ous fields has dismissed (Foucault 1972, Kuhn 1970). The keywords in a discourse
stressing continuity are harmony, stability and non-conflict. These three words are
not the first which spring to mind in a nanative of the transition from paganism to
Christianity in Norway.

In Borgund a Christian graveyard has been recovered «a good 100 m north and
north-eastofthepresentparishchurch.Uptillnowmorethan300graveshavebeen
excavated  covering  4-5  `grave-generations'  from  early  in  the  eleventh  century
onwards» (Herteig  1975:26). Because of deviation in orientation Herteig finds it
implausible  that these  graves  were  ever related to the present  stone  church,  of
which parts are built in the Romanesque style. The graves are dated to the early
11th century on the basis of a coin found in a grave (pers.comm. Helge Sørheim).

According to the saga tradition the most powerful lineage on Sunnmøre in the
late Viking Age and Middle Ages had its main seat at the island of Giske, which is
situated  somewhat  further  out  from  the  coast  than  Borgund  (Herteig  1975:27,
Kaland, S.1984:156). Especially in the Early lron Age large grave mounds were
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constructed on the islands bordering on the Atlantic outside of the outer fjord dis-
trictwhereBorgundissituated(Solberg1984a:87).IntheLatelronAgethepattem
is not so straightforward;  it seems that the outer coastal districts'  dominance in
terms of finds and large grave mounds is over (Solberg  1984b:100). This marked
decrease in the construction of large grave mounds and deposition of items may,
however,beinterpretedintemsofconsolidationofpower;materialculturewasno
longerusedasmanifestmarkersofculturaldifference,cf.5.1.5.Thisinterpretation
is in accordance with the importance attributed to these outer coastal districts in the
sagas which tell of late Viking Age events, e.g. in the sagas written by Snorri Stur-
luson of Harald Fairhair and Håkon Athalsteinsfostri.

Herteig dates the beginning of the settlement in Borgund, on the basis of finds
and constructional contexts, to the early 11th century (Herteig 1957:462). Among
the finds are items decorated in the Umes-style, which is dated to the mid 11th to
early 12th centuries (Wilson, D.1975 :360). The accumulation of medieval refuse
seems to be contemporaneus with- or later than- the above mentioned graveyard.
As on Veøy, this may indicate that the place, which later became the small town of
Borgund,playedapartintheChristianizationofWestemNorway.

«Out on the foreshore were rows of slipways and wooden jetties whilst boat-
houses and warehouses for various purposes lined the strand» (Herteig  1975 :36).
The  warehouses  are  interpreted  as  storage  buildings  functioning  in  association
with trade and the rich coastal fisheries: « . . .the large warehouses were not neces-
sarilywholesaledepotsforwarestobeusedordistributedinBorgundorinthedis-
tricts close by, but that they presuppose a need to trans-ship larger consignments
particularlyoffishandfishproducts»(ibid.:41).Isuggestthatthesebuildingscom-
prise the material vestiges of the temporary storing of various foms of taxes. Her-
teig interprets Borgund as a local staple in an economy dominated by some kind of
market exchange, I interpret the place to be a nodule in the dominating administra-
tiveeconomyoftheEarly-andHighMiddleAges.ItisinterestingtonotethatHer-
teig does not stress Borgund's role as a local market place for the region only. This
hasbeendonebyotherstorytellersofBorgund(Sulebust1984:189).

6.1.3. Vågan in Lofoten

Vågan is situated well above the Arctic circle on 68° 12 llN. None of the other three
small coastal towns are mentioned with such frequency in the sagas as Vågan (Nil-
sen 1976:93). Snorri Sturluson refers to Vågan in the saga of Olav Haraldsson. An
event in the 1020s is described; the murder of Asbjøm Selsbane. The temi applied
on the place is  V4gøsfe/#ø  (= The Vågan meeting).  In the  same  saga the temi
V4ga#of[.(=TheVåganfleet)isused(ibid.:94).Inthiscase,Snorri'snoteofVågan
might be rather coloured by the conditions prevailing while Snorri wrote the saga
in the 1220s (Bjørgo 1982:46).

In another saga text the building of a church and lodges for the fishemen is
attributedtoKingøysteinMagnussonintheearly12thcentury.ThetemÆcz#psfc/-
w is not applied in association with Vågan before the Royal Decree of 1384, cf.
2.2. Nilsen, however, argues that when Snoni applies the tem §/e/ncz he implicitly
means  køztp§fe/w  (Nilsen  1976:95).  Another important illustration of activities
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connected  with  Vågan  is  the  description  of the  Våga-fleet  in  the  saga of king
Sverre: «By Raudberget laid 50 byrdz.ngø (=ships). The king would not fight them
because all of them were køz{pmcn (=merchants) coming from Vågan, and as long
as the køztpmcn minded their own business, king Sverre would never ham them»
(Norges Kongesagaer 3:40, Nilsen  1976:98, m.t. partly from modem Norwegian
and partly from old Norse).

Similar to the other three small coastal towns, written sources associate Vågan
with   ecclesiastical,   administrative   and   jurisdictional   undertakings   (Bjørgo
1982:51).  The §y§/cmczn#  (= the  sherifD  is  mentioned  in  several  sources,  in  the
1220s Skule Bårdson obviously had economic interests in Vågan (ibid.). In  1282
Bjame Erlingsson, the most powerful representative of the landed nobilty, made
definite efforts to settle financial disputes between the Church and the Crown on a
m6f (=meeting) at the r!.#g in Vågan. Bjame, who on this occasion spoke on behalf
of the King of Norway, claimed that the Church had imposed unjust taxes on the
fishemen in Lofoten (Bertelsen et al.1987:51). Both archaeologists and historians
attribute  important  administrative  functions  to  Vågan  (Bjørgo  1982,  Bertelsen
1985, Bertelsen & Urbanczyk  1988).  Bjørkvik, however,  stress explicitly that it
was  «the Æcz#p§fc/#ø  -  i.e.  trade and exchange - which  constituted the point of
departure. These activities are not well represented in the source-material on a con-
crete level» (Bjørgo 1982:48, m.t.). Bjørgo writes inside the discourse which splits
the concept of economy into two: Market and administration. But he admits that
what the sources speak about are political, social and adminstrative issues. Why
should we not take this bias in the source-material as a reflection of what really
went on and stop composing a nanative of market and commerce? When Bjørgo
attempts to explain why Vågan disappeared from the written sources in the late
14th  century  he  maintains  that  because  of the  diminishing  trading  activities  in
Vågan, the administrative functions disappeared as well (Bjørgo  1982:59). But it
could be the other way around: Because of the social, political and organizational
collapse of civil life in the later part of the 14th century in Norway, the administra-
tive undertakings associated with the small towns were severly diminished, and
without these activities the so-called marginal market-associated trade were worse
off than a snowball in hell; the seemingly solid melted into air.

Contrary to the other three  small coastal  towns  the  accumulation of cultural
layers continues in late medieval Vågan (Bertelsen et al.1987). It is from the writ-
ten sources that the place vanishes. It seems as if Vågan changed character from
beinganimportantnoduleintheadministrativeandpoliticalEarly-andHighMid-
dle Age society, into being a trading station only, involved in large scale commer-
cial fisheries in the late 14th and 15th centuries. The extent of the economic activ-
ities of market character related to Vågan through the fisheries and stock-fish trade
were so large that the place survived as a commercial but not as administrative cen-
tre in the Late Middle Ages. I shall elaborate this further in chapter 7.

I do consider Vågan to be in a somewhat different position than the other three
small towns as far as market exchange activities are concemed. The rich fisheries
were of utmost importance for both the rise, and development in course of the Ear-
1y and High Middle Ages, of a small town in Lofoten. It is only in association with
Vågan that activities directly associated with subsistence economic activities like
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fisheries are explicitly mentioned in the sagas. But 1 am inclined to believe that a lot
of the stock-fish transported from Vågan to Bergen during the High Middle Ages
were accomodated as taxes. Reidar Bertelsen puts it this way: «When knowing that
the earliest mentioning of the Vågan fisheries, in an amendment to the Frostating
Law (NGL I:257-258/AD  1103-07), is about a regulation of taxes on fishery that
may date back to ca. AD 1030, a proposed initial phase of commercial trade to the
11th century seems likely. Both the king and archbishop seem equally interested in
taxation of the fisheries» (Bertelsen & Urbanczyk  1988: 102). The adminstrative
character  of the  trade  changed  in  the  Late  Middle  Ages;  Vågan  became  fully
included in the commercial activities of Northem Europe, especially those related
to the Hanseatic League.

Two views have been presented on Vågan based on the same source material;
one which sees Vågan as an Arctic centre, and one which situates Vågan in the
periphery of the civilization of medieval Europe (Bertelsen & Urbanczyk  1988).
Bertelsen argues that «Vågan could be initiated by the northem aristocracy as a
strategy  to  meet  the  challenges  of  the  new  society  in  the  medieval  period»
(ibid.: 103). In the Viking Age this aristocracy was involved in exchange activities
with the Saamis and peoples-living as far away as Bjameland in the area around
the White Sea (present Russia).

Bertelsen stresses that Vågan was not a Late lron Age centre; the place was situ-
ated between two lron Age centres of importance, Borg on Vestvåøy to the south-
west and Hadsel to the north. According to his Arctic idea, Vågan could have con-
stituted «neutral ground» on which the aristocracy planned to start off «a new deal»
(ibid.). In accordance with my argument conceming the other three small towns:
the spatial shifting of influential centres occurring in the transition period from the
Viking Age to the Early Middle Age may indicate cultural stress in relation to the
new religion; maybe the church built in Vågan on the initiative of king øystein was
not the first one.

Urbanczyk refers to the  12th century kings'  active role in attempting both to
initiate and control activities in Vågan (ibid. : 104). In the first half of the 13th centu-
ry he argues that Vågan experienced a lot of attention and this «undoubtedly result-
ed from the development of the country 's economy and a closer joining to the com-
mercial system of Northwestem Europe, falling more into the control of the Han-
seatic league» (ibid.). I agree with part of this argument; the small town of Vågan
probably became more integrated in the overall economic system in course of the
13th century, but the decisive impact of the Hanseatic League must constitute a lat-
er phenomenon. The idea of Vågan as a local Arctic initiative in the early phase
does not really contradict the assumption that Vågan was a centre in the periphery
of Europe at a later phase.

Kaupanger, Borgund and Veøy seem to have played quite similar roles on the
urban scene.  Vågan on the other hand, had a larger repertoire,  and when other
scenes had to shut down, she changed into a new robe and entered the stage playing
dramas inscribed in a new genre.
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6.2. Veøy in the High Middle Ages: 1130-1350

The  sagas mention Veøy  in  association with the political  strife for royal power
three times, cf. 2.2. Events, which according to the sagas should have happened in
1162,1206 and 1240, are related upon. The saga texts attribute various administra-
tive  functions  to  Veøy.  The  sources  indirectly  point  towards:  townsmen  which
must have been equipped with the necessary weapons: the collecting and storage of
the naval levy: and that the §ys/cmøn (= sheriff) sat on Veøy. In course of the Civil
War period it may have been considered important to control Veøy both military
and administratively. The latter would include the right to collect taxes in Romsdal.
This is a common feature in a comparative analysis of the small coastal towns.

6.2.1. The construction of the stone church

ln the late 12th century a major event occurred on Veøy which is not narrated upon
in the sagas; namely the stone church was built. A stone building is a very manifest
utterance inside the christian discourse of time; from being a cyclical phenomenon
in the pagan religion, time in Christianity becomes linear and teleological;  time
leads meaningfully up to the Day of Judgement. And a house of stone was to last up
until Judgement Day. The church was most probably the first building of stone ever
erected in Romsdal.  No vestiges  are found of similar stone constructions in the
region.

I wonder what the peasant population of Romsdal thought, and how they experi-
enced the construction of this peculiar building of stone, which in honour of the
Almighty,  slowly rose from the ground.  Since the people of Romsdal never had
built such a marvel before, there must have been a master builder, masons, and
craftsmen of non-regional origin on the site of construction. Veøy probably har-
boured,  for a period of time,  an immigrant community;  and both peasants  and
townsmen had to leam to relate to, and cope with the «others».

«With wonderful speed accomplishing so great a work . . .with so many smiths,
carpenters and other workmen, working so vehemently with bustle and noise that a
man could hardly hear the one next to him speak» (Knoop & Jones 1967:3-4). This
quote is a comment made in the 12th century on Thomas å Becket's repairing of the
Tower of London. The construction work aroused comment from an inhabitant in a
city which 1 assume was generally less quiet than the small town on Veøy.

The commotion resulting from the erection of the church on Veøy must have
made a certain impression on the commoners in the district. Culturally it might
have been felt as an encounter with a definite «othemess». If the encounter generat-
ed conflicts of some kind we shall never know. But in an investigation of basically
British craftsmen of construction, it is said that «one curious aspect of the life of
mediaeval masons is their propensity to become involved in crimes of violence,
either as victims or as aggressors» (Harvey 1975: 128).

The church is Romanesque in style. In Norway around  150 stone churches of
Romanesque  style were built,  or in the process of being built, before AD  1200
(Lid6n  1964:632). In short: a paradise found for any travelling master builder or
mason.  It  seems  reasonable  to relate most of this  constmctional  fervour to  the
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founding of the archdiocese of Norway in 1152/53 . The organization of landscapes
into parishes and administrative units was imperative due to «fair» collection of the
tithe, cf. 5.1.6. It is beyond the scope of this project to make a detailed description
of the church and make suggestions as to where the quaiTy was situated etc. What
interests me is the eventual triggering effects the construction work had on the
community of the island.

The old Norse term for a stone worker is §/cz.nmcz.§/ør!. or §rc!.#sm!.czr (Fischer
1972: 164). In  1397 the temi mason, i.e. m#rer, is for the first time mentioned in a
documentary source in association with a building in Sarpsborg, the mzdrcgmei.sføre
gø#czcn  (Stigum 1967:20). The stone churches are, however, tacit witnesses of the
presence  of masons  in  Norway  long  before  1397.  The  first  stone  workers  and
masons must have been foreigners,  and foreign craftsmen continued coming to
Norway through the Middle Ages (Lid6n  1976:32). They probably worked with
local craftsmen and workers (ibid.). A large construction project required an exten-
sive  organisation;  involving  for example  the  making  of plans,  setting-out  lines
defining the site, supervising quarring and felling of timber, organizing the logis-
tics, the raising of scaffolds and devices for the lifting of stone etc. The workers had
to be accommodated in special lodges. The foreigners were often travelling men
moving from one construction site to another. Maybe they had families, maybe not.
An accumulation of unmarried men could spurr off special kinds of services in
association with the construction site. For a small community like Veøy the whole
building process could have been experienced as an upheavel of old customs and
noms.

The medieval master masons, who were also the architects of the period, consid-
ered themselves to hold the most notable skills «on earth because it had the `most
part of this (sic) science of Geometry': and Geometry in tum, being the Science
used by God Himself to create the world, was `the science that all reasonable men
live by' « (Harvey 1972: 139). No doubt the masons coming to Veøy in the late 12th
century brought with them a scent of an «other» world.

Who could the patrons behind this project have been? Maybe the archbishop in
Nidaros  supervised the  project,  but  contrary  to  what  would  seem  obvious,  the
Church was not heavily  involved in the  actual construction of churches  (Lid6n
1987:8). Who then was responsible for the building of the church? Written sources
indicate that there were two kinds of church builders in the early days of Christian-
ity (Nyborg 1979, Skre  1988). «They first consisted of private individuals and as
there is no habitation pattem in Norway corresponding to the village, they would
have erected their church on their own fami. . .The other type was the result ofjoint
effort»  (Skre  1988:83).  In the case of a joint venture the pczrocÆj.cznz. could have
erected the church at some «central point within the settlement area of the people
involved»  (ibid.).  Lid6n  assumes  that  wooden  churches  built on central  places
within a settlement unit (a bygø were based on joint-venture operations (Lid6n
1987:9). A church of non-central location is suggested to be built by a powerful
familiy and situated on the residential fam. But as far as centrally located stone
churches are concemed, Lid6n argues for the idea that either the king or the landed
nobilty were responsible for the building of such churches (Ibid. : 10).

In the case of Veøy it is quite probable that the king and/or the landed nobilty
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initiated the project. But this does not really exclude the possibility that the pczrocÆ-
j.cz#j. participated in the project on a very practical and joint basis. By the late  12th
century the small town seems to be well established as centre of influence in Roms-
dal. And if the stone church really was to be the new/y/Æj.§kj.rkc, the construction of
it affected people in the whole of the region, in fact not only the parish people of
Veøy.  Once the project was set in motion, possibly by non-local forces, it is not
unreasonable to suggest that many people contributed to the building of the church
on Veøy and that it was experienced as a major «happening» in Romsdal.

Are there any traces of the foreign influence around AD 1200 in the material cul-
ture found on Veøy? The gold ring, which was tucked into the stone wall enclosing
the southem most churchyard (no. 2), cf. 4.3.2.2. may been a vestige of the «oth-
ers» on Veøy. Eric could have been a French mason participating in the raising of
the church, and AM could have been a married woman of the local aristocracy with
knowledge of the culture of courtly love. An interpretative narrative along this line
of thought  differs  from  the  narrative  presented  in  Solli  et  al.   1992.  A  liaison
between a craftsman and a gentlewoman must have had an aspect of secrecy to it.
Of reasons we shall never know, the ring was hidden and forgotten.

Another group of craftsmen important for the building of a church are the smiths.
Tools for stone working had to be made and continually repaired (Knoop & Jones
1967:56). In association with the cathedral at Hamar, a smithy has been uncovered
very close to the church. Analysis of the slags show that both blacksmiths and gold-
smiths had been working on the site (pers.comm. Berit Sellevold). On Veøy a smithy
would probably have to be located further away from the construction site, because
of both the closeness of the already built wooden church and nearby dwelling houses.
Due to danger of fire the smithy ought to be located on the outskirts of the existing
settlement; a measure of security which is directly mentioned in the town law (By/ov-
en) of Magnus Lagabøter in 1276 (Robberstad 1923:31). Since the accumulation of
slags are pronounced in the south westem part of the Black Soil, cf. 4.3.3., it is plau-
sible that these smithies also functioned as church smithies during the construction
work. However, the radiocarbon dates suggest that the smithies were not primarily
built for that purpose but had existed for decades, cf. 4.3.3.1. But the activities related
to the work on the church might have established a group of smiths on the island

138. The seal of Ame Stefanson (443 in Huitfeldt-Kaas)
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which remained to work on Veøy after the church was built. In fact smithing could
have been a special craft associated with the small town on Veøy.

A letter written in Bjamegård on Veøy May  19,  1343, has a seal attached to it
(Huitfeldt-Kaas  1899:32). Ame Stefanson is the owner of this seal. Displayed on
the seal are the typical tools of a smith: a hammer and a pair of tongs (fig.  138).
Ame Stefanson is one the witnesses in a letter conceming a property transaction
involving none the less than Erling Vidkunson. Erling Vidkunson was the nephew
of the late Bjame Erlingson and the head of the Giske-Bjarkøy lineage. He func-
tioned as rz.Æ§/or§/ø#de7'/dro#§cfc ( i.e. leader of the National Assembly, r!.Æ§møfc,
in the years of king Magnus Eiriksson's minority) for a period of ca 10 years from
1323-1332 (Johnsen & Ros6n  1958:343). Æerr Erling bought the fam Sogge in
Romsdalen (DN 1:285). The other witnesses were the priest Benedict of the Cross
Church (KorsÆ!.rÆGn), presumably one of the wooden churches on Veøy, cf. 4.4.,
and lvar Ottarson (fig. 139).

In the  Huitfeldt-Kaas  work on  the  secular  seals  of the  Middle  Ages,  I  have
traced 14 seals containing a hammer and a pair of tongs, 3 with a pair of tongs only,
and 2 seals with either a hammer or tong associated with other items. One seal dis-
played an anvil. These 20 seals, which may be associated with smithing, constitute
only 1,5% of totally 1340 seals in Huitfeldt-Kaas overview.

The geographical distribution of the letters on which the seals were attached
does not indicate any particular pattem; these kinds of seals are found unevenly
distributed over the whole of southem Norway. On most of the seals the hammer
and tong is not crossed, but in parallel positions. There is for example no concen-
tration of such seals associated with the iron-producing districts of eastem Norway.

The letters associated with these seals deal with financial-and property transac-
tions, road building,  marriage  and jurisdictional matters;  none of the letters  are
conceming smithing or iron-extraction in particular.

It is not possible to say with any certainty that Ame Stefanson lived and worked
on Veøy. But if he did, he might have been part of a group of expert craftsmen,
known to produce tools, utensils, locks and even finer items of metal. An investiga-
tion into smithing tecniques and products from Tønsberg has produced no indica-
tions of mass standardization -or production. The quality of the products is gener-

139. The seal of lvar Ottarson (442)
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ally very good, and the items produced seem to be directed towards the wealthy and
powerful segments of society. The products recovered in Tønsberg are assumed to
be socially more than purely functionally conditioned (Jakobsen 1991 : 180).

The amount of slag uncovered on Veøy points to an intensive smithing activity,
and the radiocarbon dates, cf. 4.3.3., indicate that this activity continued from the
earliest settlement up to the disappearance of the small town in the late 14th centu-
ry. An important question in this regard is, from where did the smiths obtain the
raw material?

6.2.2. Iron extraction and the smiths on Veøy: a scenario.

The two most important prerequisites for iron extraction are access to bog iron and
wood.  «The  specialized iron producing districts lie in the areas where the most
abundant  sources  of bog-ore  are  found»  (Martens  1987:75).  And  1  would  add:
forests. In the most forested district of Romsdal, i.e. the inner north-eastem part, a
recently discovered heap of slag on the fam Gussiås in Nesset Kommune, was dat-
ed to AD 970-1110 (T-8234)  (Ringstad  1987).  But this is a small and seemingly
very limited occurrence of iron extraction. There are hitherto no significant traces
of iron extraction known from Romsdal.

However,  in  Ørskog  Æomm#ne,  which  is  situated  just  south  of  the  border
between Romsdal  and  Sunnmøre,  considerable vestiges  of iron extraction have
been registered (fig.  140). In a north-easterly running valley, Landedalen, several
sites containing heaps of slag have been found (Gjøstein-Resi 1983, Samlet Plan-
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rapport 1983). According to tradition there should have been iron produced in the
valley during the  18th century. A sample from a heap of charcoal close to a site
called S!.7!c7er73ø#ge73 (= the slag heap), has been radiocarbon dated to AD 1325±65
(T-5479) (Gjøstein-Resi  1983). If this heap of charcoal is contextually related to
the traces of iron extraction, it would fit nicely with activities both in Borgund and
Veøy.

Lars Erik Namo has re-examined the site and he claims that the lumps and
blocks of slag in Sinderhaugen are typical of Early lron Age iron extraction and
that the heap of charcoal has nothing do with activities relating to iron extraction
whatsoever. In addition, Namio finds both the location of the sites and the spatial
distribution of slag, very characteristic of Early lron Age extraction sites (Namo
1992). As long as the sites are unexcavated  find it difficult to relate the occurrence
of slag in Landedalen to smithing activities in the small towns of Borgund and
Veøy.

141. The location of Ølve, Møsvatn, Dokka, and Lesja
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From where then could the iron have originated? The most extensive traces of
iron extraction dating from the Late lron Age and Middle Ages are found in the
inner forest- and  mountain  districts  of eastem Norway  (Martens  1988,  Larsen
1991a, Namo 1991).

The iron extraction sites by the lake MØsvatn (fig.141), which is situated more
than 900 m above sea-1evel in Telemark fylke, is «perhaps the largest district where
intensive  iron  extraction  was  carried  out,  according  to  the  radiocarbon  dates,
between   6th   and   13th   century   AD»   (Martens   1991:58).   The   activities   on
MØsstrond had «declined at least a century before the Black Death, and most other
marginal settlements were devastated after the recurrent plagues of the 14th centu-
ry» (ibid. :64). In the late Viking Age and Early Middle Ages there was a pemanent
settlement associated with the iron extraction activities (Martens  1987:74). Mar-
tens models the MØsstrond «industry» into a market-1ike exchange system. Due to
the  above  mentioned ecological prerequisites  for iron extraction,  all  significant
known sites are located in areas where the conditions for farming have been margi-
nal. «The fact that large-scale production of important goods took place in margi-
nal inland areas, while primary consumer groups resided in coastal zones, obvious-
ly  influenced  intemal  trade  greatly.  The  resulting  long-distance  trade  passed
through the main ecological zones  and followed natural communication routes
along valleys and water-ways» (ibid.:75). Martens mode of explanation is ecologi-
cally  inclined;  questions  of rights to land and revenues, power,  dominance and
resistance are not intrinsically discussed. She does attribute a controlling role of the
trade to powerful linages, like the Dag-family in Skien around AD  1100, but the
scenario is basically one of producers, trade and transport, and finally consumers.
Martens maintains that she finds «it very likely that the political elite secured its
control  over the  trade  in iron  and  other important products  from  the  marginal
regions» (Martens 1987:79). Altough not explicitly stated by Martens, it seems as
if she holds the control, sought by the elite from the Viking Age and onwards, to be
a control over a market-like exchange system underpinned by ecological differenc-
es; and consequently, basic variation in the spatial distribution of essential resourc-
es.

Another important iron producing area is situated further to the north-east, in
Dokkfløy, Oppland fylke (fig.141) (Larsen 1991a). According to the radiocarbon
dates, two separate production phases are suggested: AD 200-500 and AD  1200-
1400 (Larsen 1990:90). The latter phase coincide with the administratively expan-
sionist High Middle Age society. Radiocarbon dates from the 11th and 12th centu-
ry are few, but some activity in the area is indicated (ibid.:94). The spatial distribu-
tion of the iron extraction sites suggests that the resources of bog iron in the valley
were exploited from the east, and Larsen indicates that the iron may have been real-
ized (om§czf/) in the region surrounding lake Mjøsa, possibly in the small town of
Hamar(ibid.:98).

The investigations in Dokkfløy were carried out because of extra-disciplinary
circumstances;  a huge dam was to be built and the investigations were a rescue
operation.  Before the investigations started close to nothing was known of iron
production in the area. This should remind us about the problem of representation;
Larsen tells a very appropriate cautionary tale considering the possibility of similar
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extensive, but undiscovered and unexplored sites in the forest-and mountain areas
of eastem  Norway  (Larsen  1990:  99).  Investigations  in  progress  are  revealing
numerous iron extraction sites «in all the main valleys in eastem Norway;  from
Numedal in the west to østerdalen near the Swedish border. The majority of sites
are either early lron Age or medieval» (Larsen 1991b:74).

In a technological and organizational study of the iron extraction in Gausdal and
Valdres , Lars Erik Namo, building on the conceptual framework of Robert Kloster
( 1947), attempts to differentiate two basic modes of production:  specialized pro-
duction  for a local  market  (øygcJCÆå73c7vcrÆ)  versus  specialized production  for a
non-1ocal market (Æc3#cZvcrÆ§øygø (Namo 1991 :269). It is argued that the sites of
iron extraction dated to the period AD 1000-1150 may represent production for a
local market, while the considerable increase in sites from AD 1150 (Valdres) and
AD 1250 (Gausdal) cannot be attributed to a general increase in population in the
regions  of concem.  Namo  suggests  that, from the  above  mentioned dates  and
upwards to the late 14th century, the extraction of iron was also carried out with a
wider market  in  mind;  the  production  of iron  had  tumed  the  settlement  into  a
håndverksbygd(ibid...2]1).

In a Royal Decree issued in 1282 by King Erik Magnusson on the trade and esti-
mated values of goods to be sold in Bergen; iron from Valdres (Vø/dre§/.€r#) is men-
tioned specifically in association with prices on various pieces of blacksmith work
like helmets, spears, sickles etc. (NGL 111: 14-15). Namo maintains that the royal
interest in price regulation initiatives regarding iron from Valdres, shows that the
export from Valdres «was hardly unusual or insignificant» (Namo 1991 :273, m.t.).
Furthemore, it is argued that the decrease of iron extraction, which can be traced in
the second half of the  14th century may be a reflection of a retraction back to the
local  market  and  øygczcÆc3c7verÆ  due  to  the  economic  depression  following  the
Black Death (ibid.:278). Namo operates throughout his discourse with concepts
like market, supply and demand. He does not go into questions of property, 1and
rent, royal and ecclesiastical revenues, or whether the iron extractors were free-
holders or tenant peasants. In an otherwise very interesting study, Namo's conclu-
sive suggestions become somewhat free floating due to a certain lack of contextual
integration of the discourse into the economic and socio-political conditions of the
High Middle Age society. Although the production of iron was canied out in mar-
ginal forest- or mountain areas, geographically far from the important centres of
influence in medieval Norway, there is no reason to believe that an activity of such
utmost importance was totally outside of the control of the Church, leading landed
Nobility and the King.

Questions like the following should be asked: If the Veøy smiths' raw material
originated as far south as, e.g. the Dokka area, through what kinds of organization-
al and logistical devices was the iron brought to Veøy? May the exchange in iron be
compared to the relatively early commercialization of the stockfish trade? Or is it
another case of administratively collected revenues and taxes?
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6.2.3. Items of noniregional origins : soapstone fragments, whetstones, baking
plates and pottery.

Various kinds of everyday utensils must have been included in a form of exchange
system along the coast and through the valleys. Neither quarries for baking plates,
whetstones or soapstone are known in Romsdal.

Regarding the soapstone or steatite, recurring references have been made to an
assumed quarry on the neighbouring island of Veøy,  Sekken (Myrvoll  1977:61,
Skjølsvold  1961 : 145, Gjøstein Resi  1979: 118). The site in question is a soapstone
cave on the south westem side of Sekken (fig. 142). Access is difficult and the cave
is quite small. I visited the site but could find no traces of quarring neither inside
nor outside of the cave. The fragments of soapstone vessels found on Veøy are most
probably  of non-regional  provenance.  27  fragments  of soapstone  vessels  were
found, mostly fragments of vessels applied for cooking. This number constitutes
only 0,3% of the total amount of eco-and artefactual fragments found. From where
could the soapstone items have originated?

According to an overview drawn up by Heid Gjøstein Resi, the most significant
cluster of soapstone quarries on the westem coast of Norway are to be found in
Hardanger, Hordaland Fylke (Gjøstein Resi  1979: 118).  Two quarries, which are
relatively  close  to  Veøy,  are  registered  in  the  Lesja  area  (fig.  141)  (Skjølsvold
1976). Dating of the quarries poses a problem. Remains of semi-worked pots and
cauldrons display curve shaped bottoms; a typological trait which is attributed to
the  Viking  Age  (Grieg  1933:206,  Skjølsvold  1976:85).  Two  radiocarbon  dates
from house sites associated with the quarries at Lesja (fig.  141) support a Viking
Age dating of the soapstone extraction (Skjølsvold 1976:93). Skjølsvold does not,
however, exclude the possibilty that the sites were quarried in later periods (ibid.).

In a typological investigation of the soapstone material from the small town of
Borgund, Siri Myrvoll found that the traditional dating of the bowl-shaped caul-
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142. The location of the soap-stone cave on Sekken
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dron only to the Viking Age  and the bucket-shaped vessels  only  to the  Middle
Ages, does not hold water when thoroughly examined; the two types of soapstone
vessels  coexsist  throughout  at  least  the  High  Middle  Ages  (Myrvoll  1977:53,
1979:71).

Without  petrographic  comparative  analysis,  it  is  impossible  to  say  exactly
where the soapstone vessels used on Veøy were extracted. Communicationally the
quarries in the Lesja mountains might be seen as a convenient site of production.
The main artery of communication overland, between eastem- and north westem
Norway, ran, and still runs, through Romsdalen over Lesja and then following the
valley of Gudbrandsdalen.

27 pieces  of whetstones  (hones)  were found.  As for the  soapstone,  this only
amounts to 0,3% of the total eco-and artefactual material. With the exception of 3
pieces, all of the whetstones are of the light grey schist type which is relatively
coarsely  grained.  The  discovery  of  the  relevance  of  whetstones  as  important
objects of exchange in the Viking Age and Middle Ages has resulted in extensive
analyses of the artefacts themselves, of their spatial distribution, and possible role
in exchange networks (Gjøstein Resi 1987,1990, Myrvoll 1985,1992).

In an analysis of the whetstones from Hedeby, Helge Askvik relates the light
grey schist hones to the quarries in Eidsborg. «Der hellgraue Schiefer åhnelt dem
Steinmaterial  aus  den Wetzsteinbrtichen  in Eidsborg,  Telemark,  Norwegen,  die
sich im Sveco-Norwegischen gebiet befinden und die angeblich von de Wikinger
zeit bis in dieses Jahrhundert hinein in Betrieb waren (Falck-Muus  1922). Es ist
also wahrscheinlich, dass die hellen Schieferwetzsteine aus Telemark stammen»
(Askvik 1990: 139). Askvik bases his suggestion on an analysis of potassium-argon
age, and petrographic studies of the light grey schist whetstones, and he finds that
they originate from Precambrian rocks.

Three pieces found on Veøy were darker blue-grey and more finely grained than
the light grey schist whetstones. One of them was complete and found in the bot-
tom layer of trench 18, cf. 4.3.1.3. (fig.143). Studies of whetstones found at Viking
Age sites in Scandinavia and Northem Germany have shown that whetstones are
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made of two varieties of schist: «one light grey, relatively coarse-grained quartz-
muscovite schist and another darker blue-grey, more fine-grained type. . .the dark
schist whetstones are of the Caledonian age and probably originate from the Caled-
onides of West Norway» (Gjøstein Resi 1987:95).

It is quite plausible that most of the pieces of whetstones found on Veøy stem
from the quarries in Eidsborg. No quarry containing stone of the darker blue type is
known,  but  Askvik  concludes  that  «...die  radiometrischen  Datierungen  zeigen
jedoch, dass sie aus kaledonisch defomierten Gesteinsarten bestehen. Eine Her-
kunft aus Westnorwegen wird ffir wahrscheinlich gehalten» (Askvik  1990: 142).
Gjøstein Resi stresses the point that no definite traces of whetstone quarries from as
early as the Late lron Age have been found, «but we can assume that the quarries in
the Eidsborg area were in use in this period» (Gjøstein Resi 1987:99). But the pos-
sibility of the existence of other quarries cannot be completely ruled out (Myrvoll
1985:39).

Paradoxically enough, the most frequent type of whetstone found on Veøy is the
one which must have undergone the most extensive transportation. A predominant
occurrence of the light grey schist type of stone is also known from the medieval
cultural layers in the town closest to Eidsborg,  Skien;  200 pieces of whetstones
were found, and only two were of the dark blue-grey type (Myrvoll 1985:35). In a
comparative study displaying the distribution of light grey whetsones in Britain,
Denmark and Norway,  Siri Myrvoll maintains that «hones of a stone similar in
appearance to those found in Skien and to that quarried in Eidsborg are found on
sites ranging from gth century up to  16th and 17th centuries. On sites earlier than
11th century they make up a relatively small part of the total hone finds, but from
11th century upwards  they  appear to be more and more popular,  almost totally
replacing  the  blue  phyllite  hones»  (ibid.:39).  (The  latter termed  «blue  phyllite
hones»  is  identical  with  what  in  other  publications  is  temed  «darker  blue-
8rey...».)

Considering the increasing occurrence of light grey whetstones from the Early
Middle Ages and onwards, the extraction rate of raw material from the Eidsborg
quarries probably increased proportionately. The medieval way of organizing the
economy seem to have had a spurring effect on the production, transportation and
distribution of this produce.  Siri Myrvoll associates this developement with the
development of Skien as a «trading port»: «The steadily increasing production and
trade in honestone left its mark on the growing settlement, an economic surplus
which must have been behind the rise of the powerful Dag-family on Bratsberg
close to Skien, and which is reflected in the town priviliges of 1358, where the hone
trade is more or less established as the basis for the town's existence» (ibid.:46).
During  the  mid-12th  century civil  strife,  the  Dag-family  constituted one  of the
important  landed  nobility  lineages,  maybe  the  most  important,  playing  a  very
pronounced role in the political conflicts of the time.

Baking plates or bakingstones comprise a type of artefact frequently found in the
medieval cultural layers of towns in Norway. These items  are circular plates of
stone on which criss-crossing lines  are carved (fig.  144).  The plates may have a
diameter of 30-50 cm and a thickness of 0,5-2 cm (Weber  1989:7).  «The many
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144. Fragments of baking plates found on Veøy (photo Ove Holst)

finds of bakestones for making `flatbrød', (thin, unleavened bread) ,... have raised
the question of where they were produced.  The  similarity of the  stone they  are
made of, and their fom both suggest a very big industrial enterprise at least from
the middle of the 11th century» (Weber 1984: 160).

On Veøy 57 fragments of baking plates were found; an amount which consti-
tutes 0,7% of the total eco- and artefactual assemblage recovered.

The raw material used to make baking plates must have paradoxical combina-
tion of qualities; it is imperative that the stone displays qualities of both softness
and strength, and that it can endure repetitive heating and cooling without cracking
into pieces. These attributes can be found: «In a complex of volcanic rocks of Low-
er Palaeozoic age a zone of ultrabasic lava and/or tuff has been metamorphosed to
form  a  schistose  soapstone  which mineralogically  and texturally has  been  well
suited for the production of bakestones» (Naterstad 1984: 164).

Baking plates were utilized for the baking of#czfbrøcz for many centuries. They
are  found  in  the  cultural  layers  of medieval  Oslo  from  the  mid-11th  century
upwards (Weber 1984: 159). From Trondheim baking plates are known from layers
dating back to the 12th century (Weber 1989: 18). The earliest written source giving
accounts of the manufacture of bakestones is found «in the cadastre of Vincent
Lunge from 1535» (Weber 1984: 160). Baking plates were used as late as the  18th
century(ibid.:158).

In Hardanger,  Hordaland fylke,  several quarries  for the  extraction  of baking
plates only, have been discovered in the settlement of Ølve (fig. 141 ). Investigation
of the on-site quarrying techniques revealed that the criss-cross pattem of the plates
were primarily due to production techniques; the lines are not functionally related
to the process of baking. After being extracted from the rock, the plates were made
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thinner through the application of chisel-or awl like tools used to split and level off
superfluous material (ibid. : 155).

Baking plates manufactured in these quarries are found both in Trondheim and
Oslo. In an analysis of the baking plates from two excavation sites in Oslo, 49,3%
of the items are intepreted to have originated in Ølve (Weber 1989: 18). The corre-
sponding number of a site in Trondheim is estimated to 35,6% (ibid.). Regarding
Trondheim, it seems as if some kind of local production had been significant in the
Early Middle Ages, whilst the occurrence of baking plates from the Ølve-quarries
increases markedly in the High Middle Ages (ibid.:20). Deciding the provenance
of baking plates is difficult both from an archaeological and geological point of
view (ibid., Naterstad 1989:20). The problem of representativity is again inevita-
ble; however, the quanies in ølve are the only ones registered solely for the pro-
duction of baking plates.

The fragments of baking plates found on Veøy are visually very similar to the
Ølve type of plates, and they may originate from Hardanger. No quaiTies are known
in  Romsdal,  the  closest  one  registered  is  in  Grudal  on  Sunnmøre  (Helland
1893: 141). It amounts to more than a qualified guess, when 1 suggest that the bak-
ing plates found on Veøy originated from outside of Romsdal.

The fragments of medieval pottery found on Veøy are of definitly non-local prove-
nance; there was no production of pottery in Norway during the medieval period
(Molaug  1982:  201,  Reed  1990:64).  All  pottery  found  in  the  medieval  cultural
layers of Norwegian towns and countryside is imported. Extremely few fragments
of medieval ceramics are recovered on sites outside of the towns. Up to  1981  no
pottery had been found in the small town of Hamar (Molaug 1981 :27). Some frag-
ments of medieval ceramics have been uncovered on sites located in the coastal
countryside of westem Norway, e.g on Lurekalven and Høybøen, which are fams
situated relatively  close  to  the  medieval  «metropolis»  of Bergen  (Kaland,  P.E.
1979:85,  Randers  1981).  Jan  Petersen  recovered  a  few  fragments  of medieval
pottery when excavating fam sites on Jæren in the 1930s (Molaug 1981:27), but
medieval ceramics seem first and foremost to be associated with urbanized settle-
ments. Source-critically evaluated this may tum out to be a problem of representa-
tion; excavations in urban medieval cultural layers are strongly over-represented.
Archaeological investigations of the medieval countryside have been proportion-
ately less on comparison with the excavation rate in towns, due to the pressure of
modem exploitation of land and development projects. The pattem, however, of
the few rural sites excavated is unifomily not-dominated by pottery compared to
the urban  settlements,  and if found, pottery  seems to be a coastal phenomenon
(Molaug 1982:201).

Pottery finds are generally scarce in the 11th and 12th century but increase rap-
idly in the  13th. «Whereas the early pottery consists of both cooking vessels and
vessels for table use, the main part of the 13th and 14th century pottery consists of

jugs and jars, probably for pouring beer, wine etc at table» (Molaug  1982:258).
Ceramics are one of the most indestructable materials included in the archaeologi-
cal discourse. There is no doubt that pottery is over-represented among the arte-
facts and ecofacts  of any urban medieval assemblage of finds.  Vessels of wood
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beyond repair were probably thrown on the fire,  and parts of soapstone vessels
which were put to rest after countless cooked meals, could be transfomed into
small implements like loom weights or spinning whorls. A broken cooking pot or
jar of pottery were of no use to anyone, except maybe for children amusing them-
selves with nice lead glazed bits and pieces (Reed  1990: 14). The introduction of
items of ceramic ware surely led to the habit of consume and waste which is only
too familiar to modem westem societies.

Documentary sources do not indicate that pottery shipments from abroad were
of any importance at all as bulk freights. They were rarely recorded and «it is pos-
sible that pottery fomed a very insignificant part of a much more important trade in
perishable goods» (Reed  1990:81). Medieval ceramic ware found in Norway has
traditionally been inteipreted to elucidate upon two issues: namely chronology and
exchange networks. However, the spatio-temporal distribution of pottery cannot be
interpreted as a direct reflection of overseas contacts and trade, because of the very
taphonomically biased character of the material. Furthermore, geographical fluctu-
ations in tems of popular sites of production and pure fashion may have created
biases which do not minor the actual dominating exchange network in a specific
period. For example: in the 13th century it is known from documentary sources that
large amounts of grain were imported from the Baltic, but these shipments are not
echoed in the pottery material; in this period English ware dominates the assem-
blages of ceramic ware found in Norway (Molaug 1981 :30). In spite of these cau-
tionary tales, the spatio-temporal distribution of medieval pottery found in Norway
does display a pattem which correlates well with the generally known cultural and
historical course of events.  The history of medieval pottery can be divided into
three relatively pronounced phases:  an early-  and early high medieval phase of
continental ceramic ware predomination over of pottery from the Low Countries
and England; a 13th to mid-14th century English phase, and a late medieval conti-
nental, primarily, Rhenish stoneware phase (Reed 1990, Ltidtke 1989).

A now abandoned explanation of the reason why «out-landish» pottery is found
in Norway, was that the ceramic items were containers for wine or beer and conse-
quently comprised a bi-product of transportation (Molaug  1981 :27). The import,
however, of wine and beer could practically enough be done by the use of banels
and casks (Auth6n Blom  1976: 129, 711). Although comprising only an insignifi-
cant amount in teims of medieval bulk freight of goods, the pottery was imported
because of being pottery and not for functional reasons of constituting containers
for something else during transportation.

From Veøy  186 pieces of pottery have been identified as medieval (fig.  145).
The material is severely fragmented and 52 pieces have been impossible to attrib-
ute to any specific site of production. Furthemore, the pottery has been recovered
from dispersed trenches which spatially constitute only a very limited part of the
total extent of the medieval settlement area on Veøy, and this makes any suggestion
of statistical representativity meaningless. The material may be evaluated in tems
of «absence-presence» relations, and not so much in tems of proportional rela-
tions. It is, however, interesting to note that the temporal variation between English
ceramic ware and Continental stoneware coincides with the above outlined general
pattem of spatio-temporal distribution. A comparative analysis on the variation of
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A=  East-English  pottery,   8=  Continental   Stoneware,
C=  Miscellaneous  pottery,   D=  South-Scandinavian  redware,
E=  North-West  Continental  pottery,   F=  Continental  pottery,
G=   Paffrath,   H=  North-German/Baltic,   i=  Developed  Stamford,
J=  Ardenburg   (Flemish) ,   K=   Splashed  ware   (Beverly,   East-
England) ,   L=  Miscellaneous  medieval  pottery

145. Chart over medieval pottery found on Veøy

provenance between Bergen, Trondheim, Oslo and Tønsberg indicates that the pro-
portion of English pottery is somewhat higher in Bergen and Trondheim, than in
the eastem towns of Tønsberg and Oslo (Molaug 1982:210). On Veøy the English
pottery constitutes  28%  of the total  assemblage of medieval ceramic  ware,  and
when the ceramic not identified with any area of production is excluded, the Eng-
lish ware amounts to ca 39%. Most of the material is of the Grimston-type ware. In
the assemblage of pottery from the Library site (Fo/Æebz.b/i.o/c'Æ§fomJcn) in Trond-
heim the English ceramic ware dominates in the material from  1250-1350 (Reed
1990:77). Pottery from Grimston is especially well represented (ibid.). This corre-
sponds nicely with what is known from documentary sources on exchange routes
between Norway  and England  in  this  period  (Nedkvitne  1983:19);  the kilns  of
Grimston were situated at Pott Row  s km east of the important seaport town of
Kings Lynn. The Grimston-type ware is the only pottery type «which is found on
all medieval sites in Trondheim, and presumably, therefore, at all levels of soci-
ety...» (Reed 1990:80). On the account of the extremely large quantities of Grim-
ston ware found in Trondheim, Bergen, Tønsberg and other towns in Norway, Ian
Reed raises the question of whether this type of pottery was made specifically with
the Scandinavian market in mind (ibid. :77).

The occurrence of medieval pottery on Veøy indicates that the small town was
actively engaged in the exchange network along the Norwegian coast. It seems rea-
sonable to assume that the pots, jars and jugs eventually ending up as garbage on
Veøy, were channeled through the larger towns of Bergen and Trondheim.

C.I. Schive attributes in his work on medieval coins in Norway, three types of coins
to have been mintet on Veøy (fig.146) (Schive 1865:58, table VIl no. 54 and table
Vl no 78 and 82). Two of the types should have been minted during the turbulent
reign of king Sverre in the late 12th century (ibid.). Although not explicitly stated,
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146. Coins associated with Veøy (from Schive 1865:58)

Schive probably builds his argument on the pronounced display of the letter V and
prefix Vc-. Tåking into consideration the historical and cultural context of Veøy in
the late 12th century 1 find it very hard to believe that there was a mint on the island.
The possibilty cannot, however, be totally excluded.

6.2.4. The 14th century documentary sources

1 have still not given a systematic presentation of the letters written on Veøy during
the 14th and early 15th centuries. At the risk of repeating myself the, hopefully very
much awaited, outline of the 14th century documentary sources follows below.

In  his  last  will  and  testament  dated  January  25th,  1308  (9?)  Baron  Bjame
Erlingsson of Giske and Bjarkøy bequeaths gifts to many churches and ecclesiasti-
cal  institutions  in Norway,  among  them  are  the  St.  Peter Church  on  Veøy  (DN
XV: 1 -5). Earlier 1 have attributed the name of a building on Veøy, B/.czrnegc3#t7, to
this baron who was the most powerful secular landowner in the country in the late
13th and early 14th century. The bequeathal indicates that Bjame had certain ties to
Veøy.

On May  19th  1343 a letter was written in the Bjamegård, and it involved the
nephew and heir of Bjame Erlingson (Helle  1982:344), Erling Vidkunsson (DN
1:226). The letter was, as is the case of cz// of the letters written on Veøy in the 14th
century, concemed with a property transaction. This is where the name of the priest
Benedict of the Cross Church occurs together with Ame Stefansson who had a seal
displaying a hammer and a pair of tongs (fig. 138), cf. 6.2.1.

In March  1347 Erling Vidkunsson is involved in a dispute with a man called
Sigurd Hemundsson Fyrd. f7c;.r Erling was sheriff (= §ys/cmcznn) of Sunnmøre,
and Sigurd had not contributed to the duty of levy for over two years. A letter writ-
ten on the island of Giske on March 11th, requires Sigurd to go to Veøy and settle
the case once and for all (Regesta Norvegica:325). Another letter issued on March
22th in  1347 in the Bjamegård on Veøy show that Sigurd did not tum up. fJcrr
Erling was waiting for him and could do nothing else but, with witnesses present,
promulgate that Sigurd was fomally and legally correctly summoned to this meet-
ing (DN 111:232). Two secular seals were attached to this letter: One displaying a
fish on a wooden plate and two flowers, and the other showing three six-tagged
stars (fig. 147). They belonged to Olaf Sigurdsson and Ame Helgeson respectively
(Huitfeldt-Kaas 1899:37, PL XXVI).

On June 30th,  1355 a letter was written «i. Lo#/€#o j. rcs/czgøørc7e z. Wz.czøy», that
is, on the first floor in a building called Testagard (DN XXI:71 ). From the later part
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147. Two seals from DN 111, 0laf Sigurdsson and Ame Helgesøn (517 and 518)

of the 14th century an influential lineage named Theiste is known to have lived in
Romsdal (Fylling 1875 : 10). In the inventory of property belonging to the archdio-
cese of Nidaros compiled by archbishop Aslak Bolt in the years 1432-1449, a man
called Thore Theiste from By/j.ngrøy Aff%nge (Bolsøy c3//j.#g) is mentioned (Aslak
Bolt 1852:77). The building re§føgørd might have belonged to this family. There
are no seals attached to this document.

On October 14th,1358 a letter was written in a building called «B/y/ods gørde z.
Vj.yz.» and one of the witnesses to this property transaction was a man named Arncz
Z)/y/o/r, i.e. Ame Leadfoot (DN 1:282). The name Fz4fgcmden (trench 9) has tradi-
tionally  been  associated  with  the  name  of Ar#ø  b/y/ofr,  cf.  4.3.1.  No  seals  are
attached to this letter.

The Blyfotsgard is again the scene of the writing up of a property transaction on
November sth, 1364 (DN 111:269). No seals are attached.

A letter was issued in «A4czrfez.#§ gørczc /. Vz.øy» on October 17th,1368. One of
the witnesses that day in the Marteinsgard was Thorstein Bjømson, priest of the St.
Peter's Church (DN XVIII:23). This is the first document which names a priest of
the St.Peter Church. It is possible that the Marteinsgard may be associated with the
powerful lineage of SzÆczrÆcz.77t, whose head in the late  14th century was Jon Mar-
teinsson, cf. 4.3.1. Of two seals one clerical is still attached, most probably the one
of Thorstein Bjømsson.

The first mention of the King 's building (z. Æ#/n/gs gczrde j. Vi.Æyz.) on Veøy occurs
in a letter written on October 29th, 1375 (DN 111:305). One out of three seals is still
attached displaying a cross-like mark. The seal belongs to lvar Grotgardsson (fig.
148) (Huitfeldts-Kaas 1899:65, PI XLVII). In addition two letters are written in the
Kongsgård  in  course  of  the  late   14th  century:  On  January  27th,   1395   (DN
XXI: 146) and June 21th,1397 (DN XXI: 155). No seals are attached to these let-
ters.

The last letter issued on Veøy which specifically locates the act of writing to a
certain building on the island, was inscribed in «SÆrczczpf gczrt7c/. V!.cJÆøy», i.e. in the
Skraapsgard, on March  12th,  1438 (DN X: 166). In this letter the temi «Pct7cZÆcrs
kz.rk!.o §oÆ#», i.e. the parish of St.Peter, occurs for the first time in a documentary
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148. The seal of lvar Grotgardsson (923).

source. A letter conceming the same property trans-
action written on April 13th,1439 in association with
«j7/Æz.§ fÆ!.#gÆc»,  i.e.  the regional assembly or court,
is said to be inscribed on Veøy and not in a particular
building on the island (DN X: 128). It is, however, the
first documentary  source which explicitly mentions
the occurrence of a Fy/Æcs/!.ng on Veøy.

Five other letters are known to have been written
on Veøy in course of the 15th century, but none of them are associated with particu-
lar buildings on the island. The houses mentioned in previous letters were probably
in decay or had simply been moved or bumt down. However, it is interesting to
note that the first designation of the St.Peter Church on Veøy as Fy/Æeskz.rÆc  occurs
in a letter written as late as December sth,1488 (DN 111:705).

Most of the above mentioned letters are dated to the later part of the 14th centu-
ry and some are even from the  15th century. I decided to structure them into the
high medieval part of the narratives of Veøy because 1 consider these documentary
sources more relevant to what went before 1350 than what happened after 1350 in
the small town of Veøy. I shall explain myself below.

6.3. An archaeological narrative of Veøy 1130-1350.

Exactly Æow the exchange network was organized and worked is impossible to say
with any certainty, but we do know that items and raw material were transported
from one end of the Realm to another. Considering the general cultural and histori-
cal context of the High Middle Age society, I am making the assumption that the
possibility of an exchange network of a non-market character to be greater than a
market based trade system. In fact 1 consider a pz/rc/y market based supply and
demand economy quite impossible in the high medieval period;  this period was
dominated by pre-capitalist economies. Few researchers into the period would dis-
agree  totally  with  the  latter  statement;  the  disagreement  inside  the  historical-
archaeological discourse is more one of degrees than absolutes, but degrees may
matter and can change the «ecology» of a scenario of knowledge considerably. The
material culture found in the Black Soil of Veøy indicates a range of non-regional
spaces of contact. The documentary sources, both diplomas and saga texts, taken
together, draw a picture of a small town which was a political and social stronghold
both for the landed Nobility, King and Church. Since 1, contextually based, assume
that the economies of this period were deeply embedded in the social and political,
I  interpolate  the  economic  into  the  idea  of  Veøy  as  stronghold  of  the  above
mentioned social stratas. There existed a divided and three-fold economy in the
high medieval period;  a subsistence economy of primary production, a parasitic
economy of secondary consumption,  and a tertiary merchandising economy of
exchange and trade. The producers were comprised of the vast majority of peas-
ant-and peasant/fishermen families, the consumers of Nobility, King and Church,
and what was left over after the consumption, could be exchanged and traded into
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commodities, of both foreign and domestic origin, necessary to maintain a material
vocabulary of «difference» constituting a lifestyle pemissable to only the upper
social stratas.

In the course of the high medieval period, Veøy's position as the most important
centre of influence in Romsdal was to be consolidated. The small town developed
into a significant component in the upper social stratas revenue- and control strate-
gies of the productive strata of peasant-families and peasant/fishemen-families.

Material  culture  of non-regional  provenance  situates  Veøy  in  an  integrated
system of exchange networks running along the coast- and through the valleys and
mountain passes  of Norway.  Especially  along the  coast people must have been
enmeshed in a continuous encounter with the «other» in the shape of people, ideas,
and material culture not produced in their own settlement or district. It is overtly
plausible that the organization of this exchange network was in the hands of the
stratas controlling the dominating administrative economies of the High Middle
Age society. It seems rather impossible that the ruling political- and social stratas
did  not  involve  themselves  in  the  extraction  and  distribution  of important  raw
materials and mass produced necessities such as, cooking pots of ceramic ware,
baking plates, whetstones, and soapstone vessels. The lead glazed jugs  and jars
may, however, have belonged to a more ideological part of the material discourse,
and as such constituted necessities primarily of the secular and clerical aristocracy;
the  foreign  and  highly  visible  difference  of these  items  signified  a  difference
between «us» and «them». Displaying difference in social encounter with the com-
mon «other», the peasants, seemed to have played a very important part in the life
of King and Nobility in the  13th and early  14th century, e.g.  through the wide-
spread influence of the French courtly culture. A prounouced difference in material
culture may be seen as a means both to achieve, strenghten and mould the differ-
ence into something self evident and more part of the discourse of nature than cul-
ture; material culture may be employed in strategies of legitimation underpinning
seemingly unalterable  social  and economic  inequalities.  Maintaining  difference
through material culture is both the ob/!.gc}/!.on d' noz7/es§c and the Nobility 's røz.§on
d' €fre. The small town on Veøy was part of this power play of difference and con-
trol.

In  the  course  of the  high  medieval  period,  Bergen  developed  into  the  most
important staple and mart (sfczpe/ and oppcbørsc/§-scnfcr) for westem and northem
Norway  (Helle  1982:350).  In the  late  13th  century  several Royal Decrees  were
issued to strenghten the position of towns in general and Bergen in particular; the
latter  was  fomally  given  privileges  regarding  the  trade  in  northem  Norway
(ibid.:352).

ThesmalltownonVeøywaspossiblyalsoakindofsfczpc7/andoppcbørs€/§senJc'r;
the collected taxes were temporarily stored on the island. Some of the goods were
consumed  by  the  local  ombudsmen  and  their  families,  and  what  was  left  was
shipped off to Bergen or possibly Nidaros and consumed. What was then left could
be realized in a «market like» exchangesystem of long distance trade. This long
distance trade with England, the Continent, and the Baltic fumished the aristocracy
with bulk goods like rye, which again could be exchanged into stockfish, as well as
the necessary items in differentiation strategies like fine English cloth and ceram-
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ics. «The trade was too modest to constitute any foundation for the upper classes of
the period, but it was sufficient enough to maintain the lifestyle of the upper class-
es» (Lunden 1976:368, m.t.).

Local barter and exchange did of course exist but could not totally comprise the
economic and organizational basis of the small town; the surplus left to barter with,
after the heavy high medieval taxation must have been slight and could most prob-
ably only sustain fringe activities in the small town. If it is correct that especially
clever smiths worked on the island, these craftsmen could have served both in a
local  «micro»  barter  economy  and  in  the  «macro»  administrative  exchange-
system. There is no reason to omit the possibility of several economies existing
side by side contemporaneously. Complexity and diffuse borders between various
economic spheres are more likely than a homogeneous either-or situation. But the
foundation of medieval economies may be inteipreted in tems of taxation. I shall
inscribe the course of events following the Black Death into a narrative illustrating
this point in chapter 7. Some of the goods which were administratively collected as
taxes did eventually tum into merchandise in a north European market-like trade
system. The goods were the same but the exchange mechanisms would differ cor-
respondingly to how far from the primary site of production the actual goods were
transported.

The small town may have had three churches in «operative function» contempo-
raneously. The building of a stone church on Veøy must definitly have consolidated
the island's religious and ideological supremacy over the Late lron Age centre of
influence at the mouth of the valley of Romsdal.

Based on case studies from the Continent the population in the small town has
been estimated to be  350-400 inhabitants around AD  1300 (Lunden  1976:320).
This is based on an estimation applied on Continental circumstances of ca  10-12
people per  1000 m2  (Lunden  1976:319,  Helle  & Nedkvitne  1982:263).  I do not
think that a comparative estimation of the demographic conditions of the  small
town on Veøy with spatio-demographic relations in Continental towns makes any
sense at all; compared to Veøy a Central European town was situated in a very dif-
ferent socio-politico-economic landscape. Although describing contemporaneous
phenomena, I find this analogy contextually unsound.

The activities on Veøy were probably of a seasonal nature, somewhat depending
on the most favourable half of the year when sailing was less hazardous than during
the dark and stomy autumn-and winter months. I picture myself fairly silent win-
ter months with few sedentary inhabitants, maybe not more than 50-60 people, and
a lively increase both in activities and in the number of inhabitants during spring
and summer months. The small town was comprised of pemianent buildings with
various functions, but some of them were just not pemanently inhabited. This is
not an unlikely scenario;  in the  17th century and onwards a seasonal market on
Devoll at the mouth of the valley of Romsdal, has pemanent buildings which were
constructed to be used only for a week every year (DØssland 1990: 117).

Daily life of the shifting seasons and the events of annually recurring festive-
and holy days in the small town on Veøy may only dimly be glimpsed through what
is generally known of life in medieval Norway. The material culture uncovered in
the Black Soil of Veøy does not contradict what is generally known on these issues.
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7.  THEEND

The accumulation of cultural layers on Nordøya, in the shape of Black Soil, came
to a halt somewhere in the late 14th century. Pottery scattered in th6 turf layers con-
sisted basically of stone ware of the Siegburg type, typical of the late 14th to early
15th century. The coin Øen7#.ng) found just below the turf layer in Trench 9 was
minted under the reign of king Håkon V ( 1299-1319), cf. 4.3.1.1., and it indicates
that the accumulation-rate of cultural layers decreased on this site not much later
than that period. In the areas not disturbed by later manuring and ploughing almost
no post-medieval pottery are found, cf. 4.4.

On Sørøya the fields fell into fallow, i.e. became barren in tems of cereal crops,
in the course of the 14th century. Exactly at which point in time it is impossible to
say based on the archaeological sources alone, cf. 3.3. Therefore this final chapter
has to be based on the non-occurrence of archaeological sources; something hap-
pened on Veøy in course of the 14th century which changed the constellation and
content of material traces on the island. The negative archaeological sources have
to be contextually inscribed with what is known of the period from historical writ-
ten sources.

The «negativeness» of material traces correlates well with the infomation giv-
en through documentary sources. By the mid- 14th century we are most probably
at the beginning of the end of the small town on Veøy.

It has been argued above that the process of urbanization in medieval Norway
cannot be isolated from the general agrarian history of the period. This overall atti-
tude is in accordance with the methodological approach promulgated in an influen-
tial paper by the historian Jens Arup Seip: «...the essential (in historical research) is
not the seed but the soil...do a primary investigation of the domestic prerequisites
of an institution, and the basic work is done» (Seip [1940]  1969: 144, m.t.). Hope-
fully, the thoughts and evidence to be outlined below will strenghten my basic idea
further, and transfomi it from an idea into a narrative matter of course.

7.1. The small towns and the late medieval agrarian crisis.

In course of the 14th century a considerable number of fams were deserted in Nor-
way. This unfortunate chain of events has been intimately linked with the years of
1349/50. According to lcelandic annals there came in 1349 a ship from England to
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Bergen with a most deadly cargo hidden among the goods: The Plague which later
generations were to call the Black Death (Helle 1982:675). The remaining part of
the 14th century was to be haunted by recurring plagues, but the Black Death com-
prised the most devastating of them all (ibid.:676).

7.1.1. The Great Pestilence

ln a recent work Ole Jørgen Benedictow has source-critically re-examined the doc-
umentary sources, and combined with general theories on epidemiology he attacks
with merciless precision narratives of the Black Death made by professional histo-
rians and physicians (Benedictow 1992a). He dismisses the teminology tradition-
ally applied: «The evocative name Black Death is several centuries younger than
the actual epidemic . . . The name Black Death probably reflects an erroneous trans-
lation of the latin tem mors øfrtz, where the word atra may mean both terrible and
black, and it is first recorded after the Middle Ages» (ibid. :32). Benedictow argues
that the designation «the Great Pestilence» is more in accordance with the post-
plague documentary sources (ibid.:277). He also, based on an examination of doc-
umentary sources, makes a plausible refutation of the traditional fact that the Great
Pestilence hit Bergen first; the documentary evidence indicate that the plague was
introduced independently to westem and eastem Norway; the earliest introduction
may have taken place in south-eastem Norway in late 1348 (ibid.: 100).

Amongst the researchers of the period, however, there is no disagreement on the
following points:  a significant decrease in population occurred, and a disastrous
number of fams were deserted in the course of the  14th century.  Disagreement
revolves around the dating- and consequently the primary causes- of these events.
Are they the result of the Great Pestilence and the following plagues which brutally
decimated the number of inhabitants of the Realm? Or were fams deserted even
before the advent of the Great Pestilence?

«Theoretically, the following factors may be considered to be the causes of
the process of fam desertion: a) changes in climate, b) changes in operational con-
ditions, c) migration from the country to towns, d) the moving of the agrarian pop-
ulation to districts where better economic conditions obtained, e) war and unrest,
and f) a decrease in the population. In Norwegian research on the subject of desert-
ed fams, most attention has been paid to the first- and last-mentioned of these fac-
tors - the Black Death wiped out more than half of the population, and a worsening
of the climate in the Late Middle Ages made the effects of the Black Death even
more difficult to overcome» (Bjørkvik 1966:328).

Most researchers attribute the dramatic desertion of fams to the decrease in
population caused by the Great Pestilence (Bjørkvik 1966, Holmsen [1951]  1979,
Steen [1948]  1979, Imsen & Sandnes  1977, Sandnes & Salvesen  1978). Only one
historian has argued widely against the Great Pestilence as the primary condition
for the agrarian and economic crisis in late medieval Norway (Schreiner [1935]
1979, [1948]  1979). Schreiner's overall perspective is North European, and in con-
tradiction to Seip, he is inclined to write favourably of the seed and not the soil.
Schreiner's view is, however, interesting because his argument involves the role of
both towns and trade. Schreiner's argument goes as follows:
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The process of fam-desertion began as early as around  1250. In this year, king
Håkon Håkonsson  issued a Royal  Decree  which  should regulate  the  seemingly
increasing movement of people from the countryside, and consequently agrarian
labour, into towns and merchant activities. During the later part of the 13th century
the King made several efforts, which are witnessed in decrees and letters, to keep
the agrarian labour force from going into trade-and exchange activities. Schreiner
sees the Royal efforts as clear signs of the commencment of a desertion process
long before the advent of the Plague. The reason wÆy the lack of labour was to have
immediate effects, was an increase in demand for butter on the European market,
something  which  led  to  an  augmenting  importance  for  labour  intensive  cattle
breeding.  The  general  commercialization of the  North European  exchange  net-
works, with increasing stress on economic specialization and the exchange of bulk
goods,1ike stockfish from Norway against grain from the Baltic, spurred the deser-
tion of fams especially in agriculturally marginal areas of Norway. Schreiner even
maintains that some fams in grain growing central areas could have been aban-
doned for the benefit of marginal areas more suited for cattle breeding (Schreiner
[1948]  1979).

Other historians do not argue against the occurrence of an increase in the price
of butter in the mid 13th century, but the idea that Norwegian peasants were adjust-
ing the type of produce to some kind of European market in demand for butter is
strongly opposed (Bjørkvik 1966, Imsen & Sandnes 1977). And the claim that cen-
tral areas were abandoned for the benefit of marginal is totally rejected (ibid.). On
this issue 1 adhere to Schreiner 's opponents; the dominating subsistence economy
of high  medieval  Norway  was  hardly  embedded  in  any  effective  supply-  and
demand economy covering the whole of northem Europe.

Furthemore, Schreiner's outline of a widespread migration from countryside to
towns is not met with enthusiasm by other historians (Sandnes 1971 :234, Imsen &
Sandnes  1977: 134, Steen [1948]  1979:343); Imsen & Sandnes describe the Royal
efforts as «reccuring jeremiads of the King and authorities» without much signifi-
cance (ibid., m.t.).  Sandnes has obviously changed his mind, because in a paper

published  in  1968  he  gave  an  outline of the  documentary  evidence,  and found
source-material  indicating that the agrarian crisis preceded the Great Pestilence
(Sandnes  1968:99). The dominating social and political strata were of course on
the alert conceming tendencies of migration from rural districts to urbanized com-
munities. Neither King, Church nor landed Nobility were interested in augmenting
the number of town dwellers, and consequently lowering the number of primary
producers of resources. Resources which eventually could be taxed and consumed
or traded by the sovereign social strata. Holmsen has some sympathy with the idea
that the towns could have, in the 13th century, exerted some attraction on the rural
population of the Vj.#nz/m€#-type, i.e. paid landworkers, and caused a lack of hands
in the regular fam work (Holmsen [ 1951 ] 1979: 363). In my view, only Bergen was
commercialized enough  in the  13th  century  to  come  into question  as  a type of
«Stadtluft macht frei»- attraction.

In association with the Norczj.c De§erJed Fczrm Pro/.€c.f a number of investiga-
tions of local character on the matter of late medieval deserted fams, were carried
out in Norway. No significant traces of desertion or crisis before 1350 were found
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(Sandnes  &  Salvesen  1978: 156).  «...the traditional  interpretation of Norwegian
historians stressing the Black Death and the following pestilences as primary caus-
es  of the  economic  crisis...was  strenghtened  rather than  weakened»  (ibid.: 170,
m.t.).

It has been a well established fact inside the historical discourse of the Late Mid-
dle Ages, that the Great Pestilence hit Norway with a decimating force, in tems of
loss of lives, not experienced elsewhere in Europe. Also Benedictow asserts that
the Norwegian population was at least halved due to the onslaught of the Great Pes-
tilence, but he maintains that Norway, in comparison to other parts of Westem and
Northem Europe, «was not particularly hard hit by the plague epidemics, nor was
the population loss particularly persistent, nor was the period of recuperation par-
ticularly protracted»  (Benedictow  1992a:273).  As far as the recuperation of the
population  size  is  concemed,  Benedictow  explicitly  states  that  «new  sustained
growth did not commence until c.1500, and the medieval level of population size
was  probably  restored  some  time  in  the  first  half of the  seventeenth  century»
(ibid.:272).

The disagreements between Benedictow and other researchers in the field, on
the  introduction,  spreading,  and  how  prolonged  the  consequences  were,  of the
Great Pestilence do not affect my argument as long as there are no disagreements
on the points that the population loss  was considerable,  so was the desertion of
fams, furtherinore, that recuperation of population size did not occur until the ear-
ly 17th century.

Benedictow's nanative does, however, contain implicit theories on the charac-
ter of late medieval exchange systems which merits some attention. The core prin-
ciple of modem epidemiology is that the damaging effects of any epidemic disease
increase proportionately  with population density  (Benedictow  1992b:80).  Since
medieval Norway was largely rural and thinly populated compared to e.g. England,
the extreme and long lasting demographic loss becomes difficult to explain epi-
demiologically. Benedictow has managed to forge the two seemingly incommen-
surable discourses of modem epidemology and late medieval history into one nar-
rative  (Benedictow  1992a).  Benedictow  shows  how  the  Great  Pestilence  was
spread through fleas parasiting on rats, and how the social ecology of rats reinforc-
es the chances of being bitten by a plague infected flea in a thinly populated coun-
tryside,   compared   to   a   densly   populated   urban   environment   (Benedictow
1992b:84). Rats live in colonies and defend their territory fiercly against other rat
colonies. In a town there will be more people per rat colony than on a single fami
out in the countryside where, due to larger space, the proportion of rats per human
individual will be higher than in a town. The proportion of infected fleas, which
have lost their hosts, the rats, will be relatively higher on the single fam than in the
towns, and the fleas will desperately be seeking new hosts and soon the whole of
the farm household might get infected by the plague (ibid.). The very collectively
embedded rituals revolving around the death of a member of the household includ-
ed large gatherings of people. The distribution of inheritance consisting of the per-
sonal belongings of the dead, like clothes and bedclothes,  spuned the spread of
infected fleas.

Benedictow explains the spreading of the plague to every comer of the Realm,
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even the most peripheral settlements, in tems of late medieval economic special-
ization; the more marginal an area was, the more dependent it was on the extensive
exchange  network  channeling  grain  to  the  cattle  keeping  communities  for  the
exchange of e.g butter. Both the flea and its host, the rat, ate grain and followed the
routes of exchange (ibid.:94).  Based on the demographic variable of population

pressure   and  the   ecological  variable  of  exploitation  of  niches,   Benedictow
describes a late medieval system of extensive exchange of necessities between cen-
tre (grain producing areas) and peripheries (e.g. areas of husbandry and/or iron-
extraction). Benedictow explicitly describes these exchange networks as commer-
cial (Benedictow 1992a: 189).

At the outbreak of the Great Pestilence one may assume that the land rent and
taxes were paid according to custom, until the population loss on each farm affect-
ed by the plague made this impossible. Thus, it is not imperative for Benedictow's
argument to explain the spread of plague-infected fleas through grain entirely in
terms of a commercial market economy of demand and supply. In my opinion, the
plague might also have been spread via the payment of land rent and taxes in the
shape of products of the soil. The rules of the High Middle Age tenant society was
probably not out-dated at the out-break of the Great Pestilence, but eventually the
old rules of the game became impossible to apply because both the gaming pieces
and the board underwent a change of appearence.

Although a devoted polemicist, Benedictow adheres to the present status of con-
sensus among researchers of the period; he holds the Great Pestilence to be a pri-
mary factor of the population loss in Norway after 1350. His study is a most valu-
able contribution to the dominating discourse of the issue; Benedictow has quite
convincingly narrated Æow such a catastrophe could have happened in a country
composed of extremely dispersed and thinly populated settlements.

7.1.2. Veøy and the economic consequences of the Great Pestilence

Events of the years 1348-50 fatally changed the lifes of both high and low. And the
Great Pestilence did so both for bad and for good; for the commoner surviving,
mass death provided conditions for an easier and maybe more prosperous life, for
the wealthy land owner surviving, harsh times awaited. In Norway, after 1350, two
tales prevail: One of plague and prosperity, and one of plague and poverty.

The peasants were heavily taxed during the later part of the High Middle Ages
(Lunden  1976).  «According  to  all  sources  the  times  preceding  1350  must have
been very tough for the peasants...the population pressure was stronger than ever,
land  rent  and  taxes  to  the  King  and  Church  were  highly  inflated»  (Bjørkvik
1966:309, m.t.). The economic crisis in the Late Middle Ages was first and fore-
most a crisis for those who had been living on revenues from taxes and land rents.
Good  times  awaited  the  primary  producers  after the  Great  Pestilence,  and  bad
times were ahead of the secondary consumers (Helle & Nedkvitne 1982: 122, Steen
[1948]  1979:351). The above mentioned two tales of prosperity and poverty are,
however, of a relative kind, when compared to the conditions prevailing for each
group before the Great Pestilence.

The immediate economic consequences of the Plague were a fall in the value of
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1and; prices dropped dramatically (Sandnes & Salvesen 1978: 157). «...evidence of
a fall in land rent occur only sporadically in the documentary sources before ca. AD
1400. And deserted farms belong...according to the written sources... almost with-
out exceptions to the  15th century»  (ibid., m.t.).  Schreiner maintained that these
documentary facts strengthened his thesis that the Great Pestilence was not a prime
mover in the late medieval agrarian crisis (Schreiner [1948]  1979).  Other histo-
riansstressthepsychologicalfactordelayingtheprocessofformallyloweringland
rents and labelling a fami «deserted»; the land owners would very much like to
stick to the old tax and they hoped to find a new tenant to take over the «temporari-
ly» deserted fam. But eventually the land owner had to admit that the temporal
condition had tumed into something pemanent (Holmsen [ 1951 ] 1979:361, Sand-
nes & Salvesen 1978:159).

Both the fall in prices and land rent are relevant regarding the disappearance of
the small town on Veøy. Knut Helle maintains that the general decline in the reve-
nues of the land owning  stratas  also  affected the economic  situation in Bergen,
which was the largest and most commercialized town in late medieval Norway:
«The population loss  and the decline in agricultural produce...affected first and
foremost the tax- and land rent collectors:  the Crown, the Ecclesiastical institu-
tions, and the private land owners» (Helle 1982:682, m.t.). Furthemore, the very
strong decline in the supply of products of the soil to the town weakened the sup-
portive urbanizing role of both the Church and the Crown (ibid.:686). The recur-
ring plagues reduced the royal  and ecclesiastical economic  activities  and trans-

149. Farms belonging to the estate of Giske in 1563 (from Holmsen 1980)
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fomed Bergen from being an administrative stronghold into being an urban com-
munity   built   on   commercial   activities   in   tems   of  market   exchange   only
(ibid. :693). When the dwindling administrative revenues could be a blow to a town
like Bergen, which was solidly integrated into long distance exchange networks,
howhardwouldnotasmalltowninthefjordsofnorthwestemNorwaybehitbythe
decline in administrative revenues?

Many fams in Romsdal belonged to the large estate of Giske (fig.149). In 1563,
104 and 50 tenants from Sunnmøre and Romsdal resepctively, paid land rent to the
Lady Gyrvild of Giske (Holmsen  1980:17). Holmsen estimates the estate to have
consisted  of a  significantly  higher number of farins  at the  time  of Æc77. Bjame
Erlingsson in the late 13th century, than at the time of/r# Gyrvild in the mid 16th
century (ibid.:30). «There is no doubt whatsoever that the income in the shape of
land rent was a lot larger for Æe" Bjame than#4£ Gyrvild» (ibid„ m.t.). In the the
mid16thcenturythetenantsbroughtthelandrentthemselves,intheshapeofprod-
ucts of the soil or sea, to the island of Giske, while the additional shipment of pro-
ducetoBergenwasprovidedfor,bythelandowner(ibid.:18).Throughoutthisdis-
sertation it has been argued that during the High Middle Ages, the tenant peasants
of Sunnmøre and Romsdal, who had obligations to the estate of Giske, brought the
land rent to Borgund and Veøy respectively. Further shipment of the goods prob-
ably followed the same pattem as in the 16th century.

In 1920 Sigvald Hasund published a study of the fall in prices of land and land
rents, which was to tum the historical discourse of the decline of late medieval Nor-
way in a new direction; from explicative narratives in terms of politics to narratives
of social and economic conditions (Hasund [1920]  1979). Based on the inventory
of archbishop Aslak Bolt from the 1430s, Hasund presented, in tems of percentag-
es, the new land rent compared to the old pre-plague rent for five of the eight units
(å//;.Ægcr) in Romsdal (ibid:246-247):

Eyrisfjord:     27,7%            Bylingsøy:        66,7%
Læreim:         27,0%            Sund:                   38,3%
Straum:          80,9%

«With the exception of two c!//i.ngcr in Romsdal, the new land rent is nowhere (in
the diocese of Nidaros) over 50% of the old land rent, as a rule it is frequently only
30%,even25%and20%...oftheoldlandrent.Thebestconditionsprevailedinthe
outer coastal districts of Romsdal. . .» (ibid.:248, m.t.). According to an inventory
of taxpayers  from  1520,  the  inner districts  of Romsdal  must have  been  almost
depopulated  (Imsen  &  Sandnes  1977:91).  Coastal  fishing  stations  like  Bud  in
Romsdal, and Grip on Nordmøre (fig.150), harboured in 1520 the largest amount
of tax payers (Bud 66 and Grip 48) associated with the fisheries along the whole of
the Norwegian coast (Helle  1982:689). On the small fishing station Ona in Roms-
dal,16 taxpayers are known from the same inventory (Nedkvitne 1983:380). Bud
must have been considered to be an important fishing station; in  1533 archbishop
Olav Engelbrigtson arranged for the very last National Assembly  (ft!.Æ§mø/c) of
Norway as an independent Realm to be held in Bud. The assembly could not pre-
vent the  Danish King  transfoming  the constitutional position  of Norway  from
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150. The location of Grip, Bud, and Ona.

being one of a Realm in the Kingdom of Denmark-Norway with its own institu-
tions, into being a province of the Danish-Norwegian Realm equal to e.g. Jutland.

Comparedtothedeclineinlandrent,otherrevenuesoftheKingandChurchfell
accordingly. In a study based on the inventory of bishop Øystein on the tithe in the
diocese of Oslo around AD 1400, Asgaut Steinnes finds that the tithe was close to
40% of the level known from the early half of the  14th century (Steinnes [1933]
1979:279). In Sogn the incomes from the tithe were, as late as ca. AD  1600, only
28% of the tithe revenues at the close of the High Middle Ages (Helle  1982:681).
For both the King and Archbishop the income from fees and fines were most prob-
ably drastically reduced, and in the westem and northem part of the country the
regular levy tax was presumably diminished by at least 50% (ibid.:682).

In the Late Middle Ages the settlement- and demographic pattem in Romsdal
was in the process of being transfomied; people moved from the inner- to the outer
coastal districts. This transforination was not caused by the general desertion of
fams following the plagues only, but was deeply embedded in the macro-econom-
ical course of events in late medieval Norway. Keynotes: The fim establishment of
the Hanseatic League in Bergen from the early 1350s (Konforef); expansion of the
commercial fisheries along the coast, and the further integration of Norway in a
north European market economy (Nedkvitne 1983:51).

Another, but somewhat later factor, instigating change in the settlement-  and
economic pattem of Romsdal was the advent of the waterfall-driven sawmill (opp-
gÆng§§øgcz).Inthesecondhalfofthe16thcentury,theDutchhadreachedRomsdal
in their quest for timber. In 1597, 30 sawmills were operating in Romsdal, and 13
years later the number had increased to 86; the year 1625 constituted the peak of
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the sawmill-boom with 119 mills in operation (Gruner 1977: 198). These waterfall-
bound activities did not at all favour the age old central functions of Veøy. The new
centre of influence in Romsdal was to be located on the northem shore of the fjord
system, where the hydropower of various rivers could be exploited. In 1614 Molde
was authorized as a trading station (/czcZcs/c'Ø and in  1742 Molde was granted full
town privileges.

The consequences for the small town on Veøy were dramatic; the island was sit-
uated too far from the coast and fell into communication and economic backwater.
The products of the soil and sea previously brought to the small town as taxes had
decreased by up to 75%. The local exchange and barter «fringing» upon the admin-
strative exchange, were played out in other arenas where people gathered, presum-
ably in the outer coastal districts. King Olaf Håkonsson finds the situation desper-
ately similar in several small towns, and he issues the Royal Decree of August 19th
1384 in favour of the ancient centres, but in vain (NGL 222). No administrative
efforts were able to tum the tide of the new economies. The small towns, which
were not integrated in the new  exchange  systems,  were  doomed to decay,  only
Vågan remained but as  an important fishing station and not as an adminstrative
nodule of the Norwegian Realm. Veøy was to continue as a Christian religious cen-
tre for another 500 years. Although being primarily a religious centre it does not
mean that the Holy lsland retumed to its original place in the ideological landscape
of Romsdal. The Roman Catholic Church had undergone severe changes, in tems
of both function and meaning, in course of the Middle Ages in Norway; from the
Late lron Age and Early Middle Age conquering missionary Church via a land-
owning and politically strong High Middle Age Church to a Church losing most of
its assets and revenues due to the Lutheran Reformation in 1536.
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8.  REFLECTIONS AND CONFESSIONS
-RESUMING THE TEXTUAL
THREADS . . .

One of the most consequential statements in 20th century philosophy is the last
sentence of Ludwig Wittgenstein's rrczcføfz6§: «Wovon man nicht sprechen kann,
dariiber muss man schweigen». («Whereof one cannot speak, thereof one must be
silent»)

Somewhat humourously phrased, my personal quasi-philosophical motto at the
outset of this project looked something like this: Wovon mann nicht nur schreiben
kann,  dariiber muss  man  erleben.  (Whereof one  cannot only  write,  thereof one
must experience).

The English verb «experience» may be translated to both «erfahren/erfare» and
«erleben/oppleve»  (zu leben = to live, Leben = life)  in Geman and Norwegian
respectively.ItisinterestingtonotethattheEnglishlanguagedoesnotdifferentiate
between «erfahrenÆrfahrung» and «erlebenÆrlebnis» , but denotes both of the sig-
nifieds with the one signifier «experience». I find that the English idiom's lack of
differentiation, in terms of signifiers, between «Erlebnis» and «Erfahrung», illus-
trates well the gap between Continental and Anglo-American philosophy of Sci-
ence;  in English an «Erlebnis» becomes an experience or nothing,  altematively
something completely different.

It is  utterly  impossible to inscribe  an embodied «Erlebnis»-archaeology in a

positivistic or empiricist discourse. Not everything, but quite a lot is inextricably
linked to  the person performing  the  investigation.  Furthemore,  something  will
always remain uncommunicationally mine and mine alone, maybe it is traceable,
not in the written lines themselves but between them and wrapped around them.
For me, Veøy has not been any object to be studied, but a kind of organism embod-
ied  with  the  life  of both  «then»  and  «now»,  which  1  was  to  intemediate  with
throughmaterialtracesofthepastandhumanbeingsinthepresent.Inthecourseof
the  field  working  summers,  I became  emotionally  deeply  attached to  the  land-
scapesofVeøy,andhopefullymynaiTativescommunicateatleastsomeofthisper-
sonal, and according to the dominating Westem discourse of Science, unscientific
commitment.

A commitment which would not have emerged without the long tem physical
practice of excavating and «being there». The practice, and maybe not so much the
explicative theories applied, constitutes the most outspoken trait of post- processu-
alityinthepresenttext.Ihaveforexamplenottriedtoavoidfunctionalandecolog-
ical interpretations  of the  material;  sometimes  systemic  vocabularies just make
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more  sense  contextually!  At times  they  do  not,  and  must be  replaced by  other
vocabularies. Adjusting the mode of explanations contextually to the events to be
narrated upon is sound ecclectism. Sticking to only one mode may tum a narrative
into a modelistic tyranny. Using all kinds of explicative modes uncritically is, on
the other hand, equal to unconscious «toleranny». I have in this text tried to create a
balance between the «tyranny» and «tolerance» of various modes of explanations,
be it of processual or post-processual character. I have a greater affection for the
complex and somewhat unfinished, than for the simple and perfect. The unfinished
and complex are on a continuous joumey to somewhere else, and signify dynamic
movement, while the simple and perfect have arrived, and signify static permanency.

In chapter 1.4., I did plead a certain affinity to the meta-historical ideas of Hay-
den White. His somewhat, on a practical level, unexplored relationship between
evidence  and  argument induced a fair amount of doubt into my  affinities.  Paul
Ricoeur's position is more in accordance with the intuitive experiences field work
has fumished me with in course of my carrier as a field archaeologist. Kirsten Has-
trup maintains that anthropology is obligational to reality (Hastrup 1992c:21), and
that any literary text is obligational to the narrative (Hastrup, lecture in Tromsø,
March 1993.). For me, this view is a bit too square to be adhered to in the intellectu-
al aftemath of post-modemism.

Narratives may function as  schematas processing the outside world into new
and additional nanatives. The exact point of difference between the narrative and
the real may be hard to grip and even harder to hold on to. The real and the narrative
are in a continuous negotiation with each other, but there is no doubt that they both
exist as separate entities. The world is out there, we do not create the world through
nanatives, what we actually do through narratives, is making the past, present, and
the  world to come,  an intelligible  and a reasonable place to  live  and cope  with
(Bruner 1990). People, whose narratives comprise a distorted negotiation between
the nanative schemata and the real are, throughout modem westemized cultures,
simply classified as mad. Michel Foucault has, however, revealed the «archaeolog-
ically» constituted character of the concept of madness and written it into the his-
torical and cultural discourse of the West (Foucault [ 1961 ]  1992). Even the mad are
not safe and outside of the discursive fomations of the archive.

I do  not mean that narratives  of the past  are,  or  shall,  constitute  therapeutic
means to cope with the present or future. Narratives of the past are embedded in
any culture of sound health, they are not something «outsidish» to be applied thera-
peutically in times of cultural stress or crisis. Such use of narratives of the past do
occur in times of war, e.g. in the ongoing war (spring 1993) in the former Yugosla-
via, and are the means of the dominating authorities to glorify past achievements,
of which they believe themselves to be the offspring of, and which may serve as an
immediate means for the strengthening of war moral etc. The German Nazis hero-
ized and glorified the achievements of ancient Gemanic tribes and a non-existing
race  called  Arayans:  The  ltalian  fascists  used  the  past grandeur of the  Roman
empire for their own puiposes: The Spanish falangists and the fascistoid regime of
el Generalissimo Franco produced heroic tales of the Celts in lberia.

Narratives  of  the  past  created  under  war-1ike  or  totalitarian  circumstances
always  tum  into  embarrassing  propaganda  in  post-dictatorial  phases.  The  past
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should not be used as a therapeutic vehicle, but should through textual and material
culture be an obvious part of any present. The present work may be considered as
an attempt both to narratively present the past, and to make the past present.

Eradication of the pattems and reminisences of the past have always brought
death and disaster to people, for example: The khmer Rouge (Red Khmer) in Cam-
bodia killed off all the intellectuals, i.e. expert narrators, they could lay their hands
on:  The cultural revolution in China depicted knowledge of the traditions of the
past as bourgeois and counter-revolutionary:  Ceausescu demolished villages in
Romania and broke up the physical and material pre-requisites of traditional ways
of living. In the name of progress and modemity countless crimes have been com-
mited against present people through a physical and ideological destruction of their
past. The crimes are of various kinds and degrees, and include everything from the
killing fields of Stalin's  Soviet Union, Pol Pot's Cambodia and Mao Tse-tung's
China, to the brutal re-modelling of the urban and rural landscapes of Europe; 1and-
scapes which after the Second World war have been transfomed by modem archi-
tecture and functionalistic planning into alienating spaces of concrete-Brutalism
and condos;  the statistics of criminal offences show with utmost clarity that the
people forced to live in the concrete-suburbs of European and North American cit-
ies do not exactly thrive. The concrete-deserts of westem societies are in fact tum-
ing into killing fields without any help of organized guerillas like the Red Khmer.
Man-made physical environments, in which the past is not embedded, seem to gen-
erate hostile conditions for human interaction.

Nanatives of the past are needed, not as therapeutic devices, but as an integrated
part of the present ways of living and coping. Cultures suffering from collective
amnesia are most often either on the borderline of aggression or destruction.

In chapter 2.4.2. I presented a number of questions which the public wanted the
archaeological investigations of Veøy to answer. They wanted me to investigate
questions like the following:

-  What kinds of clothes did people wear in the Middle Ages?
-  How, and what did they cultivate?
-  Which position did this island community have in society?
-  When was the island first settled?
-  Where exactly was the the market place situated?
-  Who lived there?
-  What did they live off?
-  What role did Veøy play as a r!.ng§fccz ( i.e. regional court or assembly, a fz.#g)?
-  Was the island an old pagan cult center?
-  What about trade and commerce?
-  How did the Black Death affect the community?
-  What kind of jobs did people have?
-  What kind of animals lived on the island?
-  How did Veøy become an ecclasiastical center in Romsdal?
-  Are there finds which show cultural links with the «civilized world» further

south?
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-  Did the saga character Gcznge-fio/v (traditionally identified with the Norman
king Rollo!) come from Veøy?

In the narratives, possible answers to most of these questions have been discussed,
with the exception of clothing, the exact kind of animals living on the island, and
the possible residence of Gø#gc-Ro/v.

Throughout the field-working period,1990-1992, tentative answers have been
presented for the public through both on-site infomation and lectures in the local
community. My impression is that people find my narratives of Veøy interesting,
but «different» from what they previously have heard about Veøy as an important
centre of trade and commerce in the Middle Ages. Until a popular version of the
dissertation is written in Norwegian, I shall not know whether the questioners are
satisfied with the answers 1 have presented or not. My guess is that not everyone
will be happy with how 1 have diminished Veøy's role as a commercial market-
place.

Not just anything can be said about the past. The differentiation goes between
individual nanatives written inside whatever discourse one may choose, and narra-
tives written inside a defined discourse of archaeology or history. In a humanistic
discipline of an open minded and dynamic character, the discursive fomations are
manifold, widely debated, and continuosly negotiated. Nomal science in any Kuh-
nian sense does not exist inside of these kinds of discursive fomations. Any narra-
tive of archaeology purports interpretations of a discursive character. How a narra-
tive should be evaluated is a matter of discursive dependency. Individual narratives
of the past outside of the discursive fomations of archaeology and history may,
however, be of the utmost historical and cultural value.

In the books of Nobel Prize winner Gabriel Garcfa Mårquez, the reader encoun-
ters a Latin America where people fly, the dead awake and utterly fantastic things
happen. European literary theorists have labelled Mårquez's work as Magic-Real-
ism. Mårquez himself says that there is nothing magic about his books; this was
what really happend in Aracataca in the Caribbean part of Colombia, and which lit-
erarily was to be transfomed into the narratives of los Buendfas in Macondo (Men-
doza [1982]  1983:36-37). The stories told by his grandmother were unbelievably
true. Although the, for a north European, seemingly fantastic and unrealistic, read-
Lng Cten ahos de soledad (One hundred years of solitude) (N1*rcTuez T_196rl| 1975)
definitly made me understand more of both the past history and present condition
of the South American continent. The Mårquez narrative is not written inside of the
academic discourse of history or archaeology, but his story will most probably out-
live  any  archaeo-historical  nanative  written  in the  late  1960s.  Mårquez's  work
speaks of things which have truely and «actually happened», but it is neither histo-
ry nor archaeology and may never be evaluated as such.

Regarding  Veøy,  neither  the  fantastic  stories  told  by  William  Coucheron-
Aamot,  nor the  other  stories  may  be  evaluated  inside  the  present  discourse  of
archaeology. They are of a different kind and belong inside other discourses. The
awkvard question at the present stage of my narrative, is, of course, what is it that
gives  me  the  right  to  be  an  arbiter,  differentiating  between  what kind  of story
belongs inside which discourse? To this question 1 have, caught in predicament, an
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embanassing answer: The right is given to me because 1 am an expert and know
things about archaeology that the other storytellers do not know. The decision to
come out as an expert matured during countless encounters with the other storytell-
ers and casual visitors to Veøy. People wanted me to tell good stories unheard of
before, and 1 could do this through the newly uncovered material traces of the past,
which 1, as an expert, had been allowed by the authorities to excavate. The wholly
democratic, pluralistic and negotiating archaeology promulgated by Shanks & Til-
ley (1989)  is quite impossible to carry out in practice;  this kind of archaeology
should be left to be  speculated upon in the Cambridge amchairs where it once
originated.

This it not the same as to say that archaeology shall continue to be a teminator of
«other stories». I still hang on to the idea that traditional and folkloristic nanatives
should, and must, be respected in terms of difference and not in tems of a non-dis-
cursive Truth. But 1 see no reason to under-communicate the expert in me in a con-
crete situation of dialogue with other storytellers; in fact such an under-communica-
tion confuses people and creates a certain amount of suspicion and hostility:

-  You are the one paid to know, by us, the taxpayers, you are obliged to infom us,
and not the other way around!

I do see their point. And this is what 1 have done in my nanatives of Veøy:
-  I have told you what 1 know.





ABBREVIATIONS:

DN  = Diplomatarium Norvegicum

KLNM = Kulturhistorisk Leksikon for Nordisk Middelalder

m.t. = my translation
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POLLEN-ANALYTIC INVESTIGATIONS
ON VEØY, MØRE OG ROMSDAL
by Helge lrgens Høeg

Introduction
ln June 1991 two series of soil-profile samples, were collected from the two bogs
Vestmyra 62° 40' N, 7° 21 ' E (UTM MQ 192500) and Østmyra 62° 40' N, 7° 21 ' E
(UTM  MQ 199503) were collected. The bogs were situated  50 -55 and 55 -60 m
a. s.1. respectively.
The sites are located within a distance of ca. 1 lm between them (fig.1 ). The geo-

1ogical and vegetational conditions are similar on the two sites. NczrfÆccz.zm o§sj.-

/rczgzm on both sites indicates that the area is poor in lime.

Vc§,myrø
Vestmyra is a small bog (fig.2). The vegetation consisted of SpÆøgn#m, Ccz//##ø
vulgaris,Vacciniumvitis-idaea,Vacciniummyrtillus,Oxycoccus,Andromedapoli-
f iolia , Empetrum, Caltha palustris a.nd Carex. Furthermoie, there were occurrerLce
of C . pauciflora, Potentilla erecta, Dachtylorchis maculata,  Narthecium ossifra-
gum, Drosera  rotundifolia,  Rubus  chamaemorus  tmd Trientalis  europaea. Thie
forest sunounding the bog consisted of Pi.n#s §!./vc§/rz.s with some J#nz.pcr#s c.om-
munis , Sorbus aucuparia aLnd Salix. Not £ai a;wa.y theie were growing Picea abies ,
P icea sitchensis , I.arix decidua , Betula pubescens airid Alnus glutinosa .

By applying a Russian sampler a series was collected down to 1,50 m. The stra-
tigraphy was as follows:

0 -   20 cm  SpÆczg#z6m-peat, slightly humified
20 -   35 cm  SpÆczgn#m-peat, more humified
35 -   45 cm  Ericales-peat, slightly humified
45 -50 cm  Ericales-peat, more humified
50-88 cm  Cyperaceae-peat
88 -105 cm  Peat, highly humified

105 -110 cm  Sandy gyttja
110 -150 cm  Clay

Østmyra
østmyra is, like Vestmyra, a small bog in a Pz.n#s-forest (fig.3).  The vegetation
corLsistedoÅSphagnum,Vacciniumuliginosum,V.vitis-idaea,V.myrtillus,Calluna
vulgaris , Andromeda polifolia, Oxycoccus , Potentilla erecta, Dactylorchis macu-
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lata, Narthecium ossifragum, Drosera rotundifolia, Juniperus communis and Pte-
ridium  aquilinium.  Not £ai  £rom the bog there  were  growLng  Fagus  silvatica,
Ulmus glabra, Fraxinus excelsior, Prunus padus , Berberis vulgaris a;md Acer pseu-
doplatanus.

Samples were collected down to 1,40 m. The stratigraphy was as follows:

0 -   38 cm SpÆog##m-peat with some Cyperaceae, slightly humified
38 -   91 cm Cyperaceae-peat with some SpÆc}gn#m
91 - 1 13 cm Peat, highly humified

113 - 119 cm Gyttja with sand and gravel
119 -128 cm Sand with some gyttja
128 -140 cm Clay

Laboratory technique and pollen analyses
From the series, down to the clay, samples were collected with 5 or 10 cm vertical
distance. Each sample constituted 1 cm3. The samples were prepared by standard
methods (Fægri & Iversen 1950,1975, Høeg 1979). To each sample two LycopodJ.-
#m-tablets were added before preparation (StockmaiT 1972). Each tablet contains
12077±374 spores of £ycopodz.z/m c/czvø/#m, i.e. to each sample 24154±264 spores
were added.

From each sample at least 600 pollen grains from trees and shrubs were counted
together with pollen from herbs, spores, other micro-organisms, charcoal and arti-
ficially added £ycopodz.z4m-spores.

The results are presented in percent pollen diagrams where the pollen grains
from all tenestrial species, ZP, make up 100%. Pollen from aquatic growing speci-
es,  spores,  other micro- organisms, charcoal and artificially added Lycopodz.4(m-
spores are also calculated in percent of ZP (figs. 5 & 8).

The results are additonally presented as influx-diagrams. These diagrams display
theyearlypollendeposition/cm2bogsurfaceforthemostcommonpollentypes(figs.
6 & 9).

In the percent diagram all the values are relative to each other. When the curve
e.g. for B€fz6/cz  falls from one level to the next, we cannot say whether Bcfzt/cz  in the
vegetation at that time is reduced or if instead the other species in the area increa-
sed. The values displayed in the influx diagram are not relative, but absolute. A fal-
ling curve of Bc/%/c} in the influx diagram indicates that the occurrence of Bcf#/cz
was reduced in the vegetation at that time.

Radiocarbon date s
7 samples are T4C-dated, 4 by Laboratoriet for Radiologisk Datering in Trondheim,
Norway, and 3 by Beta-analytic lnc. in Florida, USA.  The dated sample has a hight
of 5 cm. The results are as follows:

Nr.                   Depth+_25 cm         Age BP                       Calibrated BCIAD
Vestmyra
8-56494        0,425 m                        40±70                      AD 1700 -1955*
T-10230        0,625 m                      530±40                      AD 1385 -1425
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T-10227        0,875 m
B-56495          1,07 m

1025±35                    AD  980-1015
2900±50                           1210-1010 BC

Østmyra
T-10229        0,525 m                      305±55                       AD   1500-1645
8-56493        0,825 m                      1260±60                   AD    675 -850
T-10228         1,20 m                        2575±165                             890 -440 BC

The dates seem reasonable, but the sample from 0,425 m (Beta-56494) must have
an age in the oldest part of the interval. The radiocarbon dates are calibrated accor-
ding to Stuiver & Reimer 1987.

A diagram with two curves for each bog showing the accumulation rate has been
made (figs. 4 and 7), using the conventional dates and the calibrated dates respecti-
vely. The curve pass through the mid-1evel for the sample and the average age for
the dating result. These diagrams, together with the influx diagrams, make it reaso-
nable to assume that material is not removed from the localities. From the accumu-
1ation rate diagrams each analysed level from the bogs can be given an age BP and
BC/AD. In the text calibrated years BC/AD are used.

Results
The pollen diagrams tumed out very similar. Both diagrams display a zone in the
lowermost part showing a lot of Be/%/cz and A/n#§, and some P!.n#§. After a transiti-
on zone Pz.#zds increases to 70 - 80% in both diagrams. Furthermore, the diagrams
show that the vegetation is to a large extent influenced by human activity.

A zone border in both diagrams is situated where A/n#s decreases, something
which occurs between 85 and 80 cm in østmyra, by interpolation estimated to date
between AD 680 and 850. In Vestmyra the zone border occurs between 95 and 90
cm, estimated to have happened between AD 150 and 700. If this decrease in A/n#§
happens at the same time in both bogs, the age must be AD 700.

The next zone border is situated where Pz.##s increases.  This occurs between 70
and 60 cm in Østmyra, estimated to be dated between AD 1110 and 1370. In Vest-
myra the zone border occurs between 70 and 65 cm, estimated to be dated between
AD  1290 and 1370. These dates suggest that this happened ca. AD  1350 on both
sites and may be associated with the Black Death.

Østmyra
Zone A,  120 -85 cm: The forest consisted of BefzÆ/cz and A/nzÆs, and a little P!.7tzds

(figs. 5 and 6). The forest was dense. The samples contained a lot of charcoal, in
most samples  about  100%, up to 400%. There are ca.1% A4c/czmpyr#m and  1%
Rosaceae, possibly R4£bz4§ z.cZczcz4§. n4e/ømpyrztm frequently grows after forest fires

(Iversen 1949, Berglund 1966) and R#bz/s !.dczezd§ thrives in clearings. The first and
sole pollen grain of P/cz#fczgo /czncco/czfcz in this zone occurs at 85 cm. This species
indicate grazing.

Zone 8,  80 -70 cm: A/n#s is reduced considerably,  almost nothing is found.
Bef#/cz has decreased, and P!.##s has increased a little. A lot of Jz/n!.pcrz4§ occurs; a
species which can be found in grazed areas. At this stage the forest must be more
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open. The diagram displays a lot of Cczrex, Cc}//zÆcz, Poaceae and Sp%øg##m which
also may indicate a more open area. Most of these species have possibly been gro-
wing on the bog and may be over-represented. The samples are poorer in pollen,
due to either increasing accumulation rate or decreasing pollen production.  The
influx diagram indicate a decreasing pollen production and a more open forest. The
opening of the forest began around 90 cm, ca. AD 470.

Triticum aire £ou"d a;f go cm, an!d plantago major, Plantago lanceolata amd Hor-
dcztm at 70 cm. Faming of the area must have increased. At the same time, the
amount of charcoal has decreased to about 1 %.

Zone C, 60 - 0 cm: The zone starts with an increase in Pi.##s and a decrease in
Bcfz//ø, C¢rcx and Ccz//zdnø. The increase in P!.n4Å§ indicates that the forest was gro-
wing denser. Between 50 and 45 cm Pi.n#§ decrease, but only incidentally. From 45
cm and upwards there are pollen from Frczjrz.#4!§, and an increase in Ccz//#ncz and
Poaceae occur. There are pollen grains from P/ønfczgo /Æ#cco/øJcz in all of the ana-
lysed levels from 55 cm, with an exception at the 10 cm level. At 50 cm there is pol-
len from Æo7idc#m, Avcncz and Sccø/e, and there is pollen from cereals in all levels
further up. The amount of charcoal increase to ca. 5% at 45 cm.

After a total lack in faming activities at 60 cm, traces of faming activities are
again  found.  Farming  activity  continues  up  until  the  present.  The  pine  forest,
however, must have densified from 30 cm. Pollen from Pj.cecz is found from 20 cm.

The fluctuations in the diagram is a result of human activity.   Charcoal occurs
frequently from the bottom of the diagram, dated to 890 to 440 BC, to 82,5 cm,
dated to AD 675 -850.  The forest is nevertheless dense, and traces of indicators of
grazing are found solely in the uppemost levels of these samples. The amount of
charcoal is so large that we can conclude that there must have been fires on the
island, but maybe not in the vicinity of the bog. The fires must have been caused by
something, and, even though we lack totally reliable evidence, the most probable
interpretation is that fires were applied as a tool to create faming and/or grazing
areas.

When buming of the area no longer occurs ca. AD 700, the forest thins out, and
pollen from grazing indicators and cereals are found. Maybe the charcoal maxi-
mum at 90 cm, ca. AD 470, indicates the beginning of the faming activity.

Between 70 and 60 cm the faming activity ceased, and the pine forest grows up.
This is possibly a result of the Black Death because 70 cm is inteipolated to AD
1110 and 60 cm to AD 1370.

At 55 cm, AD 1510, pollen grains of P/cznfczgo /cznceo/Æfcz are again found. Fur-
themore, at AD 1570, pollen grains of Cerealia are found. The pine forest is bumt
and/or felled. Due to the small amount of charcoal it is most probable that the forest
was felled. The decline of pz.n#s occurs between 50 and 45 cm in the pollen percent
diagram. In the influx diagram the decline is displayed between 55 and 45 cm, i.e
ca. AD 1500 - 1610. In the percent diagram above 40 cm Pi.##s once more increa-
se. This increase is not displayed in the influx diagram. The difference is dependent
on, and caused by, the relative values displayed in the percent diagram. If many
pollen types decrease, this is seen as an increase in the percent diagram for the pol-
1en types which do not decrease, in this case Pj.n#§. Something which is not the case
in the influx diagram which is based on absolute numbers. Be/#/cz and Cczrcx decre-
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ase between 55 and 50 cm. The amount of Bcfzd/ø has been insignificant from 50 cm
and upwards. The insect pollinated flowers also increase from 55 cm. This goes for
both weeds and naturally growing herbs for which the conditions are more favoura-
ble in an open landscape.  In this respect one can refer to the occurrence of i.a.
Gc4£m, Apiaceae, Ranunculaceae, Vcz/cr!.¢ncz and Lof#§. The Pofenfz.//ø maximum
at 45 cm is a local phenomena. Comczrz/m pcz/#§fre or Pofenfz.//cz crecfø has grown
on the bog at that time. The anthers have fallen down on the surface, and have been
a part of the pollen sample. The 55 cm sample was very rich in pollen; almost as
rich as the samples from 110 to 80 cm. The pollen content is lower from 40 cm, esti-
mated to ca. AD 1650, and upwards.

Vestmyra
Zone A, 107 -95 cm: The forest consisted of Bc?J#/cz, Cory/z/s and A/n#s (figs. 8 and
9). Only small amounts of P!.n#s occurs, and the forest must have been dense. At
107 cm a lot of charcoal is found, ca. 30%, further up, however, only a few percent
charcoal  occurs.  Rosaceae  and  Dryopf€/'!.§  are  found  to  occur  in  maximum
amounts. No traces of faming activities are found.

Zone 8, 90 -70 cm: A/nz{§ is almost absent, and the occurrence of Be/#/cz decre-
ases. Cory/#§ decreased already at 95 cm, but a second maximum occurs between
80 and 70 cm. P!.n#s increases somewhat in the beginning of the zone, but is still
low in the zone.
A change in the composition of the forest takes place between 95 and 90 cm, and at
this level a clearance of the forest occurs. Changes are considerable also between
90  and 85  cm..    Corylus, Juniperus,  Cyperaice&e, Calluna, PoaLceæe  ænd Rumex
rncre8;se. Plantago lanceolata, Hordeum, Avena, Triticum tmd Secale must T[a:Ne
been growing in the area and the amount of charcoal increases to 40 -45%. The
forest must have been cleared, and the pollen influx decreases. There is a lot of
charcoal at 85 and 80 cm, after which level the amount of charcoal decreases. The-
re is a lot of Cerealia up to 70 cm.  Poaceae decreases from 75 cm. And between 80
and 70 cm there are more insect pollinated flowers than below and above this level,
es,pec;i*+y  Knautia arvensis , Succisa pratensis , Trifolium and ALsteraiceaie.  ALt 85
cm Dryopteris decreases arLd Sphagnum Lncreases.

Zone C, 65 -0 cm: The zone begins with an increase in Pz.##§, Cczrex and SpÆczg-
n#m, and a decrease in Cory/44§. The forest is still open at 65 cm, but seems more
dense at 60 cm.   This is mostly caused by an increase in Pi.n%§. At 45 cm a small
decrease of Pz.n#§ occurs. From 40 cm the forest is dense. Pz.cccz pollen are found
from 30 cm.

Ccz//#ncz and Cørcx decrease from 65 cm, and there are high values of Sphczg-
#z¢m, especially from 40 cm. The samples are poor in pollen from 45 cm.

At 60 and 55 cm only small amounts of charcoal occur. A slight increase of char-
coal can be found at 50 and 45 cm, followed upwards by only small amounts, ca.
1 -2%. At 60, 40 and 20 cm there are no indicators of faming activities. From 55
to 45 cm there are once more traces of cereal cultivation. At 30 cm there are pollen
from P/cznfczgo /ønceo/czfcz and at 25,10 and 0 cm pollen of Cerealia.

The oscillations displayed in the pollen diagram are inteipreted to be caused by
human activities. In Vestmyra a lot of charcoal can be found at 107 cm, 1210 -1010
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BC, the amount of charcoal is, however, smaller than in the bottom of Østmyra.
The forest must have been a dense hardwood forest, and there are no traces of far-
ming activities. Almost no charcoal occurs from 100 to 90 cm, and the vegetation
must still have consisted of a hardwood forest without faming in the vicinity.

At 90 cm, estimated to ca. AD 700, a change in the vegetation pattem must have
occurred; the change is especially pronounced between 90 and 85 cm, dated to AD
980 -1015. An intensive faming of the area must have begun. While no faming
indicating pollen were found at 90 cm, there were 15 pollen grains of p/ø7!/czgo /ø#-
ceolata, 1 o£ Hordeum, 4 of Avena, 7  of Triticum and 5 o£ Secale at sS crn. The
fields and meadows seem partly to have been abandoned around AD 1150. Poace-
ae, P/czn/czgo  /øncco/czfcz,  Cerealia and charcoal  decrease  and Cory/z{§  increases.
Cory/#§  may have been grown on the earlier fields and meadows. 35% Cory/44§ at
70 cm ca. AD 1300 indicate that there must have been a large amount of Cory/4t§ in
the area surrounding Vestmyra. If Cory/#§ growing is not included in the faming
activities, the faming must have been moved to places at greater distance from the
bog. The amount of charcoal is still larger than before the faming activity started,
and there are also pollen from P/czn/czgo and Cerealia.

Between 70  and 65  cm,  ca.  AD  1350,  a change in the diagram is  displayed.
Cory/#§ is reduced to below  10% and a Pj.##§ increase starts. Between 65 and 60
cm, dated to AD 1385 -1425, P/øn/czgo, Cerealia and charcoal are reduced to zero.
It is obvious that the effects of the Black Death had something to do with this decre-
ase. When the area is abandoned, Pz.#z6§ takes over.

At 50 cm, ca. AD 1630, human activities can again be traced, i.e. there are traces
of some buming and cereal growing, but between 45 and 40 cm, dated to younger
than AD  1700, possibly about AD  1750, this area goes out of use.  Since then the
forest has been similar to the forest in the area at present. Cory/z4§ is nearly absent.
There has been no more buming. A lot of J4tn!.per#§ which occurs up to 25 cm, ca.
AD  1850, indicates grazing in the area. Small amounts of P/ønfczgo supports this
indication.  The forest must have been an open pine forest.  A few cereal pollen
grains  may have  come from other parts  of the  island.  Pollen  of Cerealia in the
uppemost sample is a little difficult to explain, because there is no cereal cultivati-
on on the island today. The sample may, however, represent a period which goes
back to the last cereal cultivation.

Conclusion.
The diagram from Vestmyra begins around  1100 BC, and the one from østmyra
around 700 BC. The diagrams display the occurrence of a hardwood forest with
BGJ#/cz, A/nzd§ and partly Cory/44§ until AD 700. From AD 700 the forest is more
open especially until AD 1750.  Pj.n#s  dominates from AD 1350, but with a small
decrease AD 1650 - 1700 around Vestmyra and a larger decrease AD 1600 -1750
around Østmyra. At this stage the pine forest must have been similar to the forest in
the area today.

Charcoal occurs in the bottom layers of both bogs, up to 700 BC in Vestmyra
and AD 700 in Østmyra. Human activities may be traced on Veøy from before 1100
BC. The pollen diagrams suggest that the human activities  have mostly been con-
centrated on the eastem part of the island in this period; i.e. in the period from befo-
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re 700 BC to AD 700 the amount of charcoal constitutes 100 -350% in østmyra,
while in Vestmyra the charcoal amounts to only  1 -2%, with the exception of a
short period from 1100 BC. In the period from 1100 to 800 BC the human activity
on the westem part of the island could have been similar in intensity to the activity
on the eastem part of the island.

Another possible explanation of the difference in the amount of charcoal betwe-
en østmyra and Vestmyra may be the prevailing westerly wind direction. If most of
the buming took place between the two bogs during westerly winds, the charcoal
dust might have been carried with the wind towards østmyra,  and not towards
Vestmyra. But the amount of Cory/#s around Vestmyra, indicates different vegeta-
tion around the two sites, thus the wind direction cannot be the only explanation of
the difference between the sites.

Husbandry can be first traced in Østmyra, AD 600 -700. This may be correlated
with the maximum for charcoal in this bog around AD 470. Before this, we cannot
see traces of faming activity on Veøy, but the hazel around Vestmyra until AD 150
could have comprised a resource.

The cereal growth also started around østmyra, AD 800, but intensive faming
began AD 850 near Vestmyra. This may be explained by the fact that where Cory-
/#§ grows or have grown the soil becomes favourable for cultivation. The areas cle-
ared of Cory/#§ have been good for cultivation.

Around AD  1150 the faming activities decrease, and Cory/z{s grows up once
more. Cory/zd§ thrives well on earlier famland. On the eastem part of the island it
seems that the human activities have been slight; no charcoal are found and only
small amounts of grazing indicators occur and very few cereal pollen grains are
found.

At one point in time, possibly around AD 1350, Veøy is abandoned. Around AD
1400 neither charcoal, P/ø#/czgo nor Cerealia are found. The pine forest grows up.
Around AD  1500 a new faming period begins. The forest is cleared, especially
around  Østmyra.  The  forest  is  felled,  not  bumed.  Only  around  Vestmyra,  AD
1600 -1700, is there a small maximum for charcoal. There are pollen grains from
P/cznføgo and Cerealia in the samples from both bogs, especially from AD 1550 to
1850. At this time the majority of the activities have been around Østmyra. Even
though faming must have continued close to present times, the forest grows more
dense.  This  happens  around AD  1750.  Maybe this  is due  to  the faming  being
intensified and smaller areas are needed, or the felling of timber ceases. From AD
1850 the diagrams display only minimal human activities on Veøy. Maybe this is
caused by the increased densification of the forest. Pollen grains from the fields and
meadows are filtered away before they reach the bogs.

Pollen from Pj.cccz, possibly also from Aøz.c§, £czrz* and Frc}:¥!.7!#s, may be caused
by planting of these trees on Veøy, around AD 1800 or later (Pj.cecz and Fczg4£§), or
around AD 1550 (Frczx!.n#s).

People have lived on the island, especially on the eastem part, in a hardwood
forest from before  1100 BC until AD 700 (fig.10). Traces of faming activities
from this period are not displayed in the pollen diagrams. Faming has occurred
from AD 680, especially on the westem part of the island in the period AD 850 -1350
in an open forest. The island was abandoned AD 1350 -1500, and a Pz.n#§ forest
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grew up. From AD 1500 there has been faming, especially in the eastem part. This
faming took place in an open Pz.nz/s forest until AD 1850, and continued in a den-
ser forest and maybe on a smaller scale until the present time.

List over Latin (Lid 1979), English (Stace 1991 ) and Norwegian plant names men-
tioned in the text and diagrams.

Abies
Acer pseudoplatanus
Alnus
Alnus glutinosa
Amphitrema
Andromeda polifolia
Apiaceae
Arcella
Artemisia
Assulina
Asteraceae
Avena
Berberis vulgaris
Betula
Betula nana
Betula pubescens
Botrychium
Botryococcus
Brassicaceae
Calluna vulgaris
Caltha palustris
Carex
Carex pauciflora
Caryophyllaceae
Cerealia
Chenopodiaceae
Chrysanthemum
Comarum palustre
Corylus
Cyperaceae
Dachtylorchis maculata
Drosera
Drosera rotundifolia
Dryopteris
Empetrum
Equisetum
Ericales
Eriophorum
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fir
maple
alder
alder
(one celled animal)
bog rosemary
carrot family
(one celled animal)
mugworts
(one celled animal)
daisy family
Oats
barbenies
birch
dwarf birch
downy birch
moonwort
algae
cabbage family
heather
marsh-marigold
sedges
few-flowered sedge
pink family
cereals
goosefoot family
crown daisies, yarrows
marsh cinquefoil
hazel
sedge family
heath spotted-orchid
sundews
round-leaved sundew
fems
crowberry
horsetails
heather
cottongrasses

edelgran
platanlønn
Or
svartor
(encelled dyr)
hvitlyng
skjemplantefamilien
(encelled dyr)
burot, malurt
(encelled dyr)
kurvplantefamilien
havre
berberis
bjerk
dvergbjerg
vanlig bjerk
marinøkkel
alge
korsblomstfamilien
røsslyng
bekkeblom
starr
sveltstan
nellikfamilien
kom
meldefamilien
prestekrave, ryllik
myrhatt
hassel
halvgressfamilien
flekkmarihånd
soldu88
rund soldugg
bregner
krekling
snelle
lyng
myrull



Fabaceae
Fagus silvatica
Filipendula
Fraxinus excelsior
Galium
Geum
Gymnocarpium
Helotium
Hordeum
Humulus
Juniperus communis
Knautia arvensis
Larix decidua
Liguliflorae
Lotus
Lycopodium
Lycopodium amotinum
Lycopodium clavatum
Lycopodium selago
Melampyrum
Menyanthes
Myrica
Narthecium ossifragum
Nymphaeaceae
Oxycoccus
Picea
Picea abies
Picea sitchensis
Pinus
Plantago lanceolata
Plantago major
Poaceae
Polypodium
Populus
Potamogeton
Potentilla
Potentilla erecta
Prunus
Prunus padus
Pteridium aquilinium
Quercus
Ranunculaceae
Ranunculus
Rosaceae
Rubus chamaemorus
Rubus idaeus

pea family
beech
meadowsweets
ash
bedstraws
avens
oak fem
fungus
barleys
hop, (hemp)
commonjuniper
field scabious
european larch
ligulate flowered daisies
bird's-foot-trefoils
clubmosses
interrupted clubmoss
stag 's-hom clubmoss
fir clubmoss
cow-wheats
bogbean
bog-myrtle
bog asphodel
water-lily family
cranberry
spruces
norway spruce
sitka spruce
scots pine
ribwort plantain
greater plantain
grass family
polypody
aspen
pondweeds
cinquefoils
tomentil
cherries
bird cherry
bracken
oaks
buttercup family
buttercups
rose family
cloudberry
raspberry

erteblomstfamilien
bøk
mjødurt
ask
maure
humleblomst
fugletelg
SOPP

bygg
humle, (hamp)
ener
rødknapp
lerk
tungekronede kurvplanter
tiriltunge
kråkefot
stri kråkefot
myk kråkefot
lusegress
marimjelle
bukkeblad
P0rs
rome
vannliljefamilien
tranebær
8ran
vanlig gran
sitkagran
furu
smalkjempe
groblad
gressfamilien
sisselrot
OSP

tjønnaks
mure
tepperot
kirsebær, hegg
hegg
einstape
eik
soleiefamilien
soleie
rosefamilien
multe
bringebær
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Rumex
Rumex longifolius
Salix
Scirpus
Secale
Selaginella
Sorbus aucuparia
Spergularia
Sphagnum
Stachys
Succisa pratensis
Tilia
Trientalis europaea
Trifolium
Triticum
Tubuliflorae
Ulmus glabra
Urtica
Vaccinium myrtillus
Vaccinium uliginosum
Vaccinium vitis-idaea
Valeriana

-;:::---l-:i_`==±-

docks
northem dock
willows
deergrasses
rye
lesser clubmoss
whitebeams
sand spurrey
bog moss
woundworts
devil 's-bit scabious
small-leaved lime
chickweed wintergreen
clovers
wheats
tubular flowered daisies
wych elm
nettles
bilberry
bog bilberry
cowberry
valerians

Syre
høymole
vier, selje
sivaks
rug
dvergjamne
r08n
tunbendel
torvmose
svinerot
blåknapp
lind
skogstjeme
kløver
hvete
rørfomede kurvpl anter
alm
nesle
blåbær
blokkebær
tyttebær
vendelrot

VEØY

LOCATION OF VESTMYR AND øSTM

Fig. 1. The location of the bogs from where the peat profiles were extracted.
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Fig. 2. Vestmyra, picture of the bog, taken towards southwest.

Fig. 3. østmyra, picture of the bog, taken towards west.
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Fig.  4.  Diagram  showing  the  accumulation rate  in Østmyra.   Crosses  mark the
height of the dated sample and the 14C-date with one standard deviation. A solid
curveisdrawnthroughthedates.Adottedlineisdrawnthroughtheaverageagefor
the calibrated dates. From this curve each analysed level from the bog is given an
ageBC/AD.
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Fig. 7. Diagram showing the accumulation rate in Vestmyra  (see fig. 4.).
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VESTMYRAØSTMYRA

Fig.  10. Diagram showing the development of the faming activity as seen in the
two pollen diagrams.
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